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Foreword

One of the most prevalent and dangerous misconceptions about education in the
twenty-first century is that because so much information is easily accessible “at the
tip of our fingers,” knowledge construction should no longer be viewed as a major
goal of schooling. Supporters of this view often maintain that current schools should
focus on teaching generic skills rather than content-specific knowledge. This book,
edited by Dori, Mevarech, and Baker (2017), contributes to refuting this misconception. It is therefore highly significant that the three general, “big” constructs discussed throughout the book, namely, cognition, metacognition, and culture, are
addressed in a variety of content-rich frameworks and across all four components of
STEM education: science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Although in
other educational contexts technology and engineering education had sometimes
been pushed aside in favor of science and mathematics education, in this book,
technology and engineering education take center stage, as they should, in current
STEM education.
More specifically, there are debates in the literature about whether and to what
extent cognitive and metacognitive skills are general, domain transcending, or context bound (e.g., Perkins and Salomon 1989; Veenman 2011). According to a recent
review on metacognition in science education (Zohar and Barzilai 2013), the development of learners’ conceptual understanding has long been a central focus of science education research. However, previous reviews of metacognition in science
education have claimed the role of metacognition in developing learners’ understanding of specific science concepts has not been sufficiently studied in such contexts. Therefore, the role of metacognition in developing conceptual understanding
deserves increased attention from researchers and educators. In contrast, the data of
the more recent 2013 review showed that, in recent years, the potential contribution
of metacognition to the understanding of science content has become a central area
of research. Many of the reviewed studies addressed metacognition in rich scientific
subject-specific contexts. This trend firmly places metacognitive research in a central junction of science education interest, namely, advancing deep understanding of
scientific concepts and reasoning skills. This trend also opens the door for new
research- and practice-oriented questions.
v
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One such important question pertains to the generality versus content specificity
of metacognition in STEM education. When designing STEM curriculum in an
integrated way, an issue that becomes central is determining the aspects of metacognition that can and should be taught in general, across all four components of STEM
education, and the aspects that need to be tailored to each area separately. How can
we best use metacognition to deepen the understanding of specific concepts throughout the STEM curricula? Finally, how can we use evidence from previous research
to support the adaptation to specific content areas?
The first step in answering these questions is to create an inventory of studies that
examine metacognitive learning and instruction in all STEM areas. At a later stage,
an analysis of many studies might form the foundation for devising integrated
STEM evidence-based guidelines for how to best apply metacognition across and
within areas of STEM education. While at this point there are many studies about
metacognition in mathematics and science education, similar research in technology1 education and engineering education is less developed. Although there are an
increasing number of studies about the application of metacognition in learning
technologies (e.g., Azevedo and Aleven 2013), the area of metacognition in engineering education is in its infancy. The idea promoted in the book by Dori, Mevarech,
and Baker (2017) proposes to look at all four STEM subjects together with respect
to metacognition. The book begins to uncover the similarities among them in terms
of metacognitive instruction and is therefore a step in the right direction. The addition of culture is also significant.
Finally, the review of studies of metacognition in science education (Zohar and
Barzilai 2013) revealed that there are an insufficient number of studies of teachers’
(both preservice and in-service) knowledge and professional development regarding metacognition. This research gap is a serious limitation in the ability to carry out
large-scale implementation of metacognitive instruction in authentic classrooms.
The book edited by Dori, Mevarech, and Baker attends to that research gap as seven
of the chapters address teachers or instructors, thereby contributing to the literature
in this important field.
Overall, the book constitutes an important landmark in discussing cognition,
metacognition, and culture in STEM education, adding significant value to the body
of literature on these fundamental subjects.
Besen Family Chair for Integrated Studies in Education
The Seymour Fox School of Education
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel

Anat Zohar

1
As used throughout this book, technology, the T in STEM, is discussed here in the context of
educational technology.
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Preface

To my late parents, Moshe (Polack) and Risia (Dudman) Haisraeli,
whose history and passion for education made me who I am.

Education is the pinnacle of civilization activities. It is not just how we accept values, knowledge, and insights about the world we live in; education is by far the most
effective means to instill peace and harmony among people and peoples. Science
satisfies humans’ insatiable curiosity and drive to know more and understand better,
providing the underpinning for engineering and technology. If used correctly, following universal values of social justice and the right to pursue happiness for all,
science and technology are the foundations for humans’ welfare, health, and wellbeing. Unfortunately, people have not always applied these values as torches of
progress. Throughout history, and especially in the twentieth century, there were
terrible deviations from using science and technology to benefit humans, leading to
a murderous regime that killed millions of innocents in the name of some false racist
theory. In the current century, religion often leads to similar arguments and outcomes, though not yet at the same scale.
Education is the only single means through which it is possible to eradicate these
movements and encourage people and peoples to respect each other’s right to live
their lives the way they wish, exercising their cultures, so long as it does not infringe
on others’ lives. Moreover, only science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) can stop the deterioration of our planet’s environment while increasing the
economic pie, so nobody has to fight over shrinking resources.
STEM education must evolve through research to gain better understanding of
how our brains process and assimilate new information and turn it to knowledge and
comprehension. Metacognition is a relatively new frontier in education in general
and in STEM education in particular. This book attempts to fuse cognition, metacognition, and culture to enhance STEM education. As this book involves authors
from diverse backgrounds, different countries and continents, representing a plethora of cultures and approaches, it is my sincere hope that the book will make its
modest contribution to encourage dialogue among STEM educators and teachers.
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I wish to thank my co-editors and the chapter authors for their contributions to
this book and their ongoing involvement. Thanks to Rea Lavi, my PhD student,
whose editorial help was indispensable. Last but not least, thanks to my dear family,
and especially to my husband, Dov Dori, for being there for me.
Faculty of Education in Science and Technology
Technion
Haifa, Israel
The Samuel Neaman Institute for National
Policy Research
Haifa, Israel
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Yehudit Judy Dori, Zemira R. Mevarech, and Dale R. Baker

The fields of research on cognition, metacognition, and culture in learning and
teaching Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics—STEM—have been
growing rapidly in recent years, attracting considerable interest among scholars and
educators. This book addresses the point where these three fields intersect. The
main purpose of this book is to identify, map, and analyze the research in cognition,
metacognition, and culture. We have aimed to identify and characterize commonalities and differences in research pursuits and findings across each of the STEM areas,
pointing out and discussing discipline-dependent nuances. To this end, we have
solicited chapters from leading researchers in these areas and asked them to elaborate on aspects pertaining to cognition, metacognition, and culture in their respective domains of STEM education expertise.
While there has been research on metacognition in science and mathematics education, the studies related to metacognition and culture in engineering and technology education is almost nonexistent. This book is thus likely the first one to tackle
the interaction between the domains of engineering and technology education on
the one hand and the metacognitive and cultural aspects on the other hand.
We are still at early stage of research on the intersection and interaction between
the four STEM domains, specifically their T and E components, and the three
themes: cognition, metacognition, and culture. This state of affairs raises questions
Y.J. Dori (*)
Faculty of Education in Science and Technology, Technion, Haifa, Israel
The Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research, Haifa, Israel
e-mail: yjdori@technion.ac.il
Z.R. Mevarech
David Yellin Academic College of Education, Bar-Ilan University, Jerusalem, Israel
D.R. Baker
MaryLou Fulton Teachers College, Educational Leadership and Innovation,
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, USA
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related to these themes across the fields of STEM education research, schools of
thoughts, and cultural boundaries. Hence, in this book, we review theoretical background and cutting-edge research on how various forms of cognitive and metacognitive instruction in different cultures may enhance learning and thinking in STEM
classrooms. We expect that this approach will lay down the foundations needed for
a more formal attempt at defining and testing clear-cut definitions of the concepts
we investigate in this book.
Most of the authors in this book investigate high school and university students—or both—in different countries, while a few investigate younger students.
The focus in this book is mostly on students’ learning, with an emphasis on cognition, metacognition, and culture in STEM. Nonetheless, there are chapters which
view these topics through a lens of teaching, making pedagogical content knowledge another topic discussed in the book. Some authors review the existing literature, while others described their own framework or models, case studies, or
empirical studies, using qualitative or quantitative methods. The variety of author
nationalities and the cultures they investigated are testimonial of the multifaceted
nature and robustness of this book.
Table 1.1 specifies each chapter’s research population region, academic class,
educational focus, research type and tools, and domain of study. The book includes
four parts, one for each of the STEM domains: science education, technology education, engineering education, and mathematics education. As the field of STEM is
fraught with ambiguous definitions for concepts used by various researchers, chapter authors made an effort to provide a clear definition of the cognitive, metacognitive, and cultural components addressed by them.
Collectively, the book is not just an account of the state of the art in research
about cognition, metacognition, and culture in the four STEM domains; it also provides a wide, integrating perspective on what researchers are investigating with
respect to these topics. To this end, Chap. 15 synthesizes the findings and views
expressed in the invited chapters, makes general observations and insights stemming from analyzing the chapters, and suggests concrete future research directions
for each topic(s) presented in each of the 13 chapters of the book.

1.1
1.1.1

Overview of Chapters in the Four Book Parts
Part I: Science Education

In Chap. 2, Teacher Cognition of Engaging Children in Scientific Practices,
Crawford and Capps are concerned with defining the required teacher knowledge
for engaging children in scientific practices. The authors base their definition on
existing educational frameworks and on their own study. The study involved 30
elementary science teachers who took part in a professional development course.
They present qualitative findings concerning two of the teachers who took part in
this study. The authors provide the definition of pedagogical content knowledge of
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scientific practices (PCK-SP), which is affected by subject matter knowledge
(SMK), scientific practices, nature of science (NoS), and pedagogical knowledge.
They describe and analyze each teacher’s PCK-SP prior to and following the professional development course the teachers took part in.
In Chap. 3, Students’ Metacognition and Metacognitive Strategies in Science
Education, Avargil, Lavi, and Dori present literature review findings on empirical
research on metacognition with focus on science education. They divided the papers
they had reviewed into three categories: (a) metacognition-based pedagogical intervention, (b) assessment tools for metacognition, and (c) metacognitive learning processes. The authors have identified development of assessment tools and their
validation as the largest gap in research. Presenting the survey outcomes of the
assessment tools described in these papers, they derive key criteria for developing
and comparing such tools. Finally, the authors provide suggestions for educators
and researchers concerning assessment and nurture of metacognition in science
education.
In Chap. 4, Recinsidering Different Visions of Scientific Literacy and Science
Education based on the Concept of Bildung, Sjöström and Eilks present three
humanistic approaches to scientific literacy (SL), termed visions. Each vision pertains to a different set of SL aspects and represents different perspectives on science
and society. The simplest vision, Vision I, pertains to SL as science knowledge or
“pipeline science”—what is required to know in order to do science. Vision II pertains to SL with respect to economic and everyday requirements or “science for
all”—what is required to know in order to live with science, whether one is a scientist or a nonscientist. Finally, Vision III, the most complex one, argued by the authors
as the one that the educational systems should teach. It pertains to SL as critical,
reflexive, and transformative or “science for transformation”—the kind of science
required in order to change society through scientific literacy. This vision highlights
the concept of Bildung, which, in this context, refers to the self-development of the
individual into a socio-critical being, who takes responsibility for the world around
him or her and transforms it through scientific knowledge and skills.

1.1.2

Part II: Technology Education

In Chap. 5, Designing for Collaborative Problem Solving in STEM Cyberlearning,
Crippen and Antonenko present their self-developed cyberlearning software for
scaffolding students’ collaborative process of solving authentic problems and for
developing their twenty-first century skills, dubbed ECLIPSE: Environment for
Collaborative Learning Integrating Problem Solving Experiences. The authors
applied a framework within ECLIPSE for scaffolding the problem-solving process,
named Define, Explore, Explain, Present, Evaluate, and Reflect (DEEPER), which
focuses not only on the planning and argumentation skills for problem solving but
also on stakeholder analysis, information discrimination, and solution communication. The authors review problem solving and critical learning, authenticity, and
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collaboration as parts of STEM education and propose cyberlearning as an aid to
problem solving. They argue that cyberlearning can transform scaffolding of students, as it facilitates problem solving in STEM education by making it authentic
and situated in the real world.
In Chap. 6, Technology, Culture, and Young Science Teachers – a Promise
Unfulfilled and Proposals for Chnage, Yerrick, Radosta, and Greene describe teachers who are digital natives, i.e., born into the digital age, as tending to use technology for teaching in the same traditional ways as their non-digital native counterparts.
The authors argue that programs for supporting elementary school science teachers
in integrating digital learning into the classroom must address teachers’ knowledge
regarding (a) students’ and teachers’ understanding of scientific concepts, (b) pedagogical strategies for teaching science, and (c) the teachers’ own past as science
learners and the effect this had on their pedagogical approach. Based on these principles, the authors developed and administered a graduate program for a group of
digital native elementary school science teachers. The program focused on inquiry
and reflection and used new technologies and technology-based teaching methods.
Using a sociocultural lens, they investigated teachers’ participation in and responses
to this program. The authors report that digital video was the most effective technology for achieving the learning outcomes. Teachers considered it to be the most
important, while social networking and flipped classroom were the least effective.
In Chap. 7, Technology, Culture, and Values: Implications for Enactment of
Technological Tools in Precollege Science Classrooms, Waight and Abd-El-Khalick
discuss the impact of technology on the culture and values of precollege students in
technology-supported scientific inquiry environments. The authors present the role
of Nature of Technology (NoT) and associated culture and values of science teaching and learning. Dimensions of NoT include notions of technological progression,
technology as part of systems, technological diffusion, technology as a “fix” for
social problems, and technology as expertise. They highlight how various factors at
different stages of technology adoption and implementation influence culture and
values and examine empirical investigations of the enactment of technology-
supported inquiry environments. Finally, the authors suggest investigating the interaction of technology with values, beliefs, knowledge, and skills of both teachers and
students.

1.1.3

Part III: Engineering Education

In Chap. 8, Technology, Culture, and Values: Implications for Enactment of
Technological Tools in Precollege Science Classrooms, Purzer, Moore, and
Dringenberg present their concept of engineering design cognition. The authors discuss the following different definitions of design: (a) design as ill-defined problem
solving, (b) design as a set of strategies, and (c) design as abductive reasoning, i.e.,
searching for a logical inference which is based on the simplest explanation. They
then continue to compare different processes of engineering design and provide a
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diagram that summarizes the common elements of these three design processes. The
authors also present a conceptual diagram of engineering design cognition as an
iterative interaction of knowledge acquisition with knowledge application, which
produces knowledge through trade-off decisions within a specific design context.
Finally, the authors provide explanations for and examples of how to teach, assess,
and carry out research within the engineering design cognition framework.
In Chap. 9, Metacognition and Meta-assessment in Engineering Education,
Wengrowicz, Dori, and Dori describe the implementation of peer assessment and
meta-assessment in two project-based learning engineering courses to foster students’ higher-order thinking and metacognitive skills. The courses, taught at leading
technological institutes, were a large, undergraduate course in Israel and a small
graduate course in the USA. Benefits reported include diminishing the instructors’
assessment burden, releasing time to better mentor teams as they engage in conceptual modeling of systems, and fostering students’ higher-order thinking and metacognitive skills by assessing the work of their peers. The authors suggested
implementing their pedagogical approach, method, and the set of assessment tools
for conducting further research on cognition and metacognition in large-scale PBL
engineering courses.
In Chap. 10, The Impact of Culture on Engineering and Engineering Education,
Carberry and Baker explore how culture shapes engineering and engineering education. They review a variety of research studies worldwide that document the powerful influence of culture. They conclude that engineering has its own cultural norms,
but it is influenced by the wider Western culture that views engineering as a masculine endeavor. They provide evidence for how culture influences experiences that
shape engineers’ understanding, identity, interest, and solutions to engineering
problems. In particular, they address the impact of culture on engineering education
and the need to present engineering as a field that supports society and improves the
lives of people all over the world. They encourage engineering educators to rethink
how they teach engineering and to prioritize cultural considerations when preparing
engineering students for real-world activities and educating engineers to solve
global problems.
In Chap. 11, Engineering Education in Higher Education in Europe, Corlu,
Svidt, Gnaur, Lavi, Borat, and Çorlu discuss the historical development of engineering education in Europe, from the first industrial revolution to the present day, linking engineering education to innovation in Europe. The authors outline the historical
development of the Anglo-American and Continental European engineering education traditions. They proceed to describe in more depth the historical development
of engineering education in two European countries with Continental tradition:
Denmark and Turkey. Finally, the authors compare the engineering education systems in Denmark, Turkey, and the UK—an Anglo-American tradition country—
across several dimensions, including innovation scores of the European Commission,
prevalent teaching methods, and advantages and challenges of each system. The
authors explain the differences in innovation scores between the three countries and
suggest how policy makers, educators, and researchers can improve innovation in
engineering education.
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Part IV: Mathematics Education

In Chap. 12, Cognition, Metacognition, and Mathematics Literacy, Mevarech and
Fan define mathematics literacy based on the PISA and Chinese approaches. The
authors pose and respond to the question of what kinds of mathematical knowledge
are important for citizens in the modern world? Their mathematics literacy definition revolves around the use of mathematics in various contexts on top of using
algorithms and practicing the manipulation of numbers and symbols. The authors
provide examples of Complex, Unfamiliar and Non-routine (CUN) tasks that have
the potential to enhance mathematics learning. Exposing students to complex, unfamiliar, and nonroutine (CUN) tasks is necessary but not sufficient. Thus, the chapter
describes two metacognititve approaches that have the potential to promote mathematics literacy: the IMPROVE method, which has been implemented and investigated in Israel, and the Pentagon framework, which has been implemented in
Sigapore. IMPROVE includes introducing the new materials to the whole class by
modeling, metacognitive questioning in small groups, practicing the metacognitive
questioning and reviewing, obtaining mastery on lower and higher cognitive processes, verification, and enrichment. The Pentagon framework fosters conceptual
understanding, skills proficiency, mathematical thinking and metacognitive processes, and students’ attitudes.
In Chap. 13, Promoting Mathematics Teachers’ Pedagogical Metacognition – a
Theoretical-practical Model and Case Study, Kohen and Kramarski present a theoretical and practical model of pedagogical metacognition in teacher education,
called Cognition/Metacognition and Teaching instruction (Cog/Meta_T). They then
provide a case study of two preservice teachers, in which they apply this model in a
microteaching course embedded with Web-based learning and supported by reflective discussions using the Cog/Meta-T model. The case documents the impact of the
model in the microteaching course through videotaped 5-min teaching episodes of
the two mathematics teachers. Kohen and Kramarski’s line-by-line videotape analysis of the teachers’ cognitive/metacognitive instructional strategies supports the
claim that the model can be an effective pedagogical tool in the preparation of mathematics teachers, as it stimulates students’ engagement in learning.
In Chap. 14, Mathematical Modeling and Culturally Relevant Pedagogy, Anhalt,
Staats, Cortez, and Civil provide a method to contextualize the teaching of mathematics. They propose a way to combine a knowledge-based approach with the strategies
of mathematical modeling. In order to make mathematics relevant to students’ lives,
these strategies include problem solving and sense making, developing problem-
solving tools, interpretation and validation of results, and model improvement. They
provide a charming example of how neighborhood fences and gates can serve as a
modeling activity to describe mathematical functions, connecting to culture and community. The authors demonstrate the impact of their approach with preservice teachers by presenting and discussing their questions and concerns about teaching secondary
mathematics concepts and including culturally relevant aspects. Finally, they document the preservice teachers’ difficulties in making critical c onscious connections
between mathematics, relevance to culture, and students’ daily lives.
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In Chap. 15, the discussion chapter, we summarize these definitions, but we do
not attempt to fixate a specific one or provide an all-encompassing set of definitions
of the subjects this book focuses on. Our modest objective has been to frame the
subjects in context and expose readers to the interactions among the orthogonal
notions of STEM domains on the one hand and the aspects of cognition, metacognition, and culture on the other hand.
The chapters in this book lay out much of the groundwork needed to analyze and
map the research on cognition, metacognition, and culture in STEM education.
While the book discusses important aspects of these topics in four parts, some chapters discuss how learners learn and others how teachers teach. This leaves room for
further research topics, which we present at the end of the discussion chapter.
Considering the width and depth of this book’s scope, and the wealth of newly
reported research in unchartered territory, it is our sincere hope that the book will be
instrumental in grounding and advancing the emerging field of research and practice
in cognition, metacognition, and culture in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics education.

Chapter 2

Teacher Cognition of Engaging Children
in Scientific Practices
Barbara A. Crawford and Daniel K. Capps

2.1

 roposing a Framework of Teacher Cognition
P
of Engaging Children in Scientific Practices

In this chapter, we propose a framework of teacher cognition of engaging children
in scientific practices, formerly referred to as inquiry teaching consistent with recent
education reforms in the United States (US). We address the knowledge teachers
need to acquire in order to engage children of all ages in inquiry and scientific practices in the classroom. The historical basis of shifting from inquiry to that of scientific practices in the US is described below. In developing this framework, we draw
on theoretical and empirical literature related to teachers’ knowledge bases and use
of scientific practices, and our own work with teachers. Instruction related to students carrying out and thinking about scientific work, as translated into the classroom, is complex and sophisticated (Crawford 2000). We need to know more about
what teachers understand, and what many do not understand, about scientific practices, inquiry-oriented pedagogy, and how to translate these ideas into the classroom
(Abell 2007; Crawford 2014; van Driel et al. 2014).
Classrooms that support students in learning through engaging in scientific practices promote critical thinking skills that empower these students to become lifelong
learners of science (Llewellyn 2005; NRC 2000, 2012). Understanding aspects of
teacher cognition related to scientific practices is important in light of recent education reforms, as in the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States 2013)
in the US, as well as reforms in countries around the world (e.g., Barnea et al. 2010;
Department for Education and Skills/Qualification and Curriculum Authority 2004;
Ministry of Education of Singapore 2007). New standards re-emphasize the goal of
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achieving scientific literacy in young people. In the US the NGSS advocate for
teachers integrating three dimensions, Scientific Practices (SP), Disciplinary Core
Ideas (DCI) and Crosscutting Concepts (CC) using a three-Dimensions (3-D) teaching approach. Although these dimensions, by themselves, were part of earlier reform
movements (e.g., NRC 1996), the explicit call for the integration of the three is
novel. Achieving scientific literacy includes gaining critical, higher order thinking
skills (Zohar 2004) versus acquiring superficial knowledge of discrete science concepts and terminology, and limited lower order thinking skills. We claim that teaching SP in the classroom enhances higher-order thinking and contributes towards
developing scientific literacy in young people. Specifically, we are interested in
what teachers need to know in order to enact the kind of instruction we refer to as,
SP pedagogy; that engages young people in sophisticated scientific practices and in
developing higher order thinking. We draw on the empirical literature related to
teacher knowledge of reform-based pedagogy, and our own work with teachers, to
better understand what might constitute the cognition needed to engage students in
scientific practices in the classroom.

2.2

Teacher Cognition

Teacher cognition has been referred to as, “somewhat ambiguous, because researchers invoke the term to refer to different products, including teachers’ interactive
thoughts during instruction; thoughts during lesson planning; implicit beliefs about
students, classrooms, and learning; reflections about their own teaching performance; automatized routines and activities that form their instructional repertoire;
and self-awareness of procedures they use to solve classroom problems” (Kagan
1992, p. 420). Teacher cognition has been defined simply as the knowledge structures for classroom teaching (Finley et al. 1992). Calderhead’s definition of cognition includes not only the knowledge, but the beliefs, and thinking of teachers
(Calderhead 1996). We view teacher cognition as encompassing more than simple
knowledge structures. Our view it is that teacher cognition related to scientific practices includes the explicit thought processes of teachers as they take into account
their own knowledge and experiences both teaching science and engaging in scientific practices, combined with their experiences with and their views of science, and
their beliefs about how children learn and their self-awareness of analyzing their
teaching.
Although it is commonly agreed that knowledge and beliefs are central to teacher
cognition, Pajares (1992) pointed out that there is confusion between where these
two constructs intersect. A variety of words have been used to define knowledge and
beliefs including, but not limited to perspectives, teachers’ conceptions, personal
knowledge, practical knowledge, and personal practical knowledge. Due to the multiplicity of terms employed and the blending of beliefs and knowledge, it is difficult
to pinpoint where knowledge ends and beliefs begin, at times making the boundaries quite arbitrary. Although we recognize the important role beliefs play in teacher
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cognition of scientific practices (e.g., see Crawford 2007 for a more thorough discussion on the matter), in this chapter we focus on the nature of the knowledge
teachers need to acquire in order to engage children in scientific practices. We
emphasize subject matter knowledge, knowledge of scientific practices, knowledge
of nature of science as particularly important aspects of teacher cognition related to
teaching science in this way. In the next section we review a variety of conceptions,
frameworks, and models of teacher knowledge discussed in the literature.

2.3

 heoretical Frameworks for a Knowledge Base
T
of Teaching

During the past several decades the knowledge base of teaching has been defined
and represented using various frameworks and models. Researchers have described
categories of teacher knowledge, including subject matter or content knowledge
(Grossman 1990; Shulman 1987), theoretical knowledge (Alexander 1984); craft
knowledge (Calderhead 1996; Fenstermacher 1994), personal practical knowledge
(Connelly et al. 1997; Connelly and Clandinin 1990; Tamir 1991), case knowledge
(Shulman 1986), and pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman 1986, 1987). Some
of these categories of knowledge, such as subject matter or content knowledge and
theoretical knowledge, can be seen as more formal knowledge of one’s discipline
including factual propositions, structural knowledge of one’s field, and knowledge
of how problems are solved in the discipline. Others of these are less formal and
more personal to the teacher and may begin to blur the line between knowledge and
beliefs. Although formal knowledge alone, does not constitute teacher cognition of
how to teach science by engaging children in scientific practices, our interest here is
to consider some of the more formal types of knowledge teachers need to acquire to
engage their students in scientific practices.
Lee Shulman’s seminal knowledge base for teaching model appeared in 1986
and 1987. The model involves various kinds of knowledge, including subject matter
knowledge (SMK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), and knowledge of one’s teaching
context. In his model Shulman theorized a form of specialized professional knowledge he coined, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). Using the construct of
PCK, the content knowledge of science concepts and principles that might be known
by a professional scientist does not necessarily include the integrated knowledge
necessary for teaching science. Pamela Grossman’s model of teacher knowledge
(1990) categorized knowledge as: (a) general pedagogical knowledge, (b) subject
matter knowledge, (c) pedagogical content knowledge, and (d) knowledge of context. Later Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999) described several types of teacher
knowledge related to teaching. Included in these were the more formal knowledge
for practice and the more practical knowledge in practice. Both the Grossman and
Cochran-Smith & Lytle models offer different insights into necessary and related
forms of teacher knowledge.
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In the recent Handbook of Research on Science Education Vol II, van Driel et al.
(2014) reviewed definitions and models of teacher knowledge and those published
in the last few years, with a focus on disciplinary-based teacher knowledge, such as
science teacher knowledge. For example, van Driel et al. highlighted the mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) model. In this model Deborah Ball and colleagues address specialized mathematical content knowledge (Ball et al. 2008). van
Driel and colleagues noted limited attention in the literature, as of their writing, to
specialized science knowledge for teaching. Consideration of the MKT model and
how it might apply to teaching science, may be useful in hypothesizing what knowledge is needed to engage students in scientific practices, given this knowledge is
unique to the work of scientists.
In summary, decades ago Shulman addressed the question, what are the characteristics of a professional knowledge base of teaching, with respect to reform-based
teaching (Shulman 1987)? We raise a similar question in this chapter. However, we
extend this question to what knowledge base is needed to teach science in the
twenty-first century? Specifically, what foundational knowledge is needed by teachers to teach students about how to engage in scientific practices.

2.4

Science Inquiry/Practices as Related to Teaching Science

Classrooms that support students in learning through engaging in scientific practices promote critical thinking skills that empower these students to become lifelong
learners of science. As a brief historical background to the teaching of scientific
practices, the concept of inquiry has been advocated as an instructional approach of
science teaching for over hundred years (e.g. Dewey 1910). Yet, there exists much
confusion about what inquiry means in classrooms. Different definitions of teaching
science as inquiry appear in the literature (e.g., National Research Council 2007).
Further, confusion over the meaning of teaching science as inquiry appears to exist
in the minds of many teachers and researchers (Anderson 2007; Capps and Crawford
2013a; Crawford 2014; Wheeler 2000). For example, the first author vividly recalls
a personal experience at a science education conference, when Sandra Abell, a well-
known researcher in the US, called out the question, “Just what is it? Inquiry? What
are we all talking about?” In working towards a definition of inquiry in science
education, Anderson (2002) proposed three variations of inquiry: (1) scientific
inquiry (the various ways in which scientists study the natural world): (2) inquiry
learning (a process by which children acquire knowledge of science concepts and
learn about nature of science); and (3) inquiry teaching (broadly defined as the
pedagogy by which teachers engage students in inquiry. Unfortunately, some
researchers conflate these three meanings.
One of the most common misconceptions held by teachers is that inquiry equates
to using “hands-on” activities. For example, teachers may view students building a
DNA model from beads and pipe cleaners as inquiry. However, this is limited view
of inquiry. “Hands-on experience is important but does not guarantee m
 eaningfulness”
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(AAAS 1993, p. 319), nor does it guarantee inquiry is taking place. Another misconception is that inquiry can be devoid of science content. Just using what might
be called science process skills, with no testable question or connection with scientific concepts and principles, does not count as teaching children inquiry. There is
also the issue of the amount of teacher direction versus student initiation. “The dual
issues of a) the amount of teacher direction, and b) the quality of the cognitive
activities, are important to consider when assessing the nature of an inquiry experience in a given classroom” (Crawford 2014).
In the US the Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC 2012) and NGSS
(Lead States 2013) have replaced the use of the term inquiry, as articulated in previous reform documents, with eight, “Scientific and Engineering Practices”. In the
NGSS there is a renewed focus on the thinking processes of inquiry, the intellectual
work, associated with scientific work. We refer to teaching science as inquiry,
inquiry teaching, and engaging children in scientific practices to mean the following, “Teaching science as inquiry involves engaging students in using critical thinking skills, that includes asking questions, designing and carrying out investigations,
interpreting data as evidence, creating arguments, building models, and communicating findings, in the pursuit of deepening their understanding by using logic and
evidence about the natural world,” (Crawford 2014, p. 515). From this point forward
in the chapter, we will use the phrase engaging children in Scientific Practices, in
place of inquiry, with the added emphasis on the pursuit of deepening understanding
and use of logic and evidence about the natural world.
We believe teachers need to have a deep and integrated knowledge of foundational science concepts and principles, scientific practices, nature of science (NOS),
and pedagogy, as well as take a metacognitive stance towards their teaching, in
order to expertly engage their students in scientific practices, which leads to use of
logic and critical thinking. In other words, we argue for an expanded view of teacher
cognition, including knowledge acquisition of core science concepts, of the nature
of scientific inquiry, of what science is, and what science is not, and of how one
translates these ideas into the teaching of children in K-12 classrooms. Although
explicit thought processes are a component of our view of cognition (see discussion
above), we believe it is important to emphasize teachers need to take a metacognitive stance about their teaching and about science.

2.5

 eachers’ Subject Matter Knowledge and Knowledge
T
of Engaging Students in Scientific Practices

It is an old adage that ‘you cannot teach what you do not know’. At the very least
teachers need a certain depth of discipline-specific subject matter knowledge
(SMK), in order to engage children of any grade level in scientific practices. A common assumption is that teachers who know more, make better teachers. Over the
past several decades, studies have tested the assumption that teachers with more
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SMK are better teachers. Though it is not always the case, in general, studies suggest a positive relationship between SMK and accomplished teaching practice
(Abell 2007). A handful of studies included findings related to teachers’ use of
reform-based teaching practices in their classrooms. Pioneering work in this area
used coursework as a proxy for SMK, comparing the number of science courses
teachers took in college to their reform-based teaching practice. These studies found
that teachers with more science coursework were more likely to engage their students in science processes and student-conducted experiments (Dobey and Schafer
1984; Smith and Cooper 1967). More recently, studies have used other methods to
measure teacher SMK including concept maps (Hashweh 1987), card sorting tasks
(Carlsen 1993), observation and interviews (Capps and Crawford 2013a; Henze
et al. 2009), and SMK assessments (Usak et al. 2011). Findings from studies like
these suggest that teachers with greater SMK are less likely to stick to the script of
a lesson and are more responsive to student ideas during class discussion; whereas
teachers with less SMK tend to lean more heavily on instructional resources and
spend more time lecturing and less time on student ideas (Abell and Roth 1992;
Carlsen 1993; Lee 1995; Newton and Newton 2001). Thus, these studies provide
further evidence for the important role teacher SMK plays in engaging students in
more sophisticated instructional approaches like inquiry.
In addition to SMK teachers need knowledge of how scientists carry out their
work, including how to ask testable questions, design and carry out scientific investigations, analyze data, build models and develop arguments, maintain skepticism,
and communicate and justify conclusions. We will refer to this as knowledge of
Scientific Practices (SPK). We posit that teachers will also need to have knowledge
of Nature of Science (NOSK), and that NOSK is an important component of what
students need to know in order to deeply understand the nature of scientific knowledge. Thus, teachers likely need more and perhaps different kinds of knowledge
than is traditionally learned in a standard set of science college courses in physics,
chemistry, biology, or earth sciences. It is this expanded content knowledge, and the
integration of knowledge of pedagogy and of classroom and school context that we
intend to explore. We will delve into the question, what kind of knowledge do teachers need in order to engage their students in scientific practices and the use of logic
and evidence to understand science? Further, we will address implications for
teacher education and professional development (PD).

2.6

 odel for Teacher Cognition for Engaging Students
M
in Scientific Practices

Our model for teacher cognition for engaging students in scientific practices is built
on over 5 years of work with teachers of fifth to ninth grade children (ages 10–15)
in the US involved in an authentic science professional development program. To
illustrate the necessary knowledge base that may serve to foster teaching science as
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inquiry we compare the knowledge of a research scientist to that of a seventh grade
science teacher. First, consider the knowledge of a research scientist holding a Ph.D.
in ecology who studies the impact of invasive plants on freshwater ecosystems in
Tanzania. This scientist, no doubt, has deep SMK. SMK is an important aspect of
teacher cognition related to engaging students in scientific practices. Although necessary, SMK alone is not sufficient. This scientist also, presumably, has deep SPK
in that she understands what inquiry is and is able to competently design and carry
out research investigations. She may or may not have deep NOSK (see Schwartz
et al. 2004). What kind of PK does this research scientist have related to teaching
life science to grade 7 children (ages 12–13)? Of course, it is difficult to say, for
sure. However, if this research scientist has never stepped foot into a seventh grade
classroom as a teacher, it is safe to say, she would have limited knowledge of: the
developmental capabilities of these seventh graders, effective pedagogy, the curriculum, cultural backgrounds, community aspects, or the performance indicators for
engaging children in Scientific Practices. Thus, it is likely this research scientist
may have limited ability to effectively engage these students in scientific practices
in the classroom.
Now, let’s consider the knowledge of a typical seventh grade teacher. In order to
teach science concepts and principles, naturally the teacher needs to have a certain
depth of SMK. Traditional teacher preparation programs will likely afford science
teachers with minimum subject matter competencies as demonstrated on standardized teacher certification tests, and through taking required introductory science
courses in college. To engage children in scientific practices it is likely this teacher
needs to know about how scientists do their work [SPK]. There is some evidence
that many science teachers may not possess this kind of knowledge. For example, a
study by Capps et al. (2016) demonstrated that even highly-motivated science teachers lacked an understanding of the practices of science, which would make it difficult to engage children in scientific practices in their classrooms. Further, many
teachers do not have knowledge of the way scientists work and think; what it means
to be a critical thinker, or of how scientists think about the world and develop their
explanations. This is not surprising given that very few teachers actually have experience engaging in the practice of science, either on their own or as part of a team.
Thus, SPK may be a limiting factor. There is also evidence that many teachers do
not possess adequate NOSK (Abd-El Khalick and BouJaoude 1997; Capps and
Crawford 2013a; Carey and Stauss 1970) without additional PD. However, unlike
the research scientist, this seventh grade teacher will likely be an expert in many
general strategies of teaching (PK), including knowing the developmental capabilities of seventh students, effective pedagogy, knowledge of curriculum, cultural
backgrounds, and influence of school community. Yet, given her limitations in SPK
and perhaps, in SMK, it is likely this seventh grade teacher will have limited success
in effectively engaging students in scientific practices.
In summary, there are many types of knowledge teachers need to acquire to successfully engage their students in scientific practices in the classroom. Teaching is
complex. Among these, SMK is just one type. We acknowledge that SMK is an
important aspect of teacher cognition to engage students in scientific practices (van
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Fig. 2.1 Model representing aspects of knowledge that comprise teacher cognition for engaging
students in scientific practices

Driel et al. 2014). Also important, however, are teachers’ conceptions or understandings of scientific practices and of the way scientists work and think (SPK),
knowledge of how scientific knowledge is constructed or nature of science (NOSK),
and PK. These types of knowledge must be developed together in order for teachers
to have some level of confidence in how to engage their students in a scientific
investigation, even when they do not know the answers themselves. All these kinds
of knowledge relate to teacher cognition for scientific practices (see Fig. 2.1). The
knowledge gained in the instructional practice of teaching about scientific practices
is a necessary component of a teacher’s ability to shape their SMK, SPK, NOSK,
based on the context of the classroom to the specific needs of the students and contribute to a teacher’s beliefs and disposition. A mechanism for doing this is a teacher’s reflective or metacognitive stance towards teaching.

2.7

 eflection and Metacognition Related to Engaging
R
Students in Scientific Practices

Reflection and metacognition are both thinking processes. Yet, reflection and metacognition differ in some ways. The act of reflecting includes making sense of an
event or phenomenon and in the case of teaching, trying to grasp the meaning of a
particular science teaching episode. Reflection on one’s teaching involves thinking
about a classroom event, an entire lesson or unit, or interactions and behaviors of
students. Reflection can span a range of thinking processes from the simple recall of
events of the lesson to systematic inquiry into the extent to which students learned
during the lesson and contemplating how to revise that lesson (Schon 1987).
Standard teacher education practice involves asking new teachers to reflect on their
teaching. For example, teacher candidates might respond to these questions: How
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did the lesson unfold? What happened during the lesson? What did the students do?
How many students participated in a discussion? What kinds of questions did you
as the teacher ask? What is your evidence your students learned? How might the
lesson be revised? Generally, novice teachers have fewer experiences and a lower
level of cognition of reform-based, sophisticated teaching methods then experienced, highly qualified teachers. Therefore, reflection by novice teachers may begin
by dealing with superficial aspects of the lesson, such as how did the teacher perceive herself in front of her students?
Metacognition is often defined as “thinking about one’s thoughts”. We base our
view of metacognition on that of Flavell’s 1979 model and interpretations and applications to education theory and practice (Flavell 1979; Hacker et al. 1998).
Metacognition is a deliberate, planful, and goal-oriented mental process, using
higher level thinking skills applied to one’s thoughts and experiences (Hacker et al.
1998). The thinking process is tied to a person’s own internal mental representations
of that reality. Metacognition is associated with how a teacher relates to her environment. Thus, taking a metacognitive stance involves thinking about one’s teaching, at
the same time as having an awareness of one’s self as an actor in his or her environment. We are referring here to the work of teaching science- in the sense of having
educational objectives, a philosophy that drives one’s teaching, and enactment of a
teaching plan. We suggest that a teacher who thinks about and reflects on her teaching and takes a metacognitive stance by being aware of the complexities of the
classroom and her role as a teacher, is likely to achieve a higher ability to translate
inquiry/scientific practices into the classroom than a teacher who does not (see
Capps and Crawford 2013b).

2.8

 ubject Matter Knowledge (SMK) Related to Teaching
S
Scientific Practices

In our own work, we recruited a group of 30, fifth to ninth grade teachers from different parts of the US to participate in an inquiry-based professional development
(PD) program. Prior to teachers’ participation in our PD, we obtained baseline data
of the nature of their teaching practices by observing their classroom lessons or by
viewing videotaped recordings of what teachers identified as their best inquiry-
based lessons. In analyzing these baseline lessons, we determined that the nature of
these lessons consisted mostly of teacher-led discussions, hands-on activities, or
confirmatory laboratories, even though many teachers believed they were using
inquiry-based approaches (Capps and Crawford 2013a). Only a handful of these
lessons were truly investigative in nature, allowing students to actively engage in
scientific practices. Although there was no single factor uniting the four teachers
who fostered more investigative environments in their classrooms, one commonality was that each of the teachers either scored at the ceiling, or reached the ceiling
of our SMK assessment by the end of the program. This was the case, even if earth
science was not the disciplinary area in which they were trained. For instance, one
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teacher had an undergraduate degree in geology and attained a master’s degree in
geology while he was teaching. In addition, this teacher actively sought out science
professional development and research opportunities throughout his career. Another
teacher had an engineering degree and regularly engaged in science-like activities in
his free time. Two teachers with less formal training in science (i.e., the equivalent
of a college minor) actively sought out professional development and research
opportunities throughout their careers (Capps and Crawford 2013a). Thus, findings
from our work concur with other studies that suggest that teacher SMK is important
in enacting sophisticated teaching approaches, like engaging students in scientific
practices that require a high amount of teacher involvement (i.e. Crawford 2000).
However, not all the teachers in our PD with strong SMK engaged their children
in scientific practices. This point is important. In other words, strong SMK may be
necessary, but not sufficient, to enable teachers to engage students in scientific practices. For example, one teacher, Kendra had a wealth of background experiences,
including majoring in science, undergraduate research experience, and work in a lab
prior to obtaining her teaching certification. Yet, we determined that Kendra did not
teach science in an investigative way (note: we will return to Kendra later on). This
suggests that although SMK is important, and even essential, it is likely not sufficient by itself, to promote a teacher using an investigative approach.

2.9

 eachers’ Knowledge of Scientific Practices Related
T
to Engaging Children in the Classroom

Another type of knowledge, related to SMK, is a teacher’s knowledge of scientific
practices. Teachers’ knowledge of how scientists work and think, is rarely discussed
in the literature. Most studies that have done this have looked at how teachers’
knowledge align with inquiry/scientific practices as conceived in reform-based documents (e.g., Brown et al. 2006; Capps et al. 2016; Lotter et al. 2006). Similar to
SMK, it seems likely that teachers who have a better understanding of scientific
practices will likely have more success in engaging their students in scientific practices, than teachers who do not. At first, this statement may seem simplistic. In our
work we have explored the relationship between a teacher’s conception of scientific
practices and his or her use of scientific practices in a classroom (Capps and
Crawford 2013a). To gain an understanding of teachers’ conceptions of scientific
practices (SPK), we assessed teachers’ knowledge prior to experiencing our PD. We
asked teachers to describe scientific inquiry and inquiry-based instruction (related
to Scientific Practices), through writing and in interviews. We also conducted observations of some of their best, self-identified lessons to see if there was correspondence between their knowledge and their teaching practice. We found that most of
these teachers held limited SPK when compared to NSES & INSES. Conceptions
included thinking of engaging children in scientific practices in a limited way, as
“hands-on and minds-on teaching”. A few teachers described science teaching in
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terms of scientific practices, such as using data as evidence to investigate a question.
We found teachers who did explain this kind of teaching in terms of scientific practices were more likely to engage their students in this type of instruction than those
who did not (Capps and Crawford 2013a). Thus, it appears that the ability to operationalize teaching Scientific Practices in a succinct form that still bears resemblance
to scientific practice, which we have referred to as one’s summary conception of
scientific practices, may be important to teaching science in this way (Capps and
Crawford 2013a; Capps et al. 2016). This is not the only kind of knowledge of scientific practice of which we should be concerned, but we do think it is an important
part of teachers’ overall conception of this kind of sophisticated teaching.
A second aspect of teacher knowledge related to engaging children in scientific
practices is an understanding of how to carry out scientific investigations. There are
a variety of sources where teachers might learn about carrying out scientific inquiries including Research Experiences for Teachers (RETs), Research Experiences
for Undergraduates (REUs), a college science or methods course, a website, or
through an informal connection with a scientist, just to name a few. These experiences have the potential to enhance participants’ knowledge both of designing and
carrying out investigations, and possibly deepen their conceptual knowledge of scientific practices (Blanchard et al. 2009; Crawford 2000; Hunter et al. 2006). It is
likely that the majority of teachers have not had the opportunity to participate in
these kinds of science research experiences, thus many teachers may not bring this
type of knowledge into the classroom.

2.10

 eachers’ Knowledge of NOS Related to Engaging
T
Children in Scientific Practices

An additional component of knowledge related to teaching scientific practices that
appears important is knowledge of NOS (NOSK). NOS refers to an understanding
of science as a way of knowing (Abd-El-Khalick et al. 1998). Empirical studies and
literature reviews suggest many teachers do not hold adequate NOSK (Abd-El
Khalick and BouJaoude 1997; Carey and Stauss 1970; Capps and Crawford 2013a;
Lederman 1992). In the literature there is speculation that NOSK arises from engaging in inquiry and that NOSK is necessary for teachers to engage their students in
inquiry. The former is well described in the research literature in articles by
Lederman (1992, 1999), Schwartz et al. (2004), and others, while the latter is less
well described. Considering the latter, Rutherford (1964) argued, “Science teachers
must come to understand just how inquiry is in fact conducted in the sciences. Until
science teachers have acquired a rather thorough grounding in the history and philosophy of the sciences they teach, this kind of understanding will elude them, in
which event not much progress toward the teaching of science as inquiry can be
expected” (p. 84). Here, Rutherford argued that inadequate views of NOS held by
teachers may prevent them from engaging students in inquiry (NRC 1996). We
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explored the relationship between teachers’ views of NOS and their use of scientific
practices in the classroom. In doing so, we found that teachers generally held limited conceptions of NOS, but teachers with more robust NOSK were more likely to
engage their students in scientific practices than teachers with less informed conceptions of NOS (Capps and Crawford 2013a). This concurs with Rutherford’s
speculation that there is a relationship between teachers’ NOSK and their ability to
engage their students in scientific practice.

2.11

 edagogical Knowledge Related to Engaging Children
P
in Scientific Practices

We will briefly address general pedagogical knowledge (PK) necessary for teaching
children about scientific practices and how to carry them out. Knowledge of how to
manage a classroom, from the organizing and preparing materials to the general
management of the classroom itself is essential and cannot be taken for granted.
Walking into a poorly managed classroom and seeing educational materials in disarray, students wandering around in the classroom or just messing around, and
being unproductive; or worse, seeing students carrying out unsafe practices, underscores the fact that teachers absolutely need adequate management skills to successfully engage children in scientific practices. A lack of classroom management skills
can lead to disaster and discouragement in new teachers trying out new lessons.
Different kinds of pedagogical knowledge including how to design science lessons
that flow well, how to elicit students’ prior knowledge, and various teaching strategies, such as designing group work, are all equally important. Suffice it to say, we
assume teachers have a general grasp of pedagogical knowledge as a prerequisite to
engaging children in scientific practices and use of logic and evidence.

2.12

 esearch Related to Developing Our Model of Teacher
R
Cognition for Engaging Students in SP

In this section we present images from the field of our model of cognition related to
engagement of students in SP. Over the last several years we have been involved in
a research and development project aimed at supporting teachers in engaging students in scientific practice and learning foundational evolution and geological concepts. Through this project, we are invested in learning about how we can best
support teachers in learning how to carry out reform-based teaching. Embedded in
our work are theoretical underpinnings of how teachers acquire knowledge. These
theoretical constructs include the situated nature of knowledge and a community of
practice (CoP) [Wenger 1998]. We ask, how do teachers gain knowledge of scientific inquiry and the use of logic and evidence? Further, how do teachers translate
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this knowledge into their classrooms? An assumption is that the knowledge required
to create this kind of investigative classroom is sophisticated, complex, and multifaceted. This explains, in part, why this kind of teaching is rare in classrooms.
We worked with a group of talented and motivated fifth to ninth grade teachers
in the US in the context of an authentic scientific investigation appropriate for classrooms. The Fossil Finders investigation centers on understanding how organisms in
a shallow Devonian sea might have changed in response to environmental changes.
As part of this investigation we designed curricular materials enriched with scientific practices and we designed a series of PD summer institutes. During the PD
teachers worked through the curricular materials and participated in the actual paleontological investigation as learners. Teachers later translated the curricular materials and investigation into their classrooms. Teachers had the support of scientists
and education researchers both during the PD and later as they enacted Fossil
Finders in their classrooms. Throughout the 2-year PD we prompted each cohort of
teachers to formally reflect in writing or in conversation on their newly acquired
knowledge of science concepts, principles, and practices of paleontologists, in a
CoP environment (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998).
In addition to designing curricular materials and carrying out PD experiences,
we conducted research on teacher knowledge and pedagogical practices related to
carrying out Fossil Finders in their classrooms. We observed that most, if not all,
teachers were excited to share their experiences with their students and enact new
lessons in their classrooms. Although they expressed positive feelings about trying
out the new instructional approach, more than a few teachers struggled. After the
summer institutes, teachers brought back samples to their classrooms of typical
Devonian fossils they had found in the field. Following the background lessons,
scientists shipped actual scientific samples to the classrooms, so that students could
carry out the scientific investigation. All the teachers conscientiously had their students scrutinize the rock samples for fossils. Moreover, teachers went to great
lengths to have their students collect data, which included identifying the fossil taxa
found in the samples, and measuring and recording the sizes, fragmentation, and
color of rock. Further, the students shared classroom data with scientists using a
database on the projects website. Yet, only a handful of the teachers went deeper
into the investigation by having students analyze and make sense of the data they
collected (the Scientific Practices of Analyzing and Interpreting data). At first, we
were disappointed, as we perceived that many students lost out on what we considered the key learning outcome—students engaged in the kinds of thinking scientists
carry out, through carrying out Scientific Practices related to answering a scientific
question. In other words, students fell short of experiencing the full extent of what
science truly is. Upon reflection, we asked the question, “Why did some teachers
and not others involve their children in the more sophisticated aspects of Scientific
Practices?”
Over the course of the Fossil Finders project we gathered a great deal of data on
all the 30 teachers. Empirical data included pre and post-tests of knowledge of
geology and NOSK as well as SPK, and how to engage children in this kind of
learning. Further, we captured many videos of classroom lessons, both before teach-
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ers participated in Fossil Finders and as they translated Fossil Finders into their
classrooms following the PD. We also conducted interviews with most teachers,
asked them to write reflections about their experiences enacting the curriculum, and
collected teaching and learning artifacts. We purposively selected two of these
teachers and developed contrasting cases. Both teachers increased their knowledge
of inquiry and NOSK. Yet, these two teachers demonstrated different levels of
enactment of inquiry in their science classrooms.
One of these teachers, we will call Brit, represented a teacher who entered the
program having limited SMK, SPK, and NOSK. However, Brit demonstrated solid
PK. The other teacher, we will call Kendra, represented a teacher with a strong
SMK background, fairly robust knowledge of SP, and NOSK, and strong general
PK (see Capps and Crawford 2013b). To say these teachers were worlds apart in
their knowledge base for teaching science would be a misrepresentation. Both
teachers were effective teachers by general standards. However, following PD, only
Kendra was able to successfully engage her students in Scientific Practices, going
beyond the basic lesson script of the Fossil Finders program. Below we expand on
these cases and present an argument for the reasons why one teacher enacted this
kind of teaching and the other did not.

2.12.1

Brit: Before Participating in Fossil Finders

Brit taught sixth grade science in a public school in a suburban area in the Midwest
of the US. She had 5 years of teaching experience when we met her and was a well-
respected teacher in her school district. Brit’s curriculum coordinator noted that she
was “One of our best.” Brit was your typical upper elementary teacher in that she
was a generalist. She had taken only three college courses in science and little additional experience beyond the occasional district workshop.
When she began the Fossil Finders program Brit’s SMK, as measured on our
assessment, was lower than the group average. Yet, Brit was in the middle of the
pack for the upper elementary teachers (Capps and Crawford 2013b). Brit conceptualized inquiry/engaging children in scientific practices as, “students inquiring or
asking their own questions and then going about answering those questions.” In
describing what it might look like in her classroom Brit stated, “Students talking to
other students, working in groups, using computers, hands-on activities, and/or asking me questions.” Prior to her participation in the PD we visited her classroom. We
observed only limited aspects of engaging children in scientific practices in her lessons. We concluded Brit’s classroom practices aligned with her developing but limited conception of how to teach children about scientific practices, that is, using
hands-on activities and group work (Capps and Crawford 2013a).
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Kendra: Before Participating in Fossil Finders

Kendra had 6 years of experience teaching seventh grade in a public school. Kendra
taught science in a town adjacent to Brit’s school. Using the barometer of “No complaining parents”, Kendra’s principal recommended Kendra as a very good science
teacher. Different from Brit, Kendra had a strong background in science, including
a Bachelor’s of Science degree and an Undergraduate Research Experience (URE).
Further, Kendra had spent time working in a lab after graduating from college. Even
though her disciplinary background was in biology, Kendra had a fairly strong background in earth science. Her measured score on the pre-assessment was among the
highest in the group. She scored near the ceiling. Kendra’s knowledge of SP and
NOS were also quite high compared with the rest of the Fossil Finders teachers.
Although Kendra affirmed she understood what it meant to teach SP and that she
used this kind of teaching in her classroom, in actuality, she described it as “handson” activities following the 5E structure. This view of teaching SP was limited, in
that she made little mention of the importance of data driven lessons, involving
students in explanation construction and justification, aligned with NGSS standards
of engaging students in scientific practices. We visited Kendra’s classroom several
times prior to her involvement in the Fossil Finders PD. We confirmed Kendra’s
principal’s assessment that she was a very good science teacher. We affirmed that
Kendra had good PK related to generic teaching methods. However, our observations did not confirm that she engaged her students in scientific practices aligned
with critical thinking and use of data as evidence. Although she had expressed that
she believed she was teaching science in this way, in actuality she was not (Capps
and Crawford 2013a).
Modeling Brit and Kendra’s Cognition for Engaging Students in SP before Fossil
Finders. Prior to the Fossil Finders experience, Brit and Kendra’s professional backgrounds were quite different from one another. Kendra clearly had a richer background in traditional science experiences. If we were to model the components of
knowledge that contributed to these two teachers’ respective cognitions for engaging students in SP it might look something like Fig. 2.2. Kendra had greater resources
in terms of SMK, SP, and NOS upon which she could draw. Based on this, one
might presume Kendra would demonstrate greater levels of cognition than Brit.
Although their knowledge bases were different, both Brit and Kendra’s cognition
for how to teach their students about SP were what we considered to be inert. There
might be a variety of explanations for this situation. We posit that both teachers did
not have sufficient knowledge in one of more areas to activate teaching students
about scientific practices.
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Fig. 2.2 Model
representing aspects of
knowledge that comprised
Brit’s and Kendra’s
cognition for engaging
students in scientific
practice prior to
participating in the Fossil
Finders professional
development

2.12.3

Brit: After Participating in Fossil Finders

Brit’s experience during the Fossil Finders summer institute supported her growth
in SMK. Impressively, by the end of the institute, her SMK score more than doubled
on the assessment. In fact, her score increased to be on par with many of the middle
school teachers who had backgrounds in science. We observed gains in Brit’s
knowledge of inquiry and NOS, as well. In observing Brit teach the Fossil Finders
lessons in her classroom, we were struck by the emphasis she placed on teaching
NOS. The idea of NOS and the need to explicitly teach aspects of NOS to her students was something new for her. In an interview she shared, “I guess you know
when we did it I thought well, yeah, but how much do I emphasize it [NOS] with my
students? Probably, not enough. You know we think that, okay, here is a scientist
and they said that, and case closed, let’s move on. So that’s really a key point to I
think emphasize with my students” (Capps and Crawford 2013b, p. 1966). We did
not however, see changes with respect to her use of scientific practices. Brit, like
many of the teachers dutifully followed the Fossil Finders lesson plans. Once she
reached the actual investigation, she and her students carefully counted and measured the fossils in the sample shipped to their classroom. Following procedures
Brit had students enter their data into their data sheets. Brit transferred the information herself to the project’s database. After this, Brit and her students were done.
Brit wrapped up the investigation by telling them how well they had done and they
moved onto another unit.
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Kendra: After Participating in Fossil Finders

Though Kendra began the program with an initial higher level of knowledge,
Kendra’s experiences during the summer institute promoted added growth in her
SMK and SPK and NOSK. Similar to Brit, her new understandings of NOS
prompted reflection on her teaching. Kendra realized that prior to the PD, she was
not teaching her students about NOS, and she began to do so explicitly. When we
visited her classroom we observed that Kendra had hung up posters about NOS and
regularly referred to these in her teaching. A notable difference between Kendra and
Brit was that Kendra’s experience in Fossil Finders was directly translated into her
teaching practice. Kendra was able to contrast the Fossil Finders experience with
her former classroom teaching, and recognized that the two conceptions of engaging studenrs in scientific practices were not congruent. This had a major impact on
her thinking, and we have evidence from her reflections on teaching. Reflecting on
her teaching before Fossil Finders she said, “I think I was doing a lot of hands-on
science teaching before, but didn’t necessarily have aspects of inquiry (Scientific
Practices)”. This recognition was something we heard her express both during the
summer institute and in subsequent interviews. Based on these data we believed
Kendra was poised to take on the challenging role of a teacher supporting children
in engaging in scientific practices. We anticipated we might see this enactment of
teaching scientific practices when we later visited her classroom.
Visiting Kendra’s classroom, it became clear that her new understanding of scientific practices had definitely impacted her instruction. For example, she showed
us some labs she had already “tweaked” to make them more enhanced (i.e., she
made sure she began the lesson with an investigable question, had students grapple
with data, and provide some sort of conclusion). Although using strategies to engage
her students in scientific practices was new for her, she embraced this way of teaching. Unlike many of her colleagues who ended the investigation when data were
entered into the database, Kendra took things a step further. As her students wrapped
up data collection and data entry, Kendra challenged them to use the data they collected to answer the overarching question, “How do organisms respond to changes
in the environment?” (Classroom observation, 11-18-09). Kendra informed her students that they would be sharing their interpretations with scientists who would be
visiting the class virtually on Skype. Elaborating on this Kendra said, “Not only are
you going to look at the numbers, but you will need to bring information from sixth
grade, looking at basic needs of organisms, ecology, like predator-prey relationships…to take a guess at what the circumstances might have been…it could be food
it could be any number of things. To help you back up your answers, you will need
to choose two graphs and explain what they mean and explain a possible way the
environment might have changed” (Classroom observation, 11-18-09). She set up
the parameters of the investigation, but Kendra let students decide what they wanted
to do. Some worked with graphs made within the database, constraining the questions they could ask. Others opted to download the data and transform it, so they
could explore other questions. As students put their ideas together, Kendra provided
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logistical support and challenged students’ interpretations, much like the scientists
would do when the visited virtually.
Modeling Brit and Kendra’s Cognition of Engaging Students in SP after Fossil
Finders. Figure 2.3 compares the relative growth of Brit and Kendra’s cognition for
engaging students in SP prior to, and following their participation in Fossil Finders.
Dashed lines in the figure represent knowledge after the experience. As described
above, both teachers’ knowledge bases increased, even though Kendra’s knowledge
base was quite high to begin with. Another interesting comparison is that both Brit
and Kendra became more articulate about NOS and made explicit connection to
their teaching practices related to NOS. Although their measured levels of knowledge of NOS were different, both teachers began to explicitly teach about NOS
following the PD. One difference was their use of scientific practices in the Fossil
Finders investigation (and at least for Kendra in other places in her teaching). For
Kendra something clicked. It was as if there was an “activation energy” or threshold
involved, and once that was reached, Kendra began to engage her students in the
practices of science. However, this was not the case for Brit. It is unclear if that

Fig. 2.3 Model representing aspects of knowledge that comprised Brit’s and Kendra’s cognition
for engaging students in scientific practice after participating in the Fossil Finders professional
development. Dashed lines represent growth in knowledge from pre-Fossil Finders levels
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threshold was the “amount” of knowledge or the ability to access the knowledge
through reflection. Our thinking is that both are likely important.

2.13

Summary and Conclusions

We have grappled with the question: What constitutes what teachers need to know
in order to engage children of all ages in scientific practices in the classroom? We
have drawn from previous scholars’ frameworks of teacher knowledge and presented cases from our own research and work with teachers. It is important to make
it clear that we have the greatest respect for all teachers who aim to change their
teaching, and endeavor to engage their students in higher order thinking through
carrying out scientific practices in the classroom, yet might struggle at first with
doing so. Teaching inquiry/scientific practices in today’s science classrooms is very
challenging and entails a sophisticated pedagogical approach (Crawford 2000,
2007). Teaching science in this way depends on the context, and requires a teacher
to orchestrate a dance between school-wide curricular standards, expectations of
parents and community, pressures from high stakes testing and teacher accountability, often based on simple metrics, and perhaps, most importantly, students who may
resist taking ownership of their learning. It is also clear from previous research that
many misconceptions exist about what it means to engage children in scientific
practices as they carry out inquiries in the classroom. While teaching science,
important questions teachers should ask are: first – is there higher order thinking
going on? Second – who is doing the thinking – is it the teacher, the students, or –
ideally – both teachers and students? From our work with teachers we can make
several assertions about teachers’ cognition for how to engage children in scientific
practices.
First, it is quite obvious that acquiring robust knowledge of how to engage students in SP is difficult. Political documents in science education (e.g., the Framework
and NGSS) emphasize performance expectations that students engage in eight practices of science, integrated with disciplinary core ideas and crosscutting concepts
using a 3D approach. As science teacher educators, we have witnessed our newest
teachers look through all the US reform documents, charts, and tables with wide
eyes and skepticism. Our prospective teachers’ first line of defense is, “my mentor
teacher says, we don’t have to teach in this way! Our school does not advocate it.”
As far as we know, there are relatively few science teachers who exemplify this high
standard of teaching.
One conclusion from the state of affairs is that engaging children in scientific
practices is not an easy way to teach science. Development of cognition for engaging children in scientific practices is complex. Second, it is apparent that multiple
kinds of knowledge are needed (science concepts and principles, context, culture,
nature of science, scientific practices, pedagogy, assessment) and that these kinds of
knowledge need to be integrated, or to come together, synergistically. Third, in
order to develop cognition for engaging children in SP a teacher needs to deeply
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reflect on what science is, and what science is not, and on student learning. Further,
teachers need to take a metacognitive stance on their teaching. In our view taking a
metacognitive stance on one’s science teaching involves thinking in a more sophisticated way about one’s teaching practice as compared with simple reflection, while
taking into consideration the role of the teacher and the particular context of their
teaching. The ability to take a metacognitive stance is dependent on one’s cognition
including knowledge and beliefs. Not only would a metacognitive teacher think
about how a lesson or unit unfolded, but this teacher would draw upon the knowledge she acquired of children’s developmental abilities, current reforms, the context
of the school, combined with her array of teaching experiences accumulated during
the years with her mental awareness of pedagogical strategies to engage children in
scientific practices. Taking a metacognitive stance involves teachers asking questions such as: What should I be spending time on in my classroom (e.g., content OR
teaching students how to be scientists)? How does my current classroom practice
support students in learning how to be scientists? For teachers who do not have a
strong background in these areas (e.g., subject matter, scientific practice, NOS, etc.)
it is reasonable to expect difficulties in responding to children’s questions. Instead
of engaging their students in science teachers may end up directing students to measure and identify a bunch of fossils algorithmically, and never take the time to
engage children in making sense of the data. Kendra is an example of a teacher who
was poised to gain the necessary knowledge base, in regards to her SMK and knowledge of scientific practices. However, there were initially gaps in her various kinds
of knowledge. She did not have a way to articulate what teaching through engaging
children in scientific practices actually means, related to her own pedagogical practice. Initially, Kendra did not explicitly reflect on her former teaching. To support
deep reflection, teachers need authentic science experiences and a way to think
about what engaging students in scientific practices looks like in real classrooms.
Rich images from the field are needed. For example, we have a plethora of research
articles and practitioner journal articles offering lesson plans, templates, steps,
examples, and even written scenarios designed to guide teachers in teaching in this
way. Yet, what does this kind of teaching really look like?
A fourth conclusion is that acquiring robust and enduring cognition of SP in the
classroom will require sustained and long-term support for teachers; certainly
beyond a one-hour workshop, or even a year-long PD. This need for long term and
sustained support is especially true given that many science educators must teach
outside of their area of expertise, often teaching multiple science disciplines.
Acquisition of knowledge of how to engage children in scientific inquiry is not a
general form of knowledge that can easily be transferred from one discipline to the
next. Instead, it is likely more nuanced and will take time and effort to develop. The
support should include development of a CoP involving many players contributing
towards learning how to teach in this way. Kendra acquired the threshold level of
knowledge of SMK, PK, SPK, and NOSK, through an intensive, resource-rich
2 year PD experience. Yet, as we discovered later, Kendra was teetering on the edge
of fully embracing the myriad roles of expert science teaching that engages students
in scientific practices. When we visited Kendra’s classroom later in the year, she
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confessed her curriculum coordinator had mandated a new approach to teaching
called “Mastery Learning”. This method involved direct teaching of concepts and
vocabulary, drill and practice. Her newly acquired knowledge was shaky and not
evident in her lessons later in the year. Newly acquired knowledge is fragile, and
before knowledge can be truly integrated as a part of one’s regular classroom pedagogical repertoire, the knowledge needs to be worked with to become part of a
teacher’s practice. Otherwise, a teacher might shift away from it, in favor of easier
and more familiar teaching strategies.
Our conclusions align with those of Crippen and Antonenko in Chap. 5 (this
book, 2018), in that the problem solving process in STEM education requires
authentic practices and development of collaborative skills at the cognitive and
metacognitive levels. Similarly, our conclusions about the need to situate teachers in
the kinds of learning in which they will engage their students aligns with conclusions of Yerrick, Radosta, and Greene (Chap. 6 in this book, 2018). In Chap. 6
Yerrick and colleagues claim teachers need to engage in rich and meaningful learning experiences, and the importance of reflection as a regular practice for teachers.
In summary, we believe teachers need to acquire a deep and integrated knowledge of foundational science concepts and principles, scientific practices, nature of
science, and pedagogy, as well as take a metacognitive stance towards their teaching, in order to expertly engage their students in scientific practices, including
teaching the use of logic and evidence and development of critical thinking.

2.14

Recommendations

How can science educators help teachers develop expertise in robustly supporting
children in engaging in scientific practices, in higher-order thinking and the use of
logic and evidence, much like a scientist? We have several recommendations. (1)
We need to provide teachers (both prospective and practicing teachers) with rich,
integrated and authentic science experiences; in which to engage as learners. In
addition, we need to scaffold teachers in how to reflect on these experiences, through
which teachers can more fully develop their cognition for engaging students in SP.
(2). We need further research on identifying if there might be some threshold of
knowledge that needs to be acquired for teachers to begin to engage students in
scientific practices. Is there some minimal required level of understanding upon
which to build? Determining if such a threshold exists has implications for differentiating the kind of PD experiences we might provide for various teachers, based on
their initial knowledge base. (3) We also need a valid means of assessing a teacher’s
cognition for how to engage students in SP, in order to track changes and progress.
(4). Finally, more research is needed on developing and testing a viable theoretical
model of the knowledge base of teaching SP. All of these recommendations, if successfully carried out could contribute to better-designed and more effective teacher
education programs for prospective teachers and professional development experiences for practicing teachers.
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Chapter 3

Students’ Metacognition and Metacognitive
Strategies in Science Education
Shirly Avargil, Rea Lavi, and Yehudit Judy Dori

3.1

Introduction

Scientific literacy depends, among other things, on cognitive and metacognitive
skills as well as on motivation (Herscovitz et al. 2012). Specifically, it is dependent
on cognitive and metacognitive abilities for locating, selecting, reading, monitoring,
and critiquing various information sources (Wang et al. 2014; Yore and Treagust
2006). For this reason, researchers argue that metacognition is a central feature in
life-long learning in general and science education in particular, and that metacognitive engagement is key for developing deeper conceptual understanding of scientific ideas (e.g., Anderson and Nashon 2007; Blank 2000; Choi et al. 2011;
Georghiades 2004a; Koch 2001; Nielsen et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2014).
Adaptive and life-long learning are gaining central importance, with the ability
to regulate and control one’s thinking, or ‘think about thinking’, being an essential
part of such learning (Chiu and Duit 2011; Choi et al. 2011). Therefore, in order to
effectively seize the opportunities and tackle the challenges of the twenty-first century citizens need to have sufficient levels of scientific literacy and metacognitive
skills (Choi et al. 2011; Yore and Treagust 2006).
This chapter presents a critical review of studies in science education as part of
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education, focusing
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on metacognitive strategies, training, and assessment of students. This chapter
focuses on science education in the following scientific disciplines: biology, chemistry, earth science, environmental science, general science, and physics. Our review
was based on a search in three leading journals in science education, using the following key words: metacognition, metacognitive strategies, assessment and student
thinking, and science education. Next, we narrowed our search to publications from
the year 2000 and onwards. At the same time, we conducted the same search in the
National Research Council (NRC) archive, for documents related to students’ metacognition and metacognitive strategies in science education. Finally, we selected
several chapters from the edited book Metacognition in science education: Trends
in current research (Zohar and Dori 2012), since it is, to the best of our knowledge,
the only book concerned with science education specifically. Although we are aware
that there are other books related to metacognition (e.g., Mevarech and Kramarski
2014), we were not able to include them in this review, since these books concerned
science education as a peripheral and not as a main topic.
The review presented herein was preceded by another review of research on
metacognition in science education (Zohar and Barzilay 2013). This previous
review was limited to one database (ERIC) and included only peer-reviewed journal
articles, while our review spanned multiple databases and also included published
book chapters. Another contribution of our review is that it includes papers on metacognition in science education published after 2013 (e.g., Wagaba et al. 2016; Wang
and Chen 2014).
The first section of this chapter provides theoretical background and is concerned
with the definition(s), importance and assessment of metacognition in science education. The second section provides information about the literature search of relevant resources on metacognition that are included in the review. The next section
details the findings of the aforementioned literature search. The final section contains a discussion on whether, to what extent, and in what ways have metacognition
and its assessment in science education been implemented, and what aspects of
metacognition and metacognition research in science education are still lacking.

3.2

Theoretical Background

This section contains a brief overview of research on metacognition, in education in
general and in science education in particular.

3.2.1

Definition of Metacognition

Numerous researchers have attempted to define metacognition (Sandi-Urena et al.
2011). If by cognition we mean the variety of learning skills students apply to complete a task, then metacognition can be defined as awareness of, and reflection upon,
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one’s own cognitive process (Flavell 1976, 1981). Flavell (1979) described metacognition in more detail as (a) knowledge about peoples’ cognition, (b) knowledge
about cognitive tasks, (c) knowledge about strategies applied to the solution of different tasks, and (d) skills for monitoring one’s cognitive activities. According to
him, metacognition refers to the awareness of cognitive processes and the self-
regulation and management of those processes in relation to the learning task,
including conscious selection of strategies and matching the suitable strategy to task
demands. Other researchers (Brown 1987; Veenman et al. 2006) made similar distinctions between knowledge of cognitive activities and regulation of such activities
as two components of metacognition.
Jacobs and Paris (1987) noted that researchers have generally circumnavigated
the problem of defining metacognition by referring to two broad classes of metacognition: knowledge about cognition, which includes declarative (‘about’) knowledge,
procedural (‘how to’) knowledge, and conditional (‘why’ and ‘when’) knowledge,
and regulation of cognition, which includes planning, evaluating, and monitoring.
Their description will be used throughout this work when referring to elements or
components of metacognition and these two terms are used interchangeably
throughout the chapter. According to Brown (1978), knowledge of cognition is relatively stable, often can be stated, can be fallible and is age dependent, while regulation of cognition is relatively unstable and age independent.
Students’ thoughts about their own capability influence cognitive performance,
improve self-evaluation, and regulate their learning (Bandura 2000; Bouffard-
Bouchard 1990; Jacobs and Paris 1987). Schraw and Moshman (1995) defined
declarative knowledge as “knowledge about oneself as a learner and about which
factors influence one’s performance” (p. 352), clarifying that it is part of the knowledge of cognition. They described good learners as ones who have more knowledge
about their own memory and are more likely to use what they know than poor learners. According to Schraw and Dennison (1994), knowledge of cognition is part of
metacognitive knowledge, and it consists of declarative knowledge, procedural
knowledge, and conditional knowledge. They defined declarative knowledge as
knowledge of one’s skills and abilities as a learner, procedural knowledge as knowledge of how to use different strategies, and conditional knowledge as knowledge of
when and why to use the different strategies. They also defined regulation of cognition as the ability to plan learning strategies (e.g., goal setting), to manage information (e.g., strategies for processing information), to monitor, to identify mistakes,
and to evaluate the learning (e.g., assessing the learning strategies, correcting performance errors and analyzing performance).
Bandura’s (1997) social-cognitive learning theory as applied to school learning
eventually led to the development of self-regulated learning theory, which stipulates
that learning is governed by interacting cognitive, metacognitive, and motivational
components.
According to Veenman (2011), reappearing major problems with metacognition
research is its fuzzy definition, which is not only due to proliferation of terminologies, but also disagreement about the ingredients of metacognition and their
interrelationships.
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Education

Ackerman and Goldsmith (2011) claimed that students’ perception of their performance influences their ability to monitor the learning process. Thus, when there is
no time limitation, a high perception of performance reflects positively on the actual
performance. Researchers have found that when students’ metacognition was
improved, it was possible to also improve their learning outcomes (Thomas and
McRobbie 2001).
Metacognition may enhance students’ ability for contextual use of scientific conceptions, improve science reading comprehension and the ability to monitor the
reading of popular scientific press (Georghiades 2004a; Michalsky 2013; Norris and
Phillips 2012; Wang and Chen 2014; Wang et al. 2014). In disciplinary science learning in particular, studies have shown that in physics, for example: students who use
metacognition are more likely to (a) develop conceptual understanding, (b) go
through a process of knowledge construction and meaningful understanding
(Anderson and Nashon 2007; Nielsen et al. 2009), (c) comprehend physics texts better (Koch 2001), and (d) have higher motivation and accurate views of what it means
to understand physics (Taasoobshirazi and Farley 2013; Thomas 2013). Similar findings have been reported in chemistry and biology education research. In chemistry, a
metacognition intervention that included reflection on the learning process and
reduction of poor learning strategies (e.g., memorization) benefited students’ standardized achievements (Thomas and McRobbie 2001). When Herscovitz et al.
(2012) exposed high school chemistry students to metacognitive tools and strategies
involving question posing skills, students were able to pose more complex questions,
indicating that they developed a sophisticated understanding of concepts and processes. In biology education, awareness of the learning process and a stronger ability
to monitor, regulate and control the learning contributed to meaningful understanding of various biology concepts like genetics and ecosystems and were found to
improve scientific inquiry skills (Eilam and Reiter 2014; Martin et al. 2000; Zion
et al. 2005). Several research based documents published by the NRC (2000; 2007),
stated that it is critical for learners in general and students who study science in particular to develop their ability to think in a metacognitive way. In summary, researchers argue that metacognition is essential for science education. One of the questions
that are of importance considers how instructional methods and assessments were
used in the past 15 years to improve students’ learning in this aspect.
Since it is an internal process rather than an overt behavior, metacognition is
inherently difficult to measure, and individuals themselves are often unaware of
their own metacognitive process (Desoete 2008; Georghiades 2004a). This has
naturally led to difficulties with identifying and assessing metacognition and its
related processes. However, if one considers metacognition to be an understanding
of knowledge, then one can detect it in the learner in an indirect manner, either
through effective use of this understanding, as witnessed by the learner’s behavior,
or by asking the learner to provide an overt description of it (Georghiades 2004a;
NRC 2000).
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In order to make assessment more effective, researchers have made various suggestions for carrying out assessment of metacognition in science education: (a)
employ multiple methods of assessment and collect data from the same subjects by
different means (Georghiades 2004a); (b) carry out assessment of the same learner
across different times; (c) carry out assessment concurrently with the task rather
than retroactively or prospectively, as it may be more effective (Cooper et al. 2008);
(d) carry out assessment using real-life problems, questions and statements rather
than abstract or textbook problems (Choi et al. 2011); and (e) any self-report sought
from students regarding their learning processes should relate specifically to their
science learning (Thomas et al. 2008).
With respect to assessment of metacognition in children, Garner and Alexander
(1989) proposed three ways for carrying this out: (a) asking children directly about
their metacognition; (b) having children think aloud while performing a task; and
(c) asking children to teach a younger child a good solution to a problem. However,
this assessment has several limitations: (a) children lack verbal fluency; (b) adult-
child use of language is highly varied; (c) young children find discussing general
cognitive events difficult; and (d) children have a tendency for describing specific
just-experienced events.

3.3

Literature Search Procedure

Next we describe how we conducted the literature search, searching for studies that
focus on metacognition use and assessment of students’ learning outcomes in science education studies.
Our literature search concerned metacognition, assessment, and science education as archived in the three leading journals: Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, Science Education, and International Journal of Science Education. We
also searched documents published by organizations such as the NRC. We focused
our search on studies that included K-12 students as well as at the college level.
Finally, we also relied on the book Metacognition in Science education (Zohar and
Dori 2012), since it is directly related to the topic of this chapter. Research on science teachers’ metacognition and meta-strategic knowledge (Eldar et al. 2012;
Zohar 2006, 2012) is beyond the scope of the current chapter.
We chose to focus on these three journals since they have the highest impact factor in research concerned with science education in the last 15 years. When searching within a specific journal, we used the words ‘metacognition and assessment’ in
order to reduce the number of papers found and find the most relevant articles for
our purpose. Search in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching revealed 104
papers, in Science Education 115 papers, and in the International Journal of Science
Education 109 articles.
Our review included papers in the context of science education, with metacognition as a primary focus. We excluded papers in which the primary focus was on
metacognition in other STEM domains (e.g., mathematics or technology) or papers
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in which metacognition was of secondary focus, even if their primary focus was on
related topics such as self-regulated learning (e.g., Azevedo 2010; Greene and
Azevedo 2009; Dignath and Buttner 2008). Another criterion for selection was that
we chose papers from the last 15 years and those which include students, rather than
teachers, as the subject of the investigation. The sites were last accessed in January
2015. Following the above process of selection, we were left with 23 papers from
the three journals and with six chapters that fulfilled the above criteria. We refer to
these articles as representative of the research on students’ metacognition in science
education.
The next section describes these papers and chapters, providing comprehensive
description and characterization of students’ metacognition assessment in science
education.

3.4

Literature Search Findings

This section provides an overview of studies concerning metacognition in science
education. Most studies of metacognition in science education contain an expectation of improving the outcomes of learning through practice of metacognition
(Georghiades 2004a). Accordingly, the vast majority of the studies summarized
herein are intervening studies, where metacognition-based pedagogical intervention
was implemented on one or more groups of students. Each paper was analyzed and
classified for its type: empirical research, theory, position, or review and critique. In
empirical studies we also characterized the papers by classifying them to either
describing a tool developed for assessing metacognition, describing an existing state
or describing a pedagogical intervention. We classified these papers into three different categories: (a) research on assessment tools for metacognition – studies concerned exclusively with developing a method or tool for assessment of metacognition;
(b) research on metacognitive learning processes – studies for which the researcher
or researchers probed into students’ metacognitive processes in order to procure
information about these processes, without an explicit aim to improve learning outcomes; and (c) research on metacognition-based pedagogical intervention – studies
with explicit research objective(s) to change students’ metacognitive processes
through training or pedagogical intervention, in order to improve learning outcomes.
Furthermore, we examined in each paper the population description, the tools that
were used and the metacognition components that were under investigation.

3.4.1

Review and Theoretical Papers

Our classification of papers into empirical and non-empirical revealed that from the
23 papers and six chapters chosen for this chapter, only two were reviews and one
was theoretical. In the first review, the author discussed the literature on
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metacognition spanning the past three decades and identified the different definitions of the term and diverse origins of metacognitive processes (Georghiades
2004a). One of the concluding remark of Georghiades’ review was that more
research is needed in order to enhance understanding of metacognition and its
aspects, specifically in science education. The author raised the questions of how
metacognition can be identified, whether it can be taught, and if so, how. He also
argued that research in metacognition pertaining to science education is in its
infancy. Since this claim was made more than 10 years ago, in this chapter we
review the representative studies that were conducted in the last 15 years as published in the leading journals of science education and the edited book (Zohar and
Dori 2012). Veenman (2012) in the book Metacognition is Science Education
(Zohar and Dori 2012) provided a review that emphasized the difficulty in establishing a consensus regarding metacognition investigation. Nevertheless, he provided a
clear and concise review of many of the main approaches that appear in the literature regarding metacognition in general. At the end of his chapter, Veenman showed
how metacognitive skills were integrated in science education, specifically in (a)
scientific reading (in contrast to general reading skills), (b) science problem-solving, (c) scientific inquiry, and (d) scientific writing.
The paper which we classified as theoretical and non-empirical presented a
framework for scientific literacy for South Korea that included five dimensions, one
of which was metacognition (Choi et al. 2011). The authors’ aim was to fill a gap
they perceived to exist in present frameworks for scientific literacy, which was principally a lack of emphasis on (a) metacognition, (b) problem-solving skills for real-
life (rather than conceptual or textbook) problems, and (c) global context for
scientific issues. The authors based their proposal on a literature review and an
online survey administered to 222 secondary school science teachers, 126 from the
US and 96 from South Korea. This framework was subsequently reviewed by a team
of five science educators from the US and Australia. The proposed framework contains five dimensions, the central one being (a) metacognition and self-direction and
the rest being (b) content knowledge, (c) habits of mind, (d) character and values,
and (e) science as human endeavor. The authors of this framework considered metacognition and self-direction to tie together the other four dimensions through the
learner’s reflection and management of cognition and learning. They considered the
dimension of metacognition to include three elements, namely (a) self-directed
planning (b) self-directed monitoring, and (c) self-directed evaluating. This proposed framework is another example of educators in science education calling for
metacognition to be an integral part of science education. However, the fact that
only a few reviews and theoretical papers were written in the context of metacognition in leading journals of science education and the book emphasizes the need to
pay more attention to this issue. In the next section, we go beyond the categorization
that Veenman (2012) had suggested and classify the empirical papers that investigate students’ metacognition in science education into the three categories noted
above and elaborated next.
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Empirical Papers

We divided the empirical papers into three categories: (a) research on assessment
tools for metacognition, (b) research on metacognitive learning processes, and (c)
research on metacognition-based pedagogical intervention (details to follow on next
page). Table 3.1 describes our categorization as well as the investigated population
in each paper.
As can be seen in Table 3.1, we classified most papers as belonging to category
(c), while only a couple of papers described the development of tools to specifically
assess metacognition in science education.
This is not to say that there are no tools that assess metacognition in general, but
rather that there is a need to develop or adjust specific tools to enhance the development and assessment of science students’ metacognition. Moreover, each science
discipline has its own discipline-based features. As described in Discipline-Based
Education Research (DBER): Understanding and Improving Learning in
Undergraduate Science and Engineering (NRC 2012b): “Metacognition is a necessary skill for meaningful learning and thus merits continued study in the context of
DBER. Further research could clarify which metacognitive skills are useful to science and engineering because the skills may not be the same for each discipline,
additional DBER could examine these similarities and differences” (p. 157).
Additional examples exist for developing discipline-based assessment tools for
metacognition (e.g., Cooper et al. 2008, to improve problem-solving skills), however, more validated tools are needed to address different discipline-based metacognition science skills. Thus, there is a need to examine and further investigate
discipline-based assessment tool for metacognition. Furthermore, metacognition
should be emphasized through K-12 and college level science education. As can be
seen from Table 3.1, research is needed in all levels of education, but more research
is needed for investigating metacognition in science education in kindergarten and
at the early stages of elementary school and higher education levels. Next, we
describe in more detail the papers in each category presented in Table 3.1, including
what metacognition components were addressed and what scientific skills were promoted in each study.
3.4.2.1

Assessment Tools for Metacognition

Papers describing quantitative assessment tools for investigating students’ metacognition (category a in Table 3.1) seem to be rare. Taasoobshirazi and Farley (2013)
claimed that the majority of research on metacognition in this field has involved
interviews or other qualitative methods and there is a need “to develop a valid, reliable, objective, and convenient tool that researchers and instructors can use to assess
students’ metacognition for solving physics problems” (p. 448). The Physics
Metacognition Inventory (PMCI) self-reporting instrument included separate items
for assessing declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge – elements of

Table 3.1 Categorization of the empirical papers and chapters
Category and # of
articles
(a) Assessment
tools for
metacognition
2 papers
(b) Metacognitive
learning processes
8 papers

(c)
Metacognition-
based pedagogical
intervention
16 papers

Domain(s)/
discipline(s)
Physics

N students
505

Population
Post-secondary
school

Thomas et al. (2008)

General science

465

Anderson and
Nashon (2007)a and
Nielsen et al. (2009)
Martin et al. (2000)

Physics

50 + 14

Middle and high
school
High school

Biology

77

Norris and Phillips
(2012)

Biology, chemistry,
and physics

91

Schraw et al. (2012)

Environmental
science
Physics
Biology, Earth
science, and
physics
Biology

134

119

Post-secondary
school
High school and
post-secondary
school
Elementary
school
Middle school
Elementary
school and
middle school
Middle school

Biology
Chemistry
Biology and
environmental
science
Physics

92
173 + 249
16

Middle school
High school
High school

60

Physics

182

Elementary
school
Middle school

Biology
Chemistry

93
700 + 400

Middle school
High school

Physics

64

Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Chemistry

198
Approx.
1000
29
24

Post-secondary
school
High school
Post-secondary
school
High school
High school

Biology
General science

173
17

Middle school
Middle school

Biology

407

High school

Author(s) and year
Taasoobshirazi and
Farley (2013)

Shin et al. (2003)
Wang and Chen
(2014)a and Wang
et al. (2014)
Ben-David and
Zohar (2009)

Blank (2000)
Chiu and Linn 2012b
Conner and
Gunstone (2004)
Georghiades
(2004b)
Grotzer and
Mittlefehldt (2012)
Hand et al. (2004)
Herscovitz et al.
(2012)b
Koch (2001)
Michalsky (2013)
Sandi-Urena et al.
(2011)
Thomas (2013)
Thomas and
McRobbie (2001)
Wang (2015)
Ward and Wandersee
(2002)
Zion et al. (2005)

124
556

Different aspects of the same scientific domain and investigated population
b
Two studies
a
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knowledge of cognition, and separate items for monitoring, evaluation, debugging,
and information management – elements of regulation of cognition, where the last
two seem to replace the more commonly used ‘planning’ element. In addition to
PMCI scores, the authors also collected the undergraduate students’ physics course
grades.
The students’ total scores on the PMCI were found to be reliable and valid, relating to students’ course grade and physics motivation. Men outperformed women in
PMCI scores in (a) knowledge of cognition, while women outperformed men in (b)
information management and (c) debugging. Taasoobshirazi and Farley (2013) concluded that men are more likely to understand their own problem-solving strengths
and weaknesses, how to apply strategies, and when and why to apply them, while
women were more likely to integrate free-body diagrams into their problem-solving
and seek help when having difficulty with problem-solving. The authors suggested
this tool can be used, with minor adjustments, in other disciplines. This tool could
be valuable for assessing metacognition in physics education, however, it needs to
be validated for use in other disciplines as well as other levels of education, like
secondary and even more so elementary science education. As the authors acknowledge, there is also a need to investigate how the various components of metacognition interact with and impact problem-solving to be able to ascertain the relative
contributions of each of these components to problem-solving success.
Thomas et al. (2008) sought to broadly assess aspects of science students’ metacognition, self-efficacy and learning processes. The Self-Efficacy Metacognition
Learning Inventory-Science (SEMLI-S) is a self-reporting instrument concerned
with general science originally written in English and translated into Chinese. The
final tool included several sub-scales, including (a) monitoring, evaluation, and
planning, (b) science learning self-efficacy, (c) learning risks awareness, and (d)
control of concentration. The tool can be used to collect students’ pre and post data
for investigating whether an intervention enhances metacognition.
These two tools, PMCI and SEMLI-S, found in our representative sample of
articles on the topic of assessing science students’ metacognition, represent a quantitative way to assess metacognition. Another example of a tool specifically designed
for the field of science education is a multi-method assessment of metacognitive
skillfulness in college chemistry problem-solving (Cooper et al. 2008) and metacognition in scientific reading, which was published in a paper prior to the 15-year
time window of our review (Yore et al. 1998). In summary, there is a need to develop
tools that specifically assess metacognition in relation to the context of science
learning. As also noted by Thomas et al. (2008): “Most existing empirical self-
report instruments that explore students’ learning and metacognition … do not
account for the classroom context or help students locate their self-report in relation
to the learning of specific subjects such as science” (p. 1703). We stress this idea and
suggest that tools should be discipline-based as well as scientific-practice based.
Developing metacognitive skills for the scientific practice of developing and using
models (NRC 2012a) might be different than the knowledge and regulation of cognition for the scientific practice of obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. Another aspect that should be considered is the educational level for which
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these assessment tools are constructed. Furthermore, researchers should emphasize
the different components of metacognition they assessed rather than general metacognitive skills.
3.4.2.2

Metacognitive Learning Process

Research on assessing students’ metacognition learning processes in different science education domains and settings (category b in Table 3.1) and their connections
to other scientific abilities includes various metacognition components and assessment tools. In most of the studies we found, researchers used both quantitative as
well as qualitative tools to assess metacognition. Wang et al. (2014) sought to measure the level of science reading comprehension and metacognition of Taiwanese
students from fourth to eighth grades and compare them to those of Canadian counterparts. They used the Reading Comprehension of Science Test (RCST), including
items from biology, physics, and Earth science domains. The metacognition components that were assessed in this study, while the authors measured science reading
comprehension, were knowledge of cognition, namely declarative, procedural, and
conditional knowledge. Wang et al. (2014) found no growth in either group on science reading in middle school. However, they reported that higher metacognition
level correlated with better science reading comprehension. The authors suggested
that metacognitive skills may not transfer across domains without providing
discipline-specific training and that science reading requires understanding of science related features in the text like evidence-based claims and counter-claims and
evidence-based arguments. Thus, they claimed, science teachers may need to shift
their teaching toward reading science materials with the intention of raising students’ metacognitive reading awareness. Similar findings were reported in Wang
and Chen (2014): in this study, the authors also concluded that prior science knowledge affects science reading completion and is mediated by metacognitive awareness, defined by the authors as “declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge
about reading” (Wang and Chen 2014, p. 176). Both studies focused on scientific
reading in general and on middle school students. Research on scientific reading
was also been conducted by Norris and Phillips (2012): in their chapter, they
described research they conducted with high school and undergraduate students.
They investigated students’ metacognitive judgments on popular science texts, specifically judgments about the difficulty of the text and about the effect of students’
prior beliefs on what they had read. Students systematically overestimated the
degree of certainty in their report: while they were able to identify observation and
method statements, they were generally unsuccessful in interpreting the role of
statements in the text’s reasoning. Students confused evidence statements as conclusions, and underestimated dramatically the demands of the text and the cognitive
difficulty they had experienced with the interpretative tasks. Thus, Student performance on the reading tasks were reported to have only a very weak correlation with
their perceived difficulty in reading the texts. Norris and Phillips (2012)
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recommended a view of reading which emphasizes strategies for interpreting scientific text over the simple view of reading as word recognition and information
location.
Anderson and Nashon (2007) and Nielsen et al. (2009) conducted respective
studies in physics education in the context of experiencing physics kinematics
problem-solving while visiting an amusement park. Anderson and Nashon (2007)
sought to identify the metacognitive characteristics evident in individuals and
groups who participated in an amusement park physics program, and explore how
these characteristics were involved in knowledge construction. The study was based
on four groups with three or four high school students in each of them. The authors
developed and administered the Metacognition Baseline Questionnaire (MBQ) to
these high school students. Students were given novel kinematics problems concerning various cycles to try and solve. Assigning students into groups encouraged
them to verbalize their thinking in order to present and discuss their ideas. Qualitative
data was collected in order to probe deeper into students’ metacognitive processes.
The authors showed that the key dimensions of awareness, monitoring, and evaluation are critical to the resilience and sustainability of individual capacity to engage
in meaningful learning. Thus, developing these capacities can contribute to empower
students’ meaningful understanding. Nielsen et al. (2009) also investigated high
school students’ metacognition in the context of an amusement park. The authors
argued that as a result of the various learning activities undertaken by the participating students, they were able to develop deeper understanding of the kinematic concepts they encountered, enriching their prior conceptions. Individual combinations
of metacognitive dimensions as represented by the obtained MBQ profiles seemed
to dictate the student’s approach to work within the group and as individual learner.
The authors’ approach regarded the qualitative assessment as an intervention tool
intended to improve learning outcomes rather than as a tool for assessment of metacognition. They concluded that the problem-solving activities in the field and in-
class activities enabled the students to develop further understanding of the
kinematics concepts, enriching their prior comprehension, and allowed them to
learn about themselves as learners. They suggested that if teachers had the option to
receive students’ individual metacognitive profiles, they could potentially utilize
this information to improve learning in terms of group configuration and problems
development for various classroom activities. Also in the domain of physics, Shin
et al. (2003) examined aspects that predict success in solving ill-structured problems by ninth grade science students within the domain of scientific inquiry in
astronomy. They evaluated the aspects of metacognition by an instrument called
How Do You Solve Problems? The instrument included metacognitive statements
related to reflection, planning and monitoring, problem-solving strategies, and
information-selection. The authors found that knowledge of cognition, including
information-selection and problem-solving strategies, was not a significant predictor in students’ success to solve ill-structured problems. However, regulation of
cognition, including planning and monitoring skills, did predict problem-solving
level in unfamiliar contexts. They summarized that solving ill-structured problems
requires that students not only have the necessary knowledge but also regulate their
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cognition, which includes (a) modifications of plans, (b) reevaluation of goals, and
(c) monitoring one’s own efforts. They also concluded that if the problem is not
structurally complicated enough, the students may not use their regulation of cognition abilities even though they possess them.
Martin et al. (2000) investigated, among other things, differences in the metacognitive reflections of students employing diverse learning strategies. They audio-
recorded clinical interviews with students of marine biology in post-secondary
education. The authors aimed at probing metacognitive knowledge and relate this
knowledge to students’ predominant learning modes. They argued that many students lack the fundamental learning skills and metacognitive abilities essential for
success in the ‘information age’ and that students are often unaware of the limitations posed by their learning style. They recommended conducting large-scale studies to demonstrate the promise of these approaches in a variety of science disciplines
and ages. Schraw et al. (2012) investigated the relationship between self-reported
metacognition, attitudes about an outdoor learning program, and field-based learning in an environmental education program. Their main research question concerned
whether knowledge and regulation of cognition scores were related to attitudes and
learning before and after completing a half-day field-based science curriculum.
Students’ attitudes and knowledge relating to the intervention were assessed before
and after the intervention. Schraw and colleagues made use of the Junior
Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (Jr. MAI), created by Sperling et al. (2002), to
assess metacognition. The Jr. MAI was based on Schraw and Dennison’s (1994)
MAI, which was also used to assess metacognitive awareness. The Jr. MAI was
intended for students in third through eighth grades and was used specifically to
assess incoming metacognitive knowledge or changes in knowledge after an intervention to improve metacognitive skills. Schraw and colleagues removed some of
the MAI’s items due to irrelevance to younger populations and modified others by
rewording of certain phrases to make them simpler or in order to provide a more
familiar context.
Schraw and colleagues found two factors, knowledge and regulation of cognition, accounted together for 35% of variance, and reported that knowledge of cognition and regulation of cognition factors were moderately correlated. Knowledge of
cognition correlated with attitudes and post-intervention knowledge scores.
However, regulation of cognition scores did not correlate with these measures at the
fourth grade level. The authors concluded that the Jr. MAI can serve to assess the
knowledge and regulation of cognition in a valid and reliable manner and that metacognitive knowledge is related positively to increased learning and attitude change.
Schraw and his colleagues suggested that future research should compare the role of
metacognitive knowledge inside and outside the classroom. Lastly, the authors outlined several instructional strategies to promote metacognitive awareness, such as
helping students to develop and refine their metacognitive knowledge and regulatory skills, and promoting metacognitive knowledge and regulation through active
reflection and dialogue.
In summary, the above studies showed that metacognition is correlated with (a)
robust and profound scientific understanding, (b) the ability to read scientific texts,
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(c) effective learning strategies, and (d) problem-solving skills. Currently, it is
known that metacognition can contribute to different aspects of scientific learning.
Therefore, valuable research from this point forward should include research on
specific components of metacognition that can be addressed to enhance different
scientific skills, e.g., teaching students metacognitive strategies for reading to
develop their question posing skills (Herscovitz et al. 2012). This goal was partially
addressed by Shin et al. (2003) and Anderson and Nashon (2007). Identifying
different components of metacognition and correlating them to different scientific
skills might contribute to teachers and students understanding of metacognition and
thus to the implementation of related strategies in the classroom (see also Nielsen
et al. 2009). The next section contains studies from the last 15 years concerned with
metacognition-based pedagogical intervention.
3.4.2.3

Metacognition-Based Pedagogical Intervention

The papers and chapters that described a pedagogical intervention are presented in
Table 3.2 in more detail than in Table 3.1, category c. Some of these studies present
a metacognitive intervention aimed at enhancing specific scientific skills or knowledge (e.g., Ben-David and Zohar 2009; Herscovitz et al. 2012; Koch 2001; Wang
2015), while others were aimed at enhancing metacognitive skills specifically and
assessing them (e.g., Sandi-Urena et al. 2011; Thomas 2013; Thomas and McRobbie
2001). Studies of metacognitive pedagogical intervention in domains other than science education or those not concerned directly with metacognition, but with self-
regulated learning, were not included in this review. For example: the IMRPOVE
method, which aims to enhance mathematics learning through metacognitive intervention, was excluded from the present review (e.g., Mevarech and Kramarski
1997; see also Chap. 12 in this book).
In the case of papers concerning metacognitive skill assessment, the tools that
were used before, after or during the intervention were either qualitative, quantitative, or both. For example: Sandi-Urena et al. (2011) used a multi-method assessment that combined two instruments, a prospective self-report named the
Metacognitive Activities Inventory—MCAI (Cooper and Sandi-Urena 2009) and an
online concurrent automated instrument (software) named Interactive Multimedia
Exercises—IMMEX (Cooper et al. 2008). The intervention was aimed at enhancing
students’ metacognition awareness and was used in a problem-solving scenario.
The authors engaged students in small groups collaboration and individual work
that promoted reflection about the processes and the products in a problem-solving
environment. Thomas (2013) used the Metacognitive Orientation Learning
Environment Scale-Science, classroom observation, interviews with students, and
the SEMLI-S (Thomas et al. 2008), to assess the metacognitive orientation of the
classroom learning environment, students’ views of what it means to learn physics,
and how students considered they knew they had learnt physics. The intervention
included a change in the teacher’s pedagogy and explicit teaching of a triarchic
model of representations altering the metacognitive orientation of a physics class-
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Table 3.2 Summary of research on metacognition-based pedagogical intervention in science
education
Author(s)
and year
Ben-David
and Zohar
(2009)

Blank
(2000)

Chiu and
Linn (2012)

Scientific skills or
concepts being
assessed
Inquiry skills: (a)
defining research
questions (b)
formulate research
hypotheses
Students’
understanding of
targeted ecology
concepts

Learning from and
understanding of
scientific
visualizations

Metacognitive
skills being
assessed
None

Aspects of
metacognition in the
intervention
Awareness of the
type of thinking
strategies being used
in specific instances

None

Metacognitive
classroom where
students asked to
reveal their science
ideas and to discuss
the status of their
conceptions
throughout the
instruction
Study 1 – Monitoring
one’s own progress
while learning
chemical concepts
and processes

Study 1 – Self-
assessment of
learning: (a)
generating
explanations and
(b) identifying
difficulties with
their
understanding
Study 2 –
Students’
revisiting of
visualizations
they were
previously
exposed
to – Monitoring
their level of
understanding

Time of
intervention
10 lessons

3 months

1 week +
1 week

Study 2 – Some
students were given a
multiple choice
question immediately
following the
visualization in order
to focus them on a
specific idea, where
an incorrect answer
would refer them
back to the
visualization with
added explanation
(continued)
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Table 3.2 (continued)
Author(s)
and year
Conner and
Gunstone
(2004)

Georghiades
(2004b)

Grotzer and
Mittlefehldt
(2012)

Hand et al.
(2004)

Herscovitz
et al. (2012)

Scientific skills or
concepts being
assessed
Essay writing
about biological
issues and social,
ethical, or
environmental
implications

Metacognitive
skills being
assessed
Declarative and
procedural
knowledge of
cognition, and
awareness and
control of
cognition

Conceptual
understanding and
retention of current
electricity ideas
Conceptual
understanding,
identifying
underlying
relational causality
and transferring
this understanding
of causal structures
between topics
Addressing
concepts,
structures,
functions and
processes, creating
analogies,
developing
arguments, and
explaining
processes
Posing questions
as part of reading
comprehension

None

Aspects of
metacognition in the
intervention
Prompts for
reflection by teacher
to tap into students’
prior knowledge of
learning strategies so
they could use it to
develop more
independent and
self-regulating
learning
Metacognitive
reflection

Time of
intervention
4.5 weeks

4 weeks

Metacognitive
comments

Encourage greater
monitoring and
evaluation in students

16 weeks

General
metacognition

Intervention was
aimed at promoting
conceptual
understanding and
metacognition by
using science writing
heuristics and a
textbook writing
activity

8 weeks

Study 1 – Use of
reading strategies
Study 2 – Use of
chemistry
understanding
levels

Posing quetions after
reading scientific
text – knowledge of
cognition; assessing
the complexity of
questions posed –
regulation of
cognition

4–5 months

(continued)
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Table 3.2 (continued)
Author(s)
and year
Koch (2001)

Scientific skills or
concepts being
assessed
Text reading
comprehension

Metacognitive
skills being
assessed
None

Michalsky
(2013)

General scientific
literacy

Cognitive or
metacognitive
regulation

Sandi-Urena
et al. (2011)

Developing
participants’
awareness and use
of regulatory
metacognitive
skills in domain-
specific context

Metacognitive
awareness and use

Thomas
(2013)

Views of what it
meant to
understand physics
and how they
might learn and
understand physics
concepts

Metacognition
awareness

Thomas and
McRobbie
(2001)

Students’
metacognition and
learning processes
in chemistry
education

Self-concept and
metacognition

Aspects of
metacognition in the
intervention
Training in self-
awareness by
self-assessment of
reading
comprehension and
ranking abilities and
disabilities
hierarchically
Different self-
addressable questions
instructional method
for reading of
scientific texts –
cognitive-
metacognitive alone,
motivational alone,
or combined
cognitive-
metacognitive and
motivational
Engage in small
group collaboration
and individual work
that promoted
reflection about
processes and
products in a
problem-solving
situation
Explicit teaching of a
triarchic model of
representations on
the induction of
metacognitive
reflection in students
considering physics
phenomena
The intervention
served as a catalytic
metacognitive
experience that
informed students
about what was for
some an alternative
conception of
learning

Time of
intervention
3 months

12 weeks

2.5 weeks

6 weeks

12 weeks

(continued)
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Table 3.2 (continued)
Scientific skills or
concepts being
assessed
Content knowledge
and construction of
scientific
explanations in
five inquiry-based
biology activities

Metacognitive
skills being
assessed
None

Ward and
Wandersee
(2002)

Textual and visual
explanations of
abstract science
concepts and
principles

Zion et al.
(2005)

General scientific
ability and
domain-specific
inquiry skills

Questioning,
reflecting on their
learning, and
creating visuals in
dyads and
explanations on
their own
None

Author(s)
and year
Wang
(2015)

Aspects of
metacognition in the
intervention
Metacognitive
evaluation instruction
to resolve inadequate
self-evaluation using
idea-unit standards
during peer
evaluation
Using a
metacognition-based
visual learning
model – The
roundhouse diagram
strategy
Metacognitive
consciousness
questions, concerning
knowledge about (a)
problem-solvers, (b)
the goals of
assignment, and (c)
problem-solving
strategies, and
Executive questions,
concerning (a)
regulating, (b)
controlling and (c)
criticizing cognitive
processes and
products

Time of
intervention
10 weeks

9 weeks

12 weeks

room. Students were engaged in metacognitive reflection related to the use of (a)
macroscopic, (b) molecular/sub-micro, and (c) symbolic representations when considering physics phenomena. In Thomas and McRobbie’s (2001) study, the authors
conducted interviews with students, collected students’ journals, formal assessment
documents and grades, and videotaped classroom sessions. They used questionnaires to assess student’s self-concepts, metacognition, and students’ self-reported
use of surface, deep, and achieving approaches to learning. The teacher in this study
used the ‘learning is constructing’ metaphor while teaching chemistry in order to
enhance students’ metacognition. The use of the metaphor revealed students’ conceptions of learning while considering it in the process of learning.
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In these three papers (Sandi-Urena et al. 2011; Thomas 2013; Thomas and
McRobbie 2001) that explicitly assessed metacognition, all the authors reported an
increase in several components of metacognition. For example: Sandi-Urena et al.
(2011) reported that the treatment group showed significant increase in metacognition awareness and increased ability in solving non-algorithmic chemistry problems. Although they reported a lower score of the treatment group in the MCAI, the
authors argued that raising the awareness about metacognition developed within
students a more critical view of their learning processes. They concluded that the
intervention enhanced students’ metacognitive skills and was a factor in the students’ ability to solve ill-structured problems. The authors call for a clear differentiation that “needs to be made between instruction that fosters the use of processes
associated with metacognition – reflection for instance – and the evidence for the
actual development of metacognition” (p. 325). Ward and Wandersee (2002) used a
graphical metacognitive technique that introduces both visual and textual modalities to instruction of abstract scientific concepts. The authors claimed that sixth
grade students had become more aware of their learning as a result of using their
metacognition. The authors argued that students who articulated their u nderstanding
through the bimodal tool, using both icon drawings and short sentences, were capable of asking more questions, better self-regulated their learning, and were more
independent learners. Thomas (2013) argued that explicit representational frameworks (e.g., using a triarchic model comprised of macroscopic, molecular, and symbolic representations for science phenomena) can help students to use metacognitive
skills in their learning processes. Other researchers that included an intervention to
enhance metacognitions skills as well as assessing them were Chiu and Linn (2012)
and Herscovitz et al. (2012). Both groups of researchers as well as Thomas (2013,
mentioned earlier) described a discipline-based (i.e., chemistry) metacognitive
intervention. Herscovitz and colleagues described the use of a discipline-based
metacognitive tool relying on the four chemistry understanding levels – macroscopic, microscopic, symbol and process (see also Avargil, Herscovitz, and Dori
2012; Kaberman and Dori 2009). In their study they promoted the use of metacognition in chemical education based on the knowledge structure of chemistry and specific scientific practices, especially posing complex questions. Chiu and Linn (2012)
described learning chemistry in a technology-rich environment and investigated
how students monitored their own progress and the effect of this process on their
performance. The authors investigated whether dynamic visualizations in chemistry
impact students’ judgments of their learning with and without prompting explanations to mediate students’ understanding of visualizations and the chemical phenomenon. The authors used a technology-based visualization of atomic interactions
during chemical reactions. Students were divided into dyads, where each dyad was
placed into one of two conditions: ‘explanation first,’ where they were given prompts
immediately following visualizations and then rated their understanding, or ‘rating
first,’ where they rated their understanding first, then used the visualizations and
were prompted to provide explanations. The students were later asked to rate their
understanding once more. The authors administered pre- and post-tests before and
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after the intervention, in which they asked the students to rate their individual understanding of various chemistry concepts. A follow-up study included an investigation
of students’ activities when they realized they did not understand a concept. The
authors reported that students in the ‘rating first’ group consistently rate themselves
as more knowledgeable than those in the ‘explanation first’. One possible explanation is that students in the ‘explanation first’ group had more time and specific
instruction to reflect on their knowledge before they had to rate their understanding,
and were given an opportunity to reflect on their understanding while identifying
gaps in their knowledge. The authors established these findings reveal the importance of self-monitoring for learning with dynamic visualizations and the need to
foster students’ self-regulatory behavior.
Grotzer and Mittlefehldt (2012) conducted a pedagogical intervention that
included introducing what they named ‘metacognitive moves’ into instruction,
aimed at helping students to reflect upon and revise their underlying causal assumptions about density and pressure and develop meaningful learning. The authors
explained the concept ‘metacognitive move’ as a set of questions students ask themselves in order to examine their cognition. The intervention, which was both
material-based and teacher-facilitated, was intended to encourage greater monitoring
and evaluation abilities in the students and explicit classroom discussion of these
causal structures. Students were assessed pre and post-intervention for understanding science content with embedded casual complexity, for both learning units.
Selected students were also interviewed to assess their conceptual understanding
and metacognitive behavior. Students’ ability to identify underlying relational causality was improved post-intervention when compared to pre-intervention. A high
correlation was reported between the number of metacognitive comments students
made during their interviews and higher science assessment post-test scores.
Moreover, students who made more metacognitive comments were more likely to
offer relational causal responses on their post-test and were also more likely to
transfer their understanding from density to the context of the pressure unit. This
study also raised the importance of metacognition in affecting other higher order
thinking skills like transfer.
Zion et al. (2005) implemented the Metacognitive-guided Inquiry within
Networked Technology (MINT) learning environment, which was based on a
learner-centered approach and comprised cognitive, metacognitive, social and technological elements. They compared four different groups of high school participants who studied microbiology in an inquiry-based learning environment. They
found that students who studied science in the MINT environment had better
domain-specific (microbiology) scientific ability and inquiry skills than students
who studied in other groups. Zion and colleagues also reported that the metacognitive guidance provided to the participants did not enhance general science ability
like it did for domain-specific inquiry skills, meaning that the effect on the latter
was greater than the effect on the former. This strengthened previous findings that
‘far transfer,’ i.e., improvement in general science knowledge and skills following a
domain-specific learning process, is more difficult to attain than ‘near transfer,’ i.e.,
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improvement in domain-specific performance following the learning process in the
same scientific domain (Dori and Sasson 2013; Sasson and Dori 2015; Zohar 2004).
Not all the investigations that included a metacognition-based pedagogical intervention actually assessed students’ metacognition skills. Moreover, when reviewing
the papers described in Table 3.2, it was not clear in some of the papers how to
identify specific elements of metacognition that were addressed, such as specific
theoretical constructs of regulation of cognition or knowledge/awareness of cognition. Time of intervention varied between few weeks to 3 and 4 months. Another
aspect, not specified Table 3.2, is the assessment of retention regarding scientific
concepts and skills being assessed. Only three studies evaluated the retention of
skills and knowledge (Ben-David and Zohar 2009; Blank 2000; Georghiades
2004b).
Analyzing the papers concerning metacognitive intervention, we found a couple
of studies that showed gains in learning, but not in metacognition. Sandi-Urena
et al. (2011) reported that scores on the IMMEX problem, which served as an indication of chemistry learning and metacognitive skills, increased significantly for
both treatment and control groups from pre- to post-test. However, they also reported
that MCA-I scores, representing regulation of cognition elements, such as planning,
evaluating, and monitoring, decreased significantly for the treatment group from
pre- to post-test, and did not change for the control group. The authors suggested
that a possible explanation of this finding might be the effect of a change in students’ self-report. Unlike an attitude inventory, the MCA-I does not assess the
importance that students placed on the construct, but rather their use of it. Therefore,
they argued, raising awareness of metacognition and increasing its students’ perceived importance increased their critical self-view and their tendency to self-score
more strictly. A similar finding was obtained in another metacognition-enhancing
intervention assessed by the same instrument (Cooper and Sandi-Urena 2009). The
authors explained that after students were given the correct answer to the problem,
they realized that they had used superfluous information in their previous attempt to
solve the problem and that therefore, the students overestimated their knowledge in
the first stage relative to what was expected from them in order to solve the scientific
problem. These studies show that gains in one component of metacognition do not
guarantee gains in another metacognitive component, however this aspect needs
further investigation.
Thomas and McRobbie (2001) reported that some students showed an increase
in their metacognitive skills following the intervention, while others showed no
such increase. The authors’ explanation to this finding was qualitative and related to
students’ learning processes or styles rather than to age.
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Discussion

The review presented in this chapter helped to identify gaps between what researchers in the field of metacognition in science education strive to achieve and what they
have achieved in practice, based on the literature. This review should help researchers determine whether, to what extent, and in what ways metacognition and assessment in science education have been implemented, and what aspects of metacognition
and metacognition research in science education are still require more work. We
shall now discuss (a) evaluation criteria for metacognition assessment tools, (b)
research gaps we have identified, and (c) recommendations based on our findings
and conclusions.

3.5.1

Evaluation Criteria for Metacognition Assessment Tools

In light of the theoretical background and studies reviewed in previous sections, we
specified optional requirements that effective tools for assessment of metacognition
in science education should meet (see Table 3.3). All the tools listed in Table 3.3
were reported by their respective authors to be reliable and valid. Fulfilling as many
of these requirements as possible would improve future tools and their effectiveness
for assessing metacognition in science education.

3.5.2

Research Gaps

One of the objectives of this work was to review and compare relevant literature to
provide readers with potential guidelines for further research on metacognition in
science education and different methods for assessing metacognition in science
education. Our literature search findings highlight the need for further research on
metacognitive assessment of science students. Indeed, as Veenman (2012) noted,
research on metacognition in science education is still a work in progress. Since
each STEM discipline has its own body of knowledge, more research to define and
investigate metacognitive pedagogical interventions and metacognitive skills that
are unique to each discipline is required. Two such examples – in mathematics education – are described in Chaps. 12 (Mevarech and Fan 2018) and 13 (Kohen and
Kramarski 2018) of this volume. Another example for domain-specific metacognitive assessment is described in Chap. 9 of this book by authors Wengrowicz et al.
(2018), where the authors describe their newly developed method for meta-
assessment in systems engineering education. Students were required to compare
and contrast different conceptual models across various model quality criteria,
which the authors claimed fostered students’ metacognitive skills. The authors
specifically mentioned planning, monitoring, and evaluating, all belonging to
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Table 3.3 Requirements for an effective tool for assessment of metacognition in science education
Requirement criterion
Adaptability

Comprehen-siveness

Requirement
description
Be administrable,
or adapted to age
ranging from young
students to
undergraduate and
graduate students

Contain items that
cover various
elements of
metacognition

Examples of tools
Two theoretical
examples:
A. Guidelines for
assessing metacognition
in children (Georghiades
2004a)
B. Suggestions for
implementation into
science classrooms in
the document: Taking
science to school – grade
K-8 (NRC 2007)
An empirical example:
Junior Metacognitive
Awareness Inventory (Jr.
MAI) – developed and
used to assess
elementary school
students. Suitable also to
different student
populations – MAI
(Schraw et al. 2012)
Other empirical
examples: Georghiades
(2004b) and Wang et al.
(2014)
Metacognition
Baseline Questionnaire
(MBQ) – includes
multiple elements of
recognition: awareness,
control, evaluation,
planning, monitoring,
and self-efficacy
(Anderson and Nashon
2007)

Development and
research suggestions
Integrate into the
assessment concrete
items taken from
students’ learning
experiences

Assessment and
intervention should
explicitly address
several elements of
metacognition based
on the literature

(continued)
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Table 3.3 (continued)
Requirement criterion
Concreteness

Requirement
description
Include items that
address concrete
real-life problems,
questions or
statements, rather
than abstract or
‘textbook’ issues

In-action assessment

Be administrable
concurrently with
the task used for
assessment, rather
than being
anticipatory or
retroactive

Multi-
contextualization

Include items that
address various
contexts: personal,
social and global,
or otherwise can be
effectively adapted
for this purpose

Examples of tools
Interactive Multimedia
Exercises (IMMEX) –
presents students with
real-world scenarios
and concrete problem
cases as part of a
metacognitive
assessment tool
(Cooper et al. 2008;
Sandi-Urena et al.
2011)
IMMEX – used to
conduct concurrent
assessment of students
(Cooper et al. 2008)
Think-aloud protocol
assessment tool while
reading a scientific text
and answering questions
(Michalsky 2013)
A theoretical example:
Choi et al. (2011)
An empirical example:
IMMEX – used to create
detailed scenarios and
multiple problem cases,
enables creating
scenarios in different
contexts – personal,
social or global (Cooper
et al. 2008; Sandi-Urena
et al. 2011)
Another empirical
example: investigating
self-reported
metacognition and
attitudes about an
outdoor learning
program (Schraw et al.
2012)

Development and
research suggestions
Assessment and
intervention should
address specific
discipline-based
knowledge constructs

Investigate
metacognitive
components under the
umbrella of SRL to
include motivation
and resource
management aspects
that promote life-long
learning

(continued)
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Table 3.3 (continued)
Requirement criterion
Bimodality

Requirement
description
The tool should
include both visual
and textual
modalities

Assessment
repeatability and
students’ retention

Allow for repeated
testing in time gaps
for effective
monitoring of
students’ retention

STEM-orientation

Include items that
test students’
scientific thinking

Disciplinary focus

Include items that
are concerned with
a particular STEM
domain

Examples of tools
A visual strategy (a
diagram) has been
applied in science
education for
encouraging students
to improve their
science understanding
of complex topics and
their ability to
demonstrate their
mastery in both text
and schemes (Ward
and Wandersee 2002)
A theoretical example:
Choi et al. (2011)
Empirical examples:
A. Assessing students’
physics understanding
twice in 3 months with
slight modification
(Koch 2001)
B. Assessing students’
question posing skill via
a 4-month intervention
in chemistry classes with
pre- and post-tests
(Herscovitz et al. 2012)
C. Assessment of
retention in biology
(Ben-David and Zohar
2009)
Inventory of Science
Reading Awareness
(ISRA) is used to
measure students’
science reading
awareness (Wang et al.
2014 based on Yore
et al. 1998)
Physics Metacognition
Inventory (PMCI):
Multiple items from
physics
(Taasoobshirazi and
Farley 2013)

Development and
research suggestions
Assessment and
intervention should
be based on two
concurrent
modalities: visual and
textual

The tool should be
suitable for multiple
admissions to the
same students without
a reduction in
reliability or
substantial increase in
cost

Assessment and
intervention should
include particular
STEM domains as
well as scientific
practices or thinking
skills
Metacognition needs
to be intertwined with
learning domainspecific science core
ideas and scientific
practices or thinking
skills
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regulation of cognition. They also mentioned students had to consider their own
task-specific knowledge, which can be constituted as declarative knowledge of cognition, although this term was not mentioned explicitly regarding meta-assessment.
For future work on this promising tool, we suggest to specify precisely what elements of metacognition are engaged by this meta-assessment, and assess each element using a self-report tool for assessment of metacognitive thinking. This could
provide evidence for metacognition as well as indication of the level of importance
of each element of metacognition to task performance.
If and when such disciplinary knowledge becomes more established, investigation of interdisciplinary metacognitive thinking will become feasible and its outcomes potentially valuable. Thomas (Thomas 2013, also based on Schraw 1998,
and Thomas 2012) argued that teacher-led explanations regarding thinking and reasoning strategies are key for fostering metacognition in students. We suggest such
teacher-led explanations should be subject-specific and take into consideration the
science content being taught. Assessment tools for metacognition in science education should be adaptable to a wide age spectrum, ranging from elementary school to
post-secondary education, and suitable for various scenarios, problems, contexts,
societal and global situations. Moreover, Wang et al. (2014) and Schraw et al. (2012)
showed that young students in the elementary and middle school levels should be
able to assess their learning in STEM or science before making a career choice.
Science educators and teachers should be aware that metacognition is composed
of different components and that gains in one component of metacognition does not
ensure gains in another component (Cooper and Sandi-Urena 2009; Sandi-Urena
et al. 2011). Further research is needed here. Moreover, significant gains in one age
group do not mean that these gains will be significant or visible in another age
group. For example: Schraw et al. (2012) reported that following a metacognitive-
based intervention, fifth grade students improved their environmental science
knowledge, knowledge of cognition, and regulation of cognition, and that these
factors were correlated positively. However, examining fourth grade students, the
authors found that the first two factors were not correlated with the third one, which
was regulation of cognition. The authors explained this finding by explaining that
knowledge about oneself as a learner relates better to attitudes and performance
than to self-regulatory aspects of metacognition.
Some of our findings echo those of Zohar and Barzilay (2013), who also carried
out a review of research on metacognition in science education: (a) the prevalence
of research in specific scientific disciplines, rather than in general contexts; (b)
studying of metacognition usually occurs along with or in relation to other constructs; and (c) metacognition is studied mainly amongst older students. Our review
adds in the aspect of assessment tools for metacognition and their requirements and
calls for further development of tools to assess metacognition.
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Recommendations

We recommend teachers engage in explicit teaching of the different components
from the theoretical metacognition construct viewpoint. This would require prior
training of teachers in the knowledge and practice of metacognitive learning. They
will be able to enhance their teaching strategies using different components of metacognition, while students will better understand their different meanings.
Metacognition needs to be intertwined with learning science core ideas and scientific practices as an integral part of science education. The document published by
the NRC (2012a) emphasized that learning science involves deep exploration of
important concepts, allocating time for students to develop meaningful understanding, and the need to progress throughout K-12 education. For older, high school and
university students, it is important that knowledge be anchored to specific science
subjects (Thomas et al. 2008). As NRC reports (2012b; 2015) highlighted, effective
instruction in science education should include student-centered approaches. The
more advanced approaches advocate attention to students’ metacognitive strategies,
though the K-12 reports do not yet explicitly mention metacognition (NRC 2013,
2015).
Additionally, and as part of science teaching, the elements of metacognition that
a metacognitive intervention targets should be made explicit and assessed using a
tool that is designed to assess those specific metacognitive elements (Herscovitz
et al. 2012; Wagaba et al. 2016). While using a metacognitive tool in the classroom,
assessment of learning and assessment of metacognition should be carried out in
periodically and in tandem. This would enable the evaluation of the relationship
between students’ learning and their metacognition. We recommend teachers conduct behavioral observations, interviews and questionnaires, and ask for reflections
from students to identify individual students’ metacognitive profiles, as students are
usually unaware of the limitations posed by their learning style (Anderson and
Nashon 2007). Martin et al. (2000) claimed that many students’ learning skills and
metacognitive abilities are not adapted to the ‘information age’, placing their long-
term success in jeopardy. Teachers and educators should make individual metacognitive profiles transparent to students in order to advance their learning and
metacognition skills in a technological setting (see also Chap. 14 in this book).
Adopting these recommendations would help to make metacognition as an
inseparable part of science education, and enable the progress of students’ metacognitive skills alongside science learning and its assessment.
Although the research community has made various attempts to define metacognition and its components in the science education body of knowledge (Zohar and
Dori 2012), with respect to several components (e.g., reflection or transfer) there is
no consensus in regard to whether they are part of cognition or metacognition.
Nonetheless, we recommend that science education research relate to specific components of metacognition and that researchers define what metacognitive aspects
are at the focus of their intervention or assessment. Doing so rather than relating to
metacognition as a whole will help advance research and development in this
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p rogressing field. For example: Wang and Chen (2014) found that students do not
differentiate between various components of metacognitive awareness. In addition,
we suggest that when conducting studies of metacognition in general science or in
a particular scientific discipline, researchers account for study findings in the relevant discipline. For assessment of students’ metacognition who study science,
researchers should use at least one qualitative and one quantitative assessment tools;
and if no adequate tool exists for the researcher’s assessment of metacognition purpose, we recommend they design their own tool to fulfil at least part of the criteria
in Table 3.3, such as concurrent, in different contexts, and cater to repeatability –
pre, post, and retention.
In summary, this review chapter along with its discussion and recommendations
contributes to STEM researchers, educators, and practitioners who seek to advance
science and engineering education through metacognition. For researchers, we contribute by presenting what research is still lacking in the STEM field; for educators,
this contribution lies in our recommendations for teachers’ training and professional
development with emphasis on metacognition-based pedagogical intervention; and
for teachers, the contribution is practical by raising the awareness for the need to
incorporate metacognition in the specific science or engineering topics they teach,
with the goal of advancing their students’ metacognitive skills.
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Chapter 4

Reconsidering Different Visions of Scientific
Literacy and Science Education Based
on the Concept of Bildung
Jesper Sjöström and Ingo Eilks

4.1

Introduction

Over the last 50 years, policy makers and STEM educators have argued for Scientific
Literacy (SL) (Roberts 2007). SL has become a guiding framework in educational
policy, for example, in the PISA studies (Sadler and Zeidler 2009). Laugksch (2000)
has stated that SL has become a buzzword, conveying a rather vague notion of what
the general public should know about science. However, there have been a number
of attempts to systematically describe different elements of SL (e.g., Coll and Taylor
2009; Gräber and Bolte 1997). One example is Hodson (2009), who subdivided
scientific and technological literacy into the following three elements:
1. Learning science and technology (e.g., conceptual understanding);
2. Doing science and technology (e.g., scientific inquiry); and
3. Learning about science and technology.
Roberts (2007, 2011) distinguished between two main orientations of SL: Vision
I, which focuses mainly on learning about scientific content and scientific processes
for later application, and Vision II, which focuses on understanding the usefulness
of scientific knowledge in life and society by starting science learning from meaningful contexts. The tension between Vision I and II is related to the tension between
“pipeline science – preparing future scientists” and “science for all” (Aikenhead
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2006), but these two visions can also be seen as two different orientations of the
science curriculum (Eilks et al. 2013).
Recently, a more advanced form of Vision II was suggested, called Vision III,
which emphasizes scientific engagement (Liu 2013; Yore 2012) and “knowing-in-
action” (Aikenhead 2007). As far as we know, Hodson (2003, 2009, 2011) did not
use the term Vision III. But instead he used the term “critical scientific literacy”, and
added a forth element in addition to the three mentioned above: Engaging in socio-
political action. Similarly, Santos (2009) has identified three types of SL, which can
be described as: (a) practical view, (b) understanding human culture and (c) socio-
political action.
Vision III or critical-SL can be understood based on the Central/Northern
European educational tradition called Bildung (Hofstein et al. 2011; Sjöström
2013a). Bildung is a complex concept that can – as discussed further below – be
explained in several ways, but typically it consists of two elements: an ideal picture
(of desirable knowledge and cognitive skills) and free learning processes (Gustavsson
2014a), or in other words both “the process of personal development and the result
of this development process” (Fischler 2011, p. 33). Schneider (2012) describes
Bildung as a reflexive event and its function is to form the self in a complex meaning-
making process that covers the whole range from early childhood to the advanced
age. According to Wimmer (2003), Bildung encompasses all aims that are not covered by other concepts of pedagogical theory, such as socialisation, education, and
instruction; it stands for them all and provides also something more. He describes it
as “the central critical concept of modern pedagogy” (p. 185). Due to its both educational and political dimensions (Biesta 2002a), it allows us to say something different about science education and scientific literacy.
In general, one can say that Bildung-oriented science education is an example of
humanized science education (Aikenhead 2006) that goes beyond many understandings of scientific literacy in the literature. However, it has many similarities
with “science for [critical] citizenship” (e.g., Albe 2015), complex versions of
socio-scientific issues (SSI) based science education (e.g., Bencze et al. 2012;
Simonneaux and Simonneaux 2012; Zeidler 2015) and STSE (Science, Technology,
Society, and Environment) education (e.g., Pedretti and Nazir 2011).
Similar to us, Wickman et al. (2012) connected scientific literacy in the European
sense with Bildung (see also Fischler 2015) and Elmose and Roth (2005) tried to
introduce the concept of Bildung to justify science teaching focusing on preparing
students for political participation in a growing complex world. However, these
papers are not explicitly discussing a Vision III of scientific literacy (i.e., criticalSL), and put no direct emphasis on educated socio-political action. But the definition by Wickman et al. emphasizes the importance of worldviews, values and ethics
in science education. Similarly, such socio-cultural aspects were emphasized by
Sadler and Zeidler (2009) in their SSI framework; regarding SL it is interesting that
they explicitly placed themselves at the extreme of Vision II.
In this chapter it is suggested that SL and Bildung should be considered to be
action-oriented – or even better, ‘praxis-oriented’. Bildung-oriented education aims
at making the student capable for a self-determined life in his/her socio-cultural
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environment, for participation in a democratic society, and for empathy and solidarity with others (e.g., Elmose and Roth 2005; Hofstein et al. 2011; Sjöström 2013a).
In other words, Vision III of SL should imply a politicised science education aiming
at emancipation and socio-ecojustice. This concept is also closely connected to
more recent educational paradigms, for example, the ideas of Education for
Sustainability (EfS) (Sjöström et al. 2015) and transformative learning (Mezirow
1997; Sterling 2011; Thomas 2009), where content and contexts should be considered from multifaceted perspectives. EfS aims on skills development for critical-
democratic participation and for shaping society in a sustainable way. Simonneaux
(2014a) emphasises participation and action as especially important parts of transformative science education: “when implementing post-normal education, it is not
sufficient just to learn and to understand. Instead, the central purpose is to encourage participation and action in the scientific activity.” (p. 51)
In other words, the different visions of SL have consequences for the teaching
and learning in the STEM subjects. Within a Bildung-tradition there is awareness
that our view of scientific content knowledge is dependent on our culture, for example our norms, values and worldviews, and it is dependent on the time we are living
in (Sjöström 2013a). Furthermore, there is an awareness that learning (cognition)
must be complemented with not only meta-learning (metacognition), but also with
epistemic and transformative learning (Sterling 2011). Examples include scientific
concepts and models, but also scientific processes (nature of science, NOS) and the
embeddedness of science and technology in society (Sjöström and Talanquer 2014).
To summarize this chapter focuses on implications for science teaching and
learning of Vision III of SL and its connection to a contemporary understanding of
Bildung, EfS and transformative learning. We start with describing the concept of
Bildung, focusing on the most complex type, which we call critical-reflexive
Bildung. Thereafter, we first discuss implications of this version of Bildung on education in general and then its connection to different meanings of ‘critical’ in education. It is followed by in-depth discussions of implications of critical-reflexive
Bildung on science education and scientific literacy, respectively.

4.2

The Concept of Bildung

In Central and Northern Europe (especially in German speaking countries and in
Scandinavia) there is a philosophical-educational tradition called Bildung, which
has been developed since the late eighteenth century by Johann Gottfried Herder,
Wilhelm von Humboldt, Hans-Georg Gadamer, Erich Weniger, Wolfgang Klafki
and others.1 Because there is no precise English translation, the German term
Bildung started to be used in the international educational literature (e.g., Elmose
and Roth 2005; Hofstein et al. 2011; Sjöström 2013a).
1
See (Westbury et al. 2000), for some translated original contributions from the history of Bildung
and Didaktik in Central Europe.
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Without doubt Bildung is a complex construct and a description of its genesis
may help understanding the concept. According to Gustavsson (2012, 2014a) at
least three versions of Bildung are well-established today and all of them have transformed over time from a national/European to a global focus. We call them (a) classical Bildung, (b) Anglo-American Bildung, or liberal education, and (e)
critical-reflexive Bildung. In addition to these three versions Burman (2011) also
identified two civic-oriented Bildung-traditions: (c) the Scandinavian folk-Bildung-
tradition, and (d) Dewey’s democratic education. In the following we will describe
these five Bildung-traditions in a little more detail:
(a) Classical Bildung: this tradition is based on the German philosopher and educational politician Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767–1835) (2000, originally in
German, 1793). Von Humboldt understood Bildung as “one in the tradition
rooted process of individualization where humans through studies and reflections develop their personality in a diverse, harmonious and unique way, and
thus become a human original rather than a copy of others” (Burman 2014,
p. 127, our translation). However, today von Humboldt is often – at least at
universities – more associated with free search for knowledge, free from both
the state and the market. The works of von Humboldt are also sometimes misused. His idea that Bildung manifests itself mainly in language, led to a long
time of devaluing the sciences for developing own worldviews in the individual.
In some European countries, e.g. Sweden and Germany, this led to a long time
of over-emphasizing the humanities to constitute classical Bildung against education in the STEM subjects.
(b) Anglo-American Bildung: the thoughts behind this tradition, which is called
liberal education, can also be tracked back to von Humboldt (Løvlie and
Standish 2002). The character-formation ideal is emphasized in the English version, whereas the canon was emphasized in the American version (Burman
2014). The latter has strong connections to American colleges. The liberal education tradition emphasizes humanism and generalization – in contrast to specialization – and also, that education must be free from short-term instrumental
thinking. The thought of life-long learning, which for example is important in
contemporary European policy debate, is related to this type of thinking. A
famous representative for a more critical and cosmopolitical version of liberal
education is Martha Nussbaum (born 1947). She argues for ethical self-
reflection and critical approaches to the own culture and its traditions. This is
needed to create enlightened citizens, rather than efficient workers and uncritical consumers. Nussbaum uses typical Bildung-type arguments for liberal education, however without explicitly using the term (Bohlin 2008).
(c) The Scandinavian folk-Bildung-tradition: from the late nineteenth century a
unique tradition called folkbildning in Swedish (might be translated as ‘Bildung
for the whole people’) was developed in Scandinavia. It is a tradition that is less
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academically oriented than the classical German tradition. The German basic
notion was combined with a pronounced benefit-approach. Bildung should be
useful for the creation of a society with justice. The political dimension was
much more explicit than in the classical German version, but it was not especially radical. An example of a famous Swedish pedagogue is Ellen Key (1849–
1926). She emphasized Bildung as a relevant concept both on the individual and
the societal level. Children should be educated to become civic citizens. School
would encourage students to become free, responsible actors in society, with a
developed individuality – cognitively, morally, as well as aesthetically (Burman
2014).
(d) Dewey’s democratic education: the idea of a school for all was also developed
in the USA by John Dewey (1859–1952). In the book Democracy and
Education: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Education from 1916 he advocated that school has a crucial role to play in every democratic society. He suggested the basic mission of school is to prepare for citizenship. This requires
that students can develop quite freely (Burman 2014). According to Väkevä
(2012), Dewey’s most important contribution to the Bildung tradition was his
analysis of the social-ethical foundations of a society to promote democratic
habits. Dewey used the term Bildung in his work, although not systematically
(Bauer 2003). However, it is interesting that Kivelä et al. (2012) conclude that
on a general level there is no significant difference between Bildung (in a
growth-theoretical understanding) and the ideas of pragmatists such as Dewey,
James, and Mead.
(e) Critical-reflexive Bildung: this understanding of Bildung is rooted in the work
by Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900–2002) and Paul Ricoeur (1913–2005) and can
be described with ‘Bildung as a journey’ (Gustavsson 2012, 2014a). Especially
during the 1950s and 1960s, and in interaction with the work of Gadamer and
Ricoeur, the German educational philosophers Erich Weniger (1894–1961) and
Wolfgang Klafki (1927–2016) developed a new understanding of Bildung connected to educational practice. They created the term Allgemeinbildung. Within
this concept, part of the word, Allgemein (which can be translated as ‘general’)
has two dimensions. The first dimension means to achieve Bildung for all persons (like in the Scandinavian approach of folkbildning). The second dimension
aims at Bildung in all human capacities (e.g., Klafki 2000a). Klafki’s thinking
is based on the thought that responsible citizens in a democratic society need
Bildung. This educational philosophy has a clear critical approach (see further
below) and we regard critical-reflexive Bildung the most complex version of the
five traditions. In the following, when the term Bildung is used, we mean this
version, if not something else is specified.
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Critical-Constructive Didaktik as an Educational
Implication of Bildung

Bildung in a critical understanding is praxis-oriented, in addition to being oriented
towards consciousness and critical literacy. In line with this, Mogensen and Schnack
(2010, p. 60) argue that their concept of ‘action competence’ is “closely linked to
democratic, political education and to […] the notion of ‘Bildung’.” According to
Marks et al. (2014, p. 286), Bildung “…inseparably bounds education to a democratic understanding of society. It defines all objectives of education under consideration of a societal perspective, for education in general, but also for all school
educational domains in particular – among them science education.”
For educational operation Klafki (2000b, originally in German, 1958; see also
Fischler 2011) and others developed a tool called Didactical Analysis as being part
of the so called Critical-Constructive Didaktik. At this point it is necessary to say
that the Bildung-connected meaning of the term Didaktik in German and
Scandinavian languages differs a lot from how the word didactics is used in English
(Duit 2015). Didaktik in German and Scandinavian languages means the knowledge
about teaching and learning and at the same time covers the research area about
teaching and learning (Hopmann 2007; Kansanen 2009). According to Duit (2015,
p. 325) Didaktik “stands for a multifaceted view of planning and performing instruction. It is based on the German concept of Bildung [… and] concerns the analytical
process of transposing (and transforming) human knowledge (the cultural heritage)
into knowledge for schooling that contributes to Bildung”. Hopmann (2007, p. 109)
has compared Didaktik and the Anglo-American concept of curriculum and instruction. He claims that “Didaktik is characterized as ‘restrained teaching’, based on (a)
a commitment to Bildung, (b) the educative difference of matter and meaning, and
(c) the autonomy of teaching and learning.” Similarly, Kansanen (2009) compared
subject-matter didactics with Lee Shulman’s pedagogical content knowledge
(PCK). The former is, according to Kansanen, a much broader idea also containing
aspects of values and other characteristics related to the curriculum and pedagogy.
The Didaktik tradition focuses predominantly on the why-question (and its implication on practice), while the pragmatic Anglo-American curriculum tradition focuses
more on the how-question (Duit 2015).
Didactical Analysis in terms of Klafki reflects whether an issue or topic is relevant enough to be taught. It consists of a set of certain questions, e.g. what the
general exemplary character of the topic is, or what meaning it has for the learner
today and for his/her future (Klafki 2000b, published originally in German 1958).
These questions try to identify epoch-typical relevant knowledge and key problems
to learn about, which are of importance for the individuals and the society the students live in and operate today and in the future. Contemporary examples of science-
related key problems, important for education, are among many others e.g. the
questions of global warming (Selby 2014), alternative energy usages (Feierabend
and Eilks 2011), or the chemicalization of our world (Sjöström and Stenborg 2014).
Except learning the science behind such relevant issues, students also should get
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“the potential to learn about how such an issue is handled within society and one can
learn about the interplay of science with ecology, economics, politics, cultural
beliefs and values” (Marks et al. 2014, p. 287).
Classical Bildung (von Humboldt) already had a critical dimension because of its
relationship to the critical philosophy by Immanuel Kant. However, in practice the
critical dimension has not been particularly prominent in all the Bildung-versions.
Especially the Anglo-American liberal education-tradition has traditionally had a
relatively uncritical approach to the classical Greek and Latin culture (Gustavsson
2014b). However, through, for example, the work of Nussbaum in America and
even more Klafki and also scholars of Critical Theory in Germany this has changed.
For some of the latter a critical perspective “…is realised by reflection, by activating
critique as a moral-philosophical-existential-political alternative” (Gur–ze’ev 2002,
p. 404). An important concept in critical theory is emancipation, which can be
defined as “eliminating oppression and creating conditions for effective agency”
(Zembylas 2006, p. 665). Below this is called a ‘critical-emancipatory approach’.
The concept of Bildung has itself been criticized and problematized, mainly by
postmodern theorists (Løvlie et al. 2003, reviewed in Hansen 2008). Recently,
Schaffar and Uljens (2015) identified the following two central points of criticism:
(a) a logico-conceptual type of critique, where Bildung has been called a ‘container
word’ and the meaning of emancipation has been questioned, and (b) a socio-
cultural critique, whereby Bildung is reachable only for the elite and that it is thus
serving and supporting existing cultural structures of power. However, Biesta
(2002b) claims that Bildung still works as a critical concept in a postmodern world.
But he has argued against “certain versions of the critical theory of Bildung and
critical pedagogy” with the ambition “to ‘read’ power behind knowledge” (Biesta
2002b, p. 388). Instead, he referred to Latour’s networks, in which knowledge and
power are not separable. More recently, he discussed, based on writings by Freire,
Foucault and Rancière, a dialogical approach to emancipation. In such an approach,
doing things differently to show alternatives, are emphasized (Biesta 2012). To sum
up we – just like Klafki, Kemp, Biesta and others (e.g. Kemp 2005) – claim that
criticisms of the concept can be counteracted by arguing for a contemporary and
complex version of Bildung (we call it critical-reflexive Bildung) and by emphasizing that Bildung is something for all citizens in our complex and globalized society.
In the next section we discuss different meanings of the term ‘critical’ in an educational context.

4.4

 ildung-Oriented Education for Critical Thinking
B
and Responsible Actions

The word critical is used in a variety of forms in curricula, for example as critical
skills and critical thinking. Johnson and Morris (2010) have discussed how critical
citizenship can be understood as the intersection between critical thinking and
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critical pedagogy. For them, critical thinking is associated to abstract and technical
skills and has an individualistic focus, whereas critical pedagogy has a collective
focus and is driven by a concern for socio-ecojustice.
The core explanation of critical thinking (CT) is that it is something cognitive,
that is, for example logical reasoning. However, the term can also be understood in
a broader sense. It has also to do with awareness of the own way of learning (metacognition) and philosophical-ideological awareness. Learning connected to the latter can be called epistemic and transformative learning (Sterling 2011). The core
understanding of CT, that is cognitive and intellectual thinking, has been called the
first wave, whereas a broader understanding of the term is called the second wave of
CT (Walters 1994). Bohlin (2009, p. 190) has described it in the following way:
“good thinking requires logical skills but is not exclusively defined by them; creative imagination, empathy, and self-reflective awareness of one’s own presuppositions are equally important”. Similarly, Hasslöf and Malmberg (2015) recently
showed that critical thinking can have various meaning depending on different epistemological views; sometimes it is based on the educational aims of qualification
and socialization, and sometimes subjectification. Especially the latter is related to
the concept of Bildung (Biesta 2012; Schneider 2012; Straume 2015).
With reference to the moral philosopher Richard Hare (1919–2002), Vieira et al.
(2011) described CT as one of the central ideas behind education and suggest that it
forms the social basis for the achievement of equal rights and freedom within democratic societies. For Hare there are three justifications of CT: intellectual, pragmatic,
and ethical. However, we think that the term critical approach better mirrors this
broader meaning of CT and is more appropriate to be used in relation to Bildung.
According to Gustavsson (2014b), a critical approach encompasses both to think
and act critically, and to do so both in theory as well as in practice.
Another related term, already suggested above, is critical praxis. Critical praxis
is an important goal of critical pedagogy. Critical approaches in education have followed two main lines: In Germany a critical-emancipatory approach was based on
the early work of Habermas, and in North America a critical theory of education
was developed based on writings by, e.g., Dewey and Freire (Biesta 2012). Freire’s
educational approach “…is essentially a humanistic pedagogy concerned with the
real context of human conditions, particularly focused on the oppressive context”
(Santos 2009, p. 364). The focus of critical pedagogy is the relationship between
knowledge and power and its agenda is transformation of knowledge (e.g. curriculum) and pedagogy (e.g., teaching) (Cho 2010). With reference to Dewey and Freire,
Reis (2014) claims that critical pedagogy suggests education as a democratizing
force and in the same time being a catalyst for individual development and social
transformation. More in detail, Shor (1992) in her book Empowering Education
defined critical pedagogy as: “Habits of thought, reading, writing, and speaking
which go beneath surface meaning, first impressions, dominant myths, official pronouncements, traditional clichés, received wisdom, and mere opinions, to understand the deep meaning, root causes, social context, ideology, and personal
consequences of any action, event, object, process, organization, experience, text,
subject matter, policy, mass media, or discourse” (p. 129). In other words, at the
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heart of critical pedagogy are the ideas of education for awareness, praxis and dialogue (Bader and Laberge 2014). It can be seen as the educational implication of
Bildung (in its critical-reflexive version). The goal of Bildung-oriented education is
transformation of both the subjects/individuals/citizens and the global society
towards sustainability.
Transformative learning can be understood as a deep shift in perspective focusing on making the habits of mind in the young generation more open, more permeable and better justified (Cranton 2011). This is expected to occur when people start
to critically reflect on their instrumental and communicative knowledge. Houwer
(2014) supports this view by arguing that crises are opportunities for transformative
practices. Transformative learning is also about addressing the critical dimensions
of certain contexts (Sterling 2011) and focusing the transformation of attitudes,
behaviors, values, beliefs, and corresponding action (Carter et al. 2014). According
to Bohlin (2008, p. 8) transformative learning, although only seldom explicitly
associated with the idea of Bildung, “indicates ways to implement the ideal of moral
Bildung in educational practice” (see also Bohlin 2013). For us a core idea of
critical-reflexive Bildung is to critically identify cultural presuppositions and to support alternative ways of thinking and acting in dialogue with the surrounding world.

4.5

Towards Bildung-Oriented Science Education

As we have pointed out previously, except for scientific concepts and models which
are in focus in traditional science education, scientific processes and societal contexts need to be also emphasised in humanized, socio-critical and Bildung-oriented
science education (Marks and Eilks 2009; Sjöström 2013a; Sjöström and Talanquer
2014). This means that without including ethical and socio-political perspectives
into STEM teaching, science learning will miss essential aspects that contribute
making it relevant education (Hofstein et al. 2011; Stuckey et al., 2013). This necessarily includes a focus on understanding uncertainties and balancing benefits and
risks (Sjöström 2013a). It also is in line with the thinking of Albe (2013), who
claims that we need to rethink our culture and the way science education is being
thought. She argues for a shift from the almost exclusive focus on subject matter
content to socio-educational aims and preparation for socio-political action. We
agree that science education should go in a socio-scientific direction, but just like
Klafki we also think that relevant subject matter content is important.
Santos (2009) discussed the implications of critical pedagogy (a Freirean perspective) on science education and teaching. It is a radical view of scientific literacy,
where not only socio-political perspectives are incorporated; the focus is on the
political aim of transforming society to overcome oppressive conditions. Freirean-
oriented science education can, according to Santos, be characterized by the following three aspects: (1) discussions of socially relevant themes by SSIs, (2)
establishment of a dialogical process in the classroom, and (3) engagement of students in socio-political actions. He writes: “Freirean science education ought to take
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SSI as the goal of attaching social meaning to science content, and of helping students understand the oppressive context of modern society” (p. 374). Science teaching “should be developed with grounds on students’ cultural context through
socially relevant themes that incorporate issues of oppressive context in society, and
that ought to be developed through a dialogical process in classrooms, engage students in sociopolitical action and thus make it possible to look forward to bringing
equity and social justice into our world” (p. 377). More recently, Bader and Laberge
(2014) also claimed that the general principles of critical pedagogy should be
applied in science education. For them critical pedagogy is focusing on reflexivity
on any ideologies that orientate our worldviews. They emphasize the importance of
making school science meaningful for the students and claim that critical perspectives are still too often neglected in school science.
Hart (2012), who writes about what he calls a post-critical pedagogy for science
education, focuses on the need to change the discourses in science teaching, rather
than changing the students. He claims that traditional science education is based on
a rationalist-objectivist foundation and that “serious consideration of how people
learn implies changes […] to one that engages a range of personal sociocultural and
political issues within a frame of multiple ways of knowing” (p. 104). In a way the
tension can be understood as a conflict between modernism (including scientism)
and postmodernism in science education (Blades 2008). It also mirrors a tension
between views in traditional science education versus common views in the area of
contemporary environmental education (Dillon 2014). The latter focusses much
more on interactive relational production of knowledge. Similarly, Colucci-Gray
and Camino (2014) write about ‘science of relationships’ and ‘epistemic and reflexive knowledge’. On the other hand, contemporary science education (Bencze and
Carter 2011), and actually also the field Education for Sustainable Development
(ESD) (Jickling and Wals 2008), is sometimes framed in a neoliberal ideology. The
discourse of ESD is partially focused on ecological modernisation (Sjöström et al.
2016). It is based on “assumptions about progress, a human-centered world, and
individualism” (Bowers 2002, p. 28) and results in overvaluing the chances of technology compared to ethical and cultural values and politics (Bader and Laberge
2014).
Education for Sustainability (EfS) is a more critical alternative to a narrow
focussed ESD (Simonneaux and Simonneaux 2012; Birdsall 2013; Thomas 2009).
According to Albe (2013) it requires the individual to take the political dimension
of any environmental issue and their intrinsic power relationships into consideration. The aim is to empower the individual for acting responsibly in terms of sustainability, which was also identified by Stuckey et al. (2013) as an essential
justification in their model of relevant science education. Other related and critically
oriented alternatives are called, e.g., ecojustice education (Bowers 2002; Mueller
2009), ecocritical pedagogy (Garrard 2010), and activist environmental education
(Burns and Norris 2012). All these call for a much higher degree of transformation
than it is normally the case in many ESD examples (Burmeister et al. 2012). In an
abstract for a keynote speech at the 8th World Environmental Education Congress
in Gothenburg, Sweden in the summer 2015 professor Arjen Wals wrote:” Perhaps
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a key lesson from the UN DESD [the United Nations World Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development] that ended in 2014 is that we have come to realise that
sustainability as such is not a destiny or a way of behaving that can be transferred or
trained but rather represents our capacity for critical thinking, reflexivity and
transformation.”
To increase sustainability perspectives in science teaching, Littledyke (2008)
argues for integrating cognitive and affective domains. For example, it was suggested to include politicisation of science education to address socio-scientific and
environmental issues. In an illustrative figure he describes the difference between
modern/traditional science and postmodern science, and also its consequences for
pedagogy. According to him modern/traditional science is characterised by a stereotypical separation between cognitive and affective domains and it can be described
with labels such as objectivism, reductionism-mechanistic and value-free. The corresponding pedagogy is described by him with labels such as transmission, non-
contextual and facts-based. Instead he suggests constructive postmodern science
that is characterised by integration between cognitive and affective domains, critically informed views of issues, systems thinking and uncertainty. The corresponding pedagogy Littledyke describes with labels such as active learning,
interdisciplinary approach and real-life contexts. In line with this, Colucci-Gray
et al. (2013) suggest that involvement of the learners is needed at a personal and
emotional level to allow for finding ethical positions.
From a postmodern perspective on risks, the society cannot leave it to the experts
to deal with them. According to Christensen (2009) postmodern risk-oriented science education has two challenges: (1) to work more with knowledge uncertainty,
and (2) to work with both sides of science – the good and the bad, i.e. science as
Janus-faced. Examples of teaching models, which takes these challenges in consideration, are the so called STEPWISE framework for activist science and technology
education by Bencze and Carter (2011), a model of socio-scientific sustainability
reasoning (S3R) by Morin et al. (2014), and a framework for socio-critical and
problem-oriented science teaching by Marks and Eilks (2009; see also e.g., Marks
et al. 2014). In the latter Eilks and co-workers have conceptualised principles of
socio-critical science teaching and corresponding evidence-based lesson plans.
These start with current, authentic and controversial problems being debated in public, e.g., debates about alternative fuels, climate change, diets, or risk chemicals in
consumer products (Eilks et al. 2013). All the lessons include learning of scientific
content knowledge and experiments. However, by mimicking authentic non-
scientific practices of information handling in society, all the lesson plans focus an
understanding how science is used (and sometimes misused) by scientists and non-
scientists in society. Examples included mimicking the work of e.g., politicians,
representatives of pressure groups, journalists, consumer testers, or advertising
experts. This approach was recently connected also to a further educational justification for critical science education. The suggested framework (see Fig. 4.1) is
based on the socio-philosophical works of the Jewish-Polish philosopher Ludwik
Fleck (1896–1961) (Stuckey et al. 2015).
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Fig. 4.1 A model for critically reflecting the science-to-society link (by Stuckey et al. 2015, based
on Fleck 1935, and Bauer 2009)

The educational model based on Fleck justify reflective and critical learning
about how information from the core domain of science is transferred into society,
e.g., its presentation in the news media or its use in political debate. According to
Stuckey et al. (2015) it is essential for understanding the often indirect and limited
role science knowledge plays in societal decision making (see also Marks et al.
2014). The educational model, based on Fleck (1935) and Bauer (2009), illustrates
how the core of real science endeavor is encircled by different media domains. It
starts with journal and handbook science via scientific information for public understanding towards non-scientific practices of information use in society. With any
further step away from the core of science, scientific facts or theories are purposely
selected and presented; information is left out, intentionally or unintentionally
biased, or used in suggestive ways. The model suggests that it is not only the understanding of science that allows for critically dealing with science-related media in
everyday life. It is also necessary to understand the mechanism how science is transferred into and used within society, and at the same time selected, simplified and
interpreted. It also suggests understanding and reflection about the skills and potential interests of all the persons involved in the information transfer processes.
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 etter Understanding the Different Visions of Scientific
B
Literacy

In the beginning of this chapter we introduced a Vision III of scientific literacy (SL)
that complements Roberts’ (2007, 2011) Vision I, which focuses on scientific content and scientific processes for later application, and Vision II, which aims at
understanding the usefulness of scientific knowledge in life and society. Vision III
is about scientific “knowing-in-action” (Aikenhead 2007) and has also been called
“critical scientific literacy” (Hodson 2009, 2011). It implies a politicised science
education aiming at dialogical emancipation and socio-ecojustice, and emphasizes
transdisciplinarity, philosophical values and praxis-oriented global citizenship.
To get a better understanding of this praxis-oriented vision of SL we have discussed the term ‘critical’ in relation to education (for example critical thinking and
critical pedagogy) and also how it can be understood based on the Central/Northern
European educational tradition called Bildung, which we above have described in
detail. As we showed, it is a multifaceted tradition that has evolved over more than
200 years and we have paid most attention to the most complex version, which we
call critical-reflexive Bildung. We have also discussed its educational implications
and how it relates to other praxis-oriented educational paradigms such as Education
for Sustainability and transformative learning.
The goal with this part of the chapter is to give an even better illustration of the
different SL-visions, by comparing them in different ways. It is always difficult to
categorize, but to describe it in a simplified way Vison I focuses on disciplinary
scientific content knowledge, Vision II on usefulness of scientific knowledge in
everyday life, and Vision III on critical praxis in relation to science and technology
in society.
The tension between Vision I and II is already well described in the literature
(e.g., Roberts 2007, 2011; Roberts and Bybee 2014; Wickman et al. 2012). Zoller
(2012) makes a similar subdivision between something that can be called a ‘traditional approach’ versus an ‘alternative approach’. Zoller’s alternative approach is
somewhere in between what we here call Vision II and Vision III. He recommends
shifts from growth at any cost to sustainable development, from corrective responses
to preventive actions, from disciplinarity to problem-solving orientation, from
reductionist thinking to system thinking, and from lower-order cognitive skills to
higher-order cognitive skills.
Wickman et al. (2012, p. 42) describe the rationalistic orientation and content
focused character of Vision I in the following way: “we need to stay away from the
non-cognitive” and “scientific reasoning are the cures for the irrational”. To them,
Vision I-thinking is characterized with a positivistic culture, scientific findings are
often presented as objectively true or false, and values are seen as subjective. Smith
and Gunstone (2009, p. 14) connect Vision I to a neoliberal ideology and write:
“Science education’s attempt to see educated citizens as ‘mini-scientists’ is both
futile and self-defeating. […] The dualistic thinking that separates the education of
future scientist from that of future citizens itself draws from the dualism that sees
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Table 4.1 Connections between the three visions of scientific literacy, different knowledge types/
ideals, aims with scientific research and emphasis in science education
Vision
I: Pipe-line science

II: Science for all

III: Science for
transformation

Knowledge
types/ideals
Theoria/
episteme
Intellectual
Disciplinary
rationality
Techne
Pragmatic
Technical
rationality
Praxis/
phronesis
Emancipatory
Critical
rationality

Aim with scientific research
(Sjöström 2013b)
Development of scientific
understanding (mode 1)

Emphasis in science
education
Epistemological

Growth and wealth, including
sustainable development
(mode 2)

Everyday life and
usefulness

Democracy and justice; critical
sustainability (mode 3)

Ethics and
transformation

science as separated from society”. Roberts (2011) connects four (of the seven) curriculum emphasizes (solid foundation; structure of science; correct explanations;
scientific skill development) to Vision I and the other three (self as explainer; everyday coping; science, technology, and decisions) to Vision II. According to Wickman
et al. (2012) Vision II can be understood as learning about the various contexts in
which students in their daily life are faced with problems involving science.
However, there can be different complexity of contextualized science education
(e.g., Sjöström and Talanquer 2014). Both Vision II and Vision III emphasize relevance, but if Vision II focuses on everyday-life relevance, Vision III focuses more
on problematized relevance for critical citizenship and sustainability.
Lundqvist et al. (2013) have discussed Vision I and II based on the three types of
knowledge identified by Aristotle: theoria, techne and praxis/phronesis (see also
Roberts and Bybee 2014). They subdivided Vision II into two types: Vision IIa is
based on the assumption that applying knowledge (Techne) is something different
than only knowing (Vision I is, according to Lundquist et al. only focusing on
Theoria, as a way of thinking and arguing). In Vision IIb (with similarities to what
we here have called Vision III), Vision IIa is complemented with an emphasis of
ethical and political values (Praxis/Phronesis).
Here we further highlight the tension between Vision II and III, with the risk of
categorizing too hard. For example, the tension can be understood by help of terms
such as: modernism (Vision II) and postmodernism (Vision III); neoliberalism
(Vision II) and ideological awareness (Vision III); sustainable development (Vison
II) and critical sustainability (Vision III); and cognition/metacognition (Vision II)
and epistemic and transformative learning (Vision III). In Table 4.1 we further illustrate the differences between the three visions by connecting them to different
knowledge types/ideals (for example Aristotle’s three types of knowledge) and
different emphasis in science education. However, regarding knowledge types we
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must emphasize that critical-reflexive Bildung (Vision III) does not only focus on
phronesis, but on phronesis in addition to episteme and techne.
Table 4.1 also includes a connection to different aims with scientific research.
These have been described with different modes (Sjöström 2013b), which correspond relatively well with the visons of SL (see also Wickman et al. 2012). Mode 1
emphasizes fundamental disciplinary knowledge, and Mode 2 collaboration and
instrumental usefulness (Gibbons et al. 1994), or as Wickman et al. (2012, p. 41)
writes: “Mode 1 is academic, scientist-initiated and discipline-based production of
knowledge, whereas Mode 2 is context-driven research in the sense that it is more
focused on solving specific problems, and invokes interdisciplinary knowledge as
needed”. Fuller (2002) has suggested a complementary Mode 3 which pays attention to what is useful for the public and the civil society. We think that this mode
corresponds to Vision III of scientific literacy.
The three modes and visions are also in line with an analysis of traditional and
alternative curriculum orientations in the historical development of science education curricula as suggested by Eilks et al. (2013). Traditional curricular approaches
from the 1950s to the 1970s were described as mainly focusing the structure of the
discipline, the history of science and the mimicking of the work of scientists.
Curricula following a context-based science education paradigm emerging in the
1980s and 1990s were characterized as still focusing the learning of science concepts and processes as their main goal. However, they do so by embedding the
learning of science in everyday-life, societal or technological contexts for promoting meaningfulness and applicability of the learned subject matter. The latter was
put into contrast with SSI-based and EfS-driven curricula, which were suggested
not only aiming on content learning via context, but from the beginning aiming at
general educational skill development and transformative education via making
authentic and controversial issues from everyday life and society the drivers for science education. Which approach is chosen needs to be decided by the objectives of
the teaching and its target group (Stuckey et al. 2013).
Different actors in society seem to have differences in their views and interests
on the different visions respective modes of science learning (Aikenhead 2006). The
state and the industry seem to prefer – from somewhat different perspectives – more
of Mode 2 science, whereas many academic researchers would like to go back to
more of Mode 1 science (Sjöström 2013b). Mode 3 science, on the other hand,
focuses on responsible research and innovations (Sjöström 2013b). The corresponding Vision III of SL focuses on developing critical citizenship.
As already mentioned above, from a simplified point of view SSI-education can
be seen as typical for Vision III-driven science education. In a complex form this is
true, but there are also many less complex forms of SSI-teaching, normally even
more in practice than in theory. Recently, Simonneaux (2014a) discussed different
curriculum orientations of SSI-education using continuums from ‘cold’ (mainly
emphasizing, e.g., monodisciplinarity, scientific learning, and epistemic values) to
‘hot’ (also emphasizing transdisciplinarity, political citizenship, and philosophical
values): “At the ‘cold end’ […] knowledge mobilized in the classroom is
single-disciplinary science. At the ‘hot end’, it is discussed in interdisciplinary
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Fig. 4.2 Three levels of humanized science education

s essions in science and humanities” (Simonneaux 2014b, p. 106). In the middle of
Simmonneaux’s (2014a, b) model we find for example knowledge about science,
critical thinking, social values, and scientific citizenship; STSE-contextualization is
emphasized, but focus is on cognition and evidence-based argumentation. This is
problematized at the hot end, which also contains e.g., ethical reflection.
Wickman et al. (2012, p. 17) writes: “to make meaningful actions possible, both
knowledge and values are necessary […] it is crucial that not only cognitive dimensions but also values more generally are included.” The continuum goes from
‘techno-scientific rationality’ – based on a belief that techno-scientific progress will
resolve current problems – to a ‘critical rationality’, involving reflexivity towards
the techno-sciences (Simonneaux 2014b, p. 107). Similarly, Pedretti and Nazir
(2011) have discussed different orientations of STSE education – from application-
oriented via socio-cultural-oriented to socio-ecojustice-oriented. Comparing this
with the three visions of SL we would claim that Vision I is at the cold end, Vision
II in the middle, and Vision III at the hot end of Simonneaux’s continuum.
Another, and final, way to illustrate the increasing complexity from Vision I to
Vision III is to use a tetrahedron model for Bildung-oriented chemistry education
suggested in Sjöström (2013a) and Sjöström and Talanquer (2014). The top of the
tetrahedron symbolises the human element and can be subdivided into three levels.
These three levels are called: (1) applied chemistry, (2) socio-chemistry, and (3)
critical-reflexive chemistry (Sjöström and Talanquer 2014). Figure 4.2 illustrates,
based on the model, different orientations in humanized science education. The triangular bottom and level 1 corresponds to Vision I, and level 2 to Vision II. It is
suggested that a politicised and eco-reflexive (Sjöström et al. 2016) science education aiming at critical-reflexive Bildung, subjectification and transformation, i.e.,
Vision III-driven science education, should be placed in the top of the tetrahedron.
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Concluding Remarks

This chapter discusses the Central/Northern European educational theory of Bildung
with respect to different visions of scientific literacy and science education. Bildung
has a tradition of more than 200 years and forms the central socio-cultural theory of
education in German speaking countries and Scandinavia (Westbury et al. 2000).
Because of this history and the large influence of Bildung on societies in many
Central/Northern European countries, Bildung needs to be considered as an inseparable part of culture in the corresponding countries, e.g. Germany and Sweden.
Unfortunately, the unique concept of Bildung was largely neglected in the international discussion about goals and pedagogies in science education until quite
recently (e.g., Sjöström 2013a).
Bildung is more a vision of development of a person in interaction with the surrounding society and the world, than it is a theory of the curriculum or a pedagogy.
However, this vision has many implications for both fields. Since Bildung suggests
that any kind of education should focus making the young generation capable for a
self-determined life in society, for being able to participate and solve problems in it,
as well as being empathic and to show solidarity, it suggests the development of
certain skills (Hofstein et al. 2011). Similarly, Crippen and Antonenko (2018) in
Chap. 5 of this volume discuss the need for science education to focus more on
problem-solving skills by the individual in a societal context. We also agree with
Avargil et al. (2018), who in Chap. 3 of this volume argue metacognitive skills are
important for scientific literacy. However, we add that learning must be complemented with not only metacognition, but also with epistemic and transformative
learning components (Sterling 2011).
Since Bildung, in the means of Allgemeinbildung, focuses on all learners and on
all domains of personality development, science education has to contribute to corresponding educational skill development and to broaden its focus to all learners
(also to those that will not embark in a later career in STEM professions). Relevant
science education needs to recognize more thoroughly its societal dimension
(Stuckey et al. 2013). It has to focus not only on science as an academic and industrial endeavor, but also to help understand science as a sociological construct
embedded within society (Stuckey et al. 2015) and to learn about its relations to
technology, culture and values as discussed from a different perspective by Waight
and Abd-El-Khalick in Chap. 7 of this book. It needs to accept its responsibility for
promoting critical scientific and technological literacy by promoting societal-
oriented problem-solving and participation skills in the means of Bildung/Vision
III, as outlined here.
This chapter suggests a stronger recommendation of concepts such as Education
for Sustainability, transformative learning and complex SSI-based STEM education
to focus on both the cognitive and the affective domains in the learner, when it
comes to deal with information and issues stemming from science and technology.
Many cases suggest the motivating character of SSI-based science education and in
the meantime provide indication of potential for the development of Bildung/Vision
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III-oriented skills (Sadler 2011; Marks and Eilks 2009; Marks et al. 2014). With a
growing complex world, which Elmose and Roth (2005) describe as the risk society,
such skills are needed to allow the younger generation to become critical-responsible
citizens.
While learning about Bildung is an essential point in teacher education in all pre-
service teacher education programs in the German-speaking and Scandinavian
countries, this is not the case in the international literature, and it may even be
unknown in teacher education in most countries. We suggest that teacher education
also in these countries can benefit from a discussion of and reflection on Bildung. It
might be discussed in comparison to international traditions and theories of the curriculum, education and teaching in science and technology education. Considering
the basic philosophy of Bildung in science education might help teaching knowledge and skills in the young generation to transform our world and societies in a
sustainable way. The goal of Bildung-oriented education is transformation of both
the individuals/citizens/subjects and the society towards sustainability and
development.
We conclude the chapter with the following three summarizing bullets:
• Bildung, in a critical understanding, is “the central critical concept of modern
pedagogy” (Wimmer 2003, p. 185). Bildung has both educational and political
dimensions. For over 200 years now, it became an essential and influential part
of middle and northern European culture and educational policy. It should find
better recognition and broader reception also in other countries and the international literature.
• Connecting Bildung with reflecting the goals of science education suggests that
there should be a third vison of scientific literacy beyond the two visions
described by Roberts (2007). Bildung-oriented STEM education needs to focus
at a critical vision of scientific literacy, action competence, and critical praxis.
This third vision (Vision III) of scientific literacy, inspired by a critical-reflexive
understanding of Bildung, goes beyond contextualization of science learning. It
describes a politicised vision of science education aiming at dialogical emancipation, critical global citizenship, and socio-ecojustice. This has consequences
for the science curriculum that needs to incorporate more thoroughly a societal
perspective and needs to incorporate stronger socio-scientific issues based science education (hot-type) and corresponding pedagogies.
• Vision III of scientific literacy asks for both reconsidering the contents and contexts of science education. Controversial, relevant and authentic socio-scientific
issues, e.g., from the sustainability debate, shall become the drivers for the curriculum. Corresponding research, curriculum development, and teacher continuous professional development needs to be intensified.
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Chapter 5

Designing for Collaborative Problem Solving
in STEM Cyberlearning
Kent J. Crippen and Pavlo D. Antonenko

5.1

Introduction

Whether we consider the implications of climate change, the global loss of biodiversity or the challenge of universal healthcare, the problems of the twenty-first century
are increasingly complex and interdisciplinary. The nature of expertise that is
required for tackling such problems is equally as complex and is further complicated by the exponential increase in scientific knowledge over the past decades. The
focus on cyberinfrastructure as a systemic platform for communication, data sharing, data analysis, and rapid publication implies that the tools of science are also
changing rapidly (Alberts 2011; Campbell 2008). Thus, the traditional ways of presenting content devoid of any meaningful context, disregarding the authentic practices of being a scientist or engineer, and requiring copious practice solving textbook
problems are not sufficient for educating students that represent the next generation
of professionals. In addition, these forms of learning turn away many students, particularly those from diverse backgrounds and send a strong message about the
exclusivity of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). Building
a diverse and capable workforce requires an approach that situates learning in the
authentic, collaborative and problem-oriented work of current practice in STEM,
thus allowing students to develop the requisite identity, efficacy and habits of mind
as well as the domain knowledge and skills for success.
To address this situation, recent calls for reform of undergraduate STEM focuses
on student-centered learning and research-based instructional strategies (National
Academy of Engineering [NAE] 2005; National Research Council [NRC] 2011),
including the widespread adoption of approaches such as case studies, problem-based
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learning, peer instruction, and computer simulations as a means for improving the
retention and recruitment of undergraduate students in the disciplines (President’s
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology [PCAST] 2012). Consistent with
these calls for reform is the perspective of professionals, such as the engineers who
cite problem solving and communication, ethics, lifelong learning, experiments,
teams, engineering tools, and design as the most important competencies for professional practice (Passow 2007).
The continued evolution of our understanding of learning as well as our capacity
for developing learning technologies provides a potential for using these resources
to address the need for reform. Cyberlearning, or the use of networked learning
technologies (National Science Foundation [NSF] 2008), can transform individual
and collective cognition by providing affordances for learners to engage in such
important cognitive and metacognitive processes as problem definition, information
discrimination, reasoning and argumentation, solution negotiation, and evaluation.
In addition, cyberlearning is recognized as a critical twenty-first century skill and
core practice of STEM (NRC 2011). However, achieving these goals implies that
cyberlearning is deployed in such a way that it serves the creation of adaptive expertise and involves the appropriate use of scaffolding—tools that help mediate and
extend student capabilities (Belland and Drake 2013).
These circumstances suggest that design plays a potentially paramount role in
the success of cyberlearning ventures for STEM. Thus, design frameworks are
needed that fulfill the following criteria: (a) work within the constraints of a typical
undergraduate course, (b) include authentic learning activities—those that more
accurately portray the nature of work, knowledge and knowing within each discipline, (c) support the use of collaborative problem solving and the development of
adaptive expertise, (d) match the affordances of networked computing technologies
with the scaffolding needs of the learning activity, and (e) account for the practical
needs of instructors without adding significantly to their workload. Indeed, this is
not a small or straightforward task.
The purpose of this chapter is to present such a design framework, one that is
grounded in existing theoretical frameworks and empirical research and to use our
past and current research projects to illustrate the basis and utility of these ideas.
This framework focuses on a learning environment for undergraduate STEM that
involves cyberlearning and collaborative problem solving. We begin by describing
how a situated perspective on learning grounds our design in a contemporary theory
of learning. We then review the existing empirical literature that defines problem
solving as a situated STEM practice and the role of authenticity and collaboration
in learning via problem solving. Next, we overview the role of cyberlearning for
supporting collaborative problem solving in STEM and finally, using an example
learning environment from our work, we present a design framework for collaborative problem solving in STEM.
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Learning as Authentic Practice

Our view of collaborative problem solving and cyberlearning for undergraduate
STEM is rooted in a situated perspective on learning, consisting of three essential
features: (1) a social and material context; (2) activities and interactions; and (3)
participation and identity (Johri and Olds 2011). This perspective (a) recognizes
context and apprenticeship as key components for explaining how a given environment affords opportunities for meaningful learning (Brown et al. 1989; Gee 2008),
(b) emphasizes social processes and authentic participation over transmission and
receipt of knowledge (Lave and Wenger 1991) and (c) postulates that learning
occurs through problem solving, imitation, and engagement in authentic activities.
For example, becoming a scientist involves much more than simply acquiring content knowledge and technical skill. It includes learning the instruments, strategies
and heuristics of a professional, including how to communicate in a range of technical forms to a variety of audiences, how to work with others in teams, and how to
mentor and apprentice less experienced others. Learning STEM can thus be viewed
as the process of becoming a recognized participant in these practices, including the
social dimensions that support and define them. With such activities, learning
becomes more than an accumulation of knowledge; it is a transformation from novice to recognized expert and is accomplished through cognitive apprenticeship
(Johri and Olds, 2011).
Designing a learning environment for cognitive apprenticeship implies that
activities are analyzed, planned, carried out, evaluated and adjusted, so that the
essence of the apprenticeship (observation, coaching and practice in a social and
functional context) is consistent and supported over time. The cognitive aspect of
the term implies that the thought processes as well as the skills to solve complex
problems are made explicit so that they may be studied and acquired by students in
an interactive and systematic fashion. In addition to declarative and procedural
knowledge, these thought processes include heuristics, mental models and habits of
mind. By including an expert’s thought processes as explicit elements of the learning activities, an environment can be designed to support successful transfer of
problem solving to unique situations and problems (Jonassen 2007).
The practice of problem solving—the complex set of cognitive and metacognitive skills that help learners understand and solve problems of various levels of difficulty—is shared across STEM, but is uniquely and often implicitly different within
each discipline (Adelson 1981; Chi et al. 1981; Moss et al. 2006; Silver 1979). The
different problem solving practices among the STEM disciplines originate in the
epistemology of each domain. For example, problem solving in mathematics is
similar to problem solving in engineering, but the epistemic practice of each discipline creates subtle differences in the process. The rational nature of mathematical
knowledge assumes a single, absolute solution for a problem. The applied nature
and design emphasis of engineering allows for a range of acceptable solutions that
are defined in relation to contextual parameters; thus, multiple rationalized solutions for any given problem.
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Fig. 5.1 The situated
nature of problem solving
in STEM

5.2.1

Problem Solving as Situated STEM Practice

We view problem solving in STEM as situated at the core of three distinct layers
within an inter-related activity system (Fig. 5.1). These layers represent dimensions
of authenticity that describe the situatedness of the problem and must be addressed
in the design of a learning environment. The learning environment then serves the
role of what Barab and Duffy (2012) describe as a practice field—“circumscribed
activities or experiences for the learner” (p. 30) The goal of such a learning environment would be to provide a participatory experience that closely exemplifies that
which exists in the world outside of formal school, in the context of society and
professional work.
The core component of the system (i.e., model) is a general heuristic—the process of problem solving that transcends all domains. However, when a problem is
situated within STEM, it interfaces with domain-specific practices such as inquiry,
design and modeling. These practices emanate from and are related to the epistemic
nature of each discipline (e.g., inquiry from science, design from engineering, or
modeling from mathematics). While these practices and their relationship to the
general attributes of problem solving are not mutually exclusive to a single domain,
they do tend to associate in predictable ways. For example, modeling as a domain-
specific practice in physics, which often involves the production of a mathematical
equation from measurements of a physical system or the domain-specific practice of
design in engineering, which involves specifying a set of attributes for a product
under a set of specified conditions in order to meet the needs of a client. Each of
these practices are enacted through collaboration or shared work among problem
solvers, that involves specialized forms of discourse that reinforce the domain-
specific practices as well as the problem solving process. This shared work emerges
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from and relates to the sociocultural context of the problem and its solvers. For
problem solvers, this includes the everyday happenings and issues, ways of k nowing,
beliefs, values, and shared life experiences. This multidimensional perspective
acknowledges and appreciates the potentially different cultural realities of people as
problem solvers and allows for and leverages their context-rich ways of knowing
and learning.

5.2.2

Problem Solving as Learning

Problem solving is at the center of many contemporary conceptualizations of learning including problem-based learning (Barrows 1996), inquiry learning (Hmelo-
Silver et al. 2007), learning as conceptual change (diSessa 2006), case-based
reasoning (Kolodner 2006), open-ended learning (Land and Hannafin 1996) and
goal-based scenarios (Schank et al. 1994). These constructivist and sociocultural
perspectives view learning as a process of active knowledge building and development of cognitive and metacognitive skills as students are enculturated into disciplinary norms and practices. According to Vygotsky (1978), this enculturation
occurs when learning experiences are designed to incorporate common belief systems and habits of mind within the discipline externalized via discourse and the use
of common tools. Cyberlearning problem-solving environments comprise one category of such common tools.
Problem-based learning is the approach that most explicitly addresses learning
as problem solving and provides direct guidance for designing appropriate learning
environments. The problem-based learning perspective, developed by Howard
Barrows at McMaster University in Canada in the 1960s, is conceptualized as a
process involving six core features (Barrows 1996):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Learning is student-centered.
Learning occurs in small student groups.
A tutor is present as a facilitator or guide.
Authentic problems are presented at the beginning of the learning sequence,
before any preparation or study has occurred.
5. The problems encountered are used as tools to achieve the required knowledge
and the problem-solving skills necessary to eventually solve the problems.
6. New information is acquired through self-directed learning.
While each of these six features is critically important for designing engaging
and effective problem solving experiences for learners, this chapter will focus primarily on the aspects of problem authenticity, the notion of scaffolding and supporting collaboration in technology-based problem solving.
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 he Significance of Authenticity in Problem Solving
T
in STEM

Authenticity is an overarching and critical point of emphasis in current conceptions
of effective problem solving in STEM. Authentic problem solving involves “having
students carry out tasks and solve problems in an environment that reflects the
nature of such tasks in the world” (Collins 2006, p. 52). The use of authentic experiences for learning is based upon: (a) improving the transfer of learning by situating
knowledge in the appropriate long-term context (i.e., real-world problems), (b)
increasing student motivation for learning by including a meaningful context and
building identity, and (c) improving the learning of content material by making the
structural elements explicit (Edelson and Reiser 2006).
Knowledge and skills are learning outcomes that are tied to the situation and
context in which they are experienced and learned (Sadler 2009). For example,
learning that occurs in a school context is often found to be non-transferrable to new
situations, even within the same school subject (van Merriënboer et al. 2006). This
phenomenon is recognized as the transfer paradox and the difficulty is ascribed to
the situated nature of knowledge; students know things best in the context in which
they were learned. If this is the case, then learning should occur in contexts that are
better representative of the ultimate educational goals.
For STEM, the term ‘authentic’ is most often ascribed to the context and practice
of working professionals; it’s what scientists, technologists, engineers and mathematicians do while at work. This form of problem solving, that based upon the
practice of professionals is intended to avoid the transfer paradox by situating learning in the context and ways of knowing that represent one of the main goals of
schooling and to support learning through collaboration (Bresnen et al. 2003).
Authenticity can also be applied along multiple dimensions that relate to the
cultural backgrounds of students. Strobel et al. (2013) argue for personal authenticity–“projects are close to students’ own life (i.e., life-stories of their neighborhood,
biodiversity in the forest nearby)” (p. 144) and value authenticity–“personal questions get answered or projects satisfy personal or community needs” (p. 144). Such
themes underlie the sociocultural context dimension of problem solving in
STEM. Consistent with the theme of personal authenticity is the emerging practice
of culturally responsive STEM, which is an approach that “teaches to and through
[students’] personal and cultural strengths, their intellectual capabilities, and their
prior accomplishments” (Gay 2010, p. 26). Researchers are currently documenting
and exploring the efficacy and utility of culturally responsive STEM as a means for
improving the practice of teachers as well as the retention and achievement of students (Brown and Crippen 2016; George 2013).
The authenticity of the social infrastructure of a learning environment is equally
as important as the cognitive aspects. Authentic collaboration in lieu of competition
has shown to improve the retention of women and underrepresented students (Qin
et al. 1995), as have supportive, technology-enhanced experiences (Bennett et al.
1999). According to Bielaczyc (2006), the social infrastructure would include the
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beliefs of students and instructors, the classroom practices of instructors, the organization of people and tools across space and time and the interactions among students, instructors, and the world outside of the course.
Loss of interest is known to be one of the biggest reasons for undergraduates
changing majors from STEM (Seymour and Hewitt 2000). Within the competitive
and often unfriendly climate of undergraduate STEM (Krapp and Prenzel 2011),
learning through authentic practice is theorized to use student interest in the process
to build identity as well as the necessary efficacy for persisting with challenging
coursework. With sustained success and the further development of skill, the situational interest derived from authentic problem solving should translate into personal
interest and efficacy (Hidi and Renninger 2006; Schraw and Lehman 2001).
Cognition aside, these represent key affective variables for impacting a student’s
choice to continue studying STEM (i.e., to persist).

5.2.4

Problem Types and Authenticity

In his design theory of problem solving, Jonassen (2000, 2007, 2011) argues that all
scientific problems can be described and classified based upon four dimensions: (a)
structuredness, (b) complexity, (c) dynamicity, and (d) domain specificity. Some
problems are more authentic in the sense that they represent the complexity of real-
world problem solving, or what Jonassen refers to as “workplace problem solving”
(Jonassen 2007, p. viii), while other problems are simplified to be more accessible
for novice learners with low prior knowledge in the domain and emerging problem-
solving skills. All four of these must be considered when determining the nature and
types of problems for undergraduate STEM students.
The most challenging problems are ill-structured. This typically means that the
problem itself is not defined for the learner, the rules for solving the problem are not
prescribed or are implied in the problem description and that the problem may not
possess one correct, convergent solution. Ill-structured problems are the types of
poorly-defined challenges that most people encounter in their professional lives
when they have to analyze the main issue at hand, determine and prioritize sub
problems, examine evidence for and against several possible approaches for solving
the problem and select the most viable approach in light of the perspectives of the
multiple stakeholders influenced by the issue and, potentially, by the solution. These
types of open-ended challenges are rarely integrated into formal education because
they require much time that instructors often do not have. They also require extensive cognitive, metacognitive, and emotional support as most students become confused and frustrated early in the process and experience major cognitive
disequilibrium (Graesser et al. 2005) that they cannot overcome without carefully
designed supports. Undergraduate STEM students need to be exposed to ill-
structured problems, but this requires specially designed supports and scaffolds and
not all of their problems need to be of this type. The degree and duration of this form
of problem solving remains an open research question.
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Difficult problems are also complex in the sense of the breadth and depth of prior
knowledge required of the learner and the relational complexity of the problem elements. Cognitive load theorists describe this phenomenon of relational complexity
as intrinsic cognitive load (Sweller 2010), which is a function of the number of
interacting information units required to understand and solve the problem. For
example, one problem-solving activity might require students to compare the dietary
composition of two meal plans based on recommended dietary allowance values for
protein and select one meal plan that achieves these values with a minimal calorie
count. Another activity may ask students to consider five meal plans inspired by
cuisines from around the world and prioritize them based on the most appropriate
ratio of daily calorie intake and recommended dietary values for protein, vitamin
B1, and iron. The second problem is more complex because it involves a larger
number of interacting information elements and higher levels of prior knowledge
resulting in increased relational complexity compared to the first problem.
Another dimension of problem complexity is dynamicity (Jonassen 2000).
Dynamic problems are complex because the variables and relationships between
variables change over time. Dynamic problems are often encountered in authentic
scientific practices because most science domains study dynamic systems, which
also often involve social spaces, such as weather and climate, water resource management, pollution, spread of pandemic and epidemic diseases, or ecosystem biodiversity. For example, the culling of gray wolves that occurred in Yellowstone
National Park in the 1950s as a response to farmers’ concerns about their livestock
population, led to a disruption of the ecological balance and caused an increase in
the population of elks, which in turn caused a decline in streamside vegetation,
resulting in soil erosion, changes in the fish habitat and so on (Jonassen and Hung
2008). Dynamic problems like this are typically ill-structured, whereas static problems tend to be well-structured, as in the typical textbook.
Domain-specificity is also discussed as a key feature that can be used to describe
and distinguish problems (Jonassen 2011). This claim is supported by research
demonstrating that different domains rely on different schemas of scientific knowledge and cognitive strategies (Mayer 1992; Sternberg and Frensch 1991). For
instance, one study showed that graduate students in probabilistic sciences of psychology and medicine perform better on statistical and conditional reasoning problems than students in chemistry or law, who do not rely on such analytical methods
and procedures in their domain. The differences and similarities between the ways
of thinking and reasoning in physics, biology, chemistry, engineering, geoscience,
and astronomy are described in a recent National Research Council report—
Discipline-Based Education Research: Understanding and Improving Learning in
Undergraduate science and Engineering. This publication argues that students in
different domains develop reasoning skills through solving situated, ill-structured
problems that require forms of logic that are domain-specific. The cognitive operations and strategies are developed as a result of deep engagement with pragmatic
reasoning schemas rather than exercises in formal logic, which supports the importance of integrating authentic problems in undergraduate STEM curricula.
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The recent literature on designing problem-solving experiences in science education argues that educators should move away from using algorithmic, ‘plug-n-
chug’ problems, towards achieving curricular goals and incorporating more complex
(cf. authentic) problems (e.g., Antonenko et al. 2011; Edelson and Reiser 2006;
Hmelo-Silver 2006). The logic behind this argument is that authentic problem solving encourages students to not only develop knowledge of discrete concepts within
the domain, but also to understand and practice the multifaceted cognitive and metacognitive skills involved in solving problems of the real world. From a sociocultural
perspective, engagement in authentic problem solving helps enculturate learners
into the disciplinary norms and practices of STEM by providing them with opportunities to use the common tools, discourse, and conventions of professionals to
address issues that are contemporary and culturally relevant.

5.2.5

Cyberlearning

Advances in cyberinfrastructure provide unique opportunities for authentic learning
via access to data as well as software tools that support analysis, visualization and
collaboration. With the emergence of large, easily accessible data sets (i.e., Big
Data) students can engage in learning experiences that mirror the practices of STEM
professionals who are addressing real world phenomena. Cyberlearning can transform the scaffolding of both individual and collective cognition because it provides
affordances for supporting learners as they engage in such important cognitive and
metacognitive processes as problem definition, information discrimination, reasoning and argumentation, solution negotiation and evaluation. In addition to supporting learners’ cognitive processes, such as elaboration or problem categorization,
cyberlearning can scaffold metacognition—that is, planning, differentiating forms
of knowledge and information, as well as monitoring, and reflective activities.
Designers can create supports for the cognition and metacognition of individual
learners’ (i.e., self-regulation) as well as for teams of students (i.e., socially shared
regulation). Numerous examples of such cyberlearning tools have been successfully
developed for middle and high school students, including the Web-Based Inquiry
Science Environment (WISE) (Linn et al. 2005), the Biology Guided Inquiry
Learning Environment (BGuILE) (Reiser et al. 2001), and the Physics Education
Technology Project (PhET) (Moore et al. 2014).
As a learning strategy, cyberlearning is related to the concept of online learning
as well as the more recent trend towards blended learning. Through meta-analysis,
both of these strategies have demonstrated a small to moderate effect size when
compared to traditional forms of learning across a number of studies (Means et al.
2009). In addition, a recent review by Donnelly, Linn and Ludvigsen (Donnelly
et al. 2014) involving cyberlearning in a K-12 science context identified 30 unique
environments that were found to support inquiry learning with an average effect size
of 0.87. The authors cite teachable agents, collaboration and dynamic visualizations
as key features of successful interventions. However, other research in this context
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has documented issues for struggling learners (Kern et al. 2014), especially for
complex multi-step problems with limited supports (Villanueva and Hand 2011).
This suggests a strong need for additional research on the general concept of cyberlearning in a STEM context, especially in relation to problem solving and scaffolding of process skills and collaboration. This represents a key design challenge for
learning applications of cyberinfrastructure in STEM.

5.2.6

Scaffolding Problem-Solving Process Skills

A problematic, yet common, assumption among educational researchers and designers is that when instructors provide authentic, problem-based experiences, students
will automatically be engaged (e.g., Belland et al. 2013; Blumenfeld et al. 2006).
Evidence shows that this is not always the case (Antonenko et al. 2011, 2014;
Dolmans and Schmidt 2006; Hung 2011). Since the simplification of ill-structured
problems is not an acceptable solution, educational designers and learning scientists
employ the notion of scaffolding as a metaphor for designing learner supports.
Similar to how scaffolds are used in building construction to provide both adjustable
and temporal support to the building under construction, instructional scaffolds are
used by learning designers to create temporary supports for students who need help
with certain skills. Scaffolding is intended to bridge the gap between what students
can do on their own and what they can do with the help of a more knowledgeable
other (Vygotsky 1978). Effective scaffolds help learners become successful at new
tasks and extend their competencies into new areas. Scaffolding students as they
solve authentic problems has been shown to lead to improved learning performance
(Puntambekar and Kolodner 2005), metacognitive skills (Sandi-Urena et al. 2011),
and argumentation ability (Belland et al. 2011).
Although discipline-based education researchers point out the benefits of
domain-specific scaffolding, most cyberlearning environments that scaffold problem solving are designed to provide pedagogical and technological affordances
(Kozma 1991) that support the development of STEM problem-solving skills that
are invariant across problem-solving situations and can be transferred across diverse
STEM problems. Support for domain-general scaffolding of the problem-solving
process can be found in Discipline-based Education Research: Understanding and
Improving Learning in Undergraduate Science and Engineering:
What changes from one problem to another is the specific knowledge students need to bring
to bear on their solution attempts, rather than the underlying cognitive processes. This general pattern of consistent results across disparate types of problems lends support to the
committee’s view that findings from cognitive science research on problem solving may be
applicable in undergraduate science and engineering domains in which they have not yet
been investigated. After all, humans have a single cognitive system, with specific operating
parameters and constraints, that underlies their learning and problem solving regardless of
the problem or discipline under investigation. (Singer et al. 2012, p. 77).
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Because novice problem solvers frequently do not know what process to use, or
employ a non-transferable, idiosyncratic process (Hmelo-Silver 2006; Krajcik et al.
1998), scaffolding of problem solving occurs most frequently at the core of the situated nature of STEM problem solving, at the level of problem-solving process. To
scaffold the development of problem-solving skills, the problem-solving process is
broken down into steps that reflect key cognitive and metacognitive processes, and
each step is explicitly scaffolded for students. Such multi step problem-solving procedures have been developed across the STEM domains, including examples from
mathematics (Polya 1957), chemistry (Bunce and Heikkinen 1986), biology (Hurst
and Milkent 1996), engineering (Ryan et al. 2007) and physics (Reif et al. 1976).
This pedagogy can be taken a step further when a tangible space is provided for
students to follow the explicit multistep procedure. For example, Problem Sheets
(ALPS) devised by van Heuvelen (1991) contain separate, identified sections where
students must represent the problem graphically and develop a qualitative analysis
before working on the mathematical representation. Also included are sections on
evaluation of units and magnitude of answers. This approach has been transformed
to a computer environment, the Hierarchical Analysis Tool (HAT), in which students are required to first choose the principles involved in the problem from a pull-
down menu, then choose the associated concepts, and only then select the equations
needed to solve the problem (Dufresne et al. 1992; Leonard et al. 1996). This tool
has been shown to help students both categorize problem types more effectively and
improve their problem-solving performance. A similar environment is provided by
the Story Problem-Solving Environment (SPSE, Jonassen 2004) where a story
problem is presented to students who must then follow a series of tasks, ranging
from identifying which scientific principles are involved, to qualitatively analyzing
the problem, to building a quantitative representation of the problem.

5.2.7

 caffolding Collaboration in Problem-Solving
S
Environments

Scaffolding of collaboration in a cyberlearning environment is generally informed
by the design guidelines generated by a learning science referred to as Computer-
Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL). In what was perhaps one of the first
studies of computer-supported collaborative problem solving, Roschelle and Teasley
(1995) define collaboration as a “coordinated, synchronous activity that is the result
of a continued attempt to construct and maintain a shared conception of a problem”
(p. 70). Computer-supported collaboration then involves the use of computer technology in the construction and maintenance of a shared conception of a problem. A
shared conception of the problem is achieved by participating in a joint problem
space, which is a shared knowledge structure that supports collaborative problem
solving by integrating: (a) goals, (b) descriptions of the current state, (c) awareness
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of available problem solving actions; and (d) associations that relate goals, features
of the current problem state, and available actions.
Joint problem space is defined as a “negotiated and shared conceptual space,
constructed through the external mediational framework of shared language, situation, and activity—not merely inside the cognitive contents of each individual’s
head” (Roschelle and Teasley 1995, p. 70). The important question stemming from
this definition is how can STEM educators design learning environments that provide affordances for such a sharing of language, situation, and activity? Simple
placement of students into groups does not guarantee effective collaborative learning. Carefully designed instructional scaffolds are needed to ensure that students are
supported in joint construction of knowledge as they work on solving a problem in
a cyberlearning environment.
Moderation and scaffolding of collaborative problem solving require complex
facilitation skills and highly depend on the knowledge and experience of the facilitator (Weinberger et al. 2009). A popular approach to scaffolding collaborative
problem solving that circumvents this limitation is scripting (Fischer et al. 2007;
Weinberger et al. 2005). Scripts can be defined as activity structures that recommend and sequence epistemic and social activities during a collaborative problem-
solving task, supporting learners at both the cognitive and metacognitive level. In
cognitive psychology scripts are often defined as a type of procedural schema that,
when internalized, guides individuals’ cognitive processing and behavior during
particular sets of dynamic events such as typical interactions at a restaurant or at a
library (e.g., Schank and Abelson 1977).
Epistemic scripts are perhaps the most common mechanism for scaffolding collaborative problem solving. Epistemic scripts focus on supporting collaborative
learners by specifying the aspects of the task, or procedure, learners ought to take to
solve the problem together. Many of the process frameworks discussed in the previous section such as the ALPS framework (Van Heuvelen 1991) can be defined as
epistemic scripts, although many of them were not designed for collaborative
problem-solving environments.
Unlike epistemic scripts, social scripts structure learners’ interactions with one
another in a learning situation. Social scripts typically accomplish this by specifying the roles that team members should assume when discussing the problem and
possible solution strategies. As Palincsar and Herrenkohl (1999) noted, “... to deeply
engage students with the cognitive content and with other participants in the classroom, they need to be given roles with concomitant rights and responsibilities”
(p. 169). Examples of roles that have been used in social scripts include case analyst
and critic (Weinberger et al. 2005), recaller and listener (O’Donnell 1999), and
questioner and explainer (King 1997).
Scripts are also known to produce negative effects. Overscripting is the effect
that is observed when scripts specify too much for the learners, to the point where
they “micro-manage” the collaborative activities of learners (Weinberger et al.
2009) and suppress the natural patterns of interaction that learners have developed
over years (Dillenbourg 2002). Overscripting is a controversial issue—how much
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scripting is too much? (e.g., Stegmann et al. 2011); however, educators generally
agree that a carefully designed external collaboration script will build on internal
scripts of the learners (Kollar et al. 2006) and help them assimilate, accommodate,
or equilibrate new knowledge and skills.
Because epistemic and social scripts focus on scaffolding either the problem-
solving procedures or the participant interactions, it seems that each type of script
would be insufficient in a problem-based learning situation if used in isolation of the
other script type. Effectively integrating epistemic and social scripting in a
technology-enhanced problem solving environment represents a significant design
challenge for designers as well as educators.

5.2.8

A Design Framework for Undergraduate STEM

Our perspective for developing a design framework emanates from that of design-
based research (DBR), a tradition often used for constructing technology-enhanced
learning environments (Brown 1992; Confrey 2006). A design framework is a core
component of any design and serves to identify the fundamental characteristics for
achieving a particular set of goals in a given context (Edelson 2002). Table 5.1 illustrates our design framework for a STEM learning environment that involves collaborative problem solving with cyberlearning by defining the features of the
learning environment in relation to the four elements that have been defined by
Sandoval (2013) as: (a) Materials and Tools—including software programs, instruments, manipulable materials, media, and other resources, (b) Task Structures—
what learners are expected to do—their goals, criteria, standards, and so on, (c)
Participant Structures—how participants (e.g., students and instructors) are
expected to participate in tasks, the roles and responsibilities participants take on
and (d) Discursive Practices—ways of communicating.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how the elements of the design framework relate to the
mediating processes of situated problem solving in STEM. The arrows in the diagram represent the statements in the cells of Table 5.1. These relationships can be
interpreted as individual design conjectures in the form of: if learners engage in
collaborative problem solving in STEM with these tools and structures, through this
discursive practice, then this mediating process will emerge (Sandoval 2013).
In the following section we use a software environment of our construction
called ECLIPSE (Environment for Collaborative Learning Integrating Problem
Solving Experiences) to illustrate the application of our design framework. Our
recent research has involved using ECLIPSE in undergraduate science and engineering courses as means for providing authentic problem solving experiences
while building our theoretical understanding of how such experiences afford meaningful learning and authentic participation.
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Table 5.1 The design framework for a STEM learning environment that involves collaborative
problem solving with cyberlearning
Materials and tools
A software system that
supports problem-
centered learning, a high
degree of user-user
interactivity, conventions
of social media use,
hyperlinking to outside
media sources and robust
forms of communication
and assessment
Access to highly
interactive media as well
as valid and reliable data
and reference material

Tools for formative and
summative assessment
that can be applied to
individuals or teams that
involve the appropriate
use of multiple forms of
representation

Task structures
Authentic,
ill-structured,
dynamic problems
that emanate from
the situated nature
of problem solving
in STEM and are
associated with
appropriate learning
goals and standards
Structures that
make explicit the
sociocultural
context of the
problem and any
proposed solutions
Structures that
make explicit the
epistemic
practice(s) of the
STEM discipline(s)
for problem solving

Participant structures
Structures that make
explicit the roles and
responsibilities of
collaboration

Structures that allow
instructors and peers
to provide feedback
as well as cognitive,
metacognitive and
emotional support
Scaffolding to
support the cognitive
and metacognitive
processes related to
problem solving
process skills

Discursive practices
Scaffolding to support
collaborative social
exchange during the
processes of problem
definition, information
discrimination,
reasoning and
argumentation,
solution negotiation
and evaluation
Scaffolding to support
learners in developing
a shared conception of
a problem

Scaffolding to support
learners in
differentiating and
evaluating the forms
of knowledge
involved in successful
problem solving

Design
Conjectures
Design Elements

Mediating Processes

Tools and Materials

Artifact Creation & Modification
Formative Assessment

Task Structures
Social Interactions
Participant Structures

Discursive Practices

Simulation & Visualization with
Multiple Representations

Metacognition
Knowledge of Cognition
Regulation of Cognition

Fig. 5.2 The relationships among the elements of the design framework and mediating processes
of situated problem solving in STEM
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 pplication of the Design Framework: Scaffolded
A
Problem Solving with ECLIPSE

ECLIPSE, or Environment for Collaborative Learning Integrating Problem Solving
Experiences, is an example of a cyberlearning technology that is designed to scaffold collaborative problem solving and development of twenty-first century skills.
ECLIPSE is not a general-purpose technology or Learning Management System
like Blackboard or Sakai, which consist of instructor uploaded learning resources,
discussion forums, and a grade book. Such general-purpose technologies provide
content presentation, communication, and assessment tools but the important task
of designing effective instructional scaffolding, activities, and structuring learning
still rests on the shoulders of the instructor.
As a cyberlearning technology, ECLIPSE provides cognitive and metacognitive
scaffolding that encourages and structures the problem-solving process for students.
ECLIPSE is also not a mere collection of online forms, or electronic worksheets. Its
design makes use of the unique affordances of media-rich dynamic web application
technologies (e.g., Asynchronous Javascript and extensible markup language) and
integrates social media metaphors and conventions (e.g., tagging and voting) to
engage students in collaborative processes that are more akin to those they use when
communicating, collaborating and learning with technology outside of a classroom.
Because the design of authentic problem-solving activities is challenging, ECLIPSE
also provides instructional design supports for instructors.

5.2.10

Scaffolds for Instructors

The scaffolds for instructors within ECLIPSE are designed to help educators create
and manage classes and teams, to design new problem-solving activities, to adopt
activities from a crowd sourced Activity Library, and to use rubrics and learning
analytics to assess the performance of individual students and teams. ECLIPSE uses
worked examples (Renkl and Atkinson 2007) and easy-to-use tools to provide epistemic guidance to instructors for: (a) designing an effective scenario for an authentic
problem-solving experience, (b) identifying appropriate STEM learning resources
(e.g., using existing cyberinfrastructure such as the National Science Digital
Library), (c) monitoring the progress of individual students and teams and provide
formative feedback, (d) assessing learning outcomes and (e) reflecting on the effectiveness of the activity in the teaching portfolio.
Since most of the research on problem solving in STEM has examined methods
for improving well-structured problem solving our approach with ECLIPSE is to
provide tools for designing and scaffolding more open-ended activities (i.e., ill-
structured problems). Thus, in the instructor module, special attention is given to
explicating the differences between well-structured (textbook) and ill-structured
(authentic) problems in order to enable educators to evaluate and compare the
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c omplexity, structuredness, and dynamicity of various types of problems. To achieve
this, ECLIPSE includes an interactive Problem Analyzer tool that explains the differences and highlights the features of a spectrum of typical STEM problems based
on Jonassen’s (2011) typology: story problems, rule-using problems, troubleshooting problems, diagnosis problems, strategic performance problems, policy analysis
problems, design problems, and dilemmas.
Instructors have access to learning and collaboration analytics that help them
effectively and efficiently assess progress, teamwork, flow of collaboration and provide formative and summative feedback. Because ECLIPSE is designed to support
integration of authentic problem solving in large-enrollment courses, these tools
allow an instructor to quickly determine where each student and team is in the
problem-solving process, what they have contributed, and how effectively they are
approaching a solution to the problem.

5.2.11

Scaffolds for Students

Scaffolds for students in ECLIPSE are provided so as to support both individual and
collaborative cognition and metacognition during each step or ‘challenge episode’
(Hadwin et al. 2011) of the problem-solving process. As learners gain expertise,
instructors can fade scaffolding by gradually deactivating some or all of these scaffolding features. This process of fading encourages transfer of problem-solving
skills rather than deepening reliance on the scaffolds.
DEEPER, the process scaffolding framework (Azevedo et al. 2011) used in
ECPLISE, scaffolds the problem solving process and skills using the following
steps: Define, Explore, Explain, Present, Evaluate, and Reflect (Table 5.2). Unlike
the previous epistemic scripting frameworks that focus primarily on planning and
argumentation skills, DEEPER also provides supports for the development of stakeholder analysis (Define), information discrimination (Explore), and solution communication (Present), which are important twenty-first century skills of information
and media literacy (p.21.org). Our research has shown that teams of students using
DEEPER in a large enrollment entomology course had significantly higher problem-
solving performance than a comparison group using a more traditional rationale-
based approach (Antonenko et al. 2014).
Since understanding of collaborative processes requires attention to both individual and group-level information (Hadwin et al. 2011), each step in ECLIPSE
provides scaffolding for students to engage in individual processing as well as negotiation of shared meaning with teammates. As part of the collaborative process,
students work together to
1. Identify a specific problem to research and solve,
2. Explore information resources some of which are by design irrelevant to solving
the problem (to increase authenticity),
3. Develop evidence-based arguments for the solution,
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Table 5.2 Interaction of cognition and metacognition in collaborative problem solving in the
DEEPER framework (Antonenko et al. 2014)
Definea

Explore

Explain

Present
Evaluate
Reflectb

Analyze the situation and think about whether you have read about or heard of
similar issues in the past
Define one main problem that needs to be solved
Identify the causes of this problem
Identify the consequences of this problem
Create a list of what you know about the problem and what you need to know to
solve the problem
Identify the stakeholders, which are people or groups influenced by the problem
Determine which information resources are relevant to solving the problem
Analyze information resources and identify claims and evidence that are useful for
solving the problem
Align information from the resources with your problem solving needs
Determine whether claims for solving the problem are supported by evidence
Build your claim for solving the problem based on the information you have
analyzed
Consider all possible impacts of the solution on stakeholders
Discuss all solution proposals and select the best one
Determine what information to include in the presentation of the solution
Decide what solution presentation format to choose for the stakeholders
Evaluate your team’s solution
Evaluate others teams’ solutions
Reflect on what has been learned in terms of problem-solving strategies
Reflect on what has been learned in terms of new knowledge as part of the problem-
solving experiences

Cognitive task components are presented in normal font while the metacognitive task components
are italicized. This differentiation is provided for illustrative purposes but is somewhat artificial as
the cognitive and metacognitive components are highly interactive
b
In addition to step-specific scripting that was provided to scaffold collaborative problem solving,
the ECLIPSE software provided additional affordances for supporting social cognition and metacognition such as color-coding active, unexplored, and completed steps, dynamically arranging
lists of learning resources based on teammates’ relevance votes etc
a

4. Select appropriate media and structure solution presentation for the
stakeholders,
5. Evaluate the quality of solution, and
6. Reflect on the experience of solving the problem and explore relevant STEM
careers.
Technology-supported scaffolds are employed to assist with the teams’ collective memory and shared metacognition (Iiskala et al. 2011). For example, the
Explain step displays by relevance votes all evidence harvested by each teammate
in the Explore step. This allows students to quickly see the most relevant information, collaboratively construct claims, link them to evidence, and then to develop the
team’s solution proposals. This scaffold is designed to assist with both metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive regulation. In terms of metacognitive knowledge,
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it helps learners become more aware of relevant task variables that are reflected in
the evidence provided by each teammate. Importantly, it also helps increase the
learners’ awareness of their teammates’ cognitive process and the approach they
took to extracting relevant evidence and claims. Metacognitive regulation is supported by encouraging learners to engage in enhanced comprehension monitoring,
debugging, and evaluative activities (e.g., check their comprehension against the
ideas recorded by the teammates).
ECLIPSE makes effective use of the affordances of contemporary web development technology (c.f., Gibson 1966; Kozma 1991). For example, instead of asking
STEM learners to check relevant concepts in what is essentially an electronic worksheet (a common practice in many technology-based environments), ECLIPSE will
scaffold concept discrimination by having learners create tags, assign tags to information resources, and share them with the team. Each collection of tags in the form
of a tag cloud is then discussed and voted on by teammates—similar to the way
information is shared and evaluated in social media outside of school. Figure 5.3
illustrates a screenshot from the Team portion of the Explore step within ECLIPSE
where students see each other’s analyses of information resources, the tags provided
by each teammate, as well as the claims and evidence and relevance votes for each
resource. Each resource is analyzed and discussed by the team and the evidence and
claims that they extract are sorted by relevance votes, which help the team in developing solution proposals in the Explain steps.
The learner module of ECLIPSE also provides important teamwork coordination
tools, as well as learning and collaboration analytics. The philosophy underlying the

Fig. 5.3 Teammates tag, discuss, and vote on the relevance of claims and evidence in ECLIPSE’s
Explore step
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Fig. 5.4 ECLIPSE’s activity feed tool that helps students coordinate collaborative learning

design of analytics tools is that they should be available not only to instructors and
researchers (i.e., the common practice) but also to students, as these tools can serve
as effective scaffolds for regulating individual and collaborative problem solving.
ECLIPSE allows students to view a log of their teammates’ actions, task submissions, and a history of comments (Fig. 5.4). Simple charts and graphs are generated
to summarize data such as commenting activity and recipients of most votes, which
will allow students to compare their work to their teammates’ contributions. The
empirical literature on technology-supported scaffolding is replete with examples of
technologies and scaffolds that students choose not to access and use (e.g., Azevedo
and Aleven 2014). Thus, a summary of the most important student and team activity
will be shown to students upon the completion of each problem-solving step.
Students also have access to teamwork coordination tools. For instance, using the
popular Facebook™ metaphor, students can ‘poke’ a teammate to attract her or his
attention and use a global messaging tool to coordinate activities.
To summarize, the ECLIPSE learning environment provides (a) Materials and
Tools, (b) Task Structures, (c) Participant Structures, and (d) Discursive Practices
(Fig. 5.2). It scaffolds collaborative problem solving by providing students with
both materials (e.g., learning resources) and tools (e.g., technological affordances
for collaborative resource tagging). ECLIPSE establishes a clear sequence of task
structures using the DEEPER epistemic scripting framework of six evidence-based
problem-solving steps (Table 5.2). Teammate interaction is facilitated using participant structures that include specific prompts (e.g., “discuss the viability of all solution proposals and select one”) as well as collaborative tasks. Finally, discursive
practices are supported on the synchronous and asynchronous level in a metacognitively meaningful way. Teammates plan, monitor and reflect on their learning individually and together. Their discourse is supported by synchronous commenting
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(cf., chat) and asynchronous voting, ranking, and discussion activities embedded in
each step of the DEEPER process.
Empirically, the design framework for ECLIPSE has proven useful in the contexts of high school Biology and Physics as well as undergraduate Entomology
(Antonenko et al. 2014; Antonenko and Nichols 2013). Problem-solving activities
designed using this framework resulted in improved levels of interest in STEM
problem solving, a greater understanding of the problems that were used, a broader
and more informed range of solutions, and enhanced appreciation of authentic
STEM practices.

5.3

Implications

Clearly, the forms of problem solving that we describe are not fully inclusive of all
the learning experiences within any particular course and we are not advocating for
them to be such. In fact, the type of problem solving that we have described is not
even inclusive of all of the problem-solving experiences in a single course. Under
certain circumstances, well-structured problem solving is still appropriate and can
also be done effectively and is improved with cyberlearning (Biesinger and Crippen
2010; Crippen and Earl 2007). Finding the balance among all of the needed requirements, outcomes and forms of support for enacting relevant, twenty-first century
STEM learning requires a contemporary, empirically grounded guiding framework
that recognizes the situated nature of problem solving. From our perspective, cognitive apprenticeship (Johri and Olds 2011; Stewart and Lagowski 2003) meets that
need and offers the potential for framing the entire undergraduate experience in any
STEM domain, including the use of cyberlearning. To adopt such a perspective
would change the current conversation on reform of undergraduate STEM from
simply requiring courses to focusing on the situated nature of problem solving in
STEM via the four dimensions of content, method, sequencing and sociology
(Collins 2006). An example of that latter dimension can be found in Chap. 6 of this
volume with Yerrick et al. (2018) description of digital native pre-service elementary teachers’ technological culture, as well as Chap. 10 of this volume with Carberry
and Baker’s (2018) description of the cultural considerations in engineering and
engineering education—particularly the sociology of over- and under-represented
groups. Thus, we view the exploration of situated frameworks, such as that of cognitive apprenticeship, for envisioning and enacting undergraduate STEM as a key
implication of the ideas that we presented related to collaborative problem solving
in STEM cyberlearning.
From our experience, the construction of good ill-structured problems is the
most difficult part of implementing collaborative, team-based problem solving.
Fully embracing the situated nature of problem solving in STEM and doing so in a
way that minimizes contrived, one-dimensional or unrealistic solutions requires
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multidisciplinary expertise. In addition to the different ways of knowing and perspectives that are provided by people working in different fields, including these
elements as problem dimensions offer the potential for resonating with a greater
diversity of students and informing them of the range of career opportunities that
might be available. Engaging expertise from multiple disciplines, including the
social and applied sciences in the development of ill-structured problems enhances
the situated nature of problem solving in STEM and thus affords collaboration via
cyberlearning.
Recovery of the discussion (i.e., recitation) component of large lecture courses
offers one potential mechanism for delivering the kind of learning experiences for
which we are advocating (Crippen et al. 2015), including the use of technology-
enhanced learning environments such as ECLIPSE. This integration of out-of-class,
online technology with face-to-face, in-class instructor-assisted collaborative work
would result in a truly blended approach to learning, with the ascribed potential for
positively influencing engagement and learning outcomes in large lectures courses
(e.g., Gonzalez 2014). However, since common practice is to have graduate teaching assistants responsible for the instruction for these sections, training for them, as
well as on-going support and coordination are critical structures for successful
implementation. Thus, what we view as an obvious implication for STEM educators
is to explore existing course structures and available technologies and integrate
them appropriately to provide a robust blended learning experience for students
based upon the situated nature of problem solving in STEM.
Our experience with the conceptual and empirical aspects of collaborative problem solving research indicates that neither epistemic, nor social scripts may be sufficient scaffolds when used on their own. Epistemic scripts serve to provide
problem-solving teams with procedural support regarding task completion, whereas
social scripts structure learners’ interactions. Effective use of these scaffolds will
require a balanced approach that is informed by new research. Therefore, scaffolding of collaborative problem solving should involve an organic integration of epistemic and social scripts in the learning environment, as both task performance and
quality of student interactions are critical to problem-solving success.
Finally, problem solving is a practice that spans the student experience within a
STEM discipline as well as overlapping across the disciplines. Both of these dimensions need to be further explored as a progression of learning that is coherent, developmental and comprehensive. The potential exists for a learning progression of
problem solving in STEM that spans middle school through undergraduate and
builds comprehensive understanding within a discipline as well as across
STEM. Identifying and articulating such a progression represents a current grand
challenge for STEM education. Problem solving in a STEM domain should be
viewed as a developmental progression along multiple dimensions that are distinct,
yet complimentary to other domains where learning results in a coherent and comprehensive understanding of the domain as well as across STEM.
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Conclusions

This chapter argues for a reconceptualization of the problem-solving process in
STEM education from an overly prescriptive, ‘plug-n-chug’ process to one that
reflects the authentic practices and collaborative skills involved in real-world problem solving in STEM. To this end, collaborative problem solving is discussed as a
core STEM practice that can be scaffolded using cyberlearning tools at the cognitive
and metacognitive, as well as epistemic and social levels. Cyberlearning can transform the scaffolding of both individual and collective problem solving because it
provides affordances, materials, tools and frameworks for learner engagement in
such important processes as problem definition, information discrimination, reasoning and argumentation, solution negotiation and evaluation. In addition to supporting learners’ cognitive processes, such as elaboration or problem categorization,
cyberlearning environments scaffold metacognition—that is, planning, monitoring,
and reflective activities. We have also described a cyberlearning environment entitled ECLIPSE: Environment for Collaborative Learning Integrating Problem
Solving Experiences to illustrate the design of collaborative problem-solving technologies that follow our design framework. This chapter contributes to the growing
body of scholarship on design-based research frameworks for scaffolding computer-
supported collaborative learning and problem solving.

5.5

Recommendations

Based upon ideas presented, we offer the following recommendations to STEM
educators:
• Explore the use of situated frameworks, such as cognitive apprenticeship for
envisioning undergraduate STEM teaching and learning.
• Engage expertise from multiple disciplines, including the social and applied sciences, in the development of ill-structured problems.
• Explore existing course structures and available technologies and integrate them
appropriately to provide a robust blended learning experiences for students based
upon the situated nature of problem solving in STEM.
• Scaffolding of collaborative problem solving should involve an organic integration of epistemic and social scripts in the learning environment, as both task
performance and quality of student interactions are critical to problem-solving
success.
• View problem solving as a developmental progression along multiple dimensions that are distinct, yet complimentary to other domains where learning results
in a coherent and comprehensive understanding of the domain as well as across
STEM.
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Key Sentences

The situated nature of problem solving in STEM involves a core, general heuristic
that is embedded in domain-specific practices in a sociocultural context and enacted
with collaboration.
Undergraduate learning should involve authentic, ill-structured, multi-
dimensional problems that emanate from the situated nature of problem solving in
STEM.
Problem authenticity, scaffolding, and supporting collaboration are key design
goals for engaging and effective cyberlearning experiences.
A STEM cyberlearning environment that focuses on collaborative problem solving requires specific features to provide cognitive, metacognitive and emotional
support in the form of materials and tools, task structures, participant structures, and
discursive practices.
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Chapter 6

Technology, Culture, and Young Science
Teachers: A Promise Unfulfilled and Proposals
for Change
Randy Yerrick, Michael Radosta, and Kelsey Greene

6.1

Introduction

There is little doubt that the turn of the twenty-first century included a seismic technocultural (Shaw 2008) shift, with the advent of the Internet and a rapid adoption of
ubiquitous computing devices. Sociologist Daniel Bell (1979) predicted the shift
coming decades prior, recognizing nascent innovations in networked data systems
as an emergent ‘intellectual technology,’ that would change commerce, society, and
culture in profound ways. As computers became more powerful, and information
resources more robust, information and communication technologies (ICTs) were
championed as transformational tools across the social and economic spectrum,
whose adoption was viewed as both beneficial and essential for a given enterprise.
Education, and in particular science education, was one such enterprise in which
ICT adoption would purportedly transform.
Educational futurist Marc Prensky (2001) described the emergence of the digital
age as a “…singularity- an event which changes things so fundamentally that there
is absolutely no going back.” (p. 1). He coined the term ‘digital natives’ to describe
students born after 1980 whose brains and social habits have changed as a result of
frequent exposure to ICTs. These children would be profoundly different than their
“digital immigrant” teachers, who have “one foot in the past.” (p. 1). It was anticipated that once digital natives became teachers themselves, a technological transformation of education would occur. These young, technology-savvy teachers
(Rideout, Foehr, and Roberts 2009) would bring engaging twenty-first-century
learning into classrooms.
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While Prensky was hypothesizing differences between digital natives and immigrants, Larry Cuban (2009) published his research on the impacts of educational
technology investments made in schools from kindergarten through college. He and
his fellow researchers went into the heart of Silicon Valley to find schools where
they should expect cutting-edge examples of technology-based learning. Instead,
they found that ICTs were being used as basic organizational, publishing, and communication tools. Instruction and classroom practice were largely unaffected,
despite hundreds-of-millions of dollars invested. The premise of young technologically savvy students and teachers remains popular even today despite the fact that
scholarly research has come to a fairly critical consensus regarding its validity
(Bennett et al. 2008).
More recently, Wang et al. (2014) provided an evidentiary basis to consider the
mertits of Prensky and others’ predictions. Investigating preservice elementary
teachers (PETs) born after 1980, they found that, while students used ICTs regularly, their use of knowledge production tools, such as video editing applications,
blogs, wikis, and simulations was minimal, and ICTs in generally were more likely
to be used outside of school. In addition to the surveys of technology use, the teachers also provided their perceptions of obstacles towards implementing technology
in the classroom. Many cited continued problems of access, lack of time to plan and
prepare technology-based lessons, state mandated tests precluding technology-
based instruction, unreliability of technology, and lack of knowledge regarding how
to use it pedagogically. Their findings suggest little has changed in the decade since
Cuban’s (1986) book. Even when teachers and students are both regular and capable
users of technology, the tools are not used for learning in innovative ways. The cultures of personal technology and school-based learning remain sharply divided.
As educators of future science teachers, we were interested and concerned about
developing preservice teachers’ use of learning technologies for elementary science
education. Our own experiences and established research point to stubborn challenges infostering high quality science teaching at the elementary level (Abell et al.
1998; Yerrick et al. 2008; Yerrick et al. 1997). We felt that an up-close investigation
was warranted and could be helpful for unpacking these long-standing challenges
by documenting a concerted effort to developing digital natives into elementary science teachers. In this chapter, we consider the digital native proposition and the
challenges of science teacher education with a group of preservice elementary
teachers learning to teach science using technology for both pedagogy and their
own learning. We will use a sociocultural lens to consider the literature and collect
and interpret data (Lave and Wenger 1991; O’loughlin 1992; Wertsch 1998), in
order to describe and analyze the participation and responses of digital native-aged
preservice elementary teachers in a graduate program learning to use technology to
teach science. The findings will discuss the cultural influences that might have
informed the participation of the preservice teachers under consideration, with
implications for teacher development in the digital age.
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 ools and Actions: A Sociocultural Approach
T
to Technology and Teaching

To investigate and discuss the state of how the culture of ICTs, digital natives, and
science teaching interact necessitates the provision an epistemological framework.
We adopt a sociocultural (Wertsch 1998) and situated (Lave and Wenger 1991)
stance on teaching and learning. A sociocultural analysis assumes a dialectical and
horizontal relationship between persons and their situated context; a person’s thinking is an ongoing interaction with the material and symbolic aspects of present and
past experiences (Hutchins 1995; McVee et al. 2005; Wertsch 1998). With this theoretical lens, digital native science teachers are regarded neither as independent
agents, nor as subjects under the control of cultural technologies and institutionalized learning. Instead, they are individual participants from a variety of powerful
social contexts, which have provided the source material for their thoughts and
actions. Furthermore, as expressed by Lave and Wenger (1991), the intellectual conceptions of technology for teaching and learning are enmeshed with their personal
uses of technology and past enactments of technology for learning.
As an analytical tool, sociocultural theory looks at “action” as the basic unit of
analysis (Wertsch 1998, p. 12). As actions are described and interpreted in research,
sociocultural theorists strive to be careful not to decontextualize their psychological, linguistic, social, and technological components. Within this chapter we are
considering science teachers’ words and actions with educational technology in the
context of prior learning experiences with science, while avoiding suggestions of
causal mechanisms or a priori claims about teacher learning. Instead, words and
actions are used as a way to understand and interpret the meanings (which were
simultaneously socially, emotionally, intellectually, and materially constructed) that
could be informing the actions of a teacher or group of teachers in the research setting (Burke, as cited in Wertsch 1998).
For this particular analysis and discussion of digital natives, ICTs, and processes
of science teaching, a second layer of sociocultural theory is needed, and that is the
role meditational tools play in guiding actions (Wertsch 1998). In this use of the
term, tools can be intellectual or physical. Drawing substantially on Vygostky
(1987, as cited in Wertsch 1998), Wertsch argues that it is impossible to isolate
thinking from the tools people use to think, such as language, numbers, text, and
computers. In order to consider young science teachers and how they regard technology tools for learning, it is necessary to examine the cultural nature of those tools
and affordances and how they interact with the culture of teaching and learning science, and education in general.
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 ddressing the Challenge: A Context to Foster
A
Innovative Teaching

We have so far strived to establish that the promise of technology to transform education has yet to be fulfilled, and highlight the possible cultural and functional
incompatibilities between personal technology practices and pedagogical uses. To
provide a context to make further sense of the digital native generation, technology,
and science teaching, this chapter will turn to qualitative data from a cohort of 23
preservice elementary science teachers [PETs] who meet the criteria of being digital
natives. There is much reported on the enculturation, beliefs, needs, and competency of digital natives PETs. Researchers have addressed in this group the means
and processes through which preservice elementary teachers acquire skill and science knowledge as they are socialized into the profession (Bell et al. 2011; Harlow
et al. 2013; Yerrick et al. 2008) and the beliefs through which teachers filter their
efforts to improve (Deniz and Akerson 2013; Shroyer et al. 2014; Yerrick, Parke,
and Nugent 1999). Researchers have also identified the level of content knowledge,
pedagogical, and pedagogical content knowledge accessible to this group (Adler
2012; del Pozo et al. 2011; Shim et al. 2011), as well as effective means in raising
the collective knowledge and skill of this group (Boone et al. 2011; Schraw et al.
2006; Yerrick and Hoving 2003).
From this research-based assessment, we contend that supporting elementary
teachers to transform classrooms into digital learning science contexts, teacher education must address at least these three areas: (a) teachers’ knowledge of science
concepts and understanding of children’s prior experiences with and understanding
of scientific concepts, (b) teachers’ knowledge of a variety of pedagogical strategies
for teaching science, and (c) teachers’ understanding of their own past experiences
as science learners and how these experiences influence their pedagogical choices
Our approach was dedicated to the “content-specific technology integration strategies” of science education that Wang and colleges (2014, p. 657) proposed to
address the problem of low-level implementations of pedagogical technology. Our
approach also emphasized “meaningful connections between technology and teaching,” and “understand[ing] the enabling conditions for technology use” proposed by
similar research (Lei 2009, pp. 92–93).
Specifically, our approach to technology in teacher preparation focused largely
on the iPad as a student-centered educational tool to mediate thinking in class in
conjunction with an online flipped classroom environment (Sams and Bergmann
2012) of preparatory content. At the core of both in-class and online learning are
reflective activities through electronic and in-person discussion to help construct a
shared meaning about teaching and learning science with technology. Participants
were provided access to iPads, video recording kits, digital cameras, peripheral
tools like probeware and digital microscopes, and a variety of apps and online
resources for teaching science. Class activities included evidence gathering and
synthesizing data and information, taking pictures as evidence, gathering and
analyzing measurement data with probeware, and composing videos and podcasts.
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The software resources included electronic discussion boards, vodcasting (videobased pod casting), and social networking tools for accumulating and sharing timely
resources for weekly assignments.
Included in the online electronic resources were more than three dozen video
recorded science lessons that featured teacher instruction and interviews, interviews
with children, and examples of technologically mediated student artifacts. These
video recorded lessons where extracted directly from the learning contexts these
PETs were targeting to function within—namely the elementary science classroom
grades K-6th. As such, these artifacts were intentionally inserted weekly throughout
the course and directed discussions were designed to have PETs recognize the innovative capabilities for inserted scientific inquiry tools as well as the landmarks for
reflective change as observed in actual PETs’ accounts from past years. The PETs
engaged in discussions of these lessons asynchronously on a discussion board.
From their live engagement in science lessons and their vicarious engagement in
science lessons via technology, PETs were then asked to plan, facilitate, record, and
reflect upon a lesson they taught in public schools. As a culminating event, PETs
compiled and shared 10 min videos they edited with one another at the end of the
semester to gain a deeper and broader representation of what it means to understand
content and to assess content instruction.
For the purposes of examining the premise of digital native teachers, the group
of PETs discussed who participated in this course were mostly born after 1980, and
a few after 1990. The instructor was a certified teacher and technology specialist, as
well as a professional developer and published researcher on inquiry-based pedagogy and using technology to teach science. To get ascertain how their science
methods course approach compared to other teacher preparation coursework, we
asked them to report on their use of tools throughout their time in their teacher
preparation program. Figure 6.1 gives a brief summary of their reported classroom
technology use. This data was collected from students reporting on what they
viewed as actual use during observation period in two separate contexts—our
inquiry approach and other educational courses they had taken or were concurrently
enrolled.
The PETs responses demonstrate that our approach to teaching science with
technology required them to use technology more frequently and towards an inquiry
approach. Therefore, our data analysis will examine how this group of PETs
responded to what would be a novel suite of technology-rich materials and activities
that were intended to foster innovative approaches to teaching science. Through our
analysis, we address the broader cultural implications of educational technology by
describing and interpreting PETs actions and responses as they learned to use the
tools.
We present our findings in three parts. First, we report on the experiences and
perspectives on digital tools that the PETs had developed over the course of their
own learning. We explore this participation in light of the expectations made of
them as digital natives. Second, we look at how novice teachers regarded and
enacted tools for specific learning outcomes in both the classroom and in the online
environments. Finally, we examine particular digital tools that best supported their
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Fig. 6.1 Participants’ assessment of preservice classroom technology experiences

goals and expectations as novice teachers in an age of ubiquitous digital technologies. From this analysis, we suggest implications for teacher educators looking to
develop the next generation of science teachers in ways that are consistent with
reform recommendations, and go beyond the false promises of technology by
engaging cultural perspectives and needs of young, emerging teachers.

6.3.1

 rior Experiences and Attitudes: Familiar Tools,
P
Unfamiliar Practices

To get at the idea they may or may not represent the digital native portrayed in literature, we asked the PETs to evaluate themselves as interested and capable users of
technology. Most did not rate themselves as technological experts though they did
show an affinity on the whole toward technology. A large majority, 87%, agreed
they enjoyed technology and 96% said that technology was a major part of their life
consistent with the evolving prevalence and frequency technology use (Pew 2015).
All of the PETs carried Internet enabled phones, many had computers or laptops
they brought to class, and nearly all of them reported having a computer at home to
do homework. All students had some kind of Internet connection at home. The
majority of reported use of their computer and phone included word processing,
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creating slideshows, browsing the Internet, using email texting, and using social
media. Self-reported social media usage included posting selfie’s and other photos,
as well as coordinating social events and calendars through shared online websites
and apps. A few students had experience using digital still camera, or video camera,
or computer mobile device to create media representing their learning in education
courses and other university learning contexts.
When asked how they characterized themselves as electronically savvy or
advanced, most described themselves more as users than potential leaders of technology implementation. When asked the most innovative thing they had done with
technology, there were some advanced uses like the creation and publishing of digital media projects, but they mostly referred to acquiring information, such as finding
a creative app, or some other personal use of their smart phone. We pressed PETs
for actual examples of their learning with technology and more importantly their
examples of teaching (e.g., student teaching, volunteering, educational field work,
and other school contexts). Their generated examples of teaching with technology
was very sparse among this collection of digital natives (less than 15%). Some PETs
had used blogs for teaching; others had created a web page, wiki, or an iMovie to
teach a topic. None of them identified themselves as a potentially creative teacher
through the implementation of technology.
A rarity among this group, Sarah, shares her self-characterization, which come
closest to Prensky’s representation of savvy learners:
I think of myself as an “Old Fashioned Digital Native”. I like technology, I see the necessity
of it and love how easy it makes doing things. I use technology every day but part of me
enjoys a more traditional method, like pen to paper. The teachers I work with are older with
no experience [with technology] and the younger teachers I am around really have little
knowledge in using technology outside of personal uses like their phone. I am definitely the
‘go-to’ person at my school when the computers are not working because I am not afraid to
try and fix or make something work electronically.

This initial part of Sarah’s response suggested a prospective teacher who was
capable with technology, and disposed towards the problem-solving strategies that
are often required to be a successful innovator. Her experiences with younger teachers also seem to align with the research previously cited. Yet, despite her positive
attitude, she acknowledges with some emotion that she was wholly unfamiliar with
the affordances of technology as tool for learning science:
I thought I was all that and pretty good with technology before this class, but I was just
using internet searches and online classroom blogs or discussion posts. I was overwhelmed
quickly when I learned ICT was endless. I quickly was drowning and felt clueless. I now
have ways to think about teaching science I would have never thought of. I was able to see
good teaching in action through the different technology we used (e.g., videos, cameras,
probeware, iPads). It all served as a good examples implementing strategies to teach science
and reflecting on the teaching experience. It helped to demonstrate for me good examples
of teaching and children’s understanding when I have not had ANY experience student
teaching prior to this class, certainly not science.

Despite her recent experience as a high school student, she identified a school
culture that still had “technology time,” separating using tools from learning the
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content and processes. As a result, she found our approach to be intellectually and
emotionally challenging, which suggests that adoption of technology for inquiry-
based science learning, is not a familiar cultural practice, even for a somewhat savvy
digital native. As she had observed, digital technology has increased the possibilities of inquiry-based learning, but a vicarious affinity with digital technology did
not increase her capacity to use it pedagogically.
Few students were more advanced than Sarah who had high levels of knowledge,
experience, and skills using technology. One was Lori, who was a central part of
assisting in the class and modeling for her peers. She described herself this way:
I think I knew a lot entering the class. Certainly more than my peers. They complained a lot
more than they tried to figure stuff out. Sometimes you just gotta’ try it. As a digital native
I think of myself as loving the way technology can excite you and create something that
might not have been possible before... It still stresses me that I have to work with the administration to teach the way I want, the way that will reach my students the best. It’s a totally
different thing, though, to teach with technology. You’ve got to know what can go wrong
and what kids are going to ask you before you teach with it. But just recently, I taught a
lesson using inquiry and it really felt natural. I never would have predicted that.

Lori was an example of a true digital native for seeing technology and learning
as an embedded practice. She even anticipated some friction between her ideas of
modern learning and an aging traditional school culture. Yet, even she was surprised
to discover a novel quality to teaching and learning with inquiry after having her
own experience teaching science that way to children.
Since these two PETs were atypical, one might wonder if the remaining majority
of PETs were simply unaware of their own practices as advanced technological
users, like a fish unaware of the water they swim in. Response data revealed this to
be not the case, as they tended to disfavor technology integration in their own
coursework and learning. Also, we found from analyzing interviews, surveys, and
the learning artifacts they produced that their comfort using social technology contrasted their use of technology for course integration in classrooms. Of all the
enrolled elementary teachers, 53% agreed they had not had the used most of the
inquiry technology in prior semesters and 37% exited the class strongly disagreeing
that they could use technology to improve their teaching. More than 50% of the
students disagreed that “Using technology in class is always a positive experience”
and roughly a third of the class preferred courses, which excluded technology integration. A substantial portion of the class was not comfortable using technology use
beyond Facebook, email, texting, browsing the Internet, and other social networking uses of their devices. Yet, while they expressed both aversion in their own
coursework and challenges using technology, there was strong professed desire to
be open to learning with new technologies, though this did not consistently manifest
itself in their enacted teaching and learning in education courses nor in schools.
This contrast of professed interest and enacted initiative to learn and implement
technology has been a critical, under-investigated dichotomy for quite some time
(Pedersen and Yerrick 2001; Rakes and Casey 2002; Settlage et al. 2004). Also, in
spite of seemingly contradictory responses, 78% expressed public interest in using
technology in their future teaching. The practical challenges and experiences of
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using technology tools in the course were perhaps challenging commonly shared
beliefs of technology’s innate potential to support teaching and learning. As in other
studies, we found that PETs were like other university students who favored technology use, but not necessarily when integrated into courses for professional learning (Yerrick et al. 2013). What this seemingly contradictory response pattern
suggests is that our collective use and aspirations with technology and our culture of
teaching and learning science are still disparate practices, and digital natives are not
coming to teacher preparation with ideas or desires to change practice.

6.3.2

Enactments in Class: Obstacles to Inquiry with Tools

In this section we will explain how PETs interactions with ICTs were limited their
understanding of inquiry and the use of the tools themselves. Their classroom activities had been designed so that the PETs could use tools to understand inquiry from
the perspective of a learner, not the teacher. These were followed by recommendations for teachers hoping to use inquiry as a basis to guide their pedagogical choices.
PETs experienced no less than [NUMBER OF] enacted inquiry lessons in chemistry, biology, physics, and earth science, modeling pedagogical practices and engaging PETs in inquiry activities so they could experience and learn science vis-a-vis
an inquiry oriented pedagogy. Built into the enacted inquiry activities were technological tools and scaffolded tasks for students to practice data collection (probeware), scientific observation and inference (cameras), predictive power of models
(simulations), and other tools for teaching science with inquiry.
However, when asked to employ tools for an inquiry task, many PETs’ responses
were typically characterized by fact finding, Google searches, over-simplistic
answers, and truncating and subverting the inquiry task toward a thin representation
of an intended rich knowledge construction task. During a key lesson and activity
on inquiry, PETs were assigned to work in collaborative groups to use the technology tools in different ways to construct a collective understanding of Darwinian
evolution. Using the classic teaching example of the peppered moth (Grant et al.
1998), paper “moths” were camouflaged and placed throughout the room and then
hunted with certain selective restraints. As Cohen (1986) argued, this was a collaborative task intended to be sufficiently complex to warrant group cooperation and
accountability and the centrality of each individual’s role. This activity was designed
so that one person was nominated as the designated content “expert”, another was
nominated as “photographer” documenting survival rates of camouflaged moths,
and a “media” member was responsible for constructing a brief multimedia production (60 s) representing the group’s learning from the activity. Performing as students, it was observed that many PETs engaged the learning task with limited
enthusiasm or effort. “Experts” reported that they hadn’t read the entire website
given to them explaining the scientific concept, “Photographers” failed to photo-
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graph the most discrepant examples they found, and the “Media” experts took no
notes or photos of the process.
In an attempt to animate the participation of the PETs, the instructor circulated
throughout the room offering pointed advice regarding expert practices. Despite the
effort, some PETs were apparently stalled and talking about non-coursework related
events. Many challenges were seemingly technological, as one student struggled
with the iPad camera, admitting, “I’m not good with iPads.” Distressingly, however,
the student sought no help in continuing with their task and overcoming a technological obstacle potentially meaningful to a future classroom. Another group professed to be stalled in completing their task because they could not connect to the
classroom wireless router and had sat for 10 min, asking no one for help. When
approached, they were ironically using their phone and cell data to check Facebook,
an apparent schism to their understanding of mobile devices connecting the classroom to the outside world. In addition, most of the groups gave little attention to the
final part of the activity where they were asked to create a digital artifact synthesizing online information and their observations hunting for moths. Rather than taking
advantage of a rich communal opportunity to build understanding of both content
and pedagogy, they deployed a familiar low-level literacy task by looking to find a
paragraph from the webpage offered by the instructor and had one member paraphrase their “right” answer in a short audio recording.
The value of looking closely at this one event is to appreciate that the low-level
engagement in this inquiry activity observed is less as a technological phenomenon,
and more as a cultural one. It is attributable to naïve beliefs concerning science and
the epistemological orientations of students toward the nature of the discipline
itself. Many scholars have shown that teachers’ beliefs about the discipline being
factual, received, and authoritarian can negatively influence the way they approach
academic tasks designed to promote more inquiry oriented representations (Hammer
1994; Lampert 1990; Pintrich et al. 1993; Roth and Roychoudhury 1994; Schoenfeld
1992; Stodolsky et al. 1991). While technology was intended to support a rich
inquiry task, some of the PET’s used cultural affordances of the tools as either an
excuse to not engage, or as a means to sidestep the intended thinking of the task.
Whatever the reason, PETs had used technological tools individually and collectively in brief and shallow spurts, which prevented them from gaining the full benefit of designed inquiry tasks. The technology activities were intended to facilitate
collaborative participation and the use of investigative tools to approximate science
as a discipline consistent with the NGSS. Instead, the tools were employed by PETs
to reach the shallow goals of right answers, consensus, and authority driven decisions more quickly. Though we strongly support the use of mobility tools for teaching, it was clear that additional coaching and scaffolding will be required to foster
appropriate usage of tools for learning. This scaffolding needs to address directly
the anti-academic patterns of personal uses of the devices that function as silent
disruptions of the class.
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 nactments Online: Resistance to Using Social
E
Technology to Inform Practice

As part of their preparation, PETs were asked to participate in a flipped-style classroom format. They were required to watch videos prior to class that documented
technology-based science learning in the classroom from both teacher and student
perspectives along with example science lessons and online resources for learning
science content. To support their understanding, PETs were asked to interact with
one another regarding how they made sense of children’s science learning from
examples provided. In the online setting, PETs were expected to contribute and comment on science education resources through social bookmarking tools like Diigo
and an online discussion board as a way of building a co-constructed learning community. The social bookmarking tool would allow them to collect, annotate, organize
and share their favorite web pages (Estellés et al. 2010). The use of these tools in
education are founded in constructivist principles aimed at helping users go from an
intrapersonal learning process to an interpersonal process by collecting, describing
and organizing group resources (Estellés et al. 2010). Such tools are intended to
strengthen collaborative education spaces online and mirror the participatory culture
that exists in a growing amount of informal learning spaces (Jenkins 2006).
Unfortunately, similar to the in-class example, many cited technical obstacles to
engaging these online tasks. Between 8 and 25% of students would respond to the
weekly assessment with statement such as, “I didn’t have time to watch the videos,”
or “My computer wouldn’t connect,” or “The link I tried wouldn’t work.” These
students left this section of their weekly quiz blank, despite the fact that more than
75% of the students could have helped them to access the help and support provided
online or send them the links they had used or guide them through the process of
downloading and syncing course resources to their mobile device. This was not the
only or even the primary obstacle, however. Many PETs approached their assignments meant for community building as mundane tasks. In class, they recounted
completing online tasks to “get it over with,” and did not employ tools in expert or
thoughtful ways. When asked in class why they highlighted certain resources for
their peers, a typical response was, “It was the first thing that came up, and no one
had bookmarked it yet.” The topics assigned to all PETs were intended to complement the example video lesson, readings, NGSS standard, and the weekly reflection
where they were asked to write about their developing thoughts and concerns on
how they might use technology to teach science. Evaluations, surveys, and focus
groups revealed many PETs disliked the use of social bookmarking and discussion
boards to share and discuss online teaching resources, calling it busywork, despite
their reported propensity to do similar activities in their personal use of Facebook.
Contrary to using the venue to building a strong social network and sharing
expertise, these Digital Natives struggled to find any purpose in posting their opinions, commenting on one another’s reflections, or sharing relevant web resources.
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Some PETs showed a strong disinterest in reading and resented having to comment
on the posts of others:
Lauren: “Honestly? ... I think that the discussion boards are just kind of one of those mundane tasks…especially responding to other people, I don’t, find it that effective.”
Hope: I think the videos should be directly related to the readings. I need someone to pinpoint the important components of them – “Here’s what to look for…”

What is being observed here is a posture of ‘received knowing’ (Clandinin,
Davies et al. 1993) in that they expected to be shown directly anything they did not
know. This is despite perceived need to be capable to find and use information as
opposed to recalling it (Bransford et al. 2004, p. 4). Miller and McVee (2013)
describe these two concepts as performance knowledge and propositional knowledge, respectively. Propositional knowledge refers to knowledge that already
“exists” while performance knowledge consists of “knowing how to find, gather,
use, communicate, and imagine new ways of envisioning assemblage of knowledge” (p. 3). They not only wanted to acquire their information ‘really fast,’ as
Prensky (2001) suggested, some also wanted to minimize the intellectual effort necessary to make sense of it in the service of their coursework and ultimately, their
teaching practice.
It should be noted that the in-class discussions and hands-on learning activities
were well regarded and rated highly impactful in contrast to the virtual engagement
of PETs in the flipped environment. Despite the fact that more than 90% of the students felt the collection of short classroom video excerpts of inquiry teaching were
an intricate part of learning to teach science, at the end of the course 58% of the
students reported that they did not show up prepared to class having watched the
three video assignments. Prensky (2010) and others (Sams and Bergmann 2012)
have argued this flipped environment is a design effective in leveraging class time
for more meaningful discussions with deeper and greater learning. In contrast, 30%
of the PETs admitted they didn’t complete all the readings for class but twice that
number reported they had failed to watch their brief video assignments (less than
10 min each). This was borne out not only by self-admission, but also the quality of
journals and regular assessments. Weekly quizzes were intended to discriminate
between thoughtful and low-level responses. As a cultural practice, the online learning component was not fully engaged by all PETs, suggesting there is still discomfort or disinterest with this particular use of the tools.
Though it is a commonly held belief that learning through online social media is
a venue where younger learners excel and even prefer, this cohort of young learners
support the opposite view. Face-to-face instruction was most highly valued despite
the challenges highlighted earlier, and often because they overtly expressed they
struggled or did not want to learn to learn independently through electronic means.
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Table 6.1 Summary of most helpful practices for teacher development
What students found most helpful about
technology
Actually working with children
Teacher demonstrations
Videos of expert practice
Storytelling through video
Writing about my teaching
Hands on lab experiments
Creating media projects
Informal science outdoors/museums/etc.
Writing about others’ teaching
Live data collection
Writing activities/journaling
Computer simulations
Browsing the internet

6.3.4

Tool
–
Vodcasts
Vodcasts
iMovie
Discussion board
Probeware
iMovie
–
Discussion board
Probeware
Discussion board
iPads
iPad

% Students
95%
95%
95%
95%
91
86%
79%
67%
62%
62%
58%
49%
41%

 nactments That Engaged: Observing and Reflecting
E
on Practice with Digital Video

Despite clear challenges, technology was leveraged in ways that was perceived to be
beneficial by the PETs. Students were asked which tools and strategies were most
helpful students and we reported the most helpful approaches. Of the reported uses
of technology and constructivist strategies, those which were rated the highest
included teacher demonstrations, digital storytelling, and a variety of inquiry based
tools for scientific exploration. A summary of the reported most helpful usages are
listed in Table 6.1.
Though tools were popular among most PETs, favoring technology was not universal nor were all uses of technology considered equal. It is very common to have
PETs rate actual experiences teaching and engaging with children above most other
components of teacher education design. Rated among these real life experiences
structured into the methods course, however, were also some of the vital uses of
technology, notable those which provided access to vicarious experiences and those
which were used to make sense personal ones. In addition to rating the effectiveness
of tools, the favored uses of technology, and which course components were valuable, PETs were also asked to rank their top five learning gains. Of the more than 30
potential options for ranking their top components for learning to teach, the most
reported valuable outcomes for employing technology to teach science through
inquiry were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

‘Understanding children’s thinking’
‘Inspiring my teaching’
‘Understanding science content better’
‘Understanding the teaching is not uni-directional’
‘Learning to value the process of watching myself as a professional’
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Looking at the many technological applications in the course, in hindsight it is
easy to see why digital video was the best tool for supporting these goals, and why
the social networking tools and flipped content methods were less effective. These
insights are not afforded particularly well by the ways in which digital natives are
accustomed to using those tools.
6.3.4.1

Watching Others Teach and Reflect with Digital Video

As part of the course, PETs were given a minimum of three weekly examples of
vodcasts to facilitate vicarious experiences with other former PETs based upon collected artifacts during teaching. While there have been some reports of science educators using video case studies to vicariously immerse preservice teachers into
issues surrounding elementary inquiry teaching (Abell et al. 1998; Beck et al. 2002;
Lampert et al. 2016; de Mesquita et al. 2010; Sherin and van Es 2005), few accounts
have engaged methods students in the process of telling their own evolution of
thought using video vignettes. Even fewer accounts offer PETs the opportunity to
engage with similar students in similar contexts to learn from and build upon the
examples of PETs before them. PETs used the video editing tools to reflect upon
children’s thinking, and also examine, critique, and change their own actual teaching practices and the children’s learning. The tools for digital editing gave them
unprecedented access to evaluate their own teaching, which in many cases was their
first attempt to teach science to children.
As preservice teachers began to use digital video for exploring children’s beliefs
and science learning, they revised their planned lessons and questioned their level
knowledge of children and of science through class interactions, collaborative planning, and online reflections shared among peers. Vodcasts and videos directly challenged their preconceived notions of science teaching they learned in their past
experience and their assignment to conduct, record, and edit a clinical interview
surrounding a specific student misconception revealed many faulty assumptions
among the PETs. For example:
Tori: I definitely need to review my science content; I have forgotten many concepts about
science. Videos helped document learning in real time and were good for reflecting and
seeing what children learn. I learned to listen and let the students see why they are wrong
or right. I learned there are other ways to get around your challenges, and there are tons of
strategies that you can teach your students so that they will be successful, and make a
difference.

6.3.4.2

Watching and Reflecting on Their Own Teaching

As a culminating task for the methods course, preservice teachers edited a final
10-min video depicting their learning process as an emerging science teacher.
Teachers illustrated their understanding of children’s thinking, defended their
pedagogical choices, and provided evidence of their success as science teachers.
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Rich discussions accompanied their shared videos depicting themselves employing
a variety of strategies, exploring children’s thinking through open-ended questions,
providing evidence contrary to common-sense thinking, and soliciting commentary
between children about competing ideas. Of all the technology supported activities,
PETs overwhelmingly pointed to this combination of teaching of lessons in real
classrooms and creating an iMovie reflection of the event as the most valuable part
of the course. From an instructor’s perspective, this was also the most valuable evidence of teacher learning and growth. Of the more than three hundred statements
made regarding the learning activities they learned the most from, teaching and
creating their reflection video was discussed the most (reported from more than
70% students more than once in open-ended feedback). Regardless of whether they
felt they had expertly facilitated an inquiry lesson or not, or whether they felt they
had enacted a lesson consistent with the NGSS, all students did attempt to write and
facilitate inquiry lessons with children and reported that the activities corresponding
to the reflection upon that event were the most beneficial. In fact, one student pointed
out that there was value in seeing the limits of one’s skills:
Lori: The video reflections were a painful reminder how far I still need to progress if I hope
to be a good teacher.

Such a perspective represents a growing maturity of perspective for elementary
preservice teachers. Researchers argue that teachers’ ability to reflectively position
themselves within knowledge claims can lead to subsequent increased knowledge
growth independent of discipline (Abell et al. 1998; Gustafson and Rowell 1995;
Hofer and Pintrich 1997; Pintrich et al. 1993). The process of identifying one’s
weaknesses (pedagogical, content, or other) is an important stage of reflection and
growth as a practitioner. Recognizing strong and weak lessons, failing and successful attempts are a sign of knowledge growth among PETs. For this reason, we interpret the recognition knowledge growth from examples of both failure and success as
a positive form of knowledge reflection. During exit interviews and surveys, no
fewer than eleven different preservice teachers cited failures alongside of example
successful teaching examples as helpful prompts for learning to teach science.
Tori: I have an example from which to start. The videos helped me learn to teach better by
providing a variety of lessons to reflect on. When I first began this course, I had a lot of the
misconceptions about science content that a lot of my students will have. The videos helped
the most by showing how to get student misconceptions shared so that the teacher can
address them. It provided an opportunity to see how others teach using inquiry-based learning. I had no previous experience to inquiry based learning before this semester. I think it is
really important to learn from other teacher’s or even experts mistakes, and understand that
they too have failed and succeeded in multiple different ways just like your own.

Prospective teachers learned to identify more clearly the characteristics of
inquiry-based lessons in their lesson critiques, article reviews, and peer-lesson evaluations. They began to write more articulate journal entries about teaching dilemmas and children’s thinking. More teachers had become able to identify the real
struggles surrounding the question of how to teach less content for greater
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u nderstanding, and they express these revelations in journals that address misconceptions and difficult decisions about cutting certain content.
Considering the poor example teaching most PETs described in their autobiography, explaining the tales of woe that often led them away from a career in science,
making the most of their perceived failure and missteps was an important lesson to
these novice science teachers. They leveraged these bad experiences towards good
ones. Sarah said it best revealing her next steps for becoming an excellent teacher,
Videos showed me examples of teacher questioning, and allowed me to see the value in the
student’s own answers/questions. I was one of those students who I hated science in the
past. I had awful teachers, and when it came down to it; did not learn anything. But I learned
a lot of different strategies [from this approach] that changed my outlook on science and
that I can hopefully use in my future classroom to change the outlook of a future student. I
learn that I am not an idiot! I can teach science and I think I can be better than my teachers
were for me.

It is hard to imagine how the positive learning outcomes in many of the PETs
responses could have been achieved without the affordances of digital video recording, editing, and online delivery. These tools allowed a majority of these young
PETs to engage what they thought was truly valuable: working with children to gain
a deeper understanding of teaching and learning science, watching a variety teachers teach science in real situations, and critically, watching and reflecting on their
own science teaching. This was especially important for elementary teachers who
may have been uncomfortable teaching science, and had negative prior experiences
in their own learning. The video not only showed them what could be improved, it
showed them that it was not as difficult as they anticipated, and that standards-based
science teaching was actually possibly in public school contexts, and was even
interesting for both them and their students.

6.4

 nderstanding Enactments: Powerful Cultural Contexts
U
at Work

It should be emphasized that enactments and attitudes observed do not suggest that
there is something deficient about the PETs observed, or digital natives in general.
Instead, it suggests a pervasive popular cultural use of technology, consistent with
empirical evidence, that ICTs are predominantly designed to mediate personal
communication and entertainment (Carr 2010; Wang et al. 2014). It was clear
throughout our prolonged engagement with this cohort as well as our experiences
teaching other younger generation teachers that PETs’ technical agility across even
familiar, unsophisticated collection tools we invoked in during their preservice
programs did not demonstrate an immediate nor proficient disposition for learning
to teach more effectively. Our data also suggests that the skills and knowledge
culturally transferred by the use of technology for these purposes does not establish lasting knowledge, which transfers over to other knowledge domains—particularly those required for teaching and learning. Furthermore, it remains
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unchallenged that their common cultural uses and cognitive requirements could be
incompatible with the intellectual demands of science teaching (Carr 2010). Given
the response data we shared, and the support of over a decade of research finding
limited uses of technology as a tool for learning (Cuban 1986; Wang et al. 2014),
it seems reasonable to assume most PETs who participated in our approach were
not exposed to the tools and methods of teaching and learning science in their
20 years of schooling. Indeed, from their own testimonials provided at the beginning the course, they recalled mostly traditional experiences with educational technology, and many reported struggles to be successful in science. Despite the
obstacles however, when the technology aligned with their goals, preservice teachers exercised their technological knowledge and skills, employed the technology to
develop new knowledge, and engaged technology to apply what they had learned
toward developing, teaching, and reflecting upon lessons.

6.5

Recommendations for Moving Forward

Overall, skepticism is warranted regarding claims that preservice teachers are from
an advanced, digital native generation who are savvier employing technology for
teaching and learning (Bennet et al. 2008). Many current technology practices
emphasize frequent social interaction, popular culture, and novel information,
which are engaged uncritically compared to the intellectual traditions of developing
rich understanding (Carr 2010). We can no longer proceed on the presumption that
one kind of prowess in our technoculture translates to other contexts. We therefore
recommend some specific changes in the preparation of elementary science teachers
to develop the next generation of savvy science teachers.
Scaffold Public Collaboration with Technological Tools in methods classes. The
use of specific tools for learning needs to be integrated and taught explicitly during
teacher preparation courses and fieldwork. It needs to not only be employed, but
also its purposes unpacked and specific pedagogical deployment tailored for explicit
learning outcomes. For example, if blogs are used for the purpose of co-constructing
knowledge, university instructors should be aware that blogs have a specific use and
purpose outside the classroom for accomplishing different ends. University students
need scaffolding in their writing to explore ideas, challenge one another’s thinking,
and thoughtfully weigh different opinions. Without such scaffolding, students will
resort to their historical practices of documenting mundane self-centric observations (typified by interactions on Facebook and Twitter) and posting personal beliefs
without careful examination. Likewise, in instances when novice teachers are using
tools to gather evidence, they must be taught also the interpretive framework for that
assists them in a more analytical approach to evaluating the world. Otherwise they
will take graphs, images, and evidence as absolute representations without considering the implicit error and interpretative nature of scientific experimentation.
Contextualize Technological Tasks within the culture of today’s upcoming teachers. The technological practices, learning tasks posed, scientific questions asked,
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and pedagogical approaches modeled in teacher education need to be situated in
such a way to reveal new and deeper insights regarding children and content, and
not just “ported” to online platforms. A deliberate, situated effort is needed if young
teachers are to recognize the value of the tool and the specific learning intended as
an outcome. For example, science concepts and data should not just be examined in
abstraction in a software simulator. Rather, prospective teachers should use tools to
test their own hypotheses, make predictions within their own local environment, and
have the same rich meaningful learning experiences they would wish for their students. Such connections to real world events have been emphasized for decades in
science education literature (Talbot-Smith et al. 2013). They are no less important
preparing teachers to use technology. Furthermore, since elementary preservice
teachers intend on teaching children, it becomes vital for them to see the tool in
action in the lives of their children. There are authentic activities, such as documenting invasive species through mobile apps like Leaf-Snap which engages children in
citizen science (Silvertown 2009). Preservice teachers should have extensive opportunities to view and facilitate children using these tools in afterschool programs,
robotics clubs, in school labs, and other venues so that their perceptions of their use
of tools as teachers is commensurate with their professional training.
Leverage Interests, Goals, and Research Based Approaches for teacher learning.
Reflection upon teaching incidents needs to be a regular and central practice, especially given the ubiquitous nature of mobile tools and the interest of new teachers.
Novice elementary teachers are predisposed toward children’s learning and new
generation of younger teachers use their camera functions more than any other
phone apps capturing photos, selfies, and videos for social network purposes. At the
same time, research has demonstrated that video reflection can be a key tool for
transforming traditional teaching practice (Abell et al. 1998; Martin and Siry 2012;
Roth 2009; Tomáš and Seidel 2013; Yerrick et al. 2005). This technocultural convergence of teacher interest and research driven practices should be capitalized upon.
These generalizations are borne out from our data as well. Teachers we studied
demonstrated that they enjoyed using their camera technology and looked forward
to using it in their own classrooms. They also ranked the vicarious engagement
through video excerpts working directly with children, teaching demonstrations,
hands on activities, and activities related to narrating such experiences as the most
impactful professional learning experiences. Teachers’ interests and values need to
be leveraged together with video self-reflection practices to inspire preservice
teachers to become better teachers. Such a convergence of what educators want to
know with what they need to learn can be leveraged to promote the values we
espouse for future classrooms.
Provide Safe Contexts for Teacher Implementation. Finally, we need to heed the
volumes of research that indicates the profound impact of mentors and models for
teachers. If we are to move teachers from personal technology users to expert teachers seamlessly incorporating technology, we need to halt the duplicitous treatment
of technology standards for teaching. If educational institutions adopt NETS and/or
NGSS as standards, they should be treated as such—not simply as good ideas.
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Yet we find veteran teachers not meeting standards continuing to use the same
explanations they offered decades ago for not using technology (Czerniak et al.
1999; Gado et al. 2006; Pedersen and Yerrick 2001; Wang et al. 2014; Yerrick et al.
2011). Teachers who profess, “I’m the older generation,” “We never did it that way,”
“I am technologically deficit,” or even, “I don’t have to,” should not serve as mentors if our goal is to grow novice teachers to meet new standards. As teacher educators we need to be consciously and intentionally intolerant of efforts to demand new
teachers use educational technology in unreceptive environments, unsupportive of
our intended aims. It is an unfair expectation of novice teachers to act as change
agents and placing novice teachers in precarious positions leads only to increased
attrition among new teacher talent.
We believe it is possible to improve science teaching through expert use of technology and appropriate pedagogy. We also believe we will only succeed in this goal
if we carefully examine the underlying assumptions regarding requisite teacher
knowledge, tool-use, and learner characteristics. We believe that technological tools
available to educators today should be leveraged far beyond implementation into
existing practices. Literature is replete with evidence demonstrating minimal pedagogical impact for exorbitant technological investment (Cuban 1986, 2009;
Oppenheimer 2007). Such a teacher education approach falls short of visions for
transformative, societal-oriented changes representative of today’s STEM reform
visions. We agree with Carberry and Baker (2018) in Chap. 10 of this volume with
regards to the importance culture plays in teacher training and practice, and embrace
Waight and Abd-El-Khalik’s (2018), in Chap. 7 of this volume) notions of considering participants’ interactions, values, and beliefs around technology for contextualizing research as we consider the larger sociocultural context tools are employed. To
this end, our study is but one small but illuminating example, demonstrating even
the most basic and socially popular tools for communication and collaboration can
be employed by pre-service teachers in higher education contexts to reveal dysfunctional, transmissional, and idiosyncratic cultural dispositions. These pre-service
teacher dispositions and practice can often confound efforts to prepare elementary
teachers to invoke inquiry in their future classrooms. We must therefore consider
what sociocultural orientations teachers bring to bear on technological tools and not
assume their social practices will directly lead them to expert teaching with those
same tools. In this way, ours is a case study demonstrating the extended impact of
accepting false assumptions surrounding ‘next generation’ teachers. It provides a
cautionary tale of technology ineffectively employed for the transformation of elementary science education in a microcosm of obstructions, agendas, and challenges
embedded in the motivations of tomorrow’s teachers which must addressed by
teacher education if we are to achieve new heights. Only then will we be able to
leverage these tools to situate young teachers within novel and challenging forms of
teaching and learning science, which foster a deep and lasting appreciation of how
technology should play a role in reaching the next generation of students.
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Chapter 7

Technology, Culture, and Values: Implications
for Enactment of Technological Tools
in Precollege Science Classrooms
Noemi Waight and Fouad Abd-El-Khalick

7.1

Introduction

Winner (2003) asked: “Where does one go to learn what one needs to know to write
confidently about philosophy and technology” (p. 233)? In ensuing discussion,
Winner explained that this learning involved a two-part process; it involved studying a conglomerate of factors that influence technology and developing understandings while immersed in the context. He explained how Mostert studied history,
engineering, and economics and lived and traveled in a tanker in order to develop a
better understanding. In this way, Mostert shared a keener awareness of how supertankers worked and, more importantly, was able to explain the related dynamics of
supertankers. Instead of trying to understand supertankers at a distance or in isolation from context, Winner noted that the combined knowledge and resources, as
well as rich instantiations of use in context, offered the most robust understandings
of tankers (the technology in this case] in society. Using this approach, Winner suggested that one could learn more about technology in the context of “a school where
computers are being introduced” (p. 224). Indeed, we advance that much can be
learned about technology when we examine the nuances of context and give attention to the totality of factors that include interactions, resources, curricula, knowledge, and skills, as well as relevant organizational, economic, and political structures
and social and cultural factors. We also advance that much can be learned about
technologies in context when we give attention to the cultural milieu and related
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interactions that serve as the foundation of how technologies diffuse and are appropriated in learning environments.
Our own work so far (e.g., Waight et al. 2014; Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2007,
2011) has involved extended observation and study of science teachers and science
education teams and attempts to implement technologies—some of which originated in scientific research—in precollege science classrooms. These technologies
included Internet-based databases, such as Biology Student Workbench, applications of computer and Internet platforms for research, modeling tools such as
ChemViz and applications of Flash and NetLogo modeling tools in chemistry education, and use of microcomputer laboratory probes for data collection and analysis.
We have identified a reoccurring theme in our studies: Technologies undergo many
transformations and assume different roles and functions based on the user(s) and
their “expertise,” as well as context of deployment. In other words, the same technology may undergo different realizations in different contexts, even when the overarching goals for technology use and science teaching and learning are similar. How
technologies are realized in context can be explained by the bounds of culture and
cultural interactions within the environments where technologies are deployed.
A rather illustrative case of this theme stems from our examination of the implementation of Biology Student Workbench (BSW) (Waight and Abd-El-Khalick
2011). We found that this implementation featured several “best practices,” which
are consistently espoused in the science education literature (National Research
Council 2011). First, there was substantial and sustained funding from organizations—including the US National Science Foundation, which employs rigorous criteria for evaluation of funded projects—that spanned more than a decade. Second,
BSW’s cycle from design to implementation involved a conglomerate of professionals with deep scientific, pedagogical, and technical expertise. These experts
introduced multidisciplinary perspectives at all stages of the BSW process, which
was led by scientists who developed the original tools on which BSW was modeled
and who were prolific researchers in their respective domains of expertise. Third,
the tool underwent various iterations of testing and development to ensure an appropriate platform for use by high school students. Fourth, curricular applications
sought to align student learning with standards and social issues of the time (e.g.,
SARS, AIDS and Sickle Cell Anemia). Fifth, science educators and teachers were
involved in all stages of development: They ensured that teachers’ and students’
voices were represented in the process. Sixth, consistent with one of the most common recommendations for technology implementation, science teachers received
numerous opportunities for short- and long-term professional development (PD)
opportunities. Finally, these PD opportunities were extended to include classroom
visits, which involved technical, content, and pedagogical support. In some cases,
teachers received 2 years of support via the GK-12 fellows program (see Waight and
Abd-El-Khalick 2011).
Despite these best practices, our findings showed that the enactment of BSW in
four science classrooms was, to say the least, less than optimal. The case of BSW
illustrated a dynamic interplay between the context, culture, experiences, and
expectations of social agents in several domains, including scientific research, the
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design environment of technologists, science education research, and the world of
school science and practicing teachers. How the above factors interact is critical to
our understanding of productive instances of adoption and/or instances that hinder
the adoption and espoused implementation of technologies in science classrooms.
This work expanded our repertoire of factors that require attention in decisions that
promote design, development, and technology integration, in approaches that evaluate implementation, and in understandings of the complexity of technological practices. In this chapter, we seek to illustrate how culture and values underpin the
dynamics of the social interactions of science teaching and learning in the context
of technological tools. Toward that end, we draw on understandings of the nature of
technology [NoT] (Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2012), technology practice (Pacey
1983), notions of technology as prosthetics (Clark 2003), and the ecological nature
of the learning environment (Zhao and Frank 2003). Collectively, these perspectives
highlight the significance of culture and values as an important dimension in design,
development, implementation, and enactment of technologies to support science
teaching and learning.

7.2

Nature of Technology

Understandings of NoT provide a much-needed critical framework—and currently
missing body of knowledge—to examine how technology interacts with individuals, society, culture, institutions, and economy (Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2012).
The NoT framework is significant for science education because it provides a lens
to interrogate the artifact, its interactions, and the role of culture and context and
engages the full cycle from design and development to enactment and discard.
More specifically, NoT engages five core dimensions that help to explain realizations of technology in precollege science classrooms. These are the role of culture
and values, notions of technological progression, technology as part of systems,
technological diffusion, technology as a fix, and notions of expertise. In this chapter we elaborate on the significance of understanding the role of culture and values.
We posit that the activity and interactions that manifest in the context of design,
development, implementation, and enactment of technologies are social activities
that are in constant flux. With this focus in mind, the chapter first develops a conceptualization of technology as process and activity. Second, we explore technology and culture as articulated by technology practice (Pacey 1983), notions of
technology as prosthetics (Clark 2003), and understandings of technology and
rationality (Volti 2010). Third, we discuss NoT with a specific focus on core dimensions related to science education. Fourth, we address the relationship of technology and science education. Specifically, we explore Zhao and Frank’s (2003)
ecological framework for technology implementation and outline an analysis of
empirical studies to illustrate technology implementation in precollege science.
Finally, we present a four-stage critical framework to expand opportunities for
analytical and explanatory scrutiny of the role of culture and values in the process
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of design, development, adoption, implementation, and adoption of technologies in
precollege science classrooms. We conclude with recommendations for researchers and educators.

7.2.1

Technology as Artifact, Process, and Activity

Philosophy of technology offers perspectives that expose the complexity of the
instrument, technology as process and activity, associated interactions, and the role
of knowledge and technique, as well as political, economic, and cultural implications. In this regard, philosophers of technology explained that technology is best
understood in light of cultural structures and expectations (Ellul 1964; Illich 1973;
Tenner 1996). Indeed, Rapp (1999) espoused a consistent theme on the impact of
technological tools in society; he argued that any reasonable approach to technology
should address natural and cultural aspects. Cultural aspects draw attention to interacting factors that emphasize structures, devices, and systems, as well as technique
and skills needed to use technology (Tenner 1996). Likewise, Volti (2010) stressed
the collective impact of technology: technology is “a combination of devices, skills
and organizational structures” (p. 5). To complement these perspectives, Arthur
(2009) organized three categories of meanings of technology and summarized technology as a “means to fulfill a purpose: a device, or method, or process. A technology does something. It executes a purpose” (p. 29). Note how these perspectives
draw on an organized system of various interacting factors—technologies are
viewed in conjunction with skills, knowledge, and cultural elements, which impact
the purpose, execution, and outcomes of these technologies.
Other perspectives have emphasized the importance of technique, technical skill,
and expertise. For example, Ellul (1964) focused on technology as technique: He
noted technique as a “group of movements, of actions generally and mostly manual,
organized and traditional, all of which unite to reach a known end for example,
physical, chemical or organic” (p. 13). Tenner (1996) also stressed that everyday
objects are both technology and technique. In this case, technology is described as
consisting of the structures, devices, and systems we use. Defined from the perspective of power and dominance of technological expertise, McDermott (2009) stressed
that the notion of dominance is embedded in a hierarchical system that privileges
expertise and knowledge, both of which often are represented in only a small segment of the population. McDermott puts it this way; technology refers fundamentally to “systems of rationalized control over large groups of men, events, and
machines by small groups of technically skilled men operating through organized
hierarchy” (p. 87).
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7.2.2

Technology and Culture

Pacey (1983) posed a fundamental question about technology: “Is technology culturally neutral?” (p. 3). In response, he claimed that one could argue that the
machine’s construction and its working principles could be viewed as culturally
neutral. However, once a web of human interactions and activities are introduced as
part of the machine’s use, status, supply, organization, and its associated skills and
knowledge, then arguments for neutrality dissipate. This position suggests that technology is deeply wrapped into ways of life and, thus, does not exist separate from
or in a different compartment. If educational technology is to be of any use, Pacey
argued, it “must fit into a pattern of activity which belongs to a particular lifestyle”
(p. 3). In fact, Pacey argued that much of the confusion about technology lies in its
faulty characterization, which often omits the associated activities and web of interactions. When technology is viewed as more than just an artifact or thing, as a process and activity, other aspects of the nature of technology become more salient.
7.2.2.1

 echnology Practice: Technical, Cultural, and Organizational
T
Facets

Pacey (1983) characterized process as technology practice: “technology-practice is
the application of scientific and other knowledge to practical tasks by ordered systems that involve people and organizations, living things and machines” (p. 6). He
argued that technology as a structure and practice have three dimensions: the cultural, organizational, and technical aspect. The cultural aspect addressed goals, values and ethical codes, beliefs in progress, as well as awareness and creativity. The
organizational aspect addressed economic and industrial activity, professional activity, users and consumers, and trade unions. The technical aspect addressed knowledge, skill, and technique; tools, machines, and chemicals; and live ware, resources,
products, and wastes. Altogether, understandings of technology practice offered an
expanded perspective that engaged beliefs and values tied to the process of technology. These beliefs and values are often tied to the “users of equipment and their
patterns of organization” (p. 8) and largely remain unexamined in discussion related
to opportunities and challenges of technological implementation.
Pacey (1983) used three case studies to illustrate the synergy among cultural,
organizational, and technical factors. The first case outlined the development of the
snowmobile, which was used to clarify the misconceptions of value-neutral technologies. The first snowmobiles were designed with a rubber and steel crawler to
transport seven passengers. Consequently, this design influenced more current models of the machine. In the United States and Canada, the snowmobile was used as a
motorcycle for extra mobility during long winters and as recreation in holiday
resorts. Meanwhile, in other countries, the snowmobile was an integral part of the
livelihood of people. For instance, in the Swedish Lapland, the machines were used
for reindeer herding, while the Eskimo trappers in the Canadian Arctic used them to
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harvest fox furs. Pacey suggested that whether a machine is used for recreation or to
earn a living, it remained the same machine. However, to fully understand its function, one of the first steps was to understand how the machine was used, maintained,
and organized in different communities. When viewed from this perspective, it was
clear that the “machine designed in response to the values of one culture needed a
good deal of effort to make it suit the purposes of another” (p. 8).
The second case focused on the breakdown of hand-operated water pumps in
remote villages. Technology practice emphasized the technical aspect, which was
evident with the design. Pump maintenance, on the other hand, reflected organizational structure, while the cultural aspect addressed interactions between the engineers who understood the technology and villagers who viewed this technology as
indestructible. Collectively, technology practice exposed the nuance details of why
certain pumps thrived while others rapidly deteriorated. In other words, the human
aspect of technology—its cultural and organizational aspects—was more prominent
in this case. With the third case, Pacey used the power-driven wheel and steam
engine to illustrate how discussions of progression focused on the machine and its
technical capabilities, all at the same time ignoring how human contributions influenced how these machines were used. Pacey stressed that it has always been a misunderstanding to believe that the steam engine shaped the expansion of the factory.
Rather, the major contributions came from work organization. Merchants saw the
benefit of creating a centralized workspace in order to control production, control
against material embezzlement, achieve better quality, enforce longer work hours,
and increase pace of work. The machine’s introduction and impact was intertwined
with a novel organization of work and workforce, which were as much an invention
as their mechanical counterpart, that is, the steam engine.
The above cases highlighted how cultural factors and context of deployment and
use provide alternative ways to think about technologies. That is, technologies were
guided by specific goals and served specific populations, solved problems but
simultaneously created new ones with different needs, and resulted in practices that
were multidimensional and nonlinear. In fact, Pacey (1983) argued that multidimensionality and nonlinear technology practice result from human activity and associated cultural and organizational factors.
7.2.2.2

Technology as Prosthetics

Clark (2003) presented a view of cyborgs as human-technology symbiont, essentially, “thinking and reasoning systems whose minds and selves are spread across
biological brain and nonbiological circuitry” (p. 3). He elaborated that humans
share a natural tendency to create and exploit nonbiological devices. In other words,
there is a natural tendency for humans to seek out devices to facilitate activities.
Clark argued that when these devices become part of our everyday activities and
needs, they become assimilated into our way of life. These devices, like prosthetics,
function as extensions of our natural capacities. To illustrate the notion of prosthetic, Clark used the example of phones as “something you use and something that
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is part of you” (p. 9). These tools as extensions become even more important when
information exchanged between the user and the tool is fluid and bidirectional.
When this occurs, devices become transparent and in effect function as a “proper
part of the user” (p. 103). Transparent technologies offer the best balance between
need and use.
The notion of technology as prosthetics further reinforced how human interactions and beliefs create seamless boundaries between technology and user. What is
more, transparency also highlights value structures tied to the cultural context of
use. Here there is a need for caution since technologies may achieve different levels
of transparency. So, while a technology may function as a prosthetic and extend
human capacity, this same technology may remain obscure and external to the needs
of another user. Prosthetics may thus reflect the cultural norms and expectations of
a particular group or society.

7.2.3

Technology and Rationality

Technological development is based on a rational approach undergirded by a set of
values and orientations that value progress as a measure of human success. These
beliefs about progress reflect cultural values that view technology as synonymous
with human progress. Rationality thus reflects our continuous appetite for technological solutions. Volti (2010) explained that “a society imbued with a rational ethos
is dynamic and essentially optimistic” and may “alter existing ways of doing things
to gain particular benefits” (p. 13). Technologies are created and function as solutions to various kinds of societal problems. Solutions may introduce new problems,
sometimes more intractable than the original problem.

7.2.4

 ature of Technology (NoT) and the Relationship
N
of Technology and Culture

Mitcham (1994) stressed the importance of philosophical thinking about technology: Such thinking interrogates the “making and using of artifacts” (p. 543), which
occur in the context of various human interactions. The process of design, development, implementation, and adoption involve a web of interactions among numerous
agents and stakeholders. As Mitcham urged, it is important to reflect how philosophy may aid our understandings of these processes. In Waight and Abd-El-Khalick
(2011), we explained that philosophical understandings draw attention to the inherent nature of technology—essentially, understandings of NoT provide a framework
to understand and evaluate transformations that technologies undergo as they move
through and interact with different aspects of society (Heidegger 1977; Pacey 1983;
Tenner 1996). Broadly, this framework addresses individuals, society, institutions,
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economy, politics, and culture. At the microscale, and most relevant to our science
education context, the following core dimensions of NoT become particularly relevant: role of culture and values, notions of technological progression, technology as
part of systems, technological diffusion, technology as a fix, and notions of
expertise.
These core dimensions evolved from analyses that drew on empirical works, as
well as works from philosophy and history (e.g., Illich 1973; Pacey 1983; Tenner
1996) and nature of technology (Arthur 2009). The analysis reflected empirical data
garnered from examining the design process of Biology Student Workbench (BSW),
which involved interviews with numerous stakeholders and classroom agents, classroom observations of implementation and enactment across four different classrooms, semi-structured interviews that focused on experiences of teachers and
students with BSW, and semi-structured interviews that captured stakeholder reactions to the documented instantiations of BSW in science classrooms. Our findings
revealed that despite the best practices involved in design and development, actual
implementation and enactment were less than optimal and did not meet the vision,
investment, and high expectations that key stakeholders had for BSW (see Waight
and Abd-El-Khalick 2011). Below we summarize how the aforementioned core
dimensions provided an alternative framework to interrogate these rather disappointing findings (for detailed discussion, see Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2012).
With BSW, all of the activities associated with design, development, implementation, and enactment involved numerous interactions among stakeholders (technologists, computer scientists, scientists, educational researchers) and classroom
agents (teachers and students). These interactions involved reciprocal exchange of
knowledge, resources, and associated activities. In this chapter, we explain how
culture and values function as the unifying dimension that undergirds the life cycle
of technologies in science education precollege learning environments. Pacey
(1983) reminds us that these interactions highlight the organizational, cultural, and
technical aspects of technology. As he noted, only when we take into account these
three axes of interactions, do we yield the best understanding of the successes and
challenges of technology implementation and use. As with the case of hand-operated
water pumps, challenges were often attributed to technical issues, while cultural
elements were ignored. In contrast, instances of successful implementation—fewer
breakdowns and better pump performance—were attributed to practices that
accounted for organizational structure and cultural interactions. So, successful
instantiations of pump maintenance involved individual and managerial responsibility and contributions of technical expertise.
Pacey’s argument promoted the view that technology is a complex endeavor that
requires attention to numerous factors, which are firmly rooted in understandings of
the values, goals, beliefs in progress, ethical codes, and notions of creativity that
guide cultural practices. When we take into account this complexity, it is clear that
the often-espoused linear approaches to technology are misleading. The latter
approaches tend to privilege outcomes that reflect technical expertise while ignoring
human contributions and organizational factors. However, when cultural practices
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and values are taken into account, other factors such as different levels of expertise,
contributions, and associated interactions emerge as important.

7.2.5

The Core Dimensions Revisited

When we revisit the NoT framework, dimensions that address technological progression, technological diffusion, technology as a fix, and notions of expertise are
clearly observable in understandings of cultural practice. The impetus for new technologies is driven by human attributes that reflect an appetite for continual progress.
Technological progression is driven by a need to make things better and faster,
which is informed by our individual and collective cultural values. Pacey (1983)
emphasized that the cultural aspects of technology are defined by the goals and
values and beliefs in progress. In science education technological progression is
fueled by the core idea that technologies provide opportunities for authentic experiences that replicate scientific and/or engineering practice. Scientific and engineering practice is a dynamic endeavor that keeps pace with cutting-edge technologies.
For example, Bybee (2013) explained that STEM reform efforts are intended to
preserve global STEM dominance and in particular develop STEM literacy, generate a workforce with twenty-first century skills and competencies and, match the
pace of innovation in these respective domains. While these purposes are of tremendous value in the science education sphere, the associate rhetoric hardly captures
the complexity of the process. What is more, these views, which tend to follow linear patterns, often omit that technological progression is uniquely a human endeavor,
which is best understood in context and alongside the values that guide practice
(Volti 2010).
Technological progression is closely associated with the rate of diffusion of technologies. Volti (2010) noted that speed of diffusion can be attributed to a conglomerate of factors: (1) advantages over existing technology, (2) compatibility with
existing values of the transfer context (be it an organization, an institution, or a
classroom), (3) ease or difficulty of understanding and applying the new technology,
(4) ease in experimenting with the new technology or employing it on a trial basis
(smooth learning curve), (5) extent to which positive results are immediately apparent, and (6) special kinds of people (e.g., with appropriate expertise, attitudes) who
allow for the effective flow of technology. In this respect, diffusion involves transfer
of technologies, knowledge, and ideas across contexts. The nature of transfer thus
determines the success or failure of certain technologies. Volti further explained that
successful transfer often is attributed to contexts that value and promote high rates
of innovation. Thus, two sets of complimentary practices are at play during technological diffusions: valuing continuous progress, which is at the core of societies, and
complimentary changes enacted by social agents to meet the needs of the new technology. Indeed, the hand pump case study illustrated that successful adoption and
implementation occurred when complimentary changes associated with individual
and managerial roles were enacted.
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The need for constant improvement—making life better—is embedded in a
belief that technology can “fix” societal issues. Technology is thus viewed and
applied as a solution to various nontechnical problems. Without understanding the
full scope of nontechnical social problems, technical “fixes” often take the form of
superficial solutions that omit complexity. Traditionally, technical issues often take
precedence over the social and cultural factors, which are at the core of technological fixes. For example, Sullivan (2008) and Verma et al. (2015) argued that exposure
and experiences with robotics promote scientific literacy and, thus, counter students’ disillusion and boredom with science. Similarly, Dori and Hameiri (2003)
and Dori and Kaberman (2012) argued that computer-based models provide access
to molecular phenomena that is inaccessible to novice learners. These calls illustrate
how technologies are introduced into the learning environment with the intention of
fixing issues associated with teaching and learning. Here, Volti (2010) cautioned
that technological fixes might address particular issues while overlooking other
major issues. Thus, in many cases where technological fixes are applied, markers of
success and failure are difficult to define because of the numerous interacting factors associated with social and psychological causes. This analysis highlights how
culture and values should be at the center of actions that forge adoption of new
technologies, which propose to “fix” nontechnical issues.
The success of technological adoption and implementation is also a function of
expertise, knowledge, and skills. Expertise can manifest itself as technical knowledge of the workings of and understandings of the black box, knowledge of applications, or knowledge associated with the discerning capabilities of a user. In all of
these instances, the nature of expertise, knowledge, and skills determine the type of
interactions, and realizations, that occur with a technology in the hands of experts
and nonexperts (Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2011). The various realizations can
span the gamut of outcomes, from successful and effective to ineffective outcomes.
Diffusion of the technology, knowledge, and skills may also determine realizations
in context. When new technologies are introduced, various shifts may occur to
accommodate the new tools. This process of change is complex and, in the case of
hand pumps, may involve organizational and knowledge restructuring. While the
above discussion, so far, has focused on technologies broadly, the next section
addresses how these understandings may manifest in the context of technologies
applied to improve (or fix issues!) with science teaching and learning.

7.2.6

Technology and Science Education

Research studies related to technology integration in science education have
included intervention and naturalistic studies. Often, intervention studies seek to
solve a problem and to better understand the problem in the context of science
teaching and learning. While naturalistic studies have similar aims, they seek to
understand the context in its original, unaltered state. This distinction is important
because it may inform how researchers report on technology use in science
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classrooms. For intervention studies, generally, there is a preoccupation with reporting the effects of technology, and specifically, noting its role in successfully facilitating science teaching and/or promoting learning. This preoccupation often occurs
at the cost of dismissing other factors that may inform best-case scenarios for successful implementation. In addition, while the outcomes are documented, the
nuanced details of these outcomes—that is, the precise mechanisms that affect
changes or behavior—are not always clear. So, the science education community is
too often denied an understanding of the totality of impact of the technological process of design, development, adoption, implementation, and enactment.
It is here that understandings of NoT become pertinent. NoT is imperative to
evaluate the totality of interactions associated with technology design, development, adoption, implementation, and enactment in precollege classrooms. Indeed,
cultural factors, expectations, and values are implicated in all NoT core dimensions.
Technology exists recursively, where it impacts and is impacted by many factors
that determine how technologies are appropriated in context (Eglash 2004). Thus,
success and sustainability of technologies in serving science teaching are dependent
on the characteristics of users, context, and other key agents. This section first outlines the relevance of Zhao and Frank’s (2003) ecological framework: Understandings
of technology practice share clear lineage with understandings that emphasize ecological interactions of technology implementation and enactment in science education contexts. Next, we explore empirical studies that address implementation of
inquiry-supported technologies, such as models and modeling, and computer-based
tools, such as the Internet and software. We conclude with a summary that addresses
the main themes of understanding technology practice and the ecological nature of
technology implementation.

7.2.7

 he Ecological Nature of Technology Implementation,
T
Adoption, and Enactment

Zhao and Frank (2003) proposed an ecological framework that emphasized four
“metaphorical equivalents to draw attention to the uses and interactions of computers: schools are ecosystems; computer uses are living species; teachers are members
of a keystone species; and, external educational innovations are invasions of exotic
species” (p. 811). Notions of schools as ecosystems draw attention to the complex
nature of classroom interactions with biotic and abiotic components. Biotic components include relationships with teachers, students, parents, school administrators,
and other stakeholders. Abiotic components focus on the supporting environment,
and school and class resources, including physical setting, instructional resources,
and curriculum, among others. The biotic and abiotic factors exist in reciprocal
interactions that continuously modify the roles and nature of these relationships.
The second aspect of the ecological framework addresses the notion of computers
as living species. Computers are viewed as the invading species into the classroom
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milieu. This view is grounded in the notion that computers as living organisms also
follow an evolutionary path (Basalla 1996). Zhao and Frank aptly described it this
way: “Some of the technologies are judged to be more useful, or fit for the task, than
others, and they survive while others perish that are judged to be less fit” (p. 812).
Thus, understanding the uses of technology can provide valuable insight into those
tools that have propensity to survive and replicate. In concert, it is also important to
understand which factors facilitate survival and replication. These elements of the
framework entail a set of crucial questions: Are technologies that survive ones that
promote innovative approaches to learning, or alternatively, do the technologies that
survive promote traditional modes of learning? Is survival most likely when there is
balance among the technical, cultural, and organizational factors? In what ways do
cultural and social factors influence survival?
The third aspect of the framework address teachers and their roles as key members in these interactions. The nature of the relationship among teachers themselves
also informed how the invading species (i.e., computers) can survive or perish. In
other words, teachers are generally focused on their individual classrooms, but may
build social capital by assisting other teachers or seek their help, in this case, about
uses of computers. The fourth aspect address innovations as exotic species, which
when introduced into an environment (the classroom), intentionally or unintentionally affect the equilibrium of the environment. At this point, the environment may
undergo various changes. Perhaps most relevant to the context of teaching and
learning is that both species survive, but this may occur at a cost to the environment.
For example, teachers and students may benefit from using computers, but this outcome may be dependent on characteristics related to teacher effort to learn and
implement a technology effectively, and/or use of instructional time to participate in
innovative learning. When this occurs, less time might be dedicated to activities that
involve content learning, which may be more valued by the school culture. A second
outcome might be the invader perishing and, thus, removed from the system. The
third outcome involves both invader and existing species surviving, thus, undergoing mutual changes to accommodate benefits of both. The end result is that the
environment and associated species would “go through a process of variation and
selection and acquire new properties” (Zhao and Frank 2003, p. 813).
What this analysis reveals is that survival of a technology in the classroom is not
just a matter of success or failure, but also of continuous changes among the biotic
and abiotic factors—teachers, students, curriculum, and technology. The parallel
with Pacey’s (1983) technology practice is striking. Biotic and abiotic factors are
observable in organization, cultural, and technical structures. As exemplified with
the case of pumps, optimal use occurred when changes accommodated the benefits
of human and material resources.
We follow with an analysis of the science education literature and, specifically,
we explore a representative sample of studies that address implementation of
inquiry-supported technologies, which include models and modeling, and computer-
based technologies. We use these studies to illustrate how lessons that could be
derived from NoT, technology practice, and ecological nature of technologies, are
absent in the repertoire of findings, analysis, and discussion in these studies.
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Such studies, we suggest, can benefit from understanding how the interactions of
culture and values impact technology realizations in science classrooms.

7.2.8

Models and Modeling

A set of studies addressed student challenges related to visualization of macro and
submicro scientific phenomena. These studies emphasize conceptual learning
related to models and modeling, content understanding, student knowledge, and
expertise. Models have been approached as tools that potentially can improve
understanding of scientific phenomena, and mediate observations of unobservable
phenomena via various levels of representations (Adadan et al. 2010; Barab et al.
2000; Liu and Hmelo-Silver 2009; Wu et al. 2001). Indeed, this research domain has
traditionally focused on the cognitive processes involved in students’ epistemological understandings of models and modeling (Sins et al. 2009; Stains and Talanquer
2008); how learning is facilitated through models in different disciplinary domains,
such as chemistry (Dori and Hameiri 2003; Gobert et al. 2011); and how models
improve understanding of abstract concepts (Ardac and Akaygun 2004; Crawford
and Cullin 2004; Kozma and Russell 1997).
For example, Dori and Hameiri (2003) examined how students navigated the
representations of chemistry phenomena. They documented how students were
more successful with macroscopic representations, and experienced difficulties at
the particulate level. To address these difficulties, a Multidimensional Analysis
System (MAS) tool was implemented. The MAS tool was used to organize and scaffold the complexity of problems (e.g., macro ←→ symbol; micro ←→ symbol;
process ←→ symbol). This approach allowed students to move from understandings of observable to particle level phenomena. Stains and Talanquer (2008) also
addressed how expertise in chemistry facilitated students’ classification of chemical
reactions at the macro and submicro level. Similar to Dori and Hameiri, novice
students engaged with surface processes, but struggled in their explanations of
underlying phenomena. In contrast, experts with higher levels of knowledge and
more experiences with modeling, moved easily through the process of problem
solving.
In order to overcome some of the challenges cited by Dori and Hameiri (2003),
Urhahne et al. (2009) suggested the use of 3D representations of chemical structures. From a conceptual perspective, imagery via models would relieve students
from having to create these mental images. Wu et al. (2001) argued that it is necessary to guide students as they transfer ideas from 2D to 3D representations and seek
to make linkages between macro and submicro explanations (Liu and Lesniak
2006). In fact, some of these studies exposed that the challenges at hand were associated with limited chemistry background knowledge and expertise with models
and modeling, than only with ability to generate mental or other representations of
chemical constructs (Kozma and Russell 1997; Zhang et al. 2006). Thus, it was
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s uggested that immersion with background content could assist students’ learning
process.
All of the above studies were about students and their learning process. Teachers
also experienced challenges with implementation and adoption of models in their
science classroom. Like students, teachers revealed conceptual difficulties with
modeling and transformations of phenomena at the submicro level (Crawford and
Cullin 2004; Kikas 2004). In addition to content knowledge, teachers had to negotiate their pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in order to meaningfully apply
models in their instruction (e.g., De Jong et al. 2005; Koehler and Mishra 2008).
Limitations with this knowledge resulted in reduced competency with models and
modeling. In effect, teachers were more likely to forego use of these tools for teaching and learning. Factors related to teacher beliefs and attitudes were also critical in
their decisions about using computer-based tools to model phenomena in the service of improving student understandings (Zacharia 2003).

7.2.9

Computer-Based Technology

A set of studies focused on modes of learning and instructional dissemination in the
context of computer-based environments. For example, Hsu (2008) explored the
impact of teacher- versus student-centered approaches in the context of a technology-
enhanced learning (TEL) course, which addressed conceptual understanding of seasonal changes. The TEL theoretical framework incorporated cognition, integration
of multimedia tools, and development of conceptual understanding. The TEL model
focused on five phases: contextualization, sense making, exploration, modeling, and
application. While there were overall gains in students’ deep understandings of seasonal changes, student-centered approaches were more effective (F = 28.05,
p < 0.001). Kim et al. (2007) also applied a pedagogical framework to evaluate
teaching and learning in a technology-enhanced, inquiry-based science course.
Their framework addressed the macro context, reform and standards, their teacher’s
community, the internal and external teacher connections for crosspollination of
expertise, and the micro context of the classroom space where teaching and learning
occurred.
Tao and Gunstone (1999) developed computer simulations to address students’
conceptual development in mechanics. Specifically, they used computer simulations
to present discrepant events and explore how these helped students confront alternative conceptions. The authors noted that the role of the simulations “was that of a
tool, for providing discrepant events to effect conceptual change so that the change
process can be investigated” (p. 862). While the study did not address the efficacy
of the simulations, the findings revealed that students’ conceptions were context
dependent and unstable: student explanations vacillated between accepted scientific
and alternative ideas. Finally, it was noted that only a few students provided consistent scientific explanations: they were able to identify the big ideas represented
across different contexts of the phenomena. What is important in this study is that
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the authors dismissed the tool—computer simulations that facilitate conceptual
change—in light of uneven findings. Instead, they highlighted how students’ conceptions may be context dependent and, thus, resistant to change.
Jaakkola et al. (2011) compared learning about electricity in two different environments: A simulation versus an environment that combined simulation and real
circuits. The study also investigated how learning outcomes were mediated via
implicit (only procedural guidance) and explicit (structure and procedural guidance) instruction. The findings revealed that explicit instruction during the discovery process in the context of simulation only supported student understandings of
electricity. In contrast, explicit instruction used in the combined environments of
simulation and real circuits did not improve students’ understandings. Explicit procedures seem to have sabotaged the role of inquiry. Instead, the authors noted that
the inquiry process was best facilitated via implicit instruction. Importantly, there
were higher gains for student understanding in the combined over the simulation-
only environment.
Finally, Marbach-Ad et al. (2008) explored how computer animations and illustrations influenced learning of molecular genetics. They compared three groups: the
control group received traditional lecture format, while the experimental groups
received instruction with a computer simulation or illustrations. The authors found
no significant differences among the three groups. However, responses to an open-
ended questionnaire revealed that students in the computer animation group demonstrated more understanding of genetics concepts when compared with the other two
groups.

7.2.10

Summary

The above studies addressed conceptual and pedagogical challenges for K-12 science teaching and learning. Modeling and other computer-based interventions were
offered as a potential “fix” for these challenges. Researchers focused on charting
teacher and student conceptual understanding of science content, models, and modeling, as well as teachers’ pedagogical approaches. The studies found that difficulties persisted and increased with the complexity of abstract, scientific phenomena.
However, the persisting challenges were directly linked to teacher and student
expertise and knowledge, or lack of modeling skills. Indeed, an examination of how
findings were presented reveals a consistent theme: implementation and enactment
of models and modeling was often addressed in isolation of the broader context of
teaching and learning. In other words, these studies did not address how technical,
cultural, and organizational factors were implicated in the process of conceptual
understanding. Also, there was apt silence on the disruption of the classroom ecology and how the invading tool (e.g., computer modeling) altered existing classroom
environment. Notions of expertise and knowledge remained a reoccurring concern
across all these studies. Thus, this begged the question, which biotic and abiotic
factors were relevant to conceptual change in the context of models and modeling?
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Given our understandings of technical knowledge, which knowledge and skills were
scaffolded in this learning context? Pacey (1983) and Zhao and Frank (2003)
stressed that both technology and users have to benefit in order for the technology
to survive and become sustainable in the learning environment. Empirically, our
task is to highlight how these benefits are related to the axes of technology practice
and how technology practice is represented in interactions within the ecological
framework of technology integration in science teaching and learning. Teaching and
learning in the context of technological tools is a social action mediated via a multiplicity of interactions that are informed by culture and values.

7.3

 echnology Practice: Applications for the Science
T
Classroom

The above analysis illustrates how culture and values is a constant in design, development, adoption, implementation, and enactment of technological tools in precollege science classrooms. Notably, understandings of culture and values emerge
from concurrent understandings of technology practice (Pacey 1983), NoT in science education (Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2012), how technologies function as
prosthetics (Clark 2003), and the ecological nature of technology implementation
(Zhao and Frank 2003). This suggests the need for more critical evaluation of the
nuances of practice in the context of technological tools to provide a more informed
and holistic account of the impact of these technologies. As analysis of the literature
exposed, it is not enough to just focus on conceptual learning, or instructional
approaches, or the affordances of particular technologies, or notion of technologies
as a fix, or that technologies are important because they represent progression and
innovation. Instead, it is important to stress how conceptual learning materializes in
the context of the social and cultural interactions fostered by teacher- and/or student-
centered approaches, how values inform teaching and learning orientations, how
technologies extend our capabilities and function as prosthetics, and how the ecology of classrooms reorganizes to accommodate the presence of new learning tools.
We contend that this kind of analysis is poised to present the most complete representation of the culture of technology in context.
In this section, we propose a much-needed critical framework that expands
opportunities for analytical and explanatory examination of the role of culture and
values in the process of design, development, adoption, implementation, and enactment of technologies in precollege science classrooms. The framework comprises
four stages: (1) preplanning, (2) intent, (3) adoption and enactment, and (4) outcomes. We delineate the major subcomponents at each stage, which explicate how
aspects of culture are manifested in classroom practice. Importantly, two major
themes were reoccurring across all four stages. The first theme highlights the purpose of the technology, while the second focuses on the outcomes of each stage of
the framework.
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This framework is particularly relevant for preservice science teacher educators and
for practicing teachers, who need guidance in their approach to and evaluation of the
impact of implementation and enactment of technology. The nuanced planning framework and guiding questions may also be instructive for science education researchers.

7.3.1

Preplanning: The Purpose of the Technology

The process starts by identifying the purpose of the technology: Why is this particular technology being considered for implementation in a particular context? Context
can involve grade level, science content, associated state standards (e.g., Next
Generation Science Standards, NGSS Lead States 2013) and, location of the school
and classroom milieu. Next, preplanning identifies the organizational structure that
supports the technology at the school and classroom levels. Organizational structures draw attention to infrastructural supports, such as network capabilities, bandwidth, and access at the school and classroom levels. These structures also include
personnel support and their distribution across school and individual classrooms.
How does the expertise of the support group align with the needs of the science
education context? How are responsibilities negotiated among the different stakeholders at this stage? Once this information is identified, it is important to revisit
how the initial purpose for implementation and adoption aligns with the organizational structure of the school and classroom (see Fig. 7.1).
Information on the organizational structure will also illuminate the culture of
technology at the school and classroom level. The technical infrastructure and level
of support can shape instructional capacities and expectations. In this case, one might
pose the following questions: In what ways is the purpose of the technology aligned
with instructional expectations and capacities? In what ways will the purpose of the
technology promote or constrain interactions in the context of teaching and learning?
These questions allow us to anticipate the range of interactions that may result from
knowledge of the organizational structure and purpose of the technology.

Fig. 7.1 Preplanning and
framing the purpose of
technology

What
organizational
structure
supports the
technology?

At the
school
level

At the
classroom
level
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7.3.2

Intent: Planning

Once the organizational structure is defined and the purpose revisited, then the process can address intent (see Fig. 7.2). This stage of planning is guided by two major
themes. The first is concerned with resources available to support the technology. It
is crucial to start with identifying resources to address the specific needs of teachers
and students. Identifying these resources draws attention to the nature of technical
knowledge needed to understand the purpose of the technology. Technical knowledge defines the background knowledge required to implement, use, and apply a
particular technology. While technical knowledge may be distinct for teachers and
students, teachers may have the additional responsibility of fully understanding how
students will realize the technology. Since teachers are required to blend technical
and pedagogical knowledge, planning at this stage might suggest different types of
classroom realizations.
Technical knowledge also is informed by the repertoire of skills to support the
use of technologies. These include skills to manipulate the inner workings of the
machine and/or knowledge that render an application (e.g., software—a modeling
tool) or hardware (e.g., temperature probe) usable. For example, these skills may
include troubleshooting ability, understanding different platforms, and/or translating patterns generated by graphs. It should also be noted that specific platforms and
technological applications might introduce the need for specific skills—skills that
are for specific technologies. Here it should be noted that technical skills are not
fixed and, instead, constantly evolve.
In science education, content knowledge is at the heart of teaching and learning
with technologies. Indeed, the reoccurring argument for implementation is based on
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in School
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What
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needed
What
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technology?

What skills
are needed

What
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Fig. 7.2 Intent: planning
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the capabilities of technologies to promote the use of scientific practices and in turn
advance scientific understandings of phenomena. This view leverages content,
skills, and habits of mind, which prepare students to conduct scientific investigations via inquiry-based approaches to teaching and learning. Thus, the intent stage
helps anticipate the mutually reinforcing technical knowledge, content knowledge,
and skills necessary to enact and use the technology. When these aspects are explicitly delineated, stakeholders can evaluate how the purpose of the technology and
organizational structure align with the needed knowledge and skills. Of significance, technical knowledge can also inform the interactions that may coexist
between biotic and abiotic factors. With this information, one can evaluate the conditions that may promote or limit the intended outcomes for the technology.
Knowledge resources also are linked to the cultural activity associated with
implementation and enactment. Cultural activity brings to bare five related dimensions that illustrate the dynamic, evolving nature of technology use in science classrooms: Under what conditions is technology adopted at the school level and at the
classroom level, the applications of technology, and how teachers and students are
prepared to use the technology. According to Pacey (1983), cultural activity includes
the goals, values, ethical codes, and beliefs in progress, as well as awareness and
creativity (see Fig. 7.1). For example, in defining the conditions under which technologies are adopted at the school and classroom level, it is important to understand
how the purpose for the technology is mediated via the goals and values of the
school and classroom culture, and the beliefs of the school and classroom agents
who operate within these structures.
The prompts that address conditions of adoption at the school and classroom
level reinforce the message that access and resources determine proclivity for success. These conditions also address how the mission and philosophy of the school
promote innovation and progressive approaches to teaching and learning. For example, a school that espouses a progressive mission with learner-centered approaches
will be better poised to promote technology-supported inquiry approaches.
Conversely, a school that serves a traditional mission, one that promotes a scripted
curriculum, may negate approaches to learning that best foster implementation and
enactment of technologies. Moving to the classroom, conditions in the classroom
can be impacted by teachers’ and students’ values and belief structures, which can
function to advance or negate the school’s philosophy. Classroom conditions, furthermore, are influenced by the curriculum and pedagogical support available to
teachers.
Classroom conditions ultimately determine how technologies manifest in learning spaces. When we understand what is possible within the scope of a progressive
and learner-centered approach, we can plan for a repertoire of potential realizations.
In understanding how a technology might be used in the classroom, we can assist
teachers to anticipate and prepare for challenges. The result is a structure that identifies conditions and aligns these conditions with possible uses. What this means is
putting in place teacher and student supports that create the best opportunities for
optimal outcomes of technology enactment.
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Teacher preparation is one of the most common recommendations for successful
technology use in classrooms. So, the intent stage requires deep understanding of
how teachers are prepared to use technologies for science teaching. This entails
documenting the PD approaches, modes of dissemination, emphasis on knowledge
and skills, emphasis on procedural use of technology versus open-ended inquiry
approaches, and the extent to which the PD is tailored to target standards and pedagogical needs of teachers. In particular, will the PD afford opportunities for teachers
to enact the technology in a safe environment and assist them with a specific repertoire of uses and implementation? While this list is not exhaustive, it addresses
fundamental aspects of teacher preparation.
Students, like teachers, also need to understand the why and how of technology
implementation and enactment. We argue that students should be prepared in parallel with teachers to understand the broad capabilities of the technology at hand.
Proponents of technology implementation should include students in the same PD
opportunities afforded to teachers. The advantages for teachers can be numerous.
For one, immersing students with the purpose and benefits of a technology can
expand the scope of potential applications. Second, such engagement can relieve
some of the expectations and pressures placed on teachers. Students can contribute
additional resources in the teaching and learning process. Third, understanding the
benefits and challenges—from the perspectives of students at this stage—can serve
as yet another lens to gauge possible issues and the potential of implementation. For
example, if the goal is to enhance student understanding of chemical phenomena via
computer-based modeling, PD can provide information about how students access,
decode, and translate visual representations in the context of models. Rather than
uncovering these challenges after implementation, this approach would expose
these challenges early in the process so that modifications can be addressed before
instruction. We remain cognizant that PD will not expose or address all of the challenges; however, we argue that opportunities in the early stages can help mitigate
some of the most critical needs. Likewise, early intervention can also inform opportunities that can be used to motivate and foster student interest.

7.3.3

Adoption and Enactment

Enactment draws attention to outcomes of implementation. In other words, this
stage focuses on how technology impacts teaching and learning and how the latter
impact the technology. Specifically, this stage helps understand how a technology is
used and integrated in instruction, how students are expected to use it, how the technology is actually used, how the technology is aligned with assessment, and the
specific roles of the student and teacher agents. Here, some components addressed
in both the preplanning and intent stages are revisited. Conditions of enactment are
revisited to identify actual features and characteristics of the environment where the
technology is used. In light of the conditions, the actual classroom applications also
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Fig. 7.3 Adoption and enactment

are assessed. For example, if classroom conditions promoted innovative approaches
with a learner-centered focus, then the expectation is that realizations would foster
inquiry-based approaches. In sum, how technology is enacted would focus on the
role of the technology, how it was used, and thus how is the technology realized.
This stage provides yet another opportunity to revisit how the purpose of the technology is realized in actual practice (see Fig. 7.3).

7.3.4

Outcomes

Enactment and outcomes are directly related to the required organizational and cultural shifts needed to accommodate technologies in the science classroom (see
Fig. 7.4). These shifts are examined within the context of the interactions of biotic
and abiotic factors. Specifically, there is need to examine what shifts occur with the
agents’ role, background knowledge (content, technical, and skills), as well as
expectations, beliefs, and values. Essentially, all aspects of enactment can be examined from a collective organizational and cultural lens. When viewed collectively,
outcomes of technology implementation and enactment follow a cyclical pathway
that is consistently informed and reinforced by the conditions of preplanning, intent,
and enactment. In sum, facets of technology practice—technical, cultural, and organizational structures, the nature of technology, and the ecological nature of
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Fig. 7.4 Outcomes of
implementation, adoption,
and enactment

technology—reemerge at every stage in the process of adoption, implementation,
and enactment.
Our analysis simultaneously supports and challenges Yerrick et al.’s (2018) recommendations for preservice elementary teachers’ (PET) preparation for classroom
teaching and learning, outlined in Chap. 6 of this book. Yerrick and colleagues examined PETs practices and reflections in a technology-rich science methods course. The
findings were particularly striking because of the expectations attached to digital
natives—a savvy generation exposed and immersed in the rapid progression of information technologies—expected to transform the technology culture of science teaching and learning. Instead, it was documented that PETs revealed apathy toward
engagement and learning with technological tools. The authors explained that tendencies toward traditional modes of learning versus innovative learner-centered
approaches were cultural as opposed to technological. In other words, teachers’
expectations for classroom learning were not consistent with modes of learning (i.e.,
use of blogs, podcasts, online discussions) experienced via the methods course.
Teachers’ use of information and communication technologies in their personal and
social sphere was not compatible with the culture of teaching and learning.
The significance of our holistic approach was further reinforced by our examination of Yerrick et al. (2018, in Chap. 6 of this volume) findings and recommendations, especially in light of our understanding of the nature of technology and the
role of culture and values. We argue that an understanding of the cultural, organizational, and technical aspects of technology (Pacey 1983) must be part and parcel of
any analysis of design, development, implementation, and enactment in precollege
science classrooms. Each aspect of this framework must feature prominently in the
processes that interrogate practice and research. For example, there was an emphasis on those domains that teachers need: knowledge, skills, scaffolding, mentoring,
and safe spaces. In contrast, we argue that understandings of technologies must
extend beyond the bounds of the context and agents of teaching to include other
variables and forces—cultural and organizational—that may have significant
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impact. Consistent with our discussion above, the analysis might benefit from an
examination of the incompatibilities of the cultural and organizational structures in
the social and entertainment sphere versus a teaching and learning context. In terms
of culture, we might ask students to identify and collate their last 10–15 communicative posts that serve as a representation of their interactions on social media or
blogging sites. This data could serve as a snapshot of the kinds of interactions that
manifest in these spaces. Next, they can examine these posts for evidence of conceptual, critical, and/or thought-provoking commentary. Some pertinent questions
might include the following: In what kinds of ways are these posts compatible or
incompatible with tasks and expectations that address teaching and learning? In
what ways are the organizational structures supportive of these various practices?
Inherently, the same technologies could be “transparent” for students in one cultural
setting and simultaneously become “opaque” in a different cultural setting (Clark
2003). Note how this observation departs from Carberry and Baker’s (2018)
claims—outlined in Chap. 10 of this book—that culture is least important when
technology transfer occurs between industrialized nations. Evidence from our own
work (e.g., Waight and Abd-El-Khalick 2011), as well as Yerrick et al. (2018), indicates a constant interplay with aspects of culture and organization. We believe that
identifying this gray matter of incompatibilities will be more useful in “fixing” and
transforming how we teach with technologies. Our framework above is nuanced and
provides guidelines for a more holistic approach to science teaching and learning.

7.4

Recommendation for Researchers and Educators

Like with the case of any technology, a scientific technology (e.g., one that allows
three-dimensional visualization and manipulation of molecular arrangements of
proteins) would have been developed to serve a particular purpose (e.g., test the
compatibility of certain drugs with specific cell surface receptors), shaped by the
knowledge and technical expertise of those who developed the technology (funding
agency officers, programmers, scientists, etc.), and manifested its utility in a variety
of ways and contexts (e.g., basic research, pharmaceutical research, and beyond
originally envisioned possibilities). More importantly for our purposes, the very
development of scientific technologies and their successful implementations also
reflect the beliefs and values of broader societal agents and agencies (voting public,
scholars, media personnel, politicians, bureaucrats, etc.) in the beneficial returns of
their investment and trust in these technologies (e.g., drugs). The core message of
this chapter is rather straightforward: When technologies—many of which proved
incredibly useful in the practice of professional science and scientists—are introduced into classrooms (whether in original or modified renditions) for purposes of
improving science teaching and learning, due consideration should be given to the
“baggage” these technologies bring along. This baggage includes the specific purpose and context, knowledge and expertise of the specialized agents, and structures
and modes of organization underlying the institutions—financial, professional, and
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social—that ushered and nurtured the use and adoption of these technologies, complete with their underlying values and beliefs, their cultures.
A foremost implication for science educators and science education researchers
who are considering the adoption of such technologies in precollege science classrooms is to avoid thinking of a technology as artifact—even if this thinking extends
to understanding the inner workings and assumptions underlying the technical functioning of the technology. When thought of as inert or artifact, we have seen from
some of the literature explored in this chapter that less-than-desired outcomes of
implementation are blamed on the agents involved, including teachers, school technical support staff, and students, and/or less-than-adequate technological infrastructure available to a school, classroom, or teacher. There is no doubt that all these
factors matter. Examination of the four-stage model presented above shows that it
speaks to questions of technological infrastructure and support, teacher and student
knowledge, and facility with using the technology, among other things. The much-
needed shift is to think of technology as both artifact and process. In this latter
sense, technology takes a life of its own, which compelled us to favor the biological
and ecological analog used by Zhao and Frank (2003) to best illustrate what introduction of technologies into a classroom ecology might entail. This shift would
entail a shift in the kinds of research and practical questions we ask of less-than-
optimal implementations and outcomes of technologies that often seem to have
much promise to realize active, authentic science learning contexts in precollege
classrooms. The fault might not be with the technology or classroom agents: This
fault might lie with the interaction or incompatibility of those agents’ values and
beliefs and associated structures prevailing in their learning environment with the
values, beliefs, and structures of the people and organizations who created and seem
to have thrived in realizing the same technologies. Questions for research and practice at this nexus surely are more challenging but likely to advance the current
research agenda in this domain, as well as enhance chances of successful
implementation.
Another implication stems from answers to the abovementioned questions.
Specifically, instead of asking why a certain technology (be it Biology Workbench
or 3D simulations) failed to transform teaching and learning in a science classroom,
the more viable and prudent question would be the following: How should the technology be transformed in order to promote the sort of desired learning? What technological modifications and associated pedagogical transformations are needed to
ensure such success? As a case in point, the second author recalls a discussion with
the scientist who was the thrust behind the funding and development of BSW (which
outlaid a student-friendly skin on the original Biology Workbench, which was being
extensively and successfully used by biological researchers around the globe). The
scientist wanted to expose students to the larger world of scientific research and
associated possibilities by providing meaningful access to the Biology Workbench
database. We argued that compared to the structure and values of science classrooms at the time (using hardcopy static textbooks, rewarding student abilities to
respond to factual questions, teachers’ preference for structured learning environments), even a carefully selected slice of the Workbench would constitute a tremen-
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dous and larger world for high school students to explore. Eventually, BSW provided
students with access to the whole scientific database. We found that more than a
decade after substantial and sustained efforts to realize the potential of BSW that the
few remaining instantiations were highly structured, point-and-click fortes for students are the peripheries of Workbench.
Finally, it is crucial to stress that we too share the view that technologies have
incredible potential in elevating science teaching and learning in precollege classrooms. Nonetheless, we advocate for making the technology itself and its interactions with students’ and teachers’ values and beliefs (in addition to knowledge and
technical skills) an object for investigation in research, and for consideration in the
professional education of teachers, and the planning for technology design, adoption, and implementation. The four-stage framework presented above provides a
roadmap to initiate holistic examinations of, and planning for, adopting and realizing the promise of technologies in school science education.
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Chapter 8

Engineering Cognition: A Process
of Knowledge Acquisition and Application
Senay Purzer, Tamara J. Moore, and Emily Dringenberg

8.1

Introduction

The year 2020 is an important crossroad in engineering as part of a vision of engineering education for the new century articulated by the National Academy of
Engineering (2004). In fact, as we write this chapter for this book, the undergraduate institutions throughout the world have already admitted their graduates of 2020.
This vision for 2020 includes the education of engineers who have strong analytical
skills, practical ingenuity, creativity, communication skills, business acumen skills,
leadership with high ethical standards, and abilities for lifelong learning.
In establishing the context for recent reform efforts in engineering education, we
find that it is useful to address the rich and interesting history of the development of
engineering education, which has consistently been propelled by the need to meet
the demands of society. Here we focus on the historical developments in the United
States while acknowledging the rich history in other regions of the world especially
in primary and secondary education such as in Australia, Europe, New Zealand, and
Canada (for more details, see Lachapelle and Cunningham 2014; Corlu et al. 2017,
in Chap. 10).
Historically, the twentieth century has seen a number of reports (e.g., Grinter
1955; Mann 1918; Wickenden 1930; Hammond 1940), each evaluating and criticizing the focus of undergraduate engineering education on practical skills and
demanding the need for promoting basic sciences at the core of engineering
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e ducation (for more detailed information on these reports, see ASEE 2015). The
emphasis for engineers to be trained in theoretical coursework was also promoted
by the continued industrialization of the United States as well as the military needs
of both the Cold War and World War II. The most recent report, published in 2013,
on Transforming Undergraduate Education in Engineering (TUEE), continues to
emphasize the importance of learning the fundamentals of engineering science, an
opinion shared by a diverse range of stakeholders such as those from academia,
industry, as well as students and parents (NAE 2013).
In precollege or K-12 education, among the four subject areas covered under the
umbrella of STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) education,
much attention has historically focused on science and mathematics (Cajas 2001;
Sneider and Purzer 2014; Lachapelle and Cunningham 2014). It is with the publication of Engineering in K-12 Education by the National Academy of Engineering
that researchers and policy makers started to talk more explicitly about engineering
in precollege education (NRC 2012; Purzer et al. 2014b). Especially, engineering
has become a topic of heightened interest through the publication of A Framework
for K-12 Science Education (NRC 2012) followed by the Next Generation Science
Standards (Achieve 2013). In these reports, engineering provides new opportunities
for improving science education and the development of twenty-first century skills
(Purzer et al. 2014a). In fact, engineering is not only the sole goal as argued in previous policy discourse (NAE 2009) but also the integrator of knowledge among other
STEM disciplines (NAE and NRC 2014).
It is also important to discuss the evolution of engineering education research as
part of the historical developments in engineering education. In the last 15 years,
engineering education research has experienced significant developments with the
publication of a specific report in the Journal of Engineering Education (Streveler
and Smith 2006; Adams et al. 2006). Among one of the key disciplinary-based
research communities, engineering education researchers focus on five broad
research areas: (1) engineering epistemologies, (2) engineering learning mechanisms, (3) engineering learning systems, (4) policy including diversity and inclusiveness in engineering, and (5) engineering assessment. Engineering education
researchers explore research questions impacting a broad range of learners from
early childhood and K-12 education to undergraduate and graduate education to
practices in the workplace.
These relatively recent developments in policy, education, and research provide
an opportunity for a deeper understanding of engineering cognition and new
research directions, which this chapter attempts to address.

8.2

What Is Engineering?

A popular definition of engineering is often described as a means to distinguish
engineering from basic sciences stating that engineering is the application of natural
sciences and mathematics to practical solutions. Expanding this definition slightly,
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the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology defines engineering as
“the profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical and natural sciences,
gained by study, experience, and practice, is applied with judgment to develop ways
to utilize, economically, the materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind” (ABET 1998). In alignment with these definitions, the modern engineering
education system in the United States reflects the idea that engineering is founded
on theoretical concepts from engineering science and mathematics. Yet, these definitions are too simple and incomplete. In addition, the emphasis on theoretical foundations is often criticized, pointing out the need for students to prepare for
engineering practices they will engage in after graduation (Sheppard et al. 2008).
Antonio Dias de Figueiredo presents a more nuanced description of engineering
knowledge with four dimensions representing various roles of the engineer: engineer as scientist (basic sciences), engineer as sociologist (social sciences), engineer
as designer (design), and engineer as doer (practical realization) ( Figueiredo 2008).
In alignment with Figueiredo’s description of engineering, Radcliffe (2015) states
that engineering problems take root in complex sociopolitical contexts and hence
require solutions that depend upon a nuanced, deep understanding of social sciences
and humanities. Radcliffe argues for a perspective embracing two STEMs, the traditionally defined STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics), and
coins the term the contemporary STEM (social sciences, the arts, education, and the
humanities). Knowledge of the contemporary STEM, Radcliffe argues, is as critical
as the traditional STEM (technical knowledge) if students are to learn to proficiently
define and formulate, let alone solve, wicked real-world problems.
Interestingly, in the 1860s, the emphasis of engineering education was on practical skill development rather than engineering sciences. In the United States, the
number of engineering schools has increased drastically since 1862 (Sheppard et al.
2008). This surge for engineering schools was motivated by the passing of the
Morrill Land Grant Act, which allowed states to donate public lands to establish
universities with a focus on agriculture and mechanic arts. These pioneering schools
of engineering emphasized practical skills such as operating machinery. Today we
see the premises of the historical practices as reflections of two tensions. The first
tension is between valuing knowledge acquisition over knowledge application,
assuming that acquired knowledge is easy to apply to real-world problems. The
second tension is between emphasizing knowledge application and knowledge
acquisition with the assumption that deducing new knowledge from practical experiences is a straightforward process. Solving engineering problems, however, deals
with both and requires going back and forth between acquiring knowledge and
applying knowledge. Our model of engineering cognition reflects this cohesive perspective with a combination and integration of the teaching of the theoretical underpinnings and engineering sciences with the teaching of practical experiences. This
suggests a curricular shift from well-defined problems with single correct solutions
to solving problems with real-world implications. Even the TUEE report includes a
recommendation to “review and update the curriculum with current and emerging
industrial practice in mind, and … to teach and demonstrate the fundamentals in the
context of engineering design and real-world examples” (NAE 2013, p. 13). In fact,
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real-world problems are wicked and ill defined, as Loui (2016) states, “Engineering
is the art of designing imperfect solutions to meet incomplete specifications by
applying unrealistic theories to produce incomprehensible calculations that use
inaccurate data based on imprecise measurements.”

8.2.1

Clarification of Terms Common to Engineering

Educators and researchers in engineering education commonly use terms such as
design, design process, design inquiry, and design practices. Similarly, in science
education, the terms inquiry, scientific process, scientific inquiry, and science practices are used commonly. However, the term “design” should not be thought as
limited to engineering, neither the term “inquiry” as limited to science.
Design is a ubiquitous problem-solving activity performed by individuals in
various fields and across diverse disciplines such as industrial design, software
design, architecture, dance choreography, clothing design, and engineering (Adams
et al. 2016; Daly et al. 2012). Designs in these diverse fields have common aspects
but also distinctly different goals that reflect the designer’s disciplinary focus
(Purzer and Fila 2014). Hence, researchers should recognize that not all design is
engineering design and yet much can be learned from the broader body of research
on design cognition that STEM education researchers can build on.
Similarly, in science education, “inquiry” is a commonly used term. “Inquiry” in
the science education community is often implied to refer to scientific inquiry; however, there is a broader meaning of the term inquiry, which applies to many diverse
fields beyond natural sciences. In a recent article, Purzer et al. (2015) included a
disclaimer that the two terms, design and inquiry, have specific meanings in K-12
STEM education. They argue that design, with a set of strategies, is itself an inquiry.
Yet, the terms inquiry and design have specialized meanings in STEM education.
While design researchers in engineering education agree that design is an aspect of
engineering cognition that distinguishes it from science and mathematics (de
Figueiredo 2008; Atman et al. 2007; Sheppard et al. 2008; Daly et al. 2012), we
invite researchers to carefully use these terms in their specific meanings (engineering design and scientific inquiry) or in their general meanings (design and inquiry),
to avoid confusions.

8.2.2

Three Perspectives on Engineering Design

Engineering design can be described in diverse ways: as a problem type, through the
strategies used by designers, and as a type of cognitive activity. As shown in Fig. 8.1,
these diverse ways of describing design are not mutually exclusive, but rather, represent the complexity of design cognition. In this chapter, we discuss multiple
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Design is ill-defined problem solving

Design is a set of strategies
Design is abductive reasoning

Fig. 8.1 Three perspectives on engineering design

p erspectives of engineering design rather than a single definition to emphasize the
diverse, multifaceted views of design similar to the argument Erduran and Dagher
(2014) make about the nature of science.
In a broad sense, engineering design is a type of ill-defined and ill-structured
problem solving (Jonassen 2000). Another way of thinking about design is as a set
of strategies used to solve problems. Through a meta-literature review, Crismond
and Adams (2012) identified nine strategies critical to teaching design. Several of
these strategies include delaying decisions to deeply understand the challenge, conducting experiments and gathering information to build knowledge about the system and existing solutions, using multiple representations to explore and investigate
design ideas, and iterating in a managed way via feedback with the goal of improving solutions. While there are numerous different design process models that typically represent a cycle (scope problem, generate ideas, test ideas, communicate
ideas, etc.), these models lean on a set of common design strategies. Design process
models guide designers about “how” with specific actions that are linear, cyclic, or
iterative (e.g., testing design ideas after building prototypes). Design strategies,
however, address higher-level behaviors while tackling the question of “why” (e.g.,
conducting experiments and gathering information to build knowledge about the
system and existing solutions).
When considered as a cognitive activity, more contemporary studies argue design
as a form of abductive reasoning, which is a form of reasoning where parsimonious
explanations are formed from observations (Peirce 1932; Dong et al. 2014).
Abductive reasoning allows designer to approach a problem despite limited information and resources (Roozenburg 1993). To understand engineering design thinking, we can look at these three aspects broadly, separately, or as a whole.
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Engineering Design as Ill-Defined Problem Solving

The broadest form of thinking about engineering design is defining design as ill-
defined and ill-structured problem solving. Engineers are often required to develop
a solution to problems with incomplete information (Gainsburg 2006). Additionally,
engineering practice includes problems with multiple subgoals that are often
implicit to be considered alongside the main problem stated explicitly (Jonassen
et al. 2006).
Engineering design carries many similarities with other types of problems with
an explicit problem to be solved followed by a set of procedures. However, engineering design problems also differ from others in some distinct ways. First, the
nature of design problems and design solutions are unique in that they lack information and involve nontechnical constraints (e.g., social, political) (Goel and Pirolli
1992). Hence, engineering design problems require a deep understanding of the
problem context and efforts to scope and clarify the underlying issues that often are
not evident in a given problem statement. Hence informed designers spend a great
deal of time trying to understand the problem before producing new solutions
(Atman et al. 2005; Crismond and Adams 2012).
Second, there is rarely a single best solution to an engineering problem because
engineering problems lie within social contexts and inherently have competing variables, such as constraints of money and time or criteria that are subjective (Frezza
et al. 2013; Hatchuel and Weil 2003; Zannier et al. 2007). According to Frezza et al.
(2013), solutions should be timely and sufficiently complete – that is, the solutions
should be “good enough” to address the multiple needs of the client and end users.
Further, a solution that works in one context may not be viable or feasible in another.
Frezza and colleagues further state, it “is not the one single, best right answer, that
comprises good engineering. Rather the best engineering answer(s) are judged
pragmatically, and routinely involve social context (e.g., a company or a customer)”
(Frezza et al. 2013, p. 6).
8.2.2.2

Engineering Design as a Set of Strategies

There is a set of design strategies agreed upon by design researchers to differentiate
informed designers, novices, and experts (Crismond and Adams 2012). This set of
common strategies focuses design as an interdisciplinary but coherent activity
beyond ill-defined problem solving, which is broadly defined (Lawson 2006). A
critical component of expertise development is an understanding of design language
and the informed design strategies as well as the utilization of these strategies (Cross
1982, 2001).
Within the engineering design literature, prior studies have focused on four areas
of research: (1) comparison of expert and novice behaviors involving short problem-
solving tasks (Atman et al. 2005), (2) longitudinal studies that examine progressions of student learning and engagement during design tasks (Purzer et al. 2011b),
(3) classroom studies that examine science learning through design (Apedoe et al.
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2008; Hmelo et al. 2000; Kolodner 2002; Kolodner et al. 2003; Mehalik et al. 2008;
Schnittka and Bell 2011), and (4) case studies that follow few students over a long
period of time (Kittleson and Southerland 2004; Purzer 2011; Tonso 2007). There
are also an emerging number of studies that look at the effects of learning environments, instruction, and project type on the quality of student design outcomes. The
literature related to the former two areas agrees that students face challenges in
certain areas of design such as problem definition and information gathering. The
next two areas of literature highlight aspects of curriculum, teaching practices, or
student team interactions that support or hinder student learning.
One way we can distinguish learners and educators with deep understanding of
informed design is by identifying if they explain or think about design as a set of
discrete steps followed step by step to solve a problem or in more nuanced, iterative
ways. Thinking about design merely as a series of steps is faulty and misleading. In
order to inform the teaching and learning process, it is important to gain an understanding of the underlying cognitive processes when solving engineering design
problems. For example, we can differentiate informed designers from those who are
new to design by observing how they interpret different design process diagrams or
models (Purzer et al. 2011a).
Dubberly’s (2004) compendium of design models presents 26 different design
models. To a novice designer or educator, the sheer abundance of models would be
overwhelming. However, an expert would recognize the underlying and common
structure of these design process models to be coherent while acknowledging different conceptualizations of design to meet different fields of design. An expert would
recognize that all 26 different design models that Dubberly presents carry common
attributes with a set of strategies that start with a goal or a need, which is guided by
input from stakeholders, scoped iteratively, and ends with an outcome (a product, a
process, or a system).
In Fig. 8.2, we represent common features of engineering design process models
with a focus on key design strategies. This model starts with a goal and ends with an
outcome. The path to the desired outcome includes the use of design strategies such
as gathering various types of information and data (through experimentation or
studying the users), forming explanations (about relationships between design features and criteria), and macro- (revisiting problem statement during idea generation,
revisiting idea generation during detailed design) and micro-iterations (testing
retesting, re-generating additional ideas). This design model aligns with Lu’s (2014)
four drivers of design: problem driven, information driven, solution driven, and
knowledge driven.
Such a representation of engineering design must be accompanied with a model
such as Crismond and Adams’ (2012) informed design teaching and learning matrix
that articulates key behaviors: engaging in problem framing, doing background
research, balancing benefits and trade-offs, conducting valid tests and experiments,
and managed and iterative designing. These examples are just a select few from the
rich literature on design cognition. Finally, the iterative nature of design is necessary
to allow feedback and input to inform design process and decisions, an aspect of the
abductive reasoning process that we discuss in detail in the following section.
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Fig. 8.2 An engineering design process model focused on design strategies

8.2.2.3

Engineering Design as Abductive Reasoning

Earlier we discussed the role of problem scoping, information gathering, and experimenting as critical attributes of engineering design. Such generative form of reasoning distinguishes design thinking from other forms of cognition (Dong et al.
2014). Dorst (2011) argues that design cognition relies on abductive reasoning, in
addition to the deductive and inductive reasoning that are often used in scientific
discovery. Abductive reasoning is a form of discovery through logical reasoning
(Dong et al. 2014). This type of reasoning is needed as the designer develops a solution while also figuring out the working principles that explain the relationship
between design forms or features and the intended design criteria or functions (Kroll
and Koskela 2014).
Abductive reasoning is needed when the design problem has a clear value to be
reached (determined by the user or client), but the solution to be generated as well
as the working principle to guide the designer to the desired value are unknown
(Dorst 2011). In this sort of situation, which is closely associated with conceptual
design or idea generation, designers must “frame” the problem or identify themes of
the desired value in order to decide “how” their design can provide a solution that is
of sufficient value (Dorst 2011). However, the use of a “frame” to clarify the designer’s way of looking at a design problem is not sufficient to then determine a solution.
Rather, creative design requires the coevolution of the problem and the solution
(Dorst and Cross 2001; Dorst 2003).
With these three different but related definitions of engineering design, we highlight the diverse, multifaceted views of engineering and emphasize the need to show
its complexity as a cognitive activity. In the following section, we present a model
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Fig. 8.3 Engineering
cognition

for engineering cognition that carries this complexity with an ongoing iteration
between acquiring knowledge and applying knowledge to lead to producing new
knowledge.

8.3

Our Definition of Engineering Cognition

Engineering is often a reaction to a novel problem, a novel context, a novel set of
users, or combination of these factors. Engineering cognition is the thinking that is
required to generate, synthesize, and utilize knowledge necessary to arrive at a viable solution. Engineering cognition emerges through the interaction between knowledge acquisition and knowledge application resulting in the production of a set of
problem-specific knowledge vital to shaping a design solution. However, these
ways of thinking are not necessarily distinct. Figure 8.3 is a graphical representation
of our general model for engineering design cognition. This cognition takes place
within a specific context to ensure the solution meets the needs and wants of users.

8.3.1

Knowledge Acquisition Within Engineering Cognition

Engineering design problems are often nebulous, necessitating the designer to
acquire new knowledge in order to generate a reasonable solution to the problem at
hand. By focusing on the need to acquire new knowledge, solving engineering
design problems requires and promotes information literacy (Fosmire and Radcliffe
2013). A notable number of studies associated with design education focus on learning environments that support learning new knowledge through engineering design
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experiences. The focus of new knowledge, in these studies, is often the learning of
science or mathematical concepts through design. These studies that use engineering design as a pedagogical approach have shown evidence of learning through
design (Kolodner et al. 1998; Fortus et al. 2004; Svarovsky and Shaffer 2007;
Apedoe et al. 2008; Wendell and Lee 2010). An example of knowledge acquisition
is a student recognizing ways sound travels in different mediums by designing a
musical instrument. However, simply engaging in design is not sufficient because
knowledge acquisition through engineering design does not occur if there is no
explicit discussion of content that students are expected to acquire (Crismond 2001;
Walkington et al. 2014).

8.3.2

Knowledge Application Within Design Cognition

The assumed purpose of the knowledge that students gather during the problem-
scoping portion of their engineering design process is to be applied to the problem
in an effort to generate solutions. Transfer of learning becomes evident when learning in one context affects a related performance in another context (Perkins and
Salomon 1992). This is one of the most fundamental ideas of formal education, as
we intend for the learning that occurs in the classroom to be used later in a meaningful way to solve ill-defined and ill-structured problems. Engineering education at
the university level often expects students to transfer (apply) their knowledge of
mathematics and science to solve engineering problems (Froyd and Ohland 2005).
An example of knowledge application is a student selecting a specific type of material for sound dampening based on his or her prior knowledge on acoustics and ways
sound travels in different mediums.
Knowledge application within design can refer to a range of applications of prior
knowledge. On one hand, application may simply be using a previous concept, tool,
or procedure in a similar way in a new context. On the other hand, transfer can refer
to the learners’ ability to see a design problem as one that is structurally similar to
previous experiences and bringing to bear relevant knowledge and experiences in
developing a solution to the problem. Calls for this higher level of transfer are prevalent throughout the literature. Application of knowledge, especially, becomes
apparent during idea generation as students generate ideas and make associations
based on their prior knowledge.
Our model connects knowledge acquisition with knowledge application with two
double-headed arrows (see Fig. 8.3). This is in an attempt to acknowledge that the
boundaries between acquiring new knowledge and applying that knowledge in a
productive manner are not easily distinguished. In addition, this process is iterative
and ongoing throughout the engineering design process facilitated by the need to
balance design benefits and trade-offs (Purzer et al. 2015). It is the repeated
interaction of these two pieces that eventually leads to the production of new and
synthesized knowledge as well as an adequate design solution.
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Knowledge Production

Knowledge production occurs as a result of the ongoing iteration between knowledge acquisition and application which results in a deeper understanding of the
problem context and the performance of a variety of design features. Design, at its
core, necessitates the process of knowledge production essential in managing ambiguity, novelty, and complexity of engineering problems. Knowledge production can
be reinforced and inhibited by aspects of design problems students are presented
with. Effective design problems or challenges require (1) the exploration of the
problem context and the user of the solutions to be produced, (2) data gathering that
enables the exploration of design features in relationship to design constraints and
criteria, and (3) balancing benefits and trade-offs.

8.3.4

Design or Problem Context

Finally, the outer frame encompassing the pieces of our model for engineering cognition is the design context, which the designer explores broadly first as part of
problem scoping. We would argue that a design problem does not really require
engineering design cognition if there is not a specific design context that frames the
problem and informs the designer of how their design solution will meet the needs
of the eventual user. We acknowledge that the separation is artificial – it is impossible to delineate exact moments where engineering designers switch from applying
some prior knowledge to acquiring relevant knowledge needed to produce a design
solution, but we have done so to emphasize the importance of both parts of engineering cognition.
As a concrete example to illustrate the meaning of this model, when students are
asked to design an energy-efficient building, we would expect them to start their
design process by asking a set of questions about the problem context (Where will
this building be located? What/who will this building be used for? What are the
budget constraints?) and about the underlying scientific or design principles (How
does the size of a roof impact energy efficiency? Where would the best locations be
for windows?). All of these questions represent the start of knowledge acquisition.
At the same time, these questions can be influenced by the application of students’
prior knowledge or experience with a related problem. The answers to these initial
questions can then turn into knowledge application as the student is reviewing the
performance of a solution and making revisions by modifying the roof or changing
the location of a window. In design settings, however, these two (knowledge acquisition and knowledge application) often occur simultaneously due to the need to
balance design benefits and trade-off that reflect attempts to meet multiple criteria
and constraints at once. The student may know or learn that the U-values (a measure
of thermal transmittance) of windows are higher than walls and hence might design
an energy-efficient and low-cost building with very small or no windows. By doing
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so, however, the design will lose its curb appeal, a potential user need. In such
design situations, students must make key decisions about the relative importance of
design criteria (knowingly or unknowingly) when to seek out new knowledge and
when to apply knowledge.

8.4

 oward a Cohesive View of Engineering Cognition
T
in Teaching and Learning

Having proposed our model of engineering design cognition, we would like to provide some of the implications in terms of teaching and learning to inform both the
precollege and undergraduate levels of engineering education. We provide a discussion of the ways that existing curriculum models may not measure up to the cognition required for engineering practice, provide some recommendations for designing
tasks to promote engineering design cognition, and say a word on what this means
in terms of classroom assessment. One may argue our cognition model is too complex for undergraduate students, let alone K-12 students. Yet, we challenge educators toward a cohesive view of engineering education.
We encourage educators to start by evaluating the learning experiences that they
create for their students based on how and where these learning experiences account
for specific aspects of our model. This suggests asking questions such as: Are students required to understand a design context? Are there opportunities for students
to interact with end users, understand their needs? Is there sufficient time for students to iteratively acquire and apply knowledge to create a unique design
solution?
While we argue that engineering cognition occurs through ongoing connections
between knowledge acquisition and application, often teaching practices fall short
when the components of engineering cognition, design to apply knowledge or
acquire knowledge, are taught or experienced in a distinct manner. These practices,
common in the classroom, limit effective formation of engineering thinking.
Traditionally, undergraduate engineering programs tend to treat this relationship
between acquiring knowledge and applying knowledge as a linear transition. The
opportunities for working on ill-defined and ill-structured problems are most frequently offered to students in the latter half of their studies often through capstone
design (Stevens et al. 2008). Students move from well-defined problem solving and
analogous transfer on problems that demonstrate theoretical scientific concepts to
design projects that require an extensive consideration of the design context.
However, this approach rests on the expectation that students will be able to determine and apply relevant knowledge from their prior education and also assumes
students retained said knowledge from prior instruction. In addition, this transition
can become a source of discomfort and frustration for students (Stevens et al. 2008),
who have limited opportunities to both acquire and apply their knowledge toward
solving engineering design problems. Learners’ approaches to solving well-defined,
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puzzle-like problems (Simon 1978) differ from their approaches to solving complex
problems without a single solution (Jonassen et al. 2006). Consideration of the type
of problem being solved is relevant as evidence suggests that different cognitive
processes and skills are needed when dealing with different kinds of problems
(Schraw et al. 1995; Shin et al. 2003).
A similar pattern separating the two components of engineering cognition is also
common in K-12 classrooms. Design for knowledge acquisition is an approach
common to integrated STEM and design-based science. While these approaches
target specific science and mathematics concepts, the contextual factors that are
essential for engineering can be left out due to lack of time or for the sake of promoting science learning. This model may also not account for prior knowledge that
inevitably bias or inform students’ design decisions (Goldstein et al. 2016).
Similar to how experts solve problems within their domain with extensive tacit
knowledge and prior experiences (Chi et al. 1982), student experiences can be
designed around their prior knowledge and experiences. These experiences can be
formed with an understanding of Jonassen’s (2000) categorization of problem types
depending on factors such as the inputs, success criteria, context, amount of structure or constraints, and abstractness of the problem. The exploration of the problem
context is especially pertinent to design problems as there are no universal best
solutions and the quality of a solution depends on how it meets the contextual
factors.
We caution about teaching engineering through two discrete approaches to learning; that is, teach all of the background knowledge that may be needed to address
the engineering challenge and then present the engineering challenge as an end of
unit activity or a capstone project. We call this the content transfer approach.
Another approach is the process transfer, where students engage in multiple design
challenges with opportunities to practice design in multiple contexts. We urge educators to check the assumptions associated with these approaches such as that students can transfer content learned in one context to another and can transfer process
skills or informed design practices across different problems. Table 8.1 presents the
pros and cons of each approach when engineering design is used to address one part
of the framework.

8.4.1

Normative and Nonnormative Views About Engineering
Design

Engineering design can be represented in ways that are aligned or misaligned with
the engineering cognition we argue for. Often educators explain or think about
design process as a set of steps followed to solve a problem. Thinking of design as
a series of steps is misleading and would lead to misconceptions. Engineering
design challenges used in the classroom, especially at K-12, often miss the point of
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Table 8.1 Comparison of fragmented approaches to engineering education
Perspective
Design for
knowledge
application

Design for
knowledge
acquisition

Pros
Students engage in the
application of their prior
understanding of science
and mathematics concepts
while working on a design
project
Students acquire science
and mathematics concepts
while solving structured
engineering challenges

Cons
This rests on the expectation that students will
be able to determine and apply relevant
knowledge from their prior education and also
assumes that students retained the said
knowledge from prior instruction
The challenges need to be structured to elicit
target learning objectives, and hence the
contextual factors that are essential for
engineering tend to get left out for lack of time
and the sake of promoting science learning. This
model may also not account for prior knowledge
that inevitably influence students’ design
decisions

ill-nature of design by front-loading all necessary information including materials,
constraints, and background information. Design problems require the designer to
“discover” the problem and the continuous evolution of problem definition along
with solution development.
Jonassen (2000) provides a broad definition of design problems as ill structured
and situated in a context, which is in alignment with the literature in engineering
design cognition. However, his examples such as making a paper airplane emphasize the need to produce an artifact. It is important to note that while engineering
design problems can include artifacts, many engineering problems require the
design of a process or a system. In fact, system and process design are prevalent in
chemical engineering, civil engineering, and industrial engineering. The focus on
artifact design also reinforces the emphasis on the functionality of the final prototype. Whether a solution is a process or a product, prototypes are necessary for
communicating or testing solutions, but not as a means to design. The emphasis
should be on explaining and justifying how design features represented in a prototype are linked to design performance. Educators in any opportunity as they can
should highlight that:
1. Engineering design can result in solutions that describe a process or a system
(e.g., wastewater treatment process, city transportation system), not just artifacts
or products.
2. Design problems are ill defined requiring the designer to “discover” the problem
while generating solutions.
3. Prototypes are necessary for communicating or testing solutions, not as a means
to design.
4. Engineering requires justifications with evidence, how design features are linked
to design criteria including the trade-offs made by the designers.
Finally, students need multiple opportunities to experience the diverse facts of
engineering design and develop abilities to transfer competencies across these proj-
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Table 8.2 Normative and nonnormative views of design and approaches to design education
Nonnormative views and
approaches
Presentation of design process as
a linear or cyclic process
(single-sided arrows, a numbered
process, etc.)
Front-loading all necessary
information including materials,
constraints, and background
information
Imagining the only design
outcome to be a product
Putting too much emphasis on
the functionality of the final
prototype

Normative views and approaches
Presentation of design as an iterative process illustrated
with double-sided arrows, arrows that revisit previous
stages, etc.
Design problems are ill defined requiring the designer to
“discover” the problem

Engineering design can result in solutions that describe a
process or a system (e.g., wastewater treatment process, city
transportation system)
Prototypes are necessary for communicating or testing
solutions, not as a means to design. The emphasis should be
on justifications, how design features are linked to design
criteria including the trade-offs made by the designers

ects. Students who are learning to design will consider design in terms of their
specific experiences (Brown et al. 1989). If their first introduction to design is within
a project that engages them in designing a cardboard table, they will tend to think
about design within that context and as a process that ends in a physical object.
During a second design project, when they are asked to design a process for sorting
recyclables, they would be exploring design of a process or a system. As students
continue to participate in other engineering design problems that have a wide variety of end goals, they will come to see the nature of engineering design rather than
just the processes that were required in each of their separate experiences. Table 8.2
presents various views – both normative and nonnormative – of design and
approaches to design education.
Table 8.3 presented a classic design-build challenge, the egg drop used in K-12
classrooms (Purzer et al. 2013), to illustrate what we would consider weak and
strong elements of the task with respect to engaging engineering design cognition.
The tasks reported out in Table 8.3 are meant to be very short explanations and
illustrations of tasks related to an egg-drop challenge, not implementable curriculum. We discuss variations on a classic design-build challenge by comparing the
context in which the design challenge is set in place, the extent to which explanations
from data are encouraged, and whether the practices of design trade-offs are
expected.
We recommend that educators introduce the problem context upfront. Through
the problem-scoping activities, students should help in the identification of the
kinds of background knowledge they need in order to address the problem. Students
should engage in learning activities that provide that background, yet keep the engineering design challenge in mind as the context for their learning. When moving
into the iterative stages of solution generation, students should use the background
learning as well as results from their tests of their prototypes as evidence for their
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Table 8.3 Rethinking the traditional egg-drop challenge
Weaker task
Design a
solution to
protect an egg
dropped from
roof of building,
~10 ft high

Context

Building
explanations
from data

Build and test
up to three
iterations –
show your
design changes

Trade-off
decisions

Determine your
best design

Stronger task
Design a solution to safely
transport eggs from a farm to
a local, natural grocer.
(Appropriate tests and
simulations of the effects of
this transportation to be
determined by the students
and teacher collaboratively)
Conduct research and
experiment or analyze existing
data in order to explain the
relationships between specific
design features and
performances of prototypes
Create a systematic way of
determining the optimal
solution (e.g., a solution that is
effective in protecting the eggs
and low cost)

Reasoning
The task should require
students to consider a
real-world context and the
needs of the users. The task
should also introduce the
possibility of competing
criteria
Students should make their
design cognition explicit
by writing explanations
(their knowledge
production)
Students should synthesize
the produced knowledge to
make trade-off decisions.
Students should also be
asked to articulate any
ethical or unintended
consequences a new
solution might create

design decisions. The integration of the engineering with the background knowledge is imperative for the learning gains desired through implementing engineering
in the classroom.

8.4.2

Assessment and Engineering Design

Embracing our model for engineering cognition has implications for assessment.
The National Academy of Engineering published a report, Tech Tally, that included
reviews of 28 assessment instruments including multiple-choice tests and
performance-based activities intended to measure aspects of design and problem-
solving ability (NAE and NRC 2006). Modes of assessment traditional within
undergraduate engineering and K-12 education, such as multiple-choice tests, are
unable to assess the aspect of design cognition that requires knowledge acquisition
and application, which are a crucial part of developing engineering design cognition. As Bransford and Schwartz (1999) argue that assessment that is solely for
sequestered problem solving and cannot do justice to students’ ability to apply their
knowledge.
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Tech Tally highlights performance assessments used in the United Kingdom
where design has been a mandatory part of the precollege curriculum since the
1990s. The United Kingdom’s Assessment of Performance in Design and Technology
project includes a 90-min paper-and-pencil design task students are asked to solve.
The student work is then evaluated, with a rubric that focuses on design capabilities,
communication skills, and conceptual understanding of underlying concepts. Such
a focus on performance puts considerable weight on how students use their knowledge, whether they recognize when they are missing key information and how skillfully they gather new data. In the long term, computer-based simulation can be
useful in the assessment of such capability with examples of novel assessment
methods in large-scale or embedded forms. The Technology and Engineering
Literacy (TEL) assessment of the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NCES 2016) is a computer-based assessment administered to a national representative sample in the United States in 2014. Another body of literature focuses on
computer-supported embedded assessment systems using learning analytics built
on computer-aided design software with abilities to track student design actions in
the background as they design (Xie et al. 2014; Vieira et al. 2016).
While we have not discussed the social aspects of design in detail, we do not
wish to diminish the fact that design is a social endeavor. Assessment also takes a
different form when evaluating design work that is done in student teams rather than
individually. In such situations, educators struggle in identifying individual learning
outcomes and may rely on approaches such as peer assessment (Dutson et al. 1997).
Yet, peer assessments typically measure the social aspects of the learning process
rather than individual learning outcomes. Individual learning should be assessed
based on students’ ability to conduct experiments and explain meaningful relationships between design features and the performance of prototypes that guide their
design solution.
Finally, effective assessment prepares for future learning and guides students
toward competencies that cut across multiple projects such as the informed design
behaviors such as seeking and evaluating new, relevant information (Purzer and
Douglas in press). Hence, student assessment should reflect how well their performance aligns with the elements of informed design practices. The final design solutions should not be evaluated simply based on how they function but based on
students’ ability to justify the design criteria and constraints it was designed to meet
and the trade-offs students attempted to address.

8.5

Recommendations for Educators

While we define engineering cognition as the interaction and iteration between
acquiring knowledge and applying knowledge, engaging students in these cognitive
behaviors focusing on knowledge production is not a straightforward task. It is
essential that the design challenges students asked to formulate and solve are crafted
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in a way to allow opportunities to engage such cognition through problem scoping,
ideation, and explicit decision-making.
Real-world engineering problems involve a novel problem, a novel context, a
novel set of users, or a combination of these that necessitate knowledge production
at the heart of design. Such authentic experiences often refer to design projects in
engineering (Dym et al. 2005). Hence, effective design tasks should include at least
one of these aspects so that the solution generated is not conventional. Experts, for
example, spend a substantial amount of time in knowledge building activities, so an
engineering design task should provide opportunities to do so. In the classroom, this
type of problem scoping may look like presenting the student teams with a brief
problem statement or memo from a client that has the basic needs outlined but only
some of the criteria and constraints. Then throughout the design challenge, the students ask questions to the client multiple times to continue to understand the needs
and wants of the client and end users. Students need to develop abilities to scope and
formulate problems. It is important that they have opportunities to grapple with
defining the needs, constraints, and criteria rather than being provided with all of
them at the beginning of the challenge in a definitive manner.
Educators must keep in mind that the value of an engineer’s work lies in a timely,
sufficiently complete solution (Frezza et al. 2013). This focus on sufficiency as
opposed to a “global best solution” shifts the emphasis away from single-solution
thinking and toward evidence-based decisions. The social and ethical implications
of new solutions should also be discussed. Hence, classroom assessment practices
should be planned carefully so that judgments of student learning are not inaccurately based communication skills or whether a prototype fails. What is most critical
is to assess students’ ability to provide appropriate technical and contextual evidence in support of their design solutions. Furthermore, uses of effective pedagogies, that clearly promote argumentation and evidence-based reasoning during the
justification of design decisions, help students make this knowledge production
explicit.
Given these recommendations, we believe this chapter provides critical insights
for undergraduate and K-12 education in engineering, curriculum and assessment
development, and in-service and preservice teacher professional development.

8.6

Recommendations for Researchers

STEM education reform has long been informed by prior research on learning and
cognition in STEM fields which has traditionally focused on science and mathematics. As an integrative field, engineering education research has a unique position in
shaping the future of STEM education research. Future research should focus on
engineering design behaviors specifically focusing on the interaction between
knowledge acquisition and knowledge application in the context of engineering
design problems (e.g., Purzer et al. 2015). Such research must be informed by the
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rich body of literature on design cognition that are often not read or built on among
precollege STEM education researchers.
Future research should also examine educators’ teaching practices, pedagogical
content knowledge, and abilities to scaffold integrative learning. Research should
focus on the role of different types of design problems and its context in impacting
student learning. At the heart of understanding teacher practices as well as student
learning is understanding the impacts and uses of assessment in and outside the
classroom. Future research should examine teachers’ challenges when assessing
design learning (Hynes et al. 2014) and evaluate professional development strategies necessary for supporting effective assessment in the classroom.

8.7

Concluding Remarks

The road ahead in STEM education research is exciting. Similar to how engineering
creates a perfect environment for learning, engineering education opens doors to a
new era of research in STEM education. Our definition of engineering with multiple
dimensions representing abilities beyond sole application of science and mathematics aligns with Carberry and Baker’s (2018) call for broadening the definition of
engineering and engineering education in Chap. 10. We also present a history of the
US engineering education system complementing the history of the European perspective presented by Corlu and colleagues in Chap. 11. Our chapter agrees with
Crippen and Antonenko’s (2018) claim that problem solving is a learning activity in
Chap. 5; yet, we argue that knowledge building in itself is not sufficient for solving
engineering problems. Similar to Crawford and Capps in Chap. 2 of this book
(2018), we clarify common terms used in engineering to caution STEM educators
and researchers with various uses of terms in this interdisciplinary space.
Furthermore, we spell out common normative and nonnormative engineering practices in the classroom and argue that the assessment of integrated learning with
engineering requires a performance-based and competency-based approach.
As we define engineering cognition as a process of managing ambiguity and
complexity through recurring knowledge production, we also raise many questions
to be answered through research. Can the interplay between knowledge acquisition
and knowledge application be promoted with specific interventions such as by
introducing a set of trade-offs? How do students handle ambiguity and complexity?
How can teachers be prepared to help students synthesize and use information gathered during problem scoping? How do teachers approach classroom assessment
when teaching engineering? Many more questions need to be explored to help the
recent STEM reform efforts be effective and useful in the classroom. Research in
engineering cannot be based on silos of disciplinary research but rather through a
synthesis of historical and contemporary research in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education. This book is one example of efforts where researchers in all parts of STEM education are engaged.
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Chapter 9

Metacognition and Meta-assessment
in Engineering Education
Niva Wengrowicz, Yehudit Judy Dori, and Dov Dori

9.1

 etacognition, Meta-assessment, and Engineering
M
Education

Modern engineering education programs aim to enrich students with the necessary
knowledge, skills, and attitudes for becoming successful young engineers (Crawley
et al. 2011; National Science Foundation [NSF] 1998; Rugarcia et al. 2000). Johri
and Olds (2011) noted three distinguishing characteristics of engineering education:
use of representations or models, alignment with professional practices, and emphasis on design. De Graaff and Christensen (2004) claimed that active learning and
engineering education constitute a natural pair, so an engineer should be educated
to design and trained to construct solutions to problems in the real world. NSF
determined that engineering education should promote, among other things, teamwork, project-based learning (PBL), and close interaction with industry. The goal of
engineering education programs of such nature is to train students to be able to
conceive, design, implement, and operate complex value-added engineering
products, processes, and systems in modern, team-based environments. These

insights formed the basis for innovative educational frameworks aimed at producing
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the next generation of engineers, such as CDIO – conceive-design-implement-operate (Crawley et al. 2008), and for formulating the higher engineering education
standard by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET 2014).
This modern approach to engineering education emphasizes the importance of
active and hands-on learning, which exposes students to experiences that engineers
are likely to encounter during their professional lives. To enable these kinds of experiences, a typical engineering-oriented syllabus contains significant elements of
project-based learning (Dym et al. 2005; Lewis et al. 1998) and an outcome-based
assessment process (Olds et al. 2005).

9.1.1

Cognition, Metacognition, and Engineering Education

Cognition, metacognition, and motivational skills are key components of self-
regulated learning (SRL), a concept which refers to the ability of students to understand and control their learning environments. Learners improve their learning by
governing the interaction between cognitive, metacognitive, and motivational components (Herscovitz et al. 2012; Schunk and Zimmerman 2003).
Cognition is concerned with what students know and what they can do with this
knowledge. It includes skills necessary to encode, memorize, and recall information
(Schraw et al. 2006) or to apply and transfer knowledge from one context to another
(Dori and Sasson 2013). According to the taxonomy of Bloom and his followers
(Anderson et al. 2001), the classification of students’ cognitive performance and thinking skills includes six hierarchical cognitive levels: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and synthesizing or creating new knowledge. The last three
levels are considered higher-order thinking skills, as they involve problem solving, critical thinking, and presenting new ideas, and they usually have more than one correct
answer for a given problem (Resnick 1987; Zohar and Dori 2003). Developing students’
higher-order thinking skills requires teaching and learning methods that are significantly
different than those needed for remembering and understanding facts and concepts.
Metacognition includes skills that enable learners to understand and monitor
their cognitive processes. As Fig. 9.1 shows, metacognition is concerned with
knowledge of cognition – what students know about their knowledge – and regulation of cognition – what students can do with this knowledge to better control their
learning (Herscovitz et al. 2012; Vos and De Graaff 2004; Vrugt and Oort 2008).
Flavell and Wellman (1977), and following them also Cross and Paris (1988),
classified the metacognitive knowledge into three types: (1) declarative (or personal)
knowledge, which focuses on knowing one’s own learning skills, strategies, and factors that influence cognition performance; (2) procedural (or task) knowledge, which
refers to knowing how certain skills and strategies work and how they should be
applied to improve learning; and (3) conditional (or strategic) knowledge, which is
knowing why and when to apply the various skills and strategies to that end.1

The terms personal, task, and strategy knowledge of cognition were coined by Flavell and Wellman
(1977). Cross and Paris (1988) changed those terms to declarative, procedural, and conditional.

1
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Fig. 9.1 Metacognition
components (adapted from
Schraw et al. 2012;
Herscovitz et al. 2012)

Regulation of cognition refers to a set of skills, such as planning, monitoring, and
evaluation, which help learners control their learning. Planning involves the appropriate selection of strategies and allocation of resources. It includes goal setting,
activating relevant background knowledge, and budgeting time. Monitoring includes
self-testing skills that increase the awareness and comprehension of the task.
Through monitoring, learning can be controlled, as the learner considers how to
complete a task, and whether a selected strategy is working. Evaluation refers to
appraising the learning product and the efficiency of the learning process. When
students evaluate their learning, they may ask themselves what peers would think
about their work. If they were to carry out a similar learning activity, they might
consider planning differently and review their strategies in order to improve their
performance (Schraw et al. 2006; Vrugt and Oort 2008). Pintrich (1999) differentiated between regulation of cognition activities that help the students in planning
their use of cognitive strategies on the one hand and resource management activities
that assist students in managing and controlling their learning environment on the
other hand. Resource management encompasses regulating students’ time, effort,
study setting, and the use of help-seeking strategies to better achieve their needs and
goals.
The application of metacognition enables one to monitor and regulate the cognitive processes – to evaluate the current learning state and to plan and allocate limited
learning resources with optimal efficiency (Carr and Strobel 2012). Extending the
conceptual discussion on metacognition, Ford and Yore (2012) claimed that critical
thinking, metacognition, and reflection originated from and grew out of three
different education disciplines: philosophy, psychology, and progressive education,
respectively. Since each one of these three disciplines contains elements of the other
two, the authors proposed that convergence of metacognitive thinking with reflective and critical thinking can improve the overall level of one’s thinking.
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De Graaff and Christensen (2004) clarified that the goal of engineering education
is to provide a well-adapted learning environment, designed to encourage students
to develop their metacognitive skills, and that this goal is more important than trying
to compress large amounts of content knowledge into students’ heads. Knowledge
of cognition would allow students to improve how they learn and approach new
problems, while regulation of cognition may enable them to acquire the abilities to
plan and monitor their assignments. Both these qualities facilitate the attainment of
key professional engineering competencies.
Vos and De Graaff (2004) claimed that active learning tasks, such as working on
projects in engineering courses, not just require metacognitive knowledge and skills
but also encourage the development of the learners’ metacognition. Brodeur et al.
(2002) clarified that working on projects provides students with opportunities to
monitor their own learning and assess their own progress. Newell et al. (2004) suggested that taking a metacognitive approach while working on projects in teams
encourages students to become conscious of their team skills. Thus, metacognition
may be valuable for improving an individual’s relationship not only to her or his
own learning processes but also to the learning processes of others and to the collaborative learning process. Others found that metacognition plays important roles
in enhancing engineering teams’ performance, supporting students’ engagement in
the learning process, and helping students solve problems effectively (Brodeur et al.
2002; Carr and Strobel 2012; De Graaff and Christensen 2004; Lawanto 2009; Mills
and Treagust 2003; Newell et al. 2004; Schraw et al. 2006; Vos and De Graaff 2004).
Based on several decades of research literature, Lin (2001) concluded that there
are two basic approaches to developing students’ metacognitive skills: training in
strategy and designing supportive learning environments. There are also two kinds
of content that can be used while focusing on developing metacognitive skills:
domain-specific content and self-as-learner content.
Veenman (2012) pointed out three principles for the successful instruction of
metacognitive skills: (1) Metacognitive instruction should be embedded in the context of the task; (2) learners should be informed about the benefit of applying metacognitive skills; and (3) instruction and training should be repeated over time rather
than being a one time directive.
The first and third skills were integrated in the courses we describe in the sequel
of this chapter.
Vos and De Graaff (2004) claimed that creating innovative and active learning
curricula for engineering courses that are designed to develop students’ metacognitive skills differs from designing curricula for achieving only cognitive objectives.
They noted that there is no one good answer to the question of how to design a task
meant for developing one’s metacognition. Kuhn (2000) focused on the link between
metacognition and the development of the three higher order thinking skills – analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. She explained that higher order thinking involves
reflecting on what is known and how that knowledge can be verified, and these are
metacognitive processes. Vos and De Graaff (2004) suggested adopting some metacognitive principles as part of designing higher order thinking tasks.
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These principles might include self-examination to check understanding, finding
needed information independently, modeling reality, designing new products and
processes, developing alternative ways to solve a given problem, comparing alternatives, and choosing the optimal one. Several of these ideas can or should be applied
in systems engineering education and more specifically in model-based systems
engineering.
Newell and his colleagues (2004) added metacognitive principles related to
teaming skills, such as discussing with students the strengths and weaknesses of
each team member, possible sources of conflict, consideration of how different people process information, and ways to bridge differences in learning preferences.
The innovative curricula of the information systems engineering course and
model-based systems engineering course that we have investigated and present in
this chapter have adopted metacognitive principles in order to develop our students’
cognitive skills and content knowledge along with their metacognitive skills.

9.1.2

Project-Based Learning and Engineering Education

The term project is universally used in engineering practice as a unit of work, usually defined on the basis of the client (Mills and Treagust 2003). Project-based
learning (PBL) is a teaching and learning method focusing on developing a project
in order to engage students in sustained, cooperative investigation (Bransford and
Stein 1993). PBL combines academic knowledge with real-world applications and
is used in a number of domains, including engineering. The PBL approach is part of
progressive education and has been around for many years, tracing its origins back
to the work of Dewey (1934). PBL is related to the prevailing trend of the constructivist learning by doing approach, according to which learning occurs through participation in meaningful activities that are part of a community of practice (Johri
and Olds 2011).
The project serves as a means to make learning more meaningful than studying
the theory alone, and it is readily applicable to real-world problems. When carrying
out PBL, students can learn both content and thinking skills. Projects can be divided
into two main kinds: problem-oriented projects and design-oriented projects. In
problem-oriented projects, which focus on “know-why,” students solve theoretical
problems. In design-oriented projects, which focus on “know-how,” students design
and/or construct products. In both project kinds, students need to exercise
higher order thinking skills, such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of knowledge (Dym et al. 2005). Using higher order thinking skills in order to carry out a
project successfully requires also the application of metacognitive skills, such as
reflecting on what is known and how that knowledge can be verified (Kuhn 2000).
The benefits of learning through working on projects include enhanced student
participation in active and self-learning processes, improved communication skills,
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and promotion of critical thinking by enabling students to form original opinions
and express individual standpoints (Hadim and Esche 2002).
Both the information systems engineering and the model-based systems engineering courses included students’ projects and the assessment of those projects.
Students were asked to construct conceptual models using two leading conceptual
modeling languages that were taught in the two courses: Unified Modeling Language
(UML) and Object-Process Methodology (OPM).

9.1.3

 ssessment and Peer Assessment in Two Engineering
A
Courses

Assessment is defined as the process of collecting and gathering data or evidence
about the impact of education (Olds et al. 2005; Orem 2012; Ory 1992). Assessment
of students’ outcomes related to a learning unit can be divided into two major types:
formative and summative. Formative assessment is conducted during the learning
process in order to improve learning and expand success (Popham 2004; Topping
1998). Such assessment is intended to help students develop their knowledge,
higher order thinking skills, and other personal and professional skills (Boud 1990;
Brown and Knight 1994; Dori 2003; Topping 1998). Summative assessment is conducted at the end of the learning unit in order to make evaluation – judgments or
decisions about the level of attained achievements and often determination of individual students’ success or failure in demonstrating mastery of knowledge of the
studied content matter (Orem 2012; Topping 1998). At higher levels, students’
assessment is commonly applied to measure and evaluate their cognitive and metacognitive quality of performance and thinking skills by examining their learning
outcomes.
Undergraduate engineering PBL courses in general, and mandatory courses with
a large amount of participants in particular, are challenging. The challenge arises
due to the fact that unlike large lecture-hall classes with hundreds of passive listening students, PBL courses require engaging a large body of students in performing
different projects in small teams, advising each team, monitoring teams’ progress in
a formative assessment mode, and measuring their performance in a summative
assessment mode.
Effective and efficient assessment and evaluation of students’ content knowledge
and their level of thinking skills, as reflected in projects they carry out in such
courses, call for creative approaches to cope with the need to devote significant
amounts of time and attention to keeping track of, guiding, monitoring, and finally
evaluating a large number of different projects at both the team and the individual
levels. In our large-scale PBL course, each project required the students to conceptually model a real complex Web-based system in two different modeling languages,
each producing a set of some dozen diagrams. The challenge is even bigger when
one considers the need to combine the performance of the project team as a whole
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on the one hand and the individual’s contributions to the project and her/his personal
learning outcomes on the other hand. Key to overcoming this challenge is the incorporation of peer assessment for team performance and meta-assessment for individual performance as integral parts of the course.
Peer assessment has been defined as an arrangement in which individuals consider the amount, level, value, worth, quality, or success of the products or outcomes
of learning of peers of similar status (Topping 1998). This is a formative assessment
method, in which students evaluate each other’s work. Peer assessment is a reflective learning activity, which increases the students’ time on task and can help them
consolidate, reinforce, and deepen their understanding by letting them experience
reviewing, summarizing, clarifying, giving feedback, diagnosing misconceived
knowledge, and identifying missing knowledge. Peer assessment might help students develop higher-order thinking and improve their metacognitive skills (Bedford
and Legg 2007; Kollar and Fischer 2010; Topping 1998).
The peer assessment categories and their related criteria are defined in advance
and should conform to the task requirements. Using peer assessment for evaluating
peer projects presents some obstacles, such as imposing on students to assess their
peers’ projects. Indeed, researchers found that students in large courses in Hong
Kong avoided grading each other in assessment activities (Liu and Carless 2006). To
address the challenge of students’ reluctance to rate each other, we added to peer
assessment the student-oriented meta-assessment element – the element described
below, in which the course team grades the quality of the students’ peer assessment.

9.1.4

Meta-assessment in the Two Engineering Courses

Meta-assessment, i.e., assessment of assessment, is a technique for systematic evaluation of the assessment process itself (Orem 2012). Although several educational
institutes use meta-assessment, it has not received sufficient attention in the literature (Fulcher et al. 2012). Examining the current literature in which this term is
discussed, we found that meta-assessment has two different interpretations or meanings. The first is going beyond assessment – a formative assessment approach for
examining the elements of assessment, the necessary and sufficient conditions for
effective assessment, and the needs and implications of the assessment on stakeholders (McDonald 2010). We call this meta-assessment type assessment-oriented
meta-assessment. The second meaning relates to formative assessment of organizational assessment practices, which can help institutions explain and improve the
quality of assessment of a school, a university, a department, or a curriculum of
some program (Fulcher and Good 2013). We call this meta-assessment type
organization-oriented meta-assessment. In this research, we define and apply a
third type of meta-assessment, which relates to assessment of students’ assessment
by their teachers. We call this meta-assessment type student-oriented meta-
assessment. The focal point of student-oriented meta-assessment, employed in this
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study, is the assessment of how students assess their peers’ conceptual models presented in their team projects.
Assessment in its various forms in our course had three objectives: (1) to endow
the students with higher order thinking and metacognitive skills by assessing others’
work after submitting their teams’ work, (2) to enable assessment of a large amount
of projects without the need of the course team to spend a lot of time on reading all
the projects thoroughly, and (3) to evaluate and grade the quality of each student’s
arguments in the peer assessment, as reflected in her/his grading explanation and
models comprehension. The last objective was achieved by the student-oriented
meta-assessment – assessment carried out by the course teaching team, in which we
assessed the quality of students’ individual peer assessment.
We classify the peer assessment in the course as formative assessment, since it
has provided us with three significant benefits that make our educational approach
to teaching large-scale PBL courses viable, feasible, and valuable. First, students
learn to assess and evaluate works of others. These are important cognitive and
metacognitive skills they will need to apply frequently as engineering professionals
in general and as information and systems engineers in particular. Second, having
students assess their peers’ projects frees precious course teaching team time, which
is better devoted to mentoring the teams throughout the semester. Third, since the
peer assessment is individual, the meta-assessment can be individual too. This
solves the part of the puzzle that called for combining the team performance assessment with that of the individual. The meta-assessment goes a step beyond peer
assessment. It makes the overall individual assessment more robust by using the
peer team assessment as the basis for the individual meta-assessment.

9.2

Conceptual Modeling

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE), used in the courses described in this
chapter, is an emerging approach to coping with the complexity of current and
future systems. Conceptual models represent visually and/or textually human
thoughts, ideas, designs, and purposes. MBSE is a necessary tool for coherent thinking, sharing ideas, providing common ground for communication, designing projects, and solving problems jointly. Conceptual modeling helps understand a complex
problem and its potential solutions through abstraction and is therefore an important
component in systems engineering. MBSE facilitates the construction and communication of complex systems (Thomas 2004), as it provides means for coordination
and caters to common understanding among colleagues and customers.
Evaluating the quality of a conceptual model is a major issue that professionals
in the field of systems engineering tackle (Akoka et al. 2008). Beside the evaluation
of syntax and structure correctness, which is generally used to evaluate students’
outcomes, there are semantics-oriented criteria, which can and should serve to
assess undergraduates’ conceptual models (Akoka et al. 2008; Lindland et al. 1994;
Mohagheghi and Aagedal 2007). Our evaluation instruction to the students
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included four criteria: model correctness, model completeness, documentation, and
model clarity and understandability. Completeness of a conceptual model means
that the model contains all the requirements included in the scope (Lindland et al.
1994). The documentation focuses on the contribution of the documentation to the
understanding of the considerations that guided the construction of the model and
on the documentation appropriateness (Mohagheghi and Aagedal 2007). Model
clarity and understandability (MCU) are key quality characteristics of conceptual
models (Akoka et al. 2008; Selic 2003). Understandability, i.e., a model’s ability to
be easily understood, is a model property that has been investigated quite intensely
(Cruz-Lemus et al. 2009).
Our peer and meta-assessment techniques focused on evaluating and comparing
the MCU, correctness, completeness, and documentation of a given conceptual system model expressed in two different modeling languages: Unified Modeling
Language (UML) and Object-Process Methodology (OPM). The models were constructed in a large-scale undergraduate course by teams of students, based on reverse
engineering a complex Web-based system and authoring an appropriate scope and
requirements document for that system.

9.2.1

Unified Modeling Language

UML (the Unified Modeling Language), developed by Object-Management Group
(Covert 2012; OMG UML 2015), is the current de facto software modeling language. Developed by Rumbaugh, Booch, and Jacobson in 1996 as a nonproprietary
modeling language (Covert 2012; Dori 2002b), UML consists of 14 diagram
types – sevenstructural and seven behavioral. Researches (Cruz-Lemus et al. 2010;
Zugal et al. 2012), who analyzed the understandability of UML, have identified
many related factors, including the size of the model, control flow complexity, and
the impact of hierarchy and modularity on model understandability. Meta-analysis
of UML understandability (Cruz-Lemus et al. 2009) concluded that UML understandability results are mainly affected by subjects’ previous experience and the
size and complexity of the UML diagrams modeled.

9.2.2

Object-Process Methodology

Object-Process Methodology, OPM (Dori 2002a) is a holistic formal graphical and
textual paradigm for the representation, development, and life cycle support of complex systems. OPM is an ISO standard 19450 (ISO 2015) for automation systems
and integration. OPM enables representing systems using a highly compact set of
concepts in a single diagram type and equivalent natural language. The graphical
OPM model is translated on the fly to a subset of natural English, complementing
the visual representation with a textual one. OPM has proven to be better in visual
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specification and comprehension quality when used for representing complex systems compared to OMT (Object Modeling Technique), a UML predecessor (Peleg
and Dori 2000). OPM’s formal yet intuitive graphics and text combination make it
ideal for communicating and collaborating knowledge and ideas, even between
inexperienced and novice users and domain experts who are not systems engineers.
By using a single holistic hierarchical model for representing structure and behavior
in the same diagram type, clutter and incompatibilities can be significantly reduced
even in highly complex systems, thereby enhancing their understandability
(Reinhartz-Berger and Dori 2005).

9.3

 wo Cases in Point: The Undergraduate and Graduate
T
Engineering Courses

The research described in this chapter was designed to achieve two goals: (1) teach
PBL engineering courses with emphasis on developing students’ higher-order and
metacognitive thinking skills and (2) plan, implement, and test an innovative pedagogical approach for teaching such courses by developing and validating two specially designed Web-based assessment tools – a peer assessment tool and a
meta-assessment tool.
The research was conducted in two courses with complementary settings: (1) a
mandatory, large-scale undergraduate fifth semester course, titled Specification and
Analysis of Information Systems at the Faculty of Industrial Engineering and
Management at the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, during the Fall 2012–
2013 Semester, and (2) a small-scale graduate course, titled Model-Based Systems
Engineering at the Systems Design and Management professional Master’s program at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT SDM 2015) during the Spring
2014 Semester.
To achieve the research goals, in both courses, we employed a PBL approach
followed by peer assessment and meta-assessment. Using the peer assessment tool,
students are expected to individually develop their higher order thinking and metacognitive skills while assessing the conceptual models developed by other student
groups. The meta-assessment tool is designed to enable the teaching team to evaluate individual students’ cognitive and metacognitive skills, as reflected by their performance in the peer assessment.
The two courses differ from each other in three aspects: (1) size: large vs. small
number of students in class; (2) level: basic vs. advanced course; and (3) culture:
Israeli vs. American students.
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 he Undergraduate Course: Specification and Analysis
T
of Information Systems

Industrial engineering and information systems engineering undergraduate students
at the Technion are required to study the Specification and Analysis of Information
Systems course. The objectives of this large-scale course are to familiarize the students with analysis, conceptual modeling, design, and assessment of systems in
general and of information systems in particular. The course met once a week for a
three-hour lecture session and a two-hour recitation session. UML and OPM were
taught every other week alternately.
In this PBL course, we tasked students with reverse engineering a widely used
Web-based system, such as Gmail, Dropbox, or eBay, and derive a requirements
document for that system as if it does not exist and needs to be developed.
Twenty three groups of six students (each divided into two teams of three) were
required to model the system by using the two different conceptual modeling languages, UML and OPM, described above.
After defining the requirements document for their reverse-engineered system
and getting feedback from the course team, the two teams of three students each
within each group modeled the same system in a crossover method: The first team
started to model the system using OPM, while the second team started to model the
same system using UML. Then, around the middle of the semester, the teams
swapped, and each team continued elaborating and refining the model that the other
team in the same group had started. Since both models were constructed in part by
all the six team members, each student in each team had the opportunity to practice
modeling in both OPM and UML.
After submitting the final project, each student was required to individually perform peer assessment. The peer assessment consisted of two phases. The first phase,
which is not the focus of this chapter, called for each student to look into and collect
findings about each one of the two peer projects assigned randomly to her or him.
The second phase, discussed here, is a task that relied on the findingsfrom the first
phase. This assessment focused on detailed structured comparison of the models in
the two projects using a rubric comprised of a list of categories and criteria with
examples. Adequately performing this task required each student to demonstrate
good command and deep understanding of both languages in order to be able to
provide valuable and insightful comments on the four peer project models (as there
were two projects, each containing both a UML model and an OPM model) and
rank them accordingly.
To collect the large amounts of the rubric-based data efficiently, we developed
this peer assessment as a dedicated Web-based tool. Figure 9.2 presents a screenshot
of the student’s interface of the comparison form of our tool. Using this tool, students had to individually compare and assess each one of the four models in the two
projects based on four categories: (1) model clarity and understandability (MCU),
(2) model completeness, (3) model correctness, and (4) documentation. The students had been exposed to the categories and their related criteria beforehand during
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Fig. 9.2 A screenshot of the Web-based peer assessment system

a dedicated course session, and the categories were also discussed during other sessions in the course in preparation for the peer assessment.
Each model in each project was assessed individually by 12 students. To increase
grading homogeneity and make it difficult for students to collaborate on this online
individual assessment assignment, the peer assessment tool automatically tasked
each student with assessing a unique pair of projects. A 24-hour time window was
allotted for this individual peer assessment home assignment, and students were
allowed to consult any learning materials.
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 he Graduate Course: Model-Based Systems
T
Engineering

The Model-based Systems Engineering course at MIT’s SDM professional program
is a graduate elective course aimed at familiarizing systems engineers with
5–10 years of experience with principles and working knowledge of model-based
systems engineering.
Similar to the undergraduate course described above, the students in this small-
scale graduate PBL course were asked to specify a requirements document for a
system. Unlike the other course, though, the students were asked to specify a new
system related to their professional field. The three topics students elected to model
for their three projects were a crop health monitoring system, a satellite managing
system, and a pedestrian potential injury reducing system. The student teams were
required to model these new systems in the same two conceptual modeling languages
studied in the undergraduate course: Systems Modeling Language, SysML (which is
a profile or extension of UML for systems engineering rather than for software engineering; OMG SysML 2015), and OPM. The course met twice a week for a one and
a half-hour session. SysML and OPM were taught every other session alternately.
Small groups of students constructed models of the systems using both languages.
Eight students attended this course. They were divided into two groups of three
and one group of two students. After specifying the requirements document for their
new system and getting feedback, the groups modeled their system of choice using
SysML and OPM. After submitting the final project, each student was asked to
individually perform the same two phases of peer assessment: collecting evidence
on the models and comparing and ranking them. Each student was taskedwith
assessing the two projects of the other two groups. Thus, each model in each project
was assessed individually by five or six students. A 72-hour time window was allotted for this individual peer assessment home assignment, and, as in the other course,
students were allowed to consult any learning materials.

9.4

Research Tools

We developed three Web-based research tools to measure the effectiveness of our
approach: a peer assessment tool for the students, a meta-assessment tool for the
course staff to assess students individually based on their peer assessment, and a
reflection tool, also for the students.
The Peer Assessment Tool The main research tool was the individual peer assessment tool, which has two parts: (1) an online form for each assessed project (this
part is not described in this chapter) and (2) an online comparison form, in which
the students were asked to record their verbal evaluation and judgment arguments
based on evidence and reasoning and give a corresponding grade on a scale of 1–10
(see Fig. 9.2).
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Each student had to assess two models for each project, one expressed in OPM
and the other in UML (in the first course) or SysML (in the second course). The tool
prevents the assessing student from giving the same grade to two or more projects,
so the student cannot give a high grade to all the models and must compare and rank
the models. Thus, the highest possible set of grades can be 10, 9, 8, and 7. For
example, in Fig. 9.2, the assessing student gave 8 in the MCU category to the
Evernote UML model and 6 to the OPM model. The Salesforce UML model
received a 7, and the OPM model received a 9. Each student had to also provide a
short written assessment that clarifies and justifies the given grade, based on the
criteria of each category and findings from the work.
In order to perform the task, each student had to apply metacognitive and high-
order cognitive processes. Planning the execution of such a task and allocating the
optimal amount of time for each subtask are metacognitive processes, as each student must take in account her or his familiarity with their own abilities, experience,
and the level of content knowledge. Furthermore, students are required to monitor
and evaluate strategies as they perform this complex peer assessment task using a
mix of metacognition, reflection, and critical thinking. The peer assessment requires
high order cognitive skills. Evaluating the quality of each model and comparing it
to other models of two different systems in two different modeling languages require
critical thinking that is based on reflection on what they had learned and practiced.
Another challenge is involved when this complex comparison raises conflicts
between different findings. Consider the following two projects: one is an elaborate
model that describes the details of the behavior of a system in a structured and
methodical way, but has some syntax errors. The other is a simplistic model of a
different system that is impeccable in terms of its syntax. The student is required to
create a virtual mental common denominator for enabling a sensible comparison
and deciding which model should get a higher score for correctness and explain
why that score was given. Such a task does not have a clear single correct answer,
so the student must exercise metacognitive thinking in order to make this decision.
The decision of which model should receive a higher score requires both reflection
on what was studied in the course and critical thinking about the relative importance
of each finding in each model in the context of the other projects being compared.
After comparing the two projects, we asked the students to compare the two
languages taught based on their experience with their project and the two projects
assessed (see Fig. 9.3). This task involved reflection on what they know, generalization of what they had learned, and critical thinking that allows verifying conclusions
based on three different sources.
The Meta-assessment Tool The students’ written explanation was read, reread, and
analyzed from a descriptive-interpretive perspective. We created a grading scale,
presented in Table 9.1, which is based on themes that had emerged from students’
explanation, combined with cognitive and metacognitive skills that were identified
in the text. Table 9.1 presents the rubric with examples of several of the possible
grades with definitions and explanations. Three researchers were involved in data
analysis and definition of the grading scale of the meta-assessment in order to estab-
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Fig. 9.3 A screenshot of the Web-based peer assessment system – student’s interface of language
comparison

lish its content validity. Two of the researchers were experts in science and engineering education and one in model-based systems engineering.
Ranking of the peer assessment quality was conducted by five raters, who were
members of the course teaching team. They evaluated the same 10% of students’
answers, following the rubric and the grading scale. This process established the
inter-rater reliability of the meta-assessment tool. Correlations between raters
ranged from 0.78 to 0.93, and all were significant (p < 0.01). Based on this grading
scale, we developed the Web-based meta-assessment system, which enables the
course team to assess students’ peer assessment (see Fig. 9.4).
The Course Reflection Tool In the online reflection tool, the students were asked to
comment on their course experience. Among other things, students were requested
to reflect on their teamwork and their peer assessment task. While writing the reflection report, students were making sense of their experience and used a variety of
metacognitive skills, including planning, monitoring, and evaluating. Tasks of this
nature can help develop students’ regulation of cognition. Each statement was classified into a specific metacognitive component [in square brackets] based on Schraw
et al. (2006) and Herscovitz et al. (2012), or resource management based on Pintrich
(1999).
The teamwork Students’ reflections on teamwork in the large-scale undergraduate
course emphasized teaming experience:
–– “We coordinated our expectations.” [planning to avoid future conflicts]
–– “Each member of the group knew the material.” [declarative knowledge]
–– “We have created a good communication that helped the coordination.” [planning to streamline activities]

Excellent = 100

Good = 80

Satisfactory = 60

Grade
Very Low = 20

 Drawing conclusions based on criteria
 Ability to evaluate and compare
 Comparing to the other assessed models
for grading explanation

Basic understanding:
 Few criteria considered
 Few examples with little or no
explanation
 Low text-grade correspondence
Good understanding:
 Enough criteria considered
 Sufficient examples with good
explanation
 Good text-grade correspondence
Excellent understanding:
 High analysis ability
 Good model examples
 Recommendations for improvement
 Ability to synthesize and conclude
 Different types of diagrams examples

 No summary of
 No examples

Evaluation definition
Poor understanding:
 No or very poor explanations

Table 9.1 Meta-assessment grading scale
Evaluation Explanation
Repeating one of the items of the criteria
list.
Neither frequency details nor examples.
Missing the “where?” and “what does it
mean?” answers.
Repeating two basic criteria with three
examples and simple explanation.

Finding generalization with examples and
conclusions.
Demonstration of system thinking skills:
student can understand the meaning of his
finding as part of the whole picture.
Critical thinking, multiple examples,
comparison with other models.

A few mistakes that don’t seem to indicate a big lack of
understanding (one object is not connected to a process,
XOR link missing-Fig.6), overall- the model seems to be
correct.
(Fig 2.5, 2.7). Overall- more mistakes than the other OPM
team, BUT their diagrams are more detailed and
informative, they use correct states of objects and tagged
structural links which makes it better in my opinion.

Finding generalization with examples and
recommendations.

There is unfolding mixed with in zooming (Fig 2.3, 2.4),
For better understanding- it should be separate. Maybe I
would use more tagged structural links for better
explanation (Fig. 6).

Three different aspects with examples and
You need to improve the CU of this model. Most of the
criteria are followed except- missing the top-level diagram explanations that reinforce the main claim.
(very important for simplifying), the SD1 diagram is
overloaded and too small (a thing that could be avoided if it
weren’t overloaded).

The SD1.1 diagram included more than 5 processes and it
is overloaded.

Overall the work is nice, but some arrows and links cross
each other (SD0, SD1) and make it hard to read.

Examples
Lines cross each other.
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Fig. 9.4 A screenshot of the Web-based meta-assessment system – a team course interface

Students’ reflection on teamwork in the small-scale graduate course revolves
around teaming experience and skills:
–– “Each team member’s role in the project was well-defined, and each member
took complete ownership of his contribution.” [planning and monitoring the
activities]
–– “Each one had to…check the ego at the door.” [procedural knowledge]
–– “As a group we had to…recognize strengths and weaknesses of each other.”
[declarative and conditional knowledge]
The Peer Assessment Task Students’ reflections on the peer assessment in the
large-scale undergraduate course stressed the problem of the limited time allotted
for this comparison task and uncertainties about its requirements, as well as reflection on one’s own project compared to those that were assessed:
–– “The time is too short for a thorough examination of two projects.” [resource
managing]
–– “The peer assessment made me think about our project execution; we could
make an effort to be more specific.” [self-evaluation]
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Students’ reflections on the peer assessment in the small-scale graduate course
related to mastering the learning materials:
–– “I realize that I can easily read and understand system models. There is no need
for additional text explanations.” [self-evaluation and declarative knowledge]
–– “[…it was] A challenging task – I could recommend [how to improve] other
teams’ projects based on my experience.” [monitoring and self-evaluation]
–– “Good practicing of the course content.” [declarative knowledge]

9.5

Discussion, Recommendations, and Future Work

The theoretical contributions of our study are twofold. The first is the higher order
cognitive- and metacognitive-based pedagogical approach to teaching and assessing
large undergraduate-level and small graduate-level project-based engineering
courses. The second is the classification of meta-assessment into three types and the
introduction and development of the third type – student-oriented
meta-assessment.
The student-oriented meta-assessment approach introduced in this chapter
extends peer assessment in PBL courses. This approach promotes students’ application of higher order thinking skills and development of their metacognitive skills. It
also provides for assessing individuals’ learning outcomes, enabling differentiation
between the performance of the team and the individual participating as a member
in the team.
At the practical level, we have developed a new approach to teaching PBL
courses, implemented on the Web in an intricately detailed structured scheme. Our
approach incorporates peer assessment of projects other teams carried out and
(student-oriented) meta-assessment. In the large undergraduate course, each student
individually assessed four models – one OPM model and one UML model in each
of the two projects each student assessed. This way, each model had 12 independent
scores, each of which had to be accompanied with convincing arguments made by
the scoring student. We decided that only projects whose score had a large standard
deviation would be examined by a course team member, but this turned out to be
unnecessary.
We employes the peer assessment to assess teamwork. All the students in the
same team received the same grade for the project. The meta-assessment provided
the individual component of the students’ assessment, accounting for one third of
the final course grade. Thus, the peer assessment had three purposes. One was to get
the projects assessed at the team level without having to spend the prohibitively
large amount of course team time. The second purpose was to train the future engineers in assessing projects, a task which they might encounter during their professional career. Lastly, the third purpose was to provide the course team with means
to carry out the student-oriented meta-assessment and thus get the individual component that complements the team assessment component.
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Both the peer assessment and the meta-assessment have distinctive cognitive and
metacognitive elements. To do a good peer assessment job, the assessing student
had to compare and rank models of two projects, using a structured rubric comprised of a list of criteria for each one of the following categories: (1) clarity and
understandability, (2) completeness, (3) correctness, and (4) documentation.
Moreover, the student had to provide convincing arguments for the ranking with
actual examples from the models. This requires a high level of course material mastery, as well as analysis and synthesis capabilities. These are all bona fide higher order
cognitive skills.
On top of this, since the student knew that her or his assessment was going to be the
basis for his own individual assessment by the course team – the student-oriented metaassessment – the student had to write the assessment while considering whether what
she writes will be understandable and acceptable to the course team assessor, such that
her individual grade would be maximized. This is clearly a metacognitive task, as the
student explicitly or implicitly asks himself/herself: “How do I write the assessment of
these models in these projects so they are grounded in facts with examples, such that I
will be best understood, seem intelligent, and also be fair to the team whose project I
am assessing?” In addition, as we saw from students’ reflections: “How was I and my
team doing in comparison to the project that I am now assessing?”
A unique new element in our research is the development of the Web-based
meta-assessment tool. Indeed, without relying on Web technology, it would be next
to impossible to collect and analyze the thousands of data items, both numeric and
textual, that were collected over the duration of the course.
Our student-oriented meta-assessment is summative in nature. It focuses on peer
assessment and enables the teaching team to use it for evaluating the individual
student’s learning outcomes, based on the quality of that student’s peer assessment.
In subsequent semesters of this course, which followed the one in which this
research was carried out, we have added elements of formative assessment, aimed
primarily at ensuring that students will attend the class sessions and not procrastinate in making progress with their projects till almost the deadline.
As our literature review has shown, there are engineering courses that apply the
PBL approach in several variants, such as CDIO (Crawley et al. 2008, 2011). The
educational literature has also reported about using peer assessment as a means to
evaluate students. The uniqueness of our method is the combination of PBL with peer
assessment of graduate and undergraduate engineering students and the addition of
student-oriented meta-assessment – assessing the assessments of students by the
course team in order to evaluate each individual student skills as reflected by his ability to assess and compare models in different projects and in two different modeling
languages on the basis of what had been learned. The student-oriented meta-assessment
adds an individual dimension to the assessment of the team as a whole, enabling differentiation of individuals within each team based on their performance of high-level
cognitive and metacognitive tasks beyond the scope of their team project.
The peer assessment categories in our meta-assessment tool are adapted to a
project-based learning environment and to model-based systems engineering subject matter. Therefore, using our meta-assessment tool in other fields of study
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requires adaptation of the categories and criteria for rubrics that provide for structured comparison among projects.
While the particular meta-assessment tool requires adaptation, our new approach
for assessing the student’s outcomes can be used as a complementary method to
project-based learning courses. Instructors in project-based learning courses usually
assess the quality of the project and assign the same grade to all the students in the
project team, regardless of their individual contribution. Cheng and Warren (2000)
proposed to require group members to report about each other’s contribution to the
project. While this method can help differentiate individual contributions, it does
not directly assess the individual learning outcomes and is likely to be affected by
comradeship. In contrast, our meta-assessment approach enables individual summative assessment of each student’s learning outcomes, because high-quality
assessment mandates that the assessing student be proficient with the subject matter
in order to provide meaningful arguments and examples that are in line with and
justify the score that the student assigned to the model in question. As argued, for a
student to be assessed highly, she or he must demonstrate not only higher order
cognitive skills, such as critical thinking and argumentation, but also a sufficiently
high level of metacognitive skills (Avargil et al. 2018; Kohen and Kramarski 2018).
The metacognitive skills required for our approach include skills such as being able
to monitor student’s own understanding, evaluate his/her peers’ understanding, and
tell whether the assessment is clear and easily communicable to the receiving end –
the course team meta-assessor. We call this particular metacognitive skill “meta-
understanding” – the ability of an individual to determine the extent to which his
(written or verbal) input would be understood by the other side. Meta-understanding
is a metacognitive skill that is intimately related to the concept of transactional distances (Wengrowicz et al. 2014), and relations between the two are an intriguing
subject for future research.
Although we found the meta-assessment tool to be effective for measuring the
individual, students’ reflections on their peer assessment and the course as a whole
(see Appendix) have raised two main issues that require attention and might be
considered as limitations of this study. The first relates to the time allotted for the
peer assessment task. A number of students wrote that “this task is too long and
therefore exhausting,” while others claimed that “the time is too short for thorough
examination of two projects” or “the time given to this task is intolerable.” Liu and
Carless (2006), who emphasized the potential of peer assessment to enhance students’ learning, also mentioned time as a limitation and a source of students’ resistance to peer assessment tasks. Since the peer assessment is supposed to be a positive
learning experience in and of itself, and the grade for this assessment should reflect
the knowledge and assessment skills of each student, a follow-up research should
examine the effect of time on the validity and reliability of our meta-assessment
tool. In the semesters that followed this study, we have indeed increased the time
allotted for the peer assessment of the same undergraduate course. We plan to investigate the effect of this change in a follow-up study. Arguably, giving too much time
to perform a peer assessment task can have other adverse effects, so an optimal
solution should be sought.
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A second limitation that came up from students’ comments was students’ lack of
experience with the peer assessment task, as reflected in their comments, such as
“This is the first time I had to performs such a task,” “we do not have adequate tools
to analyze our peer projects,” and “I’m not sure that I have classified my findings to
the appropriate categories since I have never done it before.” As noted, the students
had been exposed in a class presentation to the categories and their related criteria
during the course prior to performing the peer assessment, but that is evidently not
good enough. Based on the students’ reflections, not just lecture presentation but
also “hands-on” training in peer assessment should be conducted before requiring
them to do the “real” assignment. Indeed, several researchers (McDonald 2010;
Sluijsmans et al. 2002; Topping 2010; Van Zundert et al. 2010) pointed out that
training and practice improve both the reliability and the validity of peer assessment
and have a positive effect on students’ attitudes. Therefore, we incorporated peer
assessment training during the large-scale course in the subsequent semester, as part
of the midsemester project report – a “dry run” prior to the “wet” peer assessment
at the end of the course. This provides students with the opportunity to practice this
technique, use the Web-based tools we developed, and apply criteria accompanied
with concrete examples for meaningful assessment. However, we are also aware of
the fact that this seemingly constructive activity will put further burden in terms of
time and effort requirements of the course, which is already overloaded with time-
consuming assignments for both the students and the course teaching team. Here
too, one must find a delicate balance between these conflicting time and training
level factors. It is an ongoing trial-and-error effort to achieve this balance.
Finally we provide recommendations for instructors, who are interested in experimenting with our new approach for developing their students’ higher-order thinking and metacognitive skills. More specifically, what we provide below is a
five-step guideline for adapting the peer assessment and meta-assessment
method in a PBL learning environment for engineering courses.
• Design your course as a collaborative PBL course, placing team projects as the
focus of the course.
• Design the peer assessment rubric as a list of categories and related criteria for
assessing the projects.
• Task each student with assessing and comparing two different peer projects
based on the rubric.
• Carry out meta-assessment by evaluating each student’s assessment skills based
on her or his peer assessment and especially how she or he justifies their
ranking.
• Ask your students to write an individual reflection report on the course, on their
team work, and on the peer assessment process. In this chapter, we presented the
advantages of incorporating metacognition in general and meta-assessment in
particular into engineering education and using it for enhancing students’ metacognitive skills. Formative assessment was made possible by providing feedback
to the teams as they were engaged in the project-based learning. Our meta-
assessment approach enables individual summative assessment of each student’s
learning outcomes, whereas each team project served as a basis for the collective
team’s summative assessment.
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Appendix: Students’ Reflections on the Course as a Whole
Students’ reflections on the course as a whole in the large-scale undergraduate course
revolved around the high demands of the course and the effort they had to spend on
the one hand and the lack of familiarity with this kind of tasks on the other hand:
–– “The course requires a lot of work.”
–– “Where is the peace of mind? I invested in this course more than any other course
of the semester.”
–– “Takes up a lot of time.”
–– “The course is a time and effort consumer.”
–– “The course is not an easy course; it required a very large investment relative to
other courses I’ve taken to date.”
–– “Busy course relative to other courses.”
–– “High level of time and effort investment than any other course.”
–– “This is the first time I had to perform such a task.”
–– “We do not have adequate tools to analyze our peer projects.”
–– “I’m not sure that I have classified my findings to the appropriate categories
since I have never done it before.”
Reflection on the course as a whole in the small-scale graduate course revolved
around the learning of the two modeling languages in parallel. Students emphasized
that this method helped them to better understand the uniqueness of each
language:
–– “I thoroughly enjoyed this class. … not only the syntax of both modeling languages, but also how they compare to each other.”
–– “I like presenting both OPM and SysML in the class, not necessarily so I can
efficiently use both, but so I could understand their differences, strengths and
weaknesses.”
–– “I was able to develop a good understanding of the various types of modeling
language over the course.”
–– “Very useful, and helped solidify understanding … when translating between the
two modeling languages.”
–– “The hands-on session and converting other standard diagrams with class discussion are awesome experiences.”
–– “The exercises of converting other diagrams are really good ways to understand
other diagrams and at the same time improve students’ understanding and skill.”
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Chapter 10

The Impact of Culture on Engineering
and Engineering Education
Adam R. Carberry and Dale R. Baker

10.1

Culture and Engineering

A culture is the result of symbolic elements shaped by the given system within
which they are created, distributed, evaluated, taught, and preserved (Peterson and
Anand 2004). The discussion of culture in this chapter holds many different meanings based on various lens used to discuss cultural impacts. Whether intentional or
not, the actions of those in the field of engineering have established a culture that
differentiates engineers by how they think, do, relate with others and the environment, accept difference, and identify as being an engineer (Godfrey and Parker
2010). Practice of these cultural dimensions is a major influencer of how the field is
perceived to those looking in from the outside. The perception of an engineering
culture is connected to the discipline and how engineering institutions and industries conduct business. This lens discusses how individuals perceive the field and
how they see themselves fitting in with the established culture. The perception of the
field and how individuals view themselves as fitting in is especially germane to
efforts that increase the participation of women in engineering, which has historically been a male-dominated field with its own brand of masculine culture.
Perception of the field also influences how engineering is taught and how western
engineers work in non-western cultures. Engineering is also a discipline that aims
to serve society. As such, the established culture of the given society being served
has impacts on how engineers go about solving problems. This lens recognizes the
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Fig. 10.1 Schematic
overview of the impact of
factors discussed in the
chapter

importance of the user/client and how their culture can impact the design of a
solution.
The broad scope used in this discussion is intended to provide a general description of how culture impacts the engineering field as a whole. The following sections
will break down this discussion to investigate perception, production, education,
society, enculturation, and the implications of these factors on engineering and society to provide recommendations for educators, learners, and practitioners.
Figure 10.1 depicts how engineering education must evolve teaching practices,
stress the need to deeply understand clients, and redefine who engineers are and
what they do to produce and change the engineering culture that exists in practice
and is perceived by society.

10.2

Perception and Production of Engineering Culture

A key indicator of an established culture is public perception. A society’s perception
of a given context reflects their understanding as a summation of experiences and
interactions with the given context. Encounters can range from firsthand mastery
experiences to simple word-of-mouth information. Engineering is a body of knowledge that the majority of the public has never had the opportunity to formally learn
or experience. This is evident by evaluations that clearly suggest an overall lack of
awareness and understanding about engineering and what engineers do. Marshall
et al.’s (2007) assessment of public attitudes and perceptions of engineering and
engineers in Great Britain revealed a degree of confusion and uncertainty about the
discipline. Respondents associated engineering only with fixing things, providing
things people rely on in their everyday lives, and causing key problems in society
(e.g., climate change). The National Academy of Engineers’ (1998; later update in
2002) assessment of public perceptions in the United States added that Americans
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were generally uninformed about engineering and viewed engineering as simply the
application of science. Engineering as a discipline doesn’t have to search any further than itself as being a major culprit to blame for the public’s lack in understanding about the field. Cultural norms established by the field from Australia and New
Zealand to the United States and throughout Europe portray engineering as boring
and masculine (Hansen and Godfrey 1997; McLean et al. 1997; Sagebiel and
Dahmen 2006; Tonso 1996).
Western society has adopted a culturally influenced notion that engineering
drives innovation and technology and fosters entrepreneurship (Nazan and Bogers
2015; Vickers et al. 2001) through ABET-accredited programs that educate students
in applied sciences, computing, engineering, and engineering technology. A major
contributor to the notion that engineering is boring and only for men is the established reputation of engineering being a highly complex field fit only for those who
excel in mathematics and the “hard” sciences (e.g., physics, chemistry, and biology). This notion is propagated through media outlets that push a pervasive image
of what engineering and engineers look like. For example, automobile company
commercials often have engineering in their slogans (e.g., Ford: “Engineered that
lasts” or Audi: “Truth in Engineering”) leading to the perception that complex
machines such as automobiles are equivalent to engineering. Engineering program
websites also tend to project a certain image of what an engineering student should
look like. Television shows portray how people view the field both positively and
negatively (Tang 2013). For example, shows like Design Squad, Engineering
Marvels, Extreme Engineering, Epic Engineering, How it’s Made, Engineering
Disasters, and MythBusters portray these fields in a positive light; however, many
may find these shows boring to watch or even frightening to think about the catastrophic failure that can result from poor engineering. Additionally, shows like the
Big Bang Theory make it appear as though only nerdy super geniuses can be successful in science and engineering. These media representations can be very influential on public opinion and interest in engineering as demonstrated by research
asking children to “Draw an Engineer” (Capobianco et al. 2011; Ganesh 2011;
Knight and Cunningham 2004). Students think about engineers as using tools to
build and fix car engines, designing things such as buildings or machines, or someone who drives and/or works with trains. Drawings also indicate that students think
engineers are mostly men. The established masculine culture of engineering has
helped to propagate these notions resulting in a perpetual cycle that recruits and
retains only those who fit the established cultural mold.
The large quantitative survey analyses (Davis and Gibbin 2002; Marshall,
McClymont and Joyce, 2007) and complementary qualitative workshop polling (Marshall, McClymont and Joyce, 2007) provided a broad view of the general
public’s perception of engineering culture. Additional qualitative analysis of young
children’s drawings (Capobianco et al. 2011; Ganesh 2011; Knight and Cunningham
2004) provided a full picture of how society – youth to adult – perceive engineering.
These findings should be alarming to those in the field of engineering and those who
seek to recruit and retain a diverse population of future students. The broad conclusions suggest that efforts being made to change public perception need to either be
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rethought or expanded to reach a greater percentage of the general public. The solution to a well-informed society is through improved education. Citizens need to be
educated on what engineering is and what engineers actually do as early as middle
school to grow interest and understanding (Zunker 1994). Current educational practices are clearly falling short on projecting an accurate depiction of the field, which
is heavily influenced by the masculine culture established within traditional engineering education programs.

10.3
10.3.1

Engineering Education Culture
Traditional Engineering Programs

The culture of engineering schools is reflected in instructional approaches that influence learning, metacognition, interest, and teaching. Research by Nelson Laird,
Shoup, Kuh, and Schwarz (2008) found that engineering faculty were less likely to
engage in instructional practices that encouraged deep learning than in what they
called soft applied fields. They attribute this difference to disciplinary socialization
and a culture of consensus in the content and methods of inquiry, which they state
do not exist for soft fields. Brint et al. (2008) also conclude that the academic culture
in engineering may discourage the development and implementation of experiences
that promote the use of deep approaches to learning. Brint, Cantwell, and Hanneman
describe the culture of engineering as one that rewards:
…industrious, but unimaginative students who perform technical tasks competently but
express little initiative outside of required activities and little interest in connecting ideas or
interacting with their professors. Interaction between students and faculty and participation in class are minimal, and interest in jobs seems to greatly outweigh the inspiration of
ideas. (p. 398)

Brint, Cantwell, and Hanneman did not expect to see many changes to engineering in the future. The established culture of engagement, where students participate
in class and are interested in ideas, is perceived by faculty to be more appropriate
for majors in the arts, social sciences, and humanities rather than science and engineering. It is no surprise then that Finelli et al. (2014) found 60 % of the engineering
classes they observed to lack any form of active learning.
Boiarsky (2004) describes the culture of engineering education as narrowly
focused on content that does not teach students how to learn-to-learn. Bucciarelli,
Einstein, Terenzini, and Walser (2000) also have an unflattering description of the
predominant engineering culture. They describe it as “… based on compartmentalization of knowledge, individual specialization, and a wholly research-based reward
structure” (p.141). The lecture format also creates a barrier between professors and
students that results in lower self-efficacy, academic confidence, and GPA among
students (Blinkenstaff 2005; Vogt 2008.). Students in large lecture format classes
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are also more likely to rate instruction poorer than students in smaller classes
(Johnson et al. 2013).
A case study of engineering culture in a high ranking engineering school in New
Zealand found faculty describing their teaching as learning the hard way to cover
material through traditional lecture-based courses. Problem solving was taught
using a reductionist method with an emphasis on mathematics (Godfrey and Parker
2010). Godfrey and Parker emphasize the mathematical and learning the hard way
culture of engineering by quoting a student who repeated a well-known joke to
them. He said “You know you’re an engineer if you haven’t got a life and can prove
it mathematically” (p. 10).
Montfort et al. (2014) feel that faculty epistemological beliefs are at the heart of
the difficulties in bringing about reform and educational innovations in teaching
engineering. For example, the belief that the natural world is too large and complex
results in an absence of real-world examples and de-contextualization of concepts.
Personal epistemologies are also relied upon to determine which questions, issues,
or opinions to address in courses. These choices by faculty impact the beliefs students bring to their future studies and further on down the road in their careers
(Carberry 2014). Montfort, Brown, and Shinew concluded that questions and issues
that are unaddressed could have an impact on students’ continuing interest and
retention in engineering.

10.3.2

Teaching Methods in Engineering Education

Although many engineering professors are aware of and respect the research on
learner-centered teaching, they are reluctant to adopt these instructional strategies
because their institutional culture rewards research productivity and high-level professional activities (King 2012), while discouraging high levels of effort to improve
teaching (Crawley et al. 2007). Other faculty members do not embrace pedagogical
reforms presented with strong evidence of effectiveness because they are unwilling
to invest the time to teach the course using new techniques to replace teacher-
centered approaches. The primary reason for this reluctance is that the time commitment to learn and use innovative pedagogies is greater than for traditional lectures
(Fairweather 2008). Reluctance to adopt pedagogical reforms may also be due to
little or no training in how to teach. One junior faculty interviewed by Godfrey and
Parker (2010) said in reference to teaching, “… you are just dumped into the job –
there is no real preparation beforehand” (p. 13). Faculty lack the education and, as
Graham (2009) found of faculty in the United Kingdom, confidence to design and
use assessments to evaluate learner-centered practices such as project-based learning activities.
New engineering faculty are essentially “well intentioned gifted amateurs” who
need to develop expertise, which requires commitment, time, focused resources,
and recognition in the institutional reward structure (Ambrose and Norman 2006).
Fairweather (2008) notes that the more time a faculty member spends on teaching,
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the lower their salary, while the more time spent in research and publications, the
higher their salary. Institutions of higher learning valuing teaching can therefore be
viewed as merely rhetoric. King (2012) sees the problem differently suggesting
poor alignment between those who would benefit from changes in engineering curricula and instructional pedagogy (e.g., students and the public) and those who have
influence over whether change will take place (e.g., faculty). It may actually be
engineering professors who do not foster change who are contributing to retention
problems in engineering majors.
This notion is supported by students who transfer out of engineering majors citing poor teaching and advising as a primary cause (Marra et al. 2012). Students in
the Marra et al. (2012) study put it thusly: “…and the professors didn’t seem to care
at all whether or not people did well in their class” and “The advising system was
very poor. I was a number not a name. The first two years are when students most
need advising…we had advisors who basically told you to just follow the rubric in
the engineering manual” (p. 18).
Institutional culture, the culture of the university in which the engineering program resides, also has an impact on engineering students. Seymour and Hewitt
(1977) in their landmark study found that institutional culture influenced students’
decision to switch from an engineering major to other majors. Tonso (2007), studying a reform curriculum of design in engineering, found that the masculine campus
culture of an engineering school made women feel invisible and like outsiders
negating the effects of the experiential curriculum design to bring women into engineering. Marra et al. (2012) also found that one of the factors leading to dropping
out of an engineering major was an engineering culture that made students feel like
outsiders.
It is not just a culture that rewards research activities over teaching that has a
negative effect on students. Women, and in particular women of color, find the competitive culture of engineering detrimental to their success (Godfrey and Parker
2010; Johnson 2007). Cultural change is needed in order for the discipline to evolve
and grow.

10.3.3

Changing the Culture of Engineering Education

Understanding the existing culture established within engineering or perceived by
the public is essential to informing change. It is clear that engineering needs to be
more engaging, relevant, and welcoming (Clough 2004) and that such change must
be driven by engineering faculty and administrators (Jamieson and Lohmann 2012);
but change is difficult for both people and institutions. Change in engineering,
according to Graham (2012), comes about only when there is a shared purpose
among faculty and agreement that change is imperative. McKenna et al. (2014) note
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that considerable work in reform has taken place at the local level by individuals or
teams to change pedagogy or curriculum, but that these reforms have not had an
impact on engineering culture at large. Furthermore, despite many reports about
what engineering education should look like, there is little information about how
change in the engineering culture can come about (Besterfield-Sacre et al. 2014).
Besterfield-Sacre et al.’s analysis of the data from Innovation with Impact (Jamieson
and Lohmann 2012) indicated that faculty, chairs, and deans felt that transformative
change could come about through developing and disseminating innovative pedagogy, support for the scholarship of teaching, and implementing policies that supported and rewarded innovative pedagogy. Conspicuously absent in terms of the
mechanisms to bring about reform was developing a shared vision and strategic
planning for changing the culture of engineering. Godfrey (2014) suggests “…that
change at the levels of curricula, structures, and behaviors is not sufficient for sustained cultural change. Cultural change requires transformation – forming new collective understandings and creating new beliefs about what is valued in engineering
education” (p. 452). So what then can drive such a transformation? Graham (2012)
found that motivation for reform, most often project-based learning, came from a
school or college’s position in the marketplace (70–80 % of the time). In contrast,
project-based learning was implemented only 5–10 % of the time, even in schools
and departments where a culture of innovation already existed.
There are better and stronger arguments for using a variety of student-centered
experiential pedagogies than market place positioning. Engineering programs and
curricula that reflect a culture that has embraced experienced-based teaching methodologies and student engagement are more likely to result in students using deeper
approaches to learning (Chen et al. 2008; Shawcross and Ridgman 2012) in addition
to traditional reading and studying (Kuh et al. 2004). Faced with numerous choices,
faculty members are more likely to use just one research-based instructional strategy than they are to use two or more. From among the many effective pedagogical
strategies, faculty are most likely to use case-based teaching, just-in-time teaching,
and inquiry strategies (Borrego et al. 2013). Moderate levels of strategy use were
found for think-aloud-paired problem solving, cooperative learning, collaborative
learning, problem-based learning, and think-pair-share. The lowest level of strategy
use was found for peer instruction and service learning. Strategy use by faculty
contrasts the most commonly used student-centered instructional strategies of
design projects and service found in most engineering curricula. Fisher et al. (2005)
found that instructional reforms in engineering service courses improved ABET-
related student learning outcomes in problem solving and analysis of complex problems. These strategies support the development of engineering expertise, but have
not yet been rigorously tested for impact on learning (Litzinger et al. 2011).
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 ethods and Tools for Investigating Engineering
M
Education

The studies cited describing engineering education culture used a variety of methods that allowed us to come to conclusions, make recommendations, and identify
implications. These studies included:
• Thought-provoking pieces or position papers grounded in broad and interdisciplinary research studies (Ambrose and Norman 2006; Choresh et al. 2009;
Clough 2004; Jamieson and Lohmann 2012; King 2012)
• Large-scale literature reviews with a synthesis of the findings and recommendations derived from the synthesis (Blinkenstaff 2005; Fairweather 2008; Litzinger
et al. 2011; McKenna et al. 2014)
• Recommendations for reform drawn from existing literature and firsthand personal teaching (Boiarsky 2004)
• Information gained through a workshop (Bucciarelli et al. 2000) used
• A developed model for conceptualizing student engagement in engineering
(Chen et al. 2008)
The referenced studies used a variety of quantitative and qualitative research
methods. Most quantitative studies used survey data from a variety of instruments
(e.g., National Survey of Student Satisfaction, Faculty Survey of Student Satisfaction,
self-efficacy assessments, self-reports, and opinions) with statistical analysis of the
data (Besterfield-Sacre et al. 2014; Borrego et al. 2013; Brint et al. 2008; Kuh et al.
2004; Marra et al. 2009; Nelson Laird et al. 2008). For example, Johnson et al.
(2013) used student evaluations of the course and instructor and subjected them to
statistical analysis to identify issues with teaching. Qualitative studies used case
studies (e.g., Graham 2009), large-scale ethnographies (e.g., Godfrey & Parker,
2010; Seymour and Hewitt 1977; Tonso 2007), or interviews (e.g., Graham 2012;
Johnson 2007; Montfort et al. 2014). There were also a number of studies that used
a mixed methods approach. Examples include the RTOP based on classroom observations and factor analysis (Piburn et al. 2000; Sawada et al. 2002), institutional
change plans and identified student learning outcomes using focus groups and surveys (Finelli et al. 2014; Fisher et al. 2005), and qualitative and quantitative techniques used to examine skill development in an engineering master’s program
(Shawcross and Ridgman 2012).
The various studies and approaches to analyze engineering education have shown
us that an environment where students are engaged in deep thinking will require
professors to change the way they teach, interact with students, and revise the curriculum (Brint et al. 2008). First and foremost, there should be more active learning.
This includes (1) more class discussions about readings and ideas encountered in
class and readings, (2) group work on projects in class and outside of class, (3)
community-based projects, and (4) opportunities to tutor other students about
course material. Professors will have to provide more, prompt formative feedback
during the semester for all active learning activities. Other strategies to increase
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deep learning include internships, senior capstone projects, electronic discussions
boards, and learning communities.
Coursework should be academically challenging and require effort. Students
should be required to write papers that exceed 20 pages and engage in other activities that require analysis, synthesis, and the application of knowledge to novel problems and situations. The nature of teacher–student interactions will have to become
more personal so that students can discuss career options, grades, and assignments
with professors as well as engage in research projects with their professors.
The leadership of engineering schools needs to communicate how important
good teaching and student relationships are for student success and that efforts in
this regard will be valued and rewarded. Teaching must be evaluated in a more rigorous and systematic way with items that reflect changes in teaching using instruments such as the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) (Piburn et al.
2000; Sawada et al. 2002). Leadership must facilitate changes by providing opportunities for professors to learn about effective pedagogy as well as opportunities to
learn and discuss the research stemming from the learning sciences about the nature
of knowledge and how individuals create it.
For all teaching situations, time, effort, and money should be put into smaller
class sizes that allow discussion, professor–student interactions, and a studio model
rather than a lecture model of instruction. Interdisciplinary courses should be developed that reflect real-world and interesting contexts. Students should also be provided with better advising, and student academic support should be provided so that
students feel cared for as individuals and where they can get help without fear of
negative consequences from professors or peers.
As a new field of study intent on improving the preparation of engineers, it is not
surprising that the citations mentioned and the results presented in this section of the
chapter reflect a synthesis of research from many disciplines that form the basis of
reform recommendations. Engineering education scholars are also engaged in their
own studies of engineering using a full complement of inquiry tools that will enrich
our understanding of engineering education as a discipline and contribute to our
understanding of how best to educate future engineers.

10.4

 ocietal Culture and Engineering: Beyond the Western
S
Culture

According to Bernard Amadei, “Engineers have a collective responsibility to
improve the lives of people living around the world” (Amadei 2004, p. 24). He notes
that technical aspects of an engineering project are less important to success than
cultural, social, economic, environmental, and ethical considerations. He also states
that engineering schools are not adequately preparing engineers to think beyond the
technical; except in rare instances where service learning is integrated throughout a
curriculum (Duffy et al. 2011), faculty from different countries collaborate (Dori
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and Silva 2010), or pedagogical approaches like product archaeology are used
(Ulrich and Pearson 1998; Lewis et al. 2010, 2011). Consequently, engineering
graduates from western universities are often unaware of the cultural factors that
have an impact on the transfer of technologies to non-western societies and the
developing world. Many assume that it is as simple as providing the technology or
borrowing technology and expecting that it will be successfully used anywhere
(Kedia and Bhagat 1988).
Technology transfers are influenced by societal culture, organizational culture,
and strategic management processes. Culture is least important to successful technology transfer when the technology transfer is from one industrialized nation to
another and most important to success when the technology transfer is from an
industrialized nation to a developing nation (Kedia and Bhagat 1988). Many factors
influence technology transfer and adoption, which makes it problematic. The first
issue to consider is whether the technology is appropriate. The topic of technology
appropriateness to a given population and culture is not currently addressed in most
engineering curricula or research because it is perceived as low tech and unimportant (Amadei 2004). Engineers must develop the skill of identifying when a technology is appropriate by learning how to assess benefit, resources, and knowledge to
sustain technology, local conditions impacting success, user needs, government and
other agency support, and cultural beliefs (Bhatia 1990; Sas 2011). In addition to
these considerations, cultural factors such as avoidance of uncertainty, power distance, individualism versus collectivism, masculinity versus femininity, and abstractive versus associative characteristics must be taken into account (Kedia and Bhagat
1988). Engineers must develop listening skills to address these considerations
because, according to Parsons (1996), engineers make contributions to developing
countries “when the engineer truly listens to the desires of those he/she is attempting to serve” (p. 170).

10.4.1

 xamples of Success and Failure of Engineering
E
Projects

There are a plethora of wonderful examples illustrating the success and failure of
engineering projects and curricula beyond Western civilization (Sas 2011). The data
about engineering in developing countries was limited both in scope and methods.
Unlike some other areas we explored in this chapter, there were fewer articles in
engineering education journals and a greater concern for technology diffusion than
the education of future engineers.
In India, the choice of which reusable energy technology to introduce depends
upon the circumstances of the farmer. A study of the introduction of renewable
energy sources found that a biogas engine for farming worked best for a relatively
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large farm where the farmer raises two crops a year and has capital and livestock to
run a biogas plant. The farmer must also have knowledge of operating and repairing
diesel engines and electric motors. In contrast, wind power or solar power requires
less technical knowledge making it more successful and appropriate for a marginal
farmer who brings produce to a local market (Bhatia 1990).
Improvements in agriculture in Africa have been difficult due to cultural perceptions of the role of agricultural engineers. Locally trained agricultural engineers
have had limited success in increasing food production because of the perception
that agricultural engineers are either farmers or tractor mechanics (Mafe 2005). The
misperception of what agricultural engineers do and the lack of interest in agricultural engineering as a career choice are, in part, due to the curriculum in African
universities. The curriculum has been adopted wholesale from developed industrialized countries, and students are not being prepared to create endogenous technologies that reflect the local needs (Adewunmi 2008).
In Pakistan, culture influences the education of engineers as seen in teamwork
dynamics and the team roles individuals prefer to undertake. In particular, students
take roles that resemble traditional Pakistani family dynamics. The discomfort with
change and comfort with traditional practices limit the number of students willing
to undertake team roles that foster creativity and stifle creativity. The university curriculum reinforces this problem by limiting course work to basic science rather than
courses that foster problem solving and creativity (Hassan et al. 2014).
A project to construct houses and a water system in Nicaragua was deemed a
failure because 2 years after construction the houses were in disrepair and the water
system was not in use. The project failed for several reasons, including cultural factors such as (1) no money or expertise to fix the broken water pump and no means
to transport it to be repaired, (2) no input to the project from members of the community about their desires or needs, and (3) high illiteracy rates and lack of knowledge among the community members about how to govern themselves as members
of a cooperative overseeing the water system. In contrast, a similar project to bring
drinking water to people in Nepal was successful because technical advice, a budget
for skilled labor, and materials were provided by a local committee that managed
the project. The local committee also provided the unskilled labor and was responsible for maintaining the system and buying spare parts available in the local market
as needed (Parsons 1996).
The case of information technology transfer in Arab countries such as Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait is another interesting case. They are developing countries, but
money and education are not constraints. Cultural beliefs have been seen to be predictors of IT transference. For example, Arabs prefer to deal with people face-to-
face, build consensus, build family-like environments in the workplace, and have a
more relaxed sense of time. These cultural factors mitigate against technologies
such as email and the use of online meeting places (Straub et al. 2002).
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Know Your Client

The literature that supports the conclusions about societal culture and engineering
came from a variety of sources using a limited number of methods. Three authors
used literature reviews to advocate for a particular position and make recommendations for the developing world (Adewunmi 2008; Amadei 2004; Mafe 2005), while
two other authors used literature reviews to develop a conceptual model of technology transfer (Kedia and Bhagat 1988). Two authors took the case study approach to
examine engineering projects in developing countries (Bhatia 1990; Sas 2011).
Parsons (1996) used the research literature to inform her interviews and then used
qualitative analysis of the interviews and the literature review to support her recommendations about engineering in the context of the developing world. Straub et al.
(2002) used both qualitative and quantitative analyses to examine the transfer of
technology in the Arab world, while Hassan et al. (2014) used simple percentages to
analyze survey data about national and engineering culture on team role selection.
These examples provide context for the reality that a community’s culture has
grave influences on whether or not a developed solution, particularly one involving
technology, has the potential for success. An ideal solution for one community may
not have success in another. For example, the rocket cookstove designed to reduce
smoke and subsequent smoke-related health issues is for all intents and purposes an
ideal solution; yet some villages that have been provided with this solution still do
not use the product due to adverse reactions by tribes to technology. The term ideal
becomes relative to location of use and culture. Engineers must obtain feedback
from their potential users to identify what factors may influence a design. Only a
perspective from these users will provide the necessary information they need to
produce an ideal solution for that society.
Cultural considerations have major implications on how engineers approach
design problems. This implies that user feedback is essential to the design process
and cannot be assumed or guessed. Engineers must understand their clients to
ensure they satisfy the needs of all stakeholders.

10.5

Enculturation: Becoming an Engineer

Engineering is more than simply looking, talking, and acting within a masculine
culture. To become an engineer, one must traverse across the novice–expert continuum to master disciplinary knowledge, problem solving and problem identification, and understanding and engagement with data (Stevens et al. 2008). By engaging
in engineering activities, engineers come to see themselves as part of a culture
defined by technology because they are producers of technology and use technology
to solve problems.
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Underrepresented Groups

Becoming part of the engineering culture by developing an identity as an engineer
is critical to persistence in an engineering major; this relationship is particularly
strong for women (Jones, Ruff, & Peretti, Jones et al. 2012). The engineering culture may make developing an engineering identity difficult for women (Jorgenson
2002). In contrast to women, men report having an engineering identity long before
beginning formal engineering training at the higher education level. They often
report that they have always wanted to be an engineer, while most women do not
consider engineering as a major or career until they start to apply for college.
Women who do develop an early engineering identity are more likely to stay in the
field (Bieri Buschor et al. 2014; Godwin et al. 2016); however, many women find
engineering to be incompatible with their gender identity, which can lead to stress,
questioning of ability, and poor achievement expectations and performance (Ancis
and Phillips 1996; Rosenthal et al. 2011). Many women who decide to major in
engineering typically have little knowledge of what engineers do because they often
do not have the tinkering experience so characteristic of males; however, tinkering
experiences are becoming less regular with advancements in technology. The choice
of engineering, for women, is based on wanting to do something useful with their
strong math and science background (Du 2006) and a desire to help people (Miller
et al. 2000).
A strong math background and a desire to help people are often not enough to
interest many women to study engineering. According to Ceci and Williams (2010),
sex differences in rates of participation in math-intensive fields reflect career preferences, lifestyle choices, and gender inequity in engineering. This conclusion is reinforced by the data concerning the lack of sex differences in math achievement
worldwide, but does not account for other barriers to engineering careers placed on
women by some countries’ culture. In their meta-analysis of TIMMS (Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study and the Programme for International
Student Assessment) data, Else-Quest et al. (2010) concluded that girls do as well
as boys in math even though they report less confidence in their mathematical abilities. The meta-analysis also found that boys were more motivated to succeed. It is
hypothesized that a lack of confidence, rather than a lack of ability, is the reason
why girls are less likely than boys to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, or mathematics. Factors in the TIMSS data responsible for small differences were education, curriculum, and the value that schools, teachers, and families
placed on girls learning mathematics. When male–female differences in mathematics achievement are found, they are correlated with gender inequity. The more inequity, the larger the performance gap favoring males (Guiso et al. 2008); however, a
state-by-state comparison of mathematics achievement in the United States found
that girls and boys do equally well on state standardized math tests from elementary
through high school (Hyde et al. 2008). Girls and boys need to develop a strong
engineering identity to strengthen interest and reduce the likelihood that they will
transfer out of an engineering major. This is a statistically significant relationship.
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Jones et al. (2012) reported a correlation of −0.43 with engineering identity and
changing major for men and −0.69 for women. For both men and women, successful enculturation into the world of engineering means internalizing an engineering
identity, adapting to the culture of engineering by adopting the norms and values of
engineering, and establishing solidarity with others in the profession (Drybaugh
1999).
Engineering is a discipline that serves people, but has long been a profession
predominantly made up of white, privileged, males (Bix 2004; Drybaugh 1999;
Frehill 2004). To be an engineer one must look, talk, and act like an engineer
(McIlwee and Robinson 1992). As a consequence, women engineering students
often feel like outsiders who do not belong and are not part of the culture of engineering (Foor et al. 2007) prompting them to change majors (Marra et al. 2009).
Minority of women in engineering feel particularly excluded as demonstrated by
lower feelings of inclusion the longer African American women stay in an engineering program (Marra et al. 2009). This feeling is exacerbated if women of color are
poor and lack the cultural capital of their white, female counterparts studying engineering (Foor et al. 2007).
Some aspects of the environment contribute to the masculine nature of the culture. Du (2006) found that project spaces were often strewn with beer bottles, pornography was on the walls, and male students engaged in swearing, aggressive
behavior in discussion, and jokes using a technical vocabulary. In addition, male
engineering students often held and transmitted negative stereotypes about women’s abilities in engineering (Jones et al. 2012). Discourse patterns in whole class
discussions and teams also reflect a masculine way of doing engineering (Tonso
1996).
It is a culture where hands-on work is valued and there is a fascination with tinkering and/or making; however, the farther removed engineers are from the production of technology, the less respect they receive from other engineers (Robinson and
McIlwee 1991). One female student who was having a difficult time fitting in to the
technical culture of engineering put it this way:
I did not know that there is such a high demand in the technical part. I felt so stupid because
there was something they [males] knew before and I did not know. I am taking some training
courses in my spare time, and I think I will reach the same level as them in one or two more
semesters. (Du 2006, p. 38)

Despite studies that document the negative effects of engineering culture on
women, there are studies that find that women are not affected by stereotyping of
engineering as a male domain. It is unclear whether these findings are due to a
change in the culture of engineering, changes in the way engineering is taught, or
changes in the culture at large (Beasley and Fischer 2012; Crisp et al. 2009; Jones
et al. 2012). Initial hints suggest that good teaching may be responsible for this
cultural change. One key feature of engineering programs is problem-based learning. This approach provides students with experience solving problems and working in teams. It is a strong socializer for males and provides them with a professional
engineering identity. It also works for females but the impact isn’t as strong (Du
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2006). Another way that an engineering identity is acquired is through opportunities
to work and learn in industry. Workplace experience can help individuals make the
transformation from engineering students to students of engineering (Dehing et al.
2013). This is especially true when the workplace supervisor perceives the student
as an engineer. Students come away from the workplace experience with a better
understanding of what their professional future will be like.
A more metacognitive approach also strengthens professional identity. Creating
professional portfolios helped engineering students become more aware of their
own values and interests in engineering and was equally successful with males as
with females. The process of putting a portfolio together helped engineering students define themselves as engineers (Elliot and Turns 2011). Metacognitive activities such as the creation of a professional portfolio strengthen group membership
because metacognition is not generic, but rather reflects a specific discipline
(Bransford et al. 2000). In other words, metacognition supports thinking like an
engineer, and when one thinks like an engineer, one is an engineer. The impact of
metacognition on professional development is not limited to engineering. It has
been found to occur in fields as diverse as teacher education (Graham and Phelps
2003) and law (Fruehwald 2015).
Doctoral students are enculturated into the world of academic engineering
through grantsmanship to become academic capitalists. Being a successful engineer/engineering researcher is equated with obtaining external funds. In this culture,
students and faculty who receive multi-year funding are perceived as being better
engineers than less successful grant writers (Szelenyi 2013).

10.6

Redefining Engineers

Data about how individuals become enculturated into the world of engineering
came from studies that predominantly used surveys and questionnaires that could be
analyzed statistically. These surveys looked at identity (Dehing et al. 2013; Elliot
and Turns 2011), identity and stereotypes (Jones et al. 2012), or self-esteem and
self-efficacy (Crisp et al. 2009; Marra et al. 2009). Other survey studies addressed
attrition from the major using the National Longitudinal Study of Freshman (Beasley
and Fischer 20120) or an instrument design to measure belonging in engineering
(Marra et al. 2012).
Historical studies relied on document analysis of archived materials, newspaper
reports, and research literature (Bix 2004; Frehill 2004). All but one of the remaining studies used some form of qualitative analysis such as large-scale ethnographies
(McIlwee and Robinson 1992; Stevens et al. 2008; Tonso 1996) or an ethnography
of the particular to tell one person’s story (Foor et al. 2007). Drybaugh (1999) used
three qualitative techniques (i.e., observations, interviews, and focus groups) to
examine enculturation into engineering, while Du (2006) used comparative case
studies to examine constructing an engineering identity. To look at the socialization
of graduate students in engineering, Szelenyi (2013) conducted interviews. Only
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one study used both quantitative and qualitative data sources and analyses to examine the culture of engineering for men and women (Robinson and McIlwee 1991).

10.6.1

 he Need to Broaden the Definition of Engineering
T
and Engineering Education

From the cited research, we can see that the definition of an engineer should be
broadened especially in regard to what an engineer looks like and does. This process
should be started before students decide to enter a university program in engineering. The new K-12 Next Generation Science and on Engineering Standards (NGSES)
are a good beginning, but we will have to expand upon them. Curricula is needed at
the K-12 level that goes beyond the current NGSES focus of understanding the
design process and how engineering and science are the same and different.
Additions to the curricula should focus on engineering that includes opportunities
to both tinker and develop an engineering identity. Engineering activities in the curricula should be contextualized in such a way as to make clear how engineering
contributes to social good and how expanding who becomes an engineer is part of
contributing to the social good. Early experiences of this kind would increase both
women and minorities’ interest in engineering majors.
Change has to also take place in university settings. Professional societies
focused on women (e.g., Society of Women Engineers, Association for Women in
Computing, and Women in Science and Engineering) and minorities (e.g., National
Society of Black Engineers, American Indian Science and Engineering Society, and
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers) as well as successful gatherings such
as the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing (http://gracehopper.org)
and the Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity (http://tapiaconference.org) are good
examples that aim to gather and recruit underrepresented groups. These efforts help
universities and engineering programs toward increasing diversity of their students
and the engineering profession, but unintentional biases may still exist. Engineering
instructors need to become aware of inclusive pedagogical practices and how some
traditional practices may create what Hall and Sandler (1982) called a chilly climate
for women. Hiring more female and minority engineering professors who can serve
as role models can send a message that engineering is for everyone. Increasing the
visibility and support of organizations such as the Society of Women Engineers
(SWE), Women in Science and Engineering (WISE), National Society of Black
Engineers (NSBE), and American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES)
also indicates that diversity is valued. Professors can also provide opportunities for
women and minorities to take leadership positions in team projects and ensuring
that the team respects and follows them as leaders. Finally, there should be an institutional mechanism for reporting incidents, activities, and behaviors, whether initiated by professors or fellow students, that create a hostile environment, exclude
women and minorities, and reinforce stereotyping of who is an engineer.
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Conclusions

Changing current practices can be a daunting task, especially within institutions that
have longstanding traditions and entrenched individuals who live by the notion that
“if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” The issue is that traditional systems don’t appear
broken to those who have found it to be successful for themselves. Improvements
are merely an inconvenience that will cause an inordinate amount of unnecessary
time to implement. It is this approach that perpetuates the misconception that engineering is boring, difficult, and only for males who are good at math and science.
This misconception is held beyond the United States, as supported by Chapter:
Engineering Education in Higher Education in Europe by Corlu et al. (2018), and
expands our discussion to include the impact that history, innovation, and instructional best practices can also have on engineering education. Changing these aspects
is highly influenced by the current culture established in engineering education
institutions. It is important that we address these aspects to create a better-informed
society interested in pursuing engineering careers. What must be undertaken is massive organizational change, both within higher education and industry. Further studies like the ethnographic study of an engineering division within a large American
high-tech corporation conducted by Kunda (2009) will help inform this change. The
culture of engineering education and engineering industries must provide a platform
for a new generation of learners and future workers that will provide diverse perspectives to address twenty-first century grand challenges. This will require a focus
on the relationship between engineering organizational culture, engineering identity, and the perception/image projected by engineering to the general public (Hatch
and Schultz 1997). Additionally, Chapter 7: Technology, Culture, and Values –
Implications for Enactment of Technological Tools in Precollege Science Classrooms
by Waight and Abd-El-Khalick (2018) reminds us that technology and engineering
go hand-in-hand. Technology can make life better, but the use of technology in the
early years of education has the potential for negative consequences on student perceptions. Technology is taken for granted in university-level engineering education,
but can negatively impact perceptions of engineering if the technology is
problematic.

10.8

 ecommendations for Engineering Educators,
R
Learners, and Practitioners

This review has made several suggestions for recommended changes in engineering
education and practice that can help the evolution of the engineering discipline.
These recommendations include:
• Improving education and awareness of engineering within the general public.
The public’s perception is a key indicator of how engineering culture is viewed
from outside the profession. Diversifying the field starts by increasing interest
beyond those who have already been enculturated.
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• Increasing educational environments that engage students in deep thinking
through active learning approaches. Modifying engineering education to be more
hands-on and less teacher centered will provide positive experiences to retain
students.
• Making the student–teacher relationship more personal to provide students with
opportunities to become more deeply acculturated in the field. These opportunities could include teaching and research experiences.
• Greater support by administrators for the scholarship of teaching engineering. A
greater emphasis on teaching will allow faculty to expend more effort in turn
providing better experiences for students.
• Increased opportunities for engineering students and engineers to know their
customers. Designing a product should be for the sole purpose of solving a client’s need. Knowing your client is essential in ensuring the solution is
appropriate.
• Diversifying engineering and broadening the definition of what an engineer
looks like and does. The notion of engineering being strictly for white males
good at the hard sciences is a misconception that has been perpetuated and needs
to be dispelled.
Enacting these recommendations should prove to positively impact the perceived
and existing culture of engineering.
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Chapter 11

Engineering Education in Higher Education
in Europe
M. Sencer Corlu, Kjeld Svidt, Dorina Gnaur, Rea Lavi, Oğuz Borat,
and M. Ali Çorlu

11.1

Introduction

This chapter concerns the historical development of engineering education in higher
education for two European countries, Denmark and Turkey, in the light of innovation and knowledge society. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate an approach
to viewing engineering education through the lens of history and culture. We begin
by providing an overview of innovation in Europe and different countries’ innovation status; we continue by providing brief overviews of engineering education in
Europe in general and programs in Denmark and Turkey in particular, two countries
at opposite ends of the innovation scale. Next, we provide a summary and conclusion of our overview, and, finally, we provide recommendations for policy makers,
educators, and researchers.
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European Innovation and Knowledge Society

Innovation is the generation, utilization, and circulation of new knowledge; it transcends the isolated understanding of engineering. There is a general consensus
among policy makers in Europe that innovation is critical for countries to stay competitive in the twenty-first century, as an innovative culture can only flourish in a
knowledge society. The economic goals of European innovation strategies, such as
Europe 2020, primarily focus on overcoming the difficulties that have arisen due to
the aging population in Western Europe and decreasing the disparities in particular
European regions. Among the proposed actions are creating new jobs for the unemployed, improving energy efficiency, and enhancing business-research cooperation.
However, these goals will not be met without change from a traditional educational
approach to a more interdisciplinary educational approach, especially in engineering education.
The European Commission’s (2014) Innovation Union Scoreboard refers to different European countries’ respective public and private investment in innovation,
innovation partnerships among companies and academia, educational basis for
innovation, and innovative research. The innovation performances of European
countries in 2014, displayed in Fig. 11.1, show that the lower end of the figure is
mostly populated by countries in Eastern Europe, Bulgaria (BG), Turkey (TR), and
Romania (RO), whereas the upper end is populated by countries in Western Europe,
Switzerland (CH), Sweden (SE), and Denmark (DK). While Germany (DE) is one
of the innovation leaders in Europe, France (FR) is just above the European Union
(EU) average.
With regard to education, the European goals of innovation include increasing
educational attainment, attracting talent to prominent fields, and connecting subject

Fig. 11.1 Innovation Union Scoreboard 2014, showing the relative positions of Turkey (TR), 0.2
(low score for innovation); the UK, 0.6; and Denmark (DK), 0.7, with respect to the EU average
(Reproduced from European Commission 2014)
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matter and knowledge-based life (European Commission 2014). Thus, the process
of innovation in European education includes three major characteristics:
(a) Permeable disciplinarity—Each discipline has developed a unique knowledge
base and certain habits of mind over their long history. While this knowledge
base is recognized and appreciated, innovation takes this to a new level.
Permeable disciplinarity requires active exchanges of information across and
specific specializations within disciplines.
(b) Coexisting communities of practice—Coexisting communities of practice foster the circulation of new knowledge through mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and shared repertoire (Wenger 1998) that requires free movement of
knowledge within academia and between academia and business.
(c) Knowledge-based life—Knowledge-based life reinterprets the concept of real
life according to the changing conditions of the twenty-first century. This
requires a consideration of the complexities of the knowledge society and lifelong learning principle of the Europe 2020 vision.

11.3
11.3.1

 istorical Development of Engineering Education
H
in Europe
A Brief Overview of Engineering Education in Europe

Understanding the dynamics of engineering education in the European context
depends on cognizing the historical divide between Continental European and
Anglo-American traditions. While highly bureaucratic states, such as France or
Germany, represent the former, a more local self-government model, such as the one
in England, represents the latter. During the first Industrial Revolution (1760–
1840s), there were two main differences between these traditions of engineering
education. The first difference is engineers in Continental Europe were mainly public servants (e.g., military or civil engineers), whereas engineers in the Anglo-
American tradition held roles as entrepreneurs or freelance professionals. The
second difference is engineers in Continental Europe were equipped with advanced
mathematics and science knowledge that they learned in school; early examples of
such schools were the École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussés in France (1747) and
Genie-Akademie in Austria (1778). In contrast, Anglo-American engineers trained
on the job acquire practical skills.
The difference between the two traditions continued until the second Industrial
Revolution (1850s, World War I). With the rise of science-based industries in the
late nineteenth century, it became a necessity for both traditions to scale up the academic training of engineers in mathematics and science. Additionally, the importance of business in the application of science to practical ends was recognized. Yet,
classical universities of Europe with roots in pure knowledge had difficulty embracing the practical side of engineering. It was the German dual approach during the
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postwar period that introduced the concept of technical schools specializing in educating engineers for practical skills (Lundgreen 2006).
Today, engineering is placed at the center of the knowledge triangle that combines research, education, and innovation (see European Federation of National
Engineering Associations—Fédération Européenne d’Associations Nationales
d’Ingénieurs [FEANI] 2010; European Society for Engineering Education—Société
Européenne pour la Formation des Ingénieurs [SEFI] 2013). This knowledge triangle is steadily materialized after the 1950s from the transition of tradition-specific
education to a more integrated form of engineering science and practical application. Even more, with the increased mobility of business, engineers across European
countries necessitated a more continental, even global, approach to engineering
education, which in turn sparked the question: “What is the relationship between
preparing engineers to serve their home country and preparing engineers to serve
Europe?” (Downey et al. 2008, p. 437).
Although not uniform, there is more consistency between prominent engineering
programs and curriculum in European engineering education institutions. The introduction of the European Higher Education Area with the Bologna Declaration in
1999 was what made this consistency possible, by allowing students and academia
to be mobile across institutions. Additional efforts for a more consistent program
were followed by the establishment of a Pan-European authority for accreditation—
the European Accredited Engineer (EUR-ACE, European Accreditation of
Engineering Programs 2008; SEFI 2012).

11.3.2

Engineering Education in Denmark

11.3.2.1

 verview of the Structure and Content of Engineering
O
Education Programs

In light of the technological, societal, and environmental challenges in the contemporary world, Danish engineering education aims at providing top qualified engineers and engineering scientists who are equipped to respond in informed and
innovative ways to the changing demands of their profession. Danish engineering
education programs differ in content depending on their specialization and professional orientation. The Danish system offers two basic degree programs in engineering: a practical, professionally oriented, 3.5-year undergraduate program that results
in a bachelor’s degree and a relatively theoretical and research-oriented 3- and 2year program leading to a master’s degree. After this, there is the possibility to
embark on a 3-year program leading to a doctorate degree.
The 3.5-year undergraduate program develops a well-rounded engineer, leading
to a more practical, hands-on engineering career, e.g., a technical engineer (diploma
engineer), and is offered at both universities and engineering colleges. It can, however, be extended with a specially designed 2-year graduate program offered by
universities. The university offers a 3- and 2-year program, which yields a formal
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bachelor’s degree, with an intent to continue at the graduate level in engineering or
a compatible discipline, allowing for a broader spectrum. Insofar, students who
work toward a theoretical bachelor’s degree and continue to earn a master’s degree
will hold the other type of professional qualification, which is a more speculative
and research-minded profession, e.g., a civil engineer. The two types of engineering
programs supplement each other, as they cover the entire range of problems solved
by engineering professionals—both task-oriented problems and complex ones
requiring higher theoretical insight and technological competence. In this way,
engineering education continues to attract a broader selection of students.
The Danish government owns, finances, and regulates engineering in higher education institutions, which are subject to ministerial guidelines regarding quality
assurance and accreditation systems; however, the government affords institutions
certain degrees of freedom in their educational structure, such as teaching philosophies. Furthermore, engineering education is free of charge, offering students state
grants when enrolled in a program. To gain admission, students generally need to
complete a 3-year upper secondary science-oriented program and have a relatively
high performance in subjects such as mathematics, physics, and chemistry. In the
undergraduate program, students can combine vocational training with a supplementary study program to achieve a level similar to upper secondary education
(Jensen 2000). Additionally, in 2014, the Danish government introduced a new type
of education that combines vocational training with an upper secondary level education termed EUX. The intent of the program is to give academically strong students
a better opportunity to achieve an upper secondary level education in connection
with their vocational courses and training (Danish Ministry of Education 2014).
Engineering programs in Denmark address the need to include high proficiency
level in the technological and scientific areas; professional elements such as communication, foreign languages, ethics, project management, and business knowledge; and a general understanding of societal, environmental, and global challenges
that affect the professional environment and the responsibility placed on the engineering profession (Danish Society of Engineers [IDA] 2009). From an industrial
standpoint, both types of engineers are valued and in demand, as this dual orientation provides a satisfactory solution to the industry’s need for both practical professionals and technical specializations.
As an important stakeholder in the design of the engineering programs, IDA
encourages the maintenance and the further consolidation of the two educational
profiles (IDA 2009). The recommendations for the professional program include the
affiliation with related research environments in order to ensure state-of-the art
exposure, while also maintaining the main emphasis on the practical qualifications.
This provides a broad spectrum of opportunities to interact with professionals in the
field and suggests a preference for recruiting professionally active teaching staff at
the university colleges. Similarly, IDA recommends that the civil engineering programs continue their engineering science profile through research and development,
including high degrees of specialization and front-edge technologies. To this end,
IDA recommends emphasizing the consolidation of the various programs within
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their respective research environments and a requirement for the 3 + 2-year education program to be exclusively research based.
The research and development orientation is the essential element in various
doctoral programs, in which the candidates are qualified to conduct research and
development activities independently in an international environment. The research
programs include the Industrial PhD program, where the government and a private
company co-jointly support a university-hosted PhD project. The government capitalizes on the long-term benefits of the high-level research and development program and, thereby, strengthens the technological and scientific base of engineering
education. This makes it a worthwhile investment toward securing continual growth
and welfare in the Danish society.
11.3.2.2

Tradition and Renewal in Danish Engineering Education

The dual orientation within the Danish engineering education sector—the specialized, practical, professional strand and the theoretical, scientific strand—originates
from the alternate movement between theoretical hegemony and practice.
Historically, there have been various designs in Denmark, as well as in the rest of
Europe and the USA, with either a practical, skill-based technique or a theoretical,
science-based method. The former was the product of technical schools, whereas
the latter was embraced at technical universities and engineering schools. The practical and theoretical orientations led to the formation of two distinct institutional
traditions, that of technical engineering and that of engineering education, which
still exist in the present engineering landscape. The Danish solution to this divide
resembles the northern European development, as it embraces the two models: the
technical school tradition of educating students with practical engineering skills for
industries with technical and mathematical foci and a more academic-oriented engineering education program that is the focus of technical universities, producing consultant engineers valued for their specialized theoretical and technical
qualifications.
As in most parts of Europe, the youth protest and democratization movement in
the late 1960s transformed the backdrop of higher education in Denmark from being
an opportunity reserved for only an elite group of people into a mass phenomenon
with an ever-increasing intake of students from various backgrounds. Not only did
engineering education become easily accessible, but it also moved in a more scholarly direction as the content of the technical and theoretical programs grew.
In the 1990s, Denmark, along with the rest of Europe, had increasingly questioned its relatively scientific-dominated engineering programs. Teaching less practical skills decreased these programs’ relevance for the industry. At the same time,
a predominantly technical focus overshadowed analytical qualifications, and this
proved insufficient in fostering innovative capacity. It did not deliver the type of
creative design that engineers needed to be capable of managing, nor did it keep up
with the rapid technological developments. The critique came from the technical
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universities, as they were against this narrow, science-focused program and
emphasized the need to respond to societal and industrial demands of engineering
skills and competencies.
This led to a renewed focus of engineering education design, which culminated
with the expansion of project- and problem-based learning approaches that had
been the landmark of only two progressive universities, specifically Aalborg
University (AAU) and Roskilde University Center (Barnes 2010; Kjersdam and
Enemark 1994). The philosophy of the project and of the problem-solving approach
had its root in the main concern of engineering: problem solving in a real-life context as well as interdisciplinary settings through activation and integration of relevant, practical, theoretical, and analytical skills necessary to a career in engineering.
Furthermore, team-working skills, such as communication and cooperation; interpersonal competencies, such as flexibility and autonomy; and project management
skills were all integrated into the learning space.
The increasing diversity of technologies and the complex problems posed by
globalization constitute a new set of challenges that called for a unified front and the
need to reform engineering education once more (Jørgensen 2007). The Danish
strategy of acknowledging and supporting each of the two orientations in their own
right for their distinct contributions to the disciplinary and professional domain
implies that the traditional tension is no longer the focal point. Meanwhile, the
efforts to reform the educational setup in engineering are visible in creating strong,
competent, and knowledge-based learning and in developing environments to cope
with modern-day challenges. The tendency to associate scientific and technological
competencies is widely visible in recent developments of merging university colleges into universities that offer both types of engineering education. Ramskov
(2012) pointed out there is only one independent university college left on the
Danish map of engineering educations, namely, VIA University College in Horsens.
Other university colleges, along with their historical programs of early professional
engineering (technical and academy engineers), have merged with four existing universities. These are AAU, with campuses in Aalborg, Esbjerg, and Copenhagen;
Aarhus University (AU), which had absorbed the former university colleges in
Herning and Aarhus; the University of Southern Denmark (SDU), including former
technical institutions of Odense and Sønderborg; and the Danish Technical
University (DTU), located in the Copenhagen area.
It is questionable, though, whether the massive mergers were initiated out of a
wish to reconcile the two traditions or whether it is proof of the final victory of the
blend of the theoretical, science-based school and the scholastics of professional
life, complying with the national strategy for creating a knowledge society. However,
the latest development does increase competition among the universities attracting
students since they all offer the same range of programs. This will arguably make
the quality of teaching and the specific subject combinations an important competitive parameter.
Nevertheless, one problem remains unsettled, and it pertains to the expanding
range of topics offered within various engineering programs. Disciplinary congestion
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can occur when attempting to cover all of the skills and competencies demanded of
future engineers (Jørgensen 2007). According to a comprehensive report by the
Danish Technological Institute, Centre for Policy and Business Analysis
(Teknologisk Institut-Center for Analyse og Erhvervsfremme [DTI] 2013), on
future job functions and competency requirements for engineers, the Danish companies are in need of engineers with in-depth science and technology expertise, as
well as the ability to apply this expertise in practice. There exists an expectation
from engineers to collaborate in interdisciplinary settings, in order to attend to complex tasks in ways that are both efficient and innovative. As development and innovation processes increasingly involve customers and suppliers in often globally
distributed networks, organization and advanced business understanding, as well as
communication and personal aptitude, is expected. Most of all, it will be the successful combination of all of these various competencies that will prove decisive for
future engineers’ ability to identify new market opportunities for delivering new,
hi-tech knowledge and thorough products and services. The complex competency
profile expected of modern engineers puts high demands on education. The way
educational institutions have dealt with this so far has been with a renewed focus on
scientific knowledge, as this ensures the necessary preparation in dealing with the
increasing complexity of technology. They also have created a whole set of new
courses within the human dimensions in response to the new demands of the engineering profession (Christensen et al. 2009).
Curriculum design remains a major area of attention as it has an effect on learning outcomes and competency development. Rather than adding yet more isolated
courses to cover the extended fields in engineering to an already heavy curriculum,
the solution sought presently involves different approaches to teaching and learning.
The project- and problem-based learning methods (PBL) in use at Roskilde
University Centre and AAU have gained renewed attention (Graff and Kolmos
2007). Arguably, they contain the potential for more integrative forms of education
that will include social, environmental, and economic considerations into the problems that are the central drivers of learning in PBL. By facilitating learning based
on identifying and working with real-life engineering problems in their socioeconomic context, students learn to manage increasingly complex systems of scientific
knowledge, practical skills, and contextual awareness in an organic, integrated fashion (Jørgensen 2007). One critical component of PBL is to scaffold a network of
increasing problem complexity, spanning from reproductive learning in the form of
routine to complex problem solving in contexts involving the complexity of real-life
settings, in order to promote creative learning. Ellström (1997) described PBL progression as having degrees of freedom. The lowest degree of freedom in PBL is
when students are given both the problem and the problem-solving method. A
higher degree of freedom is achieved by giving students a problem left open (e.g., a
case study) and the method for solving it. The highest degree of freedom is achieved
by leaving a problem for students to solve, in such a way as to support the attainment of the learning goals (Biggs and Tang 2009).
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Another similar approach to teaching and learning of engineering is the
conceive-design-implement-operate (CDIO) methodology that has similarly arisen
out of the need to rethink engineering education (Crawley et al. 2013). The objective of this approach is to prepare engineers that are ready to engineer. The Swedish
government originally developed this system, but it has won increasing attention in
Denmark as well, as an inspiration or a framework for curricular planning and
outcome-based assessment. Nearly all Danish engineering schools are members of
the CDIO network, and some like DTU have based some of their study programs
on the CDIO concept (e.g., CDIO Projects in DTU’s Bachelor of Engineering in
Information Technology Study Program, http://orbit.dtu.dk/). These four terms,
conceive, design, implement, and operate, and the activities and outcomes of the
four phases are applicable to a wide range of engineering disciplines, in which
engineers lead or are involved in all phases of a product, process, and system life
cycle. The conceive stage is about defining customer needs, taking into account the
technological parameter, the enterprise strategy, and various regulations, and
finally developing the conceptual, technical, and business plans. The design stage
involves the whole design process including the plans, drawings, and algorithms
that describe the product, process, and/or system. The implement stage focuses on
transforming the design into the product, and this encompasses the hardware production, software programming, testing, and validation. The final stage, operate,
uses the implemented design to produce the intended value, including maintaining,
evolving, recycling, and closing down the system. The CDIO approach to curriculum design builds on stakeholder input to identify the learning needs and then
sequence a path of integrated scholarship experiences to meet those needs. In so
doing, the CDIO contribution to engineering education promotes in-depth learning
of foundational engineering knowledge, skills, and principles that engineers contribute to society.
An important criterion in ensuring international recognition of Danish engineering education programs is the quality assurance, which “…includes all planned and
systematically executed proceedings and procedures to ensure that quality/performance indicators defined for a product or service, an educational program be performed in a complete manner” (Borat 2010, p. 40). In alignment with international
standards, Denmark too has implemented the European Qualifications Framework
of the Bologna Working Group, supplemented by the Dublin Descriptors, which
offers general statements of the typical expectations of achievements and abilities
associated with qualifications within the particular disciplines, representing the end
of each Bologna cycle. Referring specifically to engineering education, the accreditation and quality assurance are in accordance with the internationally acknowledged accreditation system, EUR-ACE, which identifies high-quality engineering
degree programs in Europe and is managed by the Danish Evaluation Centre, and
the Danish Accreditation Institution, ACE.
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11.3.3

Engineering Education in Turkey

11.3.3.1

Foundations of Turkish Engineering Education

In the eighteenth century, the Ottoman Empire conducted educational reforms based
on similar reforms in Europe. The year 1734 marked the establishment of the first
secular school to educate military engineers, and 1773 marked the establishment of
the first formal engineering school, with the mission to educate potential teachers of
engineering rather than to produce large numbers of engineers. These schools and
many others belonged to the Continental European model of engineering education,
with a mix of French and Ottoman teaching staff and a curriculum that included
science (mechanics-astronomy), technology (technical drawing and design of military equipment), and mathematics (geometry, algebra, and logarithms). Constraints
such as the extended period of schooling (15 years), restrictions regarding the number of enrolled students, and the expectation of the students to support themselves
during their long period of education, hindered the production of engineers compared to other European countries (Kaçar 2007).
By the end of the nineteenth century, most of the teachers at engineering schools
in the country were Turkish. The practical aspects of engineering gained importance
for the development of economy during the second Industrial Revolution. German-
inspired engineering schools were providing a more theory-based engineering education, and several technical schools were founded, following a more practical
curriculum when compared to the academic-oriented engineering schools (Kaçar
et al. 2012). Through the educational reforms after the eighteenth century, engineering schools in Turkey had broader impacts on society and contributed to the development of scientific knowledge in other STEM fields. For the first time, engineering
schools taught subjects such as differential and integral calculus, physics, chemistry, hydraulics, mechanics, and electricity. Additionally, these schools published
several books in Turkish on these subjects, and students in other schools used these
books too. In addition, some prominent teachers of engineering contributed to the
field with their work at these schools, including Karl von Terzaghi (1883–1963) and
Fritz Georg Arndt (1885–1969).
Despite the influence of Continental European tradition on Turkish engineering
education, Robert College engineering school (1912) distinguished itself as an
example of the Anglo-American tradition in Turkey. In contrast to their peers at
other engineering schools, students at Robert College were provided with abundant
opportunities to work with machinery (Freely 2013; Nurdoğan 2009). However,
even some of the existing faculty members at Robert College did not welcome such
a practice-based education nor it became as popular as the other engineering schools
in the country at that time (Scipio 1955 as cited in Nurdoğan 2009).
The founder of modern Turkey in 1923—Mustafa Kemal Atatürk—outlined in
his vision the need to “...establish and operate small and large industries … …to
reach the ideal of a developed and prosperous Turkey” (Tantekin-Ersolmaz et al.
2012, p. 31). Graduates of the Ottoman-era engineering schools responded to
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Ataturk’s vision by planning and constructing roads, bridges, dams, factories, buildings, energy plants, communication networks, villages, and cities (Tantekin-
Ersolmaz et al. 2012). Other important developments after the declaration of the
Republic related to Turkey’s membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) from 1949 and the OECD in 1960, both of which enabled a closer relationship with the USA and thus the Anglo-American tradition in engineering education,
gained popularity among policy makers following World War II. The adoption of
the Anglo-American model with an increased emphasis on practical skills was a
perceived solution to the increasing workforce requirements of a growing postwar
economy and the increased demand for access to engineering education (c.f. democratization movement as mentioned in 10.2.2).
Several universities, including the Middle East Technical University (METU) in
Ankara, Turkey, were founded during this postwar period. However, the open-
market economy era in the 1980s was when the country experienced an exponential
increase in the number of engineering faculties (Tantekin-Ersolmaz et al. 2012).
Bilkent University, founded in 1984, was the first nonprofit foundation university in
the country, which opened a pathway to the private sector to invest in higher
education.
11.3.3.2

The Current Situation of Engineering Education in Turkey

Today, the number of engineering faculties has reached almost 130 situated in more
than 170 public and nonprofit foundation universities. This is partially a result of the
current government’s ambitious goal of founding a university in every city in the
country. So far, the total number of engineering students exceeds 250,000, approximately 29% of whom are female students. Over 9000 faculty members manage this
massive number of students (Measuring, Selection and Placement Center—Ölçme,
Seçme ve Yerleştirme Merkezi [ÖSYM] 2013). Early examples of engineering institutions such as İTU, Boğaziçi University (formerly known as Robert College),
METU, and Bilkent University continue to be the most popular engineering education faculties in the country. The majority of the graduates of these universities
prefer to work in the private sector in high-paying jobs. Public service is a popular
choice for the majority of engineers who graduate from other universities (Chamber
of Mechanical Engineers 2013). While these numbers show the high interest among
Turkish youth for engineering education, in recent years, there is an increasing
interest in emerging fields of engineering such as mechatronics (Akpinar 2006).
However, with an economic-growth model based on construction, it is not surprising that civil engineering has maintained its position over the years as one of the
most popular engineering fields in the country. See Table 11.1 for the most popular
engineering departments in Turkey in terms of the number of applications to engineering programs.
However, this high interest toward engineering in the country comes with a price.
Some claim that the government favors the funding of engineering projects with
practical outcomes over scientific research projects (Nesin 2014). In addition, some
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Table 11.1 Number of applications submitted to the most popular engineering education fields in
2008 and 2012 (NTVMSNBC 2013)
Civil engineering
Mechanical engineering
Electrical and electronic engineering
Computer engineering
Food engineering
Industrial engineering
Environmental engineering
Geomatic engineering
Mechatronics engineering
Metallurgical and materials engineering
Chemical engineering
Biomedical engineering

2008
185,349
190,806
89,889
81,411
68,432
65,363
61,453
32,807
4660
31,957
41,963
5151

2012
312,536
260,491
182,250
128,828
98,089
96,256
58,567
39,638
39,611
38,122
35,336
18,403

Change in percentage
69
37
103
58
43
47
−5
21
750
19
−16
257

Note. Departments ranked in terms of the number of applications in 2012

universities are closing their science faculties due to low student interest in a career
in pure science or mathematics. In order to revive student interest for careers in pure
sciences, faculties of science are desperately trying to grant their students eligibility
for teaching upon graduation through quick-fix certification programs. However,
there has been an oversupply of engineering teachers in the country, and such alternative teaching certification programs are negatively affecting the graduates of faculties of education in finding jobs at public schools, as well as the quality of
engineering teaching in the country (Çorlu 2013; Corlu et al. 2014).
Engineering students need to be educated as innovators with a global perspective, who can work in multilingual and multidisciplinary environments and find
solutions to the problems of a knowledge society (İnan 2005). However, engineering students in Turkey generally express negative opinions about their education
with regard to fostering their engineering innovation. Students at engineering faculties believe their education does not foster the necessary skills for being globally
employable. In one of the few studies on engineering education in Turkey, engineering students expressed their perception of their instructors as the sole expert of theoretical knowledge rather than someone they collaborate with in finding solutions to
the problems of the society. One conclusion of this study was that the engineering
education in Turkey does not encourage interdisciplinary approaches,
communication-based teamwork, risk taking, or entrepreneurship (Sevindik and
Akpınar 2007; c.f. Çakır and Yelmen 2011).
In another study, Gençoğlu and Gençoğlu (2005) found engineering education
programs at Turkish universities to be uniform, providing a bachelor’s degree at the
end of a 4-year study with almost identical coursework across universities. Evidently,
Turkish engineering education had disregarded the diverse needs of different regions
of the country, and the programs have not changed much over the past 50 years.
There is evidence, however, that externally accredited engineering faculties in
Turkey were likely to be providing a more interdisciplinary learning environment,
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particularly when compared to faculties of science or mathematics (Corlu 2013). In
addition, some of the universities have recently opened faculties of engineering with
a more interdisciplinary approach. The sharp increase in interest toward engineering
fields, which foster an interdisciplinary approach, such as mechatronics engineering
and biomedical engineering, provides evidence that Turkish students are well aware
of the changing conditions of the twenty-first century, and some engineering faculties in the country are showing an effort to adapt to these conditions.
Today, women engineers in Turkey make up the 27% of the engineering workforce. In fact, Turkey has one of the highest percentages of women engineers in the
world, compared to 14% in the USA and 6% in the UK (Smith and Dengiz 2010;
Tantekin-Ersolmaz et al. 2012; U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee 2012;
Women’s Engineering Society 2014). Women academicians reported fair and equal
treatment in the academic world, which seemed to be a valid argument for women
engineers in professional life (Acar 1991, as cited in Zengin-Arslan 2002; Zengin
2000). However, one study elaborated on the challenges that women engineering
students face during their education:
…more covert forms of discrimination still occur in the educational institutions of Turkey,
such as the tendency to guide female graduate students into those fields of engineering
which are viewed as more convenient for women, jokes made by the professors about women’s incompetence in engineering and the marginalizing attitudes of male classmates
towards female students. (Zengin 2000, p. 407)

Such challenges are unlikely to be specific only to Turkish women engineers.
As the supreme body responsible for the supervision of universities, the Council
of Higher Education (Ayvaz et al. 2016) considers the Bologna Process as a planned
and systematic roadmap to ensure that Turkish universities function according to the
European standards. Within the higher education institutions in Turkey, internal
quality assurance is progressing well (Borat 2009; Borat 2010; Varol et al. 2013).
Each university in Turkey prepares its strategic plan—in accordance with the Public
Financial Management and Controlling Law. For the external auditing, a license has
been given to the Association for Evaluation and Accreditation of Engineering
Programs—Mühendislik Eğitim Programları Değerlendirme ve Akreditasyon
Derneği (MÜDEK)—on November 2007. Initially, MÜDEK adopted the criteria of
some other popular accreditation organizations in the USA and Europe, including
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), Washington
Accord Graduate Attributes, and EUR-ACE Framework Standards. All these activities and expected developments are gathered in the framework of the Turkish
Qualifications Framework (Borat 2014).
Today, MÜDEK accredits only the undergraduate engineering programs in
Turkey (MÜDEK 2013), and their list of accredited institutions is not exhaustive
(see the list of accredited programs as of 2014 July at http://www.mudek.org.tr/en/
akredit/akredite2014.shtm). Some of the most popular engineering faculties in the
country, including İTÜ, Boğaziçi University, METU, or Bilkent University, are
accredited by ABET, but not by MÜDEK.1
1
See the list of accredited programs as of 2014, October, here: http://main.abet.org/aps/
Accreditedprogramsearch.aspx
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METU, ITU, Gazi University, Ege U/niversity, YTU, 9Eylul University, Bogazici
University, Firat University, Erciyes University, Selçuk University, KTU, Hacettepe
University and Bilkent University are first 13 universities according University
Ranking by Academic Performence (URAS) in engineering area and their engineering programs are accredited by ABET or by MÜDEK (URAS 2017).1 Turkish
Higher Education Quality Board having public legal personality with administrative
and financial autonomy was established to carry out evaluations according to
national and international quality standards of quality of education and research
activities and administrative services of higher education institutions and to carry
out internal and external quality assurance, accreditation processes and authorization processes of independent external evaluation institutions (Quality Board 2017).
It is expected that the autonomous Quality Board will influence the developments
and quality of engineering education and research activities in Turkey positively.

11.3.4

Engineering Education in the UK

11.3.4.1

The History of Engineering Education in the UK

Engineering education in the UK represents the Anglo-American tradition of engineering education. Historically, the public and economic position of engineers in
the UK has been low compared with other high-skill professions. Engineering qualifications in the UK were provided by professional organizations rather than academic institutions, and they involved apprenticeships rather than degrees. Indeed,
until the end of the nineteenth century, no examination was required to obtain any
engineering qualification. Throughout the first part of the twentieth century, the
number of qualified engineers was only several thousands, and by the mid-century,
a skill shortage of technical engineers was evident. It was not until 1956 that the
Ministry of Education, led by Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill, in response to
the rise of technical education in the USSR, produced a white paper, which argued
for a complete change in technical education throughout the UK. The implementation of the policy outlined in this paper led to a large, fast increase in the number of
technical colleges growing into full-fledged universities. However, despite these
changes, the number of engineering graduates, as well as their public status and pay
relative to other highly skilled professions, still remained low throughout the 1960s
and 1970s, compared with competing developed countries, and the lack of vocational training during graduate studies remained, with academic studies detached
from the reality of engineering work (Albu 1980).
11.3.4.2

Current Status of Engineering Education in the UK

Presently, engineers in the UK do not require a license to practice their profession,
but one can obtain such licenses, including engineering technicians, incorporated
engineers, chartered engineers, and information and communication technology
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technicians, from various institutions under the devolved accreditation of the UK
Engineering Council. Registering as a chartered engineer is called initial professional development and normally takes 4–8 years following the completion of the
first engineering degree. It depends on peer review and sometimes further exams.
Engineering undergraduate studies may or may not include 1 year of on-the-job
experience (termed “sandwich courses”), and further qualifications of more competences named continuing professional development are available following registration as a licensed engineer (Engineering Council 2017). More practical aspects of
engineering have been introduced into academic degrees, particularly project-based
learning, which is especially diverse in UK engineering education (Graham 2010;
Graham and Crawley 2010). However, historical problems of low public perception
of the engineering profession, as well as skill shortages in some engineering sectors,
still linger. The introduction of institutes of technology, proposed by the Royal
Academy of Engineering (2017), aims to help ameliorate some of these problems.

11.4

 omparison of Engineering Education in Denmark,
C
Turkey, and the UK

Table 11.2 presents a comparative summary of present-day engineering education
in Denmark, Turkey, and the UK in higher education (Barlex 2011; c.f. Çakır and
Yelmen 2011; Chamber of Mechanical Engineers 2013; Graham and Crawley 2010;
Table 11.2 Comparison of engineering education in Denmark, Turkey, and the UK
Prevalent
teaching
methods
Mostly
student-
centered
(PBL and
CDIO)

Country
Denmark

Innovation
scorea
0.7

Turkey

0.2

Mostly
traditional
(teacher-
centered)

UK

0.6

Both
student- and
teacher-
centered

Advantages
Theoretical and practical
programs produce
graduates who cover an
entire range of problems
faced by present-day
engineers
Produces many
engineers; private and
public sectors employ
local engineers

Characterized by a
wider variety of
approaches to PBL than
typically found in other
countries

Challenges
Expanding range of topics
offered within engineering
programs can lead to
disciplinary congestion

Low student interest in
pure science
Most programs do not
encourage
interdisciplinarity, team
communication, risk
taking, or entrepreneurship
Resource and expertise
constraints can hinder PBL
adoption

According to Innovation Union Scoreboard (European Commission 2014)

a
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Jørgensen 2007; Sevindik and Akpınar 2007). Denmark’s prevalent student-centered
teaching methods contrast with Turkey’s prevalent teacher-centered teaching methods. While Denmark’s challenges for engineering education center on limiting and
optimizing the curriculum, Turkey’s challenges center on expanding the curriculum
to include more innovative teaching methods, as well as skills and abilities, that are
not traditionally part of engineering education but required in the present-day globalized world. The UK’s challenge lies mainly in training educators how to implement PBL and in making PBL cost-effective.

11.5

Conclusion

We provided a brief overview of engineering education in three European countries
with disparate innovation levels: Denmark and the UK with a high level of innovation and Turkey with a low level of innovation (European Commission 2014). The
purpose of these country-specific examples was to understand the development of
engineering education in Europe and its relation to European society and culture.
The narrative in each case approached the issue of engineering education in the
European context from two distinct but complementary perspectives. We compared
these countries’ respective engineering education systems with each other. We conclude that Turkey’s low innovation score and Denmark and the UK’s relatively high
innovation scores (see Fig. 11.1) could stem from differences in their educational
programs and teaching methods: diverse, interdisciplinary, and practically based in
Denmark and the UK and uniform and traditional in Turkey. Finally, we conclude
that differences in innovation levels between European countries may be explained,
in part, by differences pertaining to teaching methods and advantages and challenges to engineering education.
In Chap. 4 of this book, J. Sjöström and I. Eilks (2018) present three types of
visions for scientific literacy: the first concerns scientific content and processes for
later application; the second focuses on the usefulness of science to life through
learning in meaningful context; and the third vision, belonging to the authors themselves, is more critical and more concerned with global and social issues than the
two other, prevalent visions. It would seem from Sjöström and Eilks’ description of
the three visions for scientific literacy that Turkey mainly follows the first vision
described, while Denmark and the UK mainly follow the second vision described.
This difference in vision of scientific literacy may also serve to explain the difference in innovation scores discussed above.
In Chap. 10 of this book, A. R. Carberry and D. R. Baker (2018) recommend for
engineering education to become more hands-on and less teacher-centered, focusing instead on active learning by students. Their recommendation echoes our own
summary of the differences between highly innovative countries (Denmark and the
UK) and less innovative countries (Turkey), where we found student-centered pedagogy for the former versus teacher-centered pedagogy for the latter.
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Recommendations

Based on our review of engineering education research and praxis in Europe, we
can make the following recommendations:
• For educational policy makers and educators looking to improve their country’s
innovation performance, we suggest introducing more student-centered teaching
methods into engineering education programs while training teachers and allocating resources for successful implementation. While doing so, policy makers
and educators should be wary of and mitigate for interdisciplinary congestion.
• For researchers, we suggest adding more European countries, from both the
Anglo-American and Continental traditions, into the comparison summarized in
Table 11.2. This addition would enable categorization of engineering education
systems and help identify common attributes in engineering education among
low- and high-innovation performance countries.
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Chapter 12

Cognition, Metacognition, and Mathematics
Literacy
Zemira R. Mevarech and Lianghuo Fan

12.1

Introdution

The twenty-first century is characterized as the information era. As such, it emphasizes the importance of enhancing students’ literacy at all levels of education from
kindergarten to the end of high school. This is in contrast to previous years in which
skills and the carrying out of algorithms were considered as the main objectives of
mathematics education.
Furthermore, in the last decade, the concept of “literacy” has been widely
broaden from “ability to read and write” (Oxford English Dictionary 1995) to
include specific literacy domains, such as mathematics, science, engineering, and
technology (Programme for International Student Assessment [PISA] 2003).
The present chapter focuses on mathematics literacy and how it can be promoted
from the perspectives of both Western and Eastern educational systems. The chapter
opens with an introduction that includes the definition of mathematics literacy and
how it relates to deeper learning, meaningful learning, and problem-solving. The
second section briefly reviews cognitive-metacognitive pedagogies and their effects
on mathematical reasoning as found in Western and Eastern countries. In the third
part of the chapter, we offer examples of a learning environment that promotes students’ math literacy. Finally, in the last section, we briefly discuss the implications
of the research reviewed throughout the chapter for teachers, researchers, and policy
makers.
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Mathematics Literacy: Definition

Mathematics literacy was defined by PISA as “…the capacity to identify, understand and engage in mathematics as well as to make well-founded judgments about
the role that mathematics plays in an individual’s current and future life as a constructive, concerned, and reflective citizen” (PISA 2003, p. 20). In 2012, when
mathematics literacy was PISA main domain, the concept of mathematics literacy
was further elaborated as follows:
Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to formulate, employ, and interpret mathematics in a variety of contexts. It includes reasoning mathematically and using mathematical concepts, procedures, facts and tools to describe, explain, and predict phenomena. It
assists individuals to recognize the role that mathematics plays in the world and to make the
well-founded judgments and decisions needed by constructive, engaged and reflective citizens. (PISA 2012, p. 25)

Thus, the concept of “mathematics literacy” revolves around the use of mathematics in people life, rather than rote recall of mathematical facts (e.g., recalling the
multiplication table) or carrying out computations and ready-made algorithms (e.g.,
solving equations of degree 3). PISA (2003) further emphasizes that “mathematics
literacy implies not only the ability to pose and solve mathematical problems in a
variety of situations but also the inclination to do so, a quality that often relies on
personal traits such as self-confidence and curiosity” (PISA 2003, p. 20).
Mathematics literacy closely relates to “deeper learning” (Pellegrino and Hilton
2012), “meaningful learning” (Novak 2002), and “problem-solving” that has been a
central theme in mathematics education research over the last few decades (e.g.,
Foong 2009; Koichu 2014; Schoenfeld 1992, 2007; Stanic and Kilpatrick 1988).
Pellegrino and Hilton (2012) define “deeper learning” as “…the process of developing durable, transferable knowledge that can be applied to new situations” (p. 69).
Wikipedia elaborates on this definition, indicating “deeper learning is a term that
describes a set of student educational outcomes including acquisition of robust core
academic content, higher-order thinking skills, and learning dispositions. It is associated with a growing movement in US education that places special emphasis on
the ability to apply knowledge to real-world circumstances and to solve novel problems. Deeper learning is based on the premise that the nature of work, civic, and
everyday life is changing and therefore increasingly requires that formal education
provides young people with mastery of skills like analytical reasoning, complex
problem solving, and teamwork.”
The concept “deeper learning” has been evolved from “meaningful learning”
(Novak 2002) which refers to students’ ability to actively seek and integrate new
knowledge with knowledge already in their cognitive structure and apply critical
thinking. Several instructional methods have been suggested for enhancing meaningful learning; among them are the construction of cognitive maps, the use of
advanced organizers, and the implementation of metacognitive scaffolding. Pólya’s
well-known book How to Solve It indicates that a successful math problem-solving
process involves four steps: understanding the problem, devising a plan, carrying
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out the plan, and looking back (Polya 1957). For Polya, and in most literature on
this topic – a “real” problem means an unfamiliar situation which requires a solution
or answer but with no readily available means to an individual who needs to solve it
(Kilpatrick 1985; Zhu and Fan 2006).
It is interesting to note that also in Shanghai, whose students were well known for
being higher achievers in mathematics (PISA 2009, 2012), “mathematics literacy,”
or Shu Xue Su Yang in Chinese, is defined in a similar way. Accordingly, mathematics literacy is “the sum of all basic mathematics knowledge, basic skills, mathematics ideas, and perceptions that people gained through mathematics education and
their own practical and cognitive activities, and through which, the characteristics of
mathematics thinking and problem solving abilities.” The Shanghai school curriculum emphasizes that “mathematics is an important component of modern culture”
and “mathematics literacy is an essential literacy for modern citizens,” and for
which, mathematics education needs to help students “learn how to learn and learn
how to think” (Shanghai Municipal Education Commission 2005, p. 1).
Similar to reading and science literacy, also mathematics literacy generally refers
to three broad dimensions: content, process, and context. Each of these dimensions
takes into consideration the other two dimensions to provide a comprehensive
understanding of what mathematics literacy is. The following sections elaborate
these aspects with regard to Western and Eastern educational systems.

12.2.1

Mathematics Content Knowledge

What kinds of mathematical knowledge are important for citizens in the modern
world? Obviously, it is impossible to include all mathematical aspects in the school
curriculum. On the one hand, we do not want to miss any mathematical phenomena
that underlie many occurring situations and in which the mathematical “big ideas”
are intertwined. On the other hand, it is impossible to refer to all mathematical concepts not only because we have to take into consideration the student’s traits but also
because of lack of time. Since mathematics literacy focuses on the use of mathematics, the content refers to clusters of relevant connected mathematical concepts that
appear in real situations and contexts. These include four strands that provide the
basis for large-scale assessment (PISA 2003):
•
•
•
•

Change and relationships
Space and shape
Quantity
Uncertainty and data analysis

Change and Relationships Our world is characterized by discrete and continuous
changes and multitude relationships between objects, domains, people, and circumstances. Thus, understanding the different types of changes and relationships, being
able to construct mathematical models that describe them, and developing the capabilities to predict them are essential parts of mathematically literate people.
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Space and Shape are encountered all over. We come across patterns, objects,
shapes, and visual information, when they are static or dynamic. Often, we are
required to navigate, read maps, construct figures, and be able to handle three-
dimensional objects. Students and adults do not have only to identify and describe
shapes by using different representations but also to understand their properties and
apply geometrical reasoning in different contexts.
Quantity includes number sense, understanding of measurements, magnitudes,
units, and indicators. It also involves multiple representations of numbers, computations, estimations, and assessments. While in ancient culture, quantity includes only
three units, one-two-many, in our modern cultures, quantity refers to continuous
numbers, infinity, positive and negative numbers, as well as fractions and whole
numbers (PISA 2013). In fact, although there have been different views about the
nature of mathematics (e.g., Harel 2008; Stenlund 2014), mathematics was for a
long time commonly defined as the science of quantity (Lenhard 2004). One cannot
imagine our modern culture without referring to quantity.
Uncertainty and Data Analysis are at the heart of the twenty-first century. We
encounter uncertainty in everyday life, science, and many problem-solving situations. Frequently, our decisions are based on evidence and data that take into consideration variations, probabilities, and type I and type II errors. Data analyses also
relate to the way we represent the findings and communicate the results. Statistics
has become a common language in newspapers, sport, governmental reports, polls,
medicine, sciences, technology, and survey findings. The use of this language is
quite new among “ordinary” citizens who are not professionals in these areas.

12.2.2

Mathematical Processes

Since mathematical literacy refers to the use of mathematics in various situations,
describing the mathematical contents has to be followed by the processes that are
employed in solving the problems. According to PISA (2012), the processes include:
• Formulating situations mathematically, including identifying the mathematical
aspects of phenomena and problems and translating it into formal mathematical
language
• Employing mathematical concepts, facts, procedures, and reasoning in solving
mathematical tasks, making generalizations, and reflecting on mathematical
arguments, explaining them, and justifying one’s mathematical reasoning
• Interpreting, applying, and evaluating mathematical outcomes, such as inferring
mathematical results back into the real world, judging the reasonableness of a
mathematical solution in the real world, evaluating the model used to solve a
problem and identifying its strengths and limits (PISA 2012).
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Contexts

Mathematics, the queen of science, refers to a broad range of contexts. The contexts
can refer to personal, occupational, societal, scientific, engineering, and technological settings or circumstances in which the situations need to be understood, analyzed, or solved mathematically using relevant mathematical knowledge, thinking
skills and processes, and problem-solving abilities.
Another way to analyze the “context” is by referring to the “distance” of the situations from individuals – from those relating directly to the individual (e.g., comparing achievement scores) to technology problems of more general interest.
Contexts, especially those relating directly to the individuals, are often related to
where the individuals live, work, and study.

12.2.4

Mathematics Literacy and CUN Tasks

At the core of mathematics literacy are complex, unfamiliar, and non-routine (CUN)
tasks that are the essence for teaching mathematics in innovative societies (Mevarech
and Kramarski 2014). Yet, similar to what the studies on problem-solving have
revealed (e.g., Kilpatrick 1985; Powell et al. 2009), the broad range of CUN tasks
also raises questions regarding its practical implications: what is complex to one
student might be simple to another; similarly, what is unfamiliar in one context can
become familiar in another one; and what is non-routine at a certain learning stage
might become a routine procedure after some practice.
Below are some examples of CUN task vs. routine-textbook tasks that can help
clarify our understanding of CUN tasks. The first examples are provided in the book
Critical Maths for Innovative Societies: The role of metacognitive pedagogy by
Mevarech and Kramarski (2014, p. 26), and the last one is cited from Fan (2011a,
pp. 28–37).
Example 1 The Supermarket Task
Before the holiday, several supermarkets advertised that they are the cheapest supermarket
in town. Please collect data and find out which advertisement is correct. Please prepare a
60-min TV show to present your findings.
Example 2 A Sale Task
In supermarket A, 1 kg of meat costs EUR 8 and 1 kg of poultry costs EUR 4. In supermarket B, 1 kg of meat costs EUR 7 and 1 kg of poultry costs EUR 5. Mr. Jonson wants to buy
3 kg of meat and 2 kg of poultry.
Which supermarket is cheaper?

Is the “supermarket” a math task even though it does not include any number in
it? Is it a CUN task? Clearly, this task is based on mathematical skills. It can be
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administered to first graders as well as to business administration students. It is
complex, unfamiliar, and non-routine because it might have different solutions
depending on the items chosen to be included in the analyses. It has no ready-made
algorithms for solution and requires in addition to various mathematical knowledge
also acquaintance with the situation, communication skills, and math creativity.
Undoubtedly, the “supermarket” task is a mathematics literacy task as defined by
both PISA (2003, 2009, 2012) and Shanghai Municipality Education Commission
(2005).
In contrast, Example 2, the “sale” task is a typical textbook problem. It includes
all the needed information, and it is based on ready-made algorithms for solution.
To solve the sale’ task, students need to perform the calculations, compare the two
prices, and decide which is smaller.
The following example is from Singapore Mathematics Assessment Project (Fan
2011a). It shows how the CUN ideas are similarly reflected in Singapore school
mathematics and embedded in Singapore context.
A River Cruise Task
Mrs. Lim intends to take her students for a river cruise on the Singapore River. There are
two types of charges: The big boat, which can carry 6 people, charges a fare of $10 per boat,
and the small boat, which can carry 4 people, charges a fare of $8 per boat. If there are 50
students in Mrs. Lim’s class, what are all the possible options of renting the boats under
each of the following conditions: (i) with a minimum cost? (ii) with a minimum number of
boats? and (iii) with a minimum number of empty seats? From your solution to the question
above, choose an option of renting the boats that you think is the best. Give your reason
clearly.

More detailed information about this task and how it could be implemented in
classroom can be found in Fan (2011a, pp. 28–37).
Over the last decade or so, CUN tasks have been a prominent feature in Singapore
classroom-based research and practice in mathematics, which emphasized more on
real-life contexts, disciplinarily in mathematics, and metacognition and self-
reflection. For more such tasks in Singapore contexts, readers can refer to Fan
(2011a, b), Fan et al. (2010), Foong (2009), and Wong et al. (2012).
To summarize the value of CUN tasks in mathematics teaching and learning, we
would like to cite Mevarech and Kramarski (2014):
Dramatic changes in our understanding of the nature of learning over the past century have
resulted in a shift in focus from “what” to “how”, and in particular, how to enhance students’ abilities to solve complex, unfamiliar, and non-routine tasks (CUN). While these
CUN problems allow students to develop skills needed in societies driven by innovation,
most mathematics textbooks and teaching still focus on problem based on application of
ready-made algorithms. CUN problems should become more central to mathematic
education and examines innovative instructional methods that enhance mathematics education, notably metacognitive and cooperative pedagogies. (p. 15)
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Metacognition and Mathematics Education

Exposing students to CUN tasks is a necessary condition for helping students to
become math literate, but it is not sufficient. In order to solve CUN tasks, one has to
apply a “higher-order thinking program” that plans the solution, regulates it, and
reflects on all the stages from the very beginning to the very end. Flavell (1979)
coined this process metacognition to emphasize its “meta” nature, namely, it is
“beyond” the cognition. The metacognitive “program” receives information from
the object level, processes it, debugs errors (when errors are identified), evaluates
the execution, and provides information back to the object level for further elaboration (Nelson and Narens 1990; Schoenfeld 1987). A good metaphor for metacognition is GPS: it plans the route, controls and monitors the drive, recalculates a new
route when an error occurs, and leads the driver all the way until s/he reaches the
final destination.
Tens of studies have indicated positive relationships between metacognition and
school achievements in general and the solution of CUN tasks in particular
(Mevarech and Kramarski 2014). The positive correlations have been reported at
all levels of education from kindergarten (Schneider 1998; Shamir et al. 2009;
Whitebread 1999; Whitebread and Coltman 2010) through elementary school
(Mevarech et al. 2010), high school (Mevarech and Amrany 2008; Veenman 2013;
Veenman and Spaans 2005), and higher education (Mevarech and Fridkin 2006;
Schraw and Dennison 1994). This is not surprising: a solver who plans ahead,
regulates the solution, and reflects on it is more likely to solve the task correctly
than a solver who does not activate these processes. Interestingly, while the implementation of metacognition is crucial for solving CUN tasks, one can solve a
simple-routine task “automatically,” by applying a ready-made algorithm, without
referring to metacognitive processes (Mevarech and Kramarski 2014; Stillman and
Mevarech 2010).

12.3.1

Metacognitive Pedagogy

Given these studies led researchers to design metacognitive pedagogies that aim at
enhancing students’ ability to plan, regulate, and reflect on the tasks and its solution.
A widely used metacognitive teaching method is IMPROVE (Mevarech and
Kramarski 1997). It is routed in three paradigms: cognitive-metacognitive theories,
cooperative learning, and feedback-corrective procedure. IMPROVE is an acronym
of all the teaching steps:
Introducing the new materials to the whole class by modeling the metacognitive
questioning
Metacognitive questioning in small groups
Practicing by using the metacognitive questioning
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Reviewing by using the metacognitive questioning
Obtaining mastery on lower and higher cognitive processes
Verification
Enrichment and remedial
The metacognitive questioning is at the core of the method. It includes four selfguiding questions based on Polya (1957) and Schoenfeld (1985) studies:
(a) Comprehension: What is the problem all about?
(b) Bridging: How is the problem at hand similar to or different from the problems
you have solved in the past? Please explain your reasoning.
(c) Strategies: What strategies are appropriate for solving the problem? Please
explain your reasoning.
(d) Reflection: Does the solution make sense? Are you stuck? Why?
IMRPOVE is a generic method. It was designed for mathematics but quite often
is used also in science (Mevarech et al. 2014; Zion et al. 2015; Zion et al. 2005) or
technology (Choresh et al. 2009). In these cases, small modifications in the metacognitive questioning are needed in order to fit the method to the specific domain
(for more details, the readers are referred to Mevarech and Kramarski 2014).
IMRPOVE has been implemented in K-12 and higher education and was found
to be very effective, particularly for solving CUN tasks and enhancing math reasoning and creativity. One of the first studies that implemented IMPROVE was conducted by Mevarech and Kramarski (1997). In this study, a random sample of eighth
graders was exposed to IMPROVE over a full academic year, and their mathematics
achievement and reasoning were compared to a control group who studied in a traditional manner. The IMPROVE students significantly outperformed the control
group not only on mathematics achievement but also on measures of creativity (e.g.,
flexibility and originality). Interestingly, the effects of IMPROVE were maintained
also on a delayed test that was administered a year after the students were exposed
to IMPROVE (Mevarech and Kramarski 2003) and in other contexts, such as being
tested on the matriculation exams (Mevarech and Amrany 2008) or through online
interactions (Zion et al. 2015). Furthermore, lower achievers benefitted from
IMPROVE, but not at the expense of higher achievers (Mevarech 1999). Using a
meta-analysis technique to evaluate the effects of metacognitive pedagogies,
Dignath and Buettner (2008) indicate that these methods are more effective in mathematics than in reading and writing and other domains (effect sizes were 0.96, 0.44,
and 0.64 standard deviations, respectively).
Several studies examined the conditions under which the metacognitive pedagogy is effective. In particular, students who studied in ICT (information, communication, and technology) environments seem to be in need for metacognitive
guidance because the very nature of the medium enables or even encourages the
use of “trial and error” without reflecting on the procedure. Comparing ICT environments in which metacognitive pedagogy was implemented to ICT with no
metacognitive guidance showed the positive contributions of the metacognitive
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Fig. 12.1 The pentagon framework

scaffolding on schooling outcomes. Another issue relates to the relative efficiency
of metacognition embedded in ICT vs. face to face. Zion et al. (2005) compared
ICT to face-to-face (F2F) learning, each of which with or with no metacognitive
scaffolding implemented via IMPROVE. This study indicates that students
exposed to ICT with metacognitive scaffolding significantly outperformed all
other groups and students who studied F2F with no metacognitive scaffolding
received the lowest mean scores. Insignificant differences were found, however,
between ICT with no metacognitive scaffolding and F2F with metacognitive scaffolding. Probably, the very fact that the interaction in ICT environments takes
place mainly in writing led students to activate metacognitive processes spontaneously even though they were not guided to do so. For more information about
IMPROVE and its impact, see Mevarech and Kramarski (2014).
In Singapore, IMPROVE principles are similarly reflected and implemented in
the national mathematics curriculum. The following well-known pentagon framework illustrates the way mathematics is taught in this country (MOE 2012).
Figure 12.1 presents the pentagon framework.
According to the Ministry of Education (MOE) of Singapore, this framework
sets the direction and implemented teaching, learning, and assessment of mathematics at all levels of school education, and it also reflects the 21st competencies;
stresses conceptual understanding, skills proficiency, and mathematics processes;
and gives due emphasis to attitudes and metacognition (MOE 2012). Thus, teachers
need to pay careful and explicit attention in their teaching in order to develop students’ habit and skills of metacognition and self-reflection.
The following is a list of prompts for teachers in the Singapore Mathematics
Assessment Project aforesaid to promote students’ metacognition and self-reflection
in different pedagogical scenarios, which teachers found helpful (Fan 2011b).
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Prompts for Teaching Problem-Solving
Prompt 1. Where did you encounter difficulties? Why? (Scenario 1: after
students did not know how to start or proceed in solving a problem)
Prompt 2. Where did you go wrong? Why? (Scenario 2: after students realized that he/she got a wrong solution or answer)
Prompt 3. Is the mistake a careless mistake? If not, why did you make the
mistake? (Scenario 3: after students realized that he/she made a
mistake)
Prompt 4. Are you sure your answer/solution is correct? Did you check?
(Scenario 4: after students solved a problem or finished a task)
Prompt 5. Have you solved this kind of problems before? Does the problem look familiar to you? (Scenario 5: when students encounter difficulty in solving a problem, which appears to be essentially not new to
him/her in his/her learning)
Prompt 6. What have you learned from solving this problem? (Scenario 6:
after students have gone through an important or difficult problem)
Prompt 7. If you are given another problem like this, will you have confidence to solve it? (Scenario 7: after students solved a problem in a correct way)
Prompts for Other Teaching Scenarios
Prompt 8. What did you feel most difficult in learning this chapter (or
topic, or lesson, or task, etc.)? Is it still difficult to you? (Scenario 8:
after students finished learning a chapter, a topic, a lesson, a concept,
etc.)
Prompt 9. Do you have any questions or difficulties to ask? (Scenario 9:
when teacher prepares to close his/her teaching for chapter, a topic, a
lesson, a section, a task, a problem, etc. and moves to next phase)
Prompt 10. How do you feel about your learning of mathematics recently?
Do you think if you can improve your learning? How? (Scenario 10:
when teacher realized that students might have problems recently in
learning mathematics)

12.3.2

 eading Comprehension, Mathematics Literacy,
R
and Metacognition

It is widely known that knowing how to read a math problem is fundamental to its
solution. Given that math literacy tasks include a large portion of verbal descriptions, there is reason to suppose that without comprehending the text, the solvers
would not be able to understand what the problem is all about and how to approach
it. For example, if the task describes a shopping list and calls for adding the list of
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prices accurately, the solver would need to become proficient in using the addition
procedure (with or without use of a calculator). For such a task, the solver would not
need metacognitive scaffoldings that would allow the transfer of knowledge to new
situations. Indeed, research has shown that metacognitive pedagogies are less
needed in solving “routine tasks” (Mevarech and Kramarski 2014). Contrary to this,
to solve CUN tasks, comprehending the texts is not sufficient. In these situations,
the learner has to be engaged in planning (setting learning goals or prepare the solution outline), monitoring (keeping track of progress in solving the task), control
(using, managing, or changing strategies to solve the task), and reflection (prior to,
during, and after solving the task) (Pintrich 2004). By activating these processes, he
or she may be able to regulate the solution rather than relying solely on ready-made
algorithms. Thus, as Pellegrino and Hilton (2012) pointed out: “when the goal is to
prepare students to be able to be successful in solving new problems and adapting
to new situations, then deeper learning is called for” (p. 70). Acquiring metacognitive skills is essential for attaining this goal.

12.4

 he Effects of IMPROVE on Students’ Mathematics
T
Literacy

To exemplify how metacognitive pedagogy could enhance mathematics literacy, we
describe here a quasi-experimental study based on a quantitative method.
In this study, 71 tenth-grade students participated. The study was implemented in
cooperation with Berger Irit and Madmony Yaniv, graduate students in the school of
Education at bar-Ilan University, Israel. Participants were “typical” high-school students who studied in three classrooms with their regular math teachers. They all
studied mathematics five times a week, out of which one period was devoted to the
enhancement of mathematics literacy. In this period, the teachers provided “mathematics literacy tasks” similar to those used in PISA (2003) in order to familiarize
the students with the new types of tasks to which they were not exposed before. In
the other four periods, students solved “regular” math problems taken from the textbook. All teachers were certified math teachers and all had more than 10 years of
experience in teaching mathematics.
For the purposes of the study, intact classrooms were randomly assigned into an
experimental group (N = 48) and a control group (N = 23). Students in all classrooms,
both in the experimental and control groups, solved the same math literacy tasks
that were developed by the Israel Ministry of Education on the basis of PISA
examinations.
In the experimental group, students were exposed to IMPROVE, i.e., they were
trained to activate metacognitive processes. Students were provided with index
cards on which the four metacognitive questions were printed. They were encouraged to use these questions while solving the tasks. At the beginning of the class, the
teacher demonstrated how to solve such tasks by using the metacognitive questions;
the teacher did so also at the end of the class during the review of the tasks’ solu-
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tions. In the control group, students solved the same “math literacy” tasks. At the
beginning of the class, the teacher demonstrated the solution of a task, and the students solved the “literacy” tasks as they used to solve the “regular” math tasks,
without being explicitly exposed to metacognitive scaffolding; at the end of the
class, the teacher reviewed the solutions with the students, as they did “regularly”
without using the metacognitive scaffolding. To eliminate possible Hawthorne
effects, both groups were told that they participate in a study in which mathematics
literacy tasks are introduced for the first time. Since the study was conducted after
the publication of PISA findings, all students and their teachers were aware of the
importance of mathematics literacy and were motivated to participate in the study.
A ten-item examination was administered to all students prior to the beginning
of the study. For the sake of simplicity, all scores are reported in terms of percent
correct items. Factor analysis of the pretest indicated two factors, one included
knowledge and computations (lower mental processes) and the other applications,
synthesis, and analysis (higher mental processes) tasks. Multilevel analysis of variance (MANOVA) indicated no significant differences between the groups on the
two pretest factors simultaneously (F < 1.00, p > 0.05) and on each factor separately: for lower mental processes, M = 60 and 62 and SD = 27.5 and 27.0 for the
experimental and control group, respectively; for higher mental processes, M = 69
and 71 and SD = 25 and 29 for the experimental and control groups, respectively.
After the pretest, all classrooms started to solve mathematics literacy tasks, each
classroom according to the intervention to which it was assigned. As indicated
above, the experimental group studied via IMPROVE and the control group studied
traditionally, without being explicitly exposed to metacognitive scaffolding.
At the end of the semester, all students were administered an eight-item posttest
that covered both lower and higher mental processes. The lower mental processes
(four items) referred to knowledge and computations, whereas the higher mental
processes assessed application, analysis, and synthesis. Factor analysis revealed
these two factors.
While no significant differences were found between the groups on the pretest,
MANCOVA indicated significant differences on both factors simultaneously at the
end of the study, even after controlling the pretest scores (F = 7.92, p < 0.001). The
significant differences were found on both the lower mental processes factor
(F = 12.67, p < 0.001) and the higher mental processes factor (F = 6.75, p < 0.001).
The IMPROVE students outperformed the control group on lower mental processes
(M = 78.1 and 46.5 and SD = 0.20 and 0.32, respectively) and on higher mental
processes (M = 69.5 and 50.5 and SD = 0.22 and 0.26, respectively). Figures 12.2
and 12.3 present the mean scores by time and group on the total mathematics l iteracy
task (Fig. 12.2) and on lower mental processes (LMP) and higher mental processes
(HMP) (Fig. 12.3).
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Fig. 12.2 Mean scores on total mathematics literacy (ML) scores by time and group
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Fig. 12.3 Mean scores on lower mental processes (LMP) and higher mental processes (HMP) by
time and group
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Discussion

The studies reviewed above show that under certain conditions, metacognition is
teachable. Research indicates that explicit teaching and intensive practicing of
metacognitive processes are fundamental components in metacognitive pedagogies.
Under these conditions, students at all levels of education, from kindergartens to
higher education, benefit from metacognitive scaffolding implemented via
IMPROVE or other metacognitive pedagogies (Mevarech and Kramarski 2014).
The positive effects of metacognitive scaffolding are evident in Western and Eastern
countries, in ICT and non-ICT environments, and on lower or higher achievers. In
particular, IMPROVE advances students’ math literacy as indicated in the quasi-
experimental study reviewed above. Yet, classroom observations revealed that many
teachers implement metacognitive methods implicitly and sporadically, a way that
turned out to be ineffective. Similar conclusions have been found also in science
education (Azevedo and Aleven 2013; Zohar and Dori 2012) and technology education (Choresh et al. 2009).
There are various ways for fostering metacognition in STEM education, including
posing questions while reading scientific texts (Herscovits et al. 2012), embedding
specific metacognitive instruction at different levels of the solution/science reading
process (Kapa 2001; Michalsky et al. 2009), or providing students with the opportunities to cooperate with their peers during learning (Mevarech and Kramarski 2014).
Also cyber-learning environments and the use of networked learning technologies
have the potential to scaffold metacognition by allowing designers to create support
for both individual and team metacognition (i.e., self-regulation and socially shared
regulation, respectively) (Crippen and Antonenko, Chap. 5 in this book).
Yet, along the successes, there are some drawbacks. First, teachers who used
metacognitive pedagogy for the first time complained that they would not be able to
cover the curriculum because the implementation of the method takes more time than
“regular” teaching. (It should be noted that after using the method for a while, the
teachers realize that this complain is not valid anymore.) Others claim that mathematics has to deal with numbers and solutions per se, while under the metacognitive
pedagogy, solvers have to verbalize their thinking. Still others declare that they use
metacognitive cues in their teaching, although they do it implicitly and not systematically (see above). Nevertheless, our experience shows that most teachers, who were
skeptical with regard to metacognitive pedagogy, changed their attitude after implementing the method and seeing its benefits for students’ mathematical reasoning.

12.6

Recommendations

Recommendations emerging from the studies reviewed in this chapter have significant implications for mathematics education in the twenty-first century. The recommendations apply to researchers, teachers, and policy makers.
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Recommendations for Researchers

• Implementing metacognitive pedagogies in mathematics classrooms enhances
students’ mathematics literacy which is at the core of mathematics education in
Western and Eastern countries. Researchers are called to design math literacy
tasks and study how students at different age levels approach this type of tasks.
• Singapore embedded metacognition in its national curriculum. This top-down
approach proved to be efficient in enhancing students’ mathematics literacy.
Assessing the effects of metacognitive pedagogy on a macro level is definitely
needed.
• Metacognition is not one entity. Its various components raise the necessity to
develop teaching methods that would focus on specific components of metacognition rather than on the issue as a whole.
• Also mathematics is not one entity. The research on metacognition in mathematics has flourished, but mainly in the area of algebra. Very little is known at present on the effects of metacognitive pedagogies on advanced mathematics topics,
such as calculus or topology.
• International collaborations on the development of mathematical literacy tasks
and the appropriate metacognitive scaffolding might ease the change process that
is indeed needed in mathematics education for the twenty-first century.

12.6.2

Recommendations for teachers and policy makers

• Given that “the quality of a country’s educational system cannot exceed the quality of its teachers” (McKinsey Report 2007), there is a need for in-service and
preservice professional development programs that focus on math literacy and
metacognition. There are plenty of studies showing how to design such courses.
For example, Kohen and Kramarski (Chap. 13 in this book, 2018) describe a case
study showing the changes in pedagogical content knowledge of two student-
teachers, one exposed IMPROVE and the other studied “traditionally.” Generally,
when the trainees get first-hand experience of the method and its effects, as in
IMPROVE and other metacognitive pedagogies, it increases the likelihood of
classroom implementations.
• An essential factor that affects mathematics teaching is the textbook. Embedding
metacognitive scaffolding and mathematics literacy tasks in textbooks might be
beneficial for encouraging teachers to implement metacognitive scaffolding in
their attempts to develop mathematics literate students.
• Tests and assessments guide the teachers’ work. Therefore, including metacognitive components in classroom assessments would enhance students’ implementations of these processes. This recommendation is supported by Wengrowicz,
Dori, and Dori (Chap. 9 in this book, 2018) who discuss the advantages of incorporating metacognition and meta-assessment in engineering education, particularly in large undergraduate and small graduate courses.
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• Policy makers could develop national curriculum and stakeholder assessments
that emphasize the use of metacognition, similarly to the Singapore model.
• Finally, globalization allows teachers to share ideas as in Erasmus projects. This
opens new horizons for teachers and policy makers from Western and Eastern
countries in attempts to promote students’ mathematics literacy.
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Chapter 13

Promoting Mathematics Teachers’ Pedagogical
Metacognition: A Theoretical-Practical Model
and Case Study
Zehavit Kohen and Bracha Kramarski

13.1

Introduction

The importance of engaging students in meaningful learning as part of a coherent
curriculum for developing problem-solving and mathematical reasoning has been
emphasized in mathematics education reforms (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics [NCTM] 2000; Program for International Student Assessment [PISA]
2003), thus raising challenges for teachers’ training goals concerning their pedagogical knowledge (e.g., Borko et al. 2015; Hill et al. 2005; NCTM 2000; Kramarski
and Revach 2009). In essence, these goals maintain that teachers must cope with the
complex, dynamic process of constructing/developing mathematical knowledge
used to carry out the work of teaching mathematics. Examples of this work of teaching include “explaining terms and concepts to students, interpreting students’ statements and solutions and providing students with examples of mathematical
concepts, algorithms, or proofs” (Hill et al. 2005, p. 373). Moreover, it is suggested
that training should challenge teachers to shift toward student-centered teaching
that encourages knowledge construction through metacognition and
self-regulation.
Metacognitive learners in mathematics and in other learning domains such as
science, technology, and reading literacy are active participants in their own learning. They are metacognitive when they plan, set goals, select strategies, organize,
self-monitor, and self-evaluate at various points during the process of acquisition.
It is not only about the strategies that students use but also about students’
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considerations on when, how, and why to use them (e.g., Schoenfeld 1992; Schraw
1998; Zimmerman 2008).
Research has shown that teachers in high-metacognitive classrooms encourage
student-centered learning, in which knowledge typically develops out of students’
needs and interests (Perry et al. 2006; Randi 2004). In the context of mathematical
classrooms, students are challenged to solve the tasks, to conceptualize their own
opinions, and most important to adapt strategies to task demands (Dignath-van
Ewijk et al. 2013; Kistner et al. 2010).
Educators and researchers claim that the ability to produce students who are
metacognitive self-regulators of their planning, monitoring, and evaluation processes is tied to the teacher’s own metacognition in two ways. First, teachers must
be able to achieve metacognition for themselves. Second, teachers must be able to
help their students achieve metacognition. We would therefore suggest starting with
preservice mathematics teachers who will become teachers and, as an initial goal,
teach them to become more effective learners. The second goal is to teach them to
be more effective teachers with regard to pedagogical metacognition as learners and
as teachers (Artzt and Armour-Thomas 1998; Kramarski and Michalsky 2009,
2010, 2015; Peeters et al. 2013).
The current study has three main goals: (a) building a theoretical-practical model
of pedagogical metacognition in teaching instruction designed for preservice mathematics teachers, (b) applying this model in a microteaching course embedded with
web-based learning supported by reflection, and (c) exploring the implementation
of the model using a case study methodology analysis of two preservice mathematics teachers. Next, we elaborate on metacognition, which is the foundation of our
theoretical-practical model.

13.2

Metacognition: Theoretical Framework

Metacognition is a person’s knowledge about the cognitive processes necessary for
understanding and learning (Flavell 1979). Metacognition is described as second-
order cognitions: thoughts about thoughts, knowledge about knowledge, or reflections about actions. These definitions refer to all types of contexts and domains, like
mathematics and other subject matter. Cognition and metacognition differ in their
functions. The function of cognition is to solve problems, to bring cognitive enterprises to a successful conclusion. The function of metacognition is to regulate a
person’s cognitive operation in solving a problem or executing a task (Flavell 1979).
For example, presenting data in a graph is a cognitive function, whereas reflecting
on the answer and realizing that the graph fits the givens are part of the metacognitive process.
Many theoretical models of metacognition were built over the years (e.g., Brown
1987; Flavell 1979; Pintrich 2000; Schraw 1998; Zimmerman 2008). Schraw’s and
Zimmerman’s models of metacognition serve as the theoretical framework for this
study. Schraw (1998) explicitly differentiates between cognition and metacognition:
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cognition refers to the use of simple strategies like memorization, information processing, and higher-level strategies such as problem-solving and critical thinking.
Metacognition involves two strategic components: knowledge of cognition (KC)
and regulation of cognition (RC). The KC involves three kinds of knowledge and
students’ considerations of strategy implementation: declarative knowledge refers
to knowing about what strategy to use, procedural knowledge refers to knowing
how to use the strategy, and conditional knowledge refers to knowing the when and
why aspects of using the cognitive strategies. RC involves five kinds of metacognitive strategies: planning, information management, monitoring, debugging, and
evaluation. Planning involves goal setting, activating relevant background knowledge, and budgeting time; information management refers to strategy sequences
used online to process information more efficiently (e.g., organizing, elaborating,
summarizing, selective focusing); monitoring includes the self-testing skills necessary to control learning; debugging strategies are used to correct comprehension and
performance error; and evaluation refers to appraising the products and regulatory
processes of one’s learning (Schraw and Dennison 1994). Learners (students and
teachers) who rate high in using metacognitive strategies backed up with considerations about how, when, and why to use these strategies are learners who are able to
be “self-aware, knowledgeable, and decisive” in their approach to their own learning and teaching (Schraw 1998). Thus, according to these theories, self-awareness
either conscious (implicit) or explicit is a prerequisite to constructing metacognitive
knowledge. According to Zimmerman (2008), metacognition is part of cyclical
dynamic learning processes for proactive learners, across three phases of task performance: pre-action (planning), in-action (monitoring), and post-
action
(evaluation).
Research indicates that metacognition develops slowly and is quite poor in students and teachers (e.g., Veenman et al. 2006). Some researchers and theorists
(Butler and Winne 1995) suggest that “metacognitive self-regulatory” processes
(i.e., part of the metacognitive component that relates to regulation of cognition),
including planning, monitoring, and evaluation, may not be conscious or explicit in
many learning and teaching situations that might hinder the internalization of these
processes (Kistner et al. 2010; Kramarski and Revach 2009). As such, a learner
needs to be taught explicitly how to activate metacognitive processes and to be
given “ample opportunity to practice” those processes (p. 17, Mevarech and
Kramarski 2014), both for the teachers themselves (as learners) and as teachers for
their students (Kramarski and Michalsky 2009; Perry et al. 2006; Randi 2004;
Vrieling et al. 2012).
Building on that recommendations for explicit metacognitive practice (Kistner
et al. 2010), previous researchers claim that mathematics education lacks a practical
and theoretical language for communicating about teachers’ activity (Hill et al.
2005), the current study suggests a theoretical-practical model for explicit integration of pedagogical metacognition in mathematics lessons. Pedagogical metacognition relates to understanding/knowing how to implement or integrate metacognition
to reinforce teacher’s knowledge construction (Kohen and Kramarski 2012a;
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The Multi-Dimensional Cog/Meta _T Model
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Fig. 13.1 The multidimensional Cog/Meta_T Model for promoting pedagogical metacognition in
teaching

Kramarski and Kohen 2016; Kramarski and Michalsky 2010, 2015; Wilson and Bai
2010).
The model is built in three parts to promote teachers’ knowledge:
(a) Cognition/metacognition theoretical framework with its justified
considerations.
(b) Teaching instruction of explicit strategies oriented to student engagement
activation.
(c) Web-based learning environment. As such, it is called a multidimensional Cog/
Meta_T model. Figure 13.1 presents the three parts of the model.
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 he Three Parts of the Multidimensional Cog/Meta_T
T
Model

13.2.1.1

Part A: Cognition/Metacognition and Consideration Dimension
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The theoretical framework includes four cognitive elements, five metacognitive elements, and knowledge strategy considerations (what, how, when, and why) through
the three phases of the lesson (pre-/in-/post-action).
13.2.1.2

Part B: Teaching Instruction Dimension

Two types of teaching instruction are suggested to raise metacognition with its
knowledge considerations: explicit strategies and engagement activities.
Explicit Strategies Researchers argue that teachers’ metacognitive self-regulation
knowledge is mostly tacit and remains unconscious until teachers are challenged to
use that knowledge explicitly, like explaining metacognitive self-regulation strategies to their students. The more teachers know about metacognition self-regulation,
the better they can make it visible to their students (Perry et al. 2006; Randi 2004;
Schön 1983). Similar conclusions have been presented by mathematics researchers
(e.g., Borko et al. 2015; Schoenfeld 1992; Verschaffel et al. 2000), that students’
problem-solving failures do not always result from lack of mathematical knowledge
but rather because they are unaware of how to activate their knowledge.
In contrast to findings indicating that explicit metacognitive strategy instruction
in mathematics lessons is associated with a gain in students’ performance (Kistner
et al. 2010; Kramarski and Revach 2009), explicit strategy instruction is still rare in
classrooms. In our model we adopted three stages to make metacognitive self-
regulation process explicit. The first stage requires presentation of the theories of
metacognitive concepts and phases for raising explicit awareness among learners
that metacognition exists and differs from cognition and increases academic success. The next step is naming concepts and teaching strategies and, more importantly, to help learners construct explicit knowledge considerations about when,
how, and why to use strategies (Schraw 1998). The third step is to apply some recommended metacognitive explicit strategies. Modeling, thinking aloud, explanations, and questioning are techniques of externalizing one’s thought processes.
Teachers can think out loud to externalize their thought processes, serving as an
“expert model,” so students can hear effective ways of using metacognitive knowledge and skills (Veenman et al. 2006). Explaining might include the mental processes, not simply telling about them while performing a task such as solving a
problem or answering a question (Gama 2005).
Questioning This is an effective way of prompting learners’ (students’ and teachers’) metacognition in mathematics. Prompts are an external stimulus, with the
objective of enhancing metacognition. Questions can guide the learner’s p erformance
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through the three phases of the solution (pre-/in-/post-action); it can improve selfawareness and control over thinking and thereby improve teacher and students’
mathematics performance (Kramarski and Mevarech 2003; Kramarski and Revach
2009; Mevarech and Kramarski 1997, 2014; Schoenfeld 1992; Zimmerman 2008).
For example, the IMPROVE questions model1 designed in mathematics (e.g.,
Kramarski and Revach 2009; Kramarski and Michalsky 2013; Mevarech and
Kramarski 1997, 2014) helps students/teachers to understand the task’s or problem’s goals or main idea (e.g., What is the problem/task? What is similar/different
from that task and other tasks?) and encourages learners to plan and select appropriate strategies and to monitor and control their effectiveness (e.g., What is the strategy? and why?). Questions also play an important role in helping learners to think
backward and forward by evaluating their strategies and efforts in the solution
phases (e.g., Does the plan/solution make sense? Can I plan/solve the task in
another way?).
Engagement Activation Researchers claim that the way students are engaged in
teaching instruction largely determines the quality of their learning (van Beek et al.
2014; Turner et al. 2014). In our study engagement activation relates to the mode of
knowledge construction, the role of the teacher as regulator in instruction, directing
instruction to whole class/individual students, and raising motivation and exchanging feedback in the context of metacognition in mathematics learning.
Knowledge Construction in learning demands a process-oriented teaching approach
which consists of instruction that puts the student in the centrum of learning and the
teacher’s role in supporting and enhancing the student as a self-regulator (van Beek
et al. 2014; Bolhuis 2003; Schraw 1998). A prerequisite for that instruction is to
make explicit prior concepts and strategies which are relevant to the topic and process of learning (Bolhuis 2003). Teachers should engage students to use these strategies in learning by means of questions and methods of presenting an argument/
explanation. Teachers have to stimulate students to try out new learning and metacognitive strategies. Teachers might create challenging environments and provide
complex tasks that stimulate employment of explicit metacognitive strategies (van
Beek et al. 2014).
Teacher as Regulator There are three aspects of the teaching model that facilitate
and enhance metacognitive self-regulation by the teacher or student:
1. External regulation: In this type of regulation, the teacher regulates all learning
actions. The teacher determines the students’ learning processes by undertaking
explicit educational activities himself/herself. Teachers’ activities are instructing, telling, and specifying.
2. Intermediate regulation: Teacher and students divide the task regulation. The
teacher stimulates students to learn actively through assignments, questions, and
1
Elaboration of the IMPROVE model can be found in Mevarech and Kramarski (2014, p. 68). The
model comprises five stages: introducing the topic, metacognitive questioning and practice,
reviewing materials, obtaining mastery, and verifying skills, enrichment, and remedial activities.
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study tasks. Teachers’ activities are modeling, explicating, demonstrating, stimulating, supporting, questioning, probing, and discussing.
3. Internal regulation: In this type, the students choose their own learning activities
and carry out the main component of the learning functions. Teachers’ activities
are to let students think, discuss, correct, and reflect on themselves (van Beek
et al. 2014). The three approaches present a continuum from strong teacher control to students’ control of learning and can be implemented by instructions
directed either to the whole class or individual students.
Motivation and Feedback Teachers have to create an effective climate that enables
the experience of interest associated with motivation for learning success and praising learners (feedback). Complex tasks afford opportunities for learners to address
multiple goals and focus on meaningful content. Perry et al. (2006) found that complex tasks are highly correlated with increased opportunities to engage students in
metacognitive self-regulation. Although feedback has a major influence on learning,
the type of feedback and the way it is given can be differentially effective, including
the timing when given and the level at which it works. It could be directed to task
performance, the process needed to perform the task, metacognitive and self-
regulation, or the learner himself (Hattie and Timperley 2007).
13.2.1.3

 art C: Web-Based Learning Environments as Tools
P
for Metacognition

Web-based learning environments have been looked upon as tools that support cognitive/metacognitive processes (Azevedo 2005; Jonassen 2000). As a nonlinear
environment, web-based learning provides new possibilities in synchronous, asynchronous, autonomous, and collaborative modes for preservice teachers in learning
and teaching by giving access to open-ended activities, moving beyond theoretical
declarative knowledge into complex learning and teaching. For example, analyzing
dynamic and simulated mathematics videotaped teaching scenarios of preservice
teachers or of their colleagues, through their ability to record interactions with
users, in asynchronic (i.e., forums) environments can become powerful reflection
tools (Jonassen 2000; Kohen and Kramarski 2012a; Kramarski and Michalsky
2010, 2015; Wegerif 2004) which help to manage productive mathematics discourse
in a social context that supports conceptual development (Cobb et al. 1990). Results
generally indicate that preservice teachers’ use of metacognitive learning strategies
increases significantly in web-based learning environments with increased metacognitive opportunities (Kohen and Kramarski 2012a; Kramarski and Kohen 2016;
Kramarski and Michalsky 2010, 2015; Vrieling et al. 2012). As such, we suggest
that productive mathematics preservice teachers’ interaction in web-based learning
needs to be encouraged by using explicit question prompts to practice metacognition in teachers’ feedback exchanges, while analyzing teaching scenarios in forum
interactions (see Sect. 3 “Method”). Embedding question prompts in the web activities enables learners to focus attention on their own thoughts, processes, and
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activities while interacting with online materials and peers. Overall, research supports prompting in web environments as a catalyst to evoke the use of metacognitive
self-regulation strategies (Davis 2003; Kohen and Kramarski 2012b; Kramarski and
Michalsky 2009; Schraw 1998).
The current study applied the proposed model in a mandatory blended microteaching course with web-based learning for training mathematics preservice teachers
(see Sect. 3 “Method”). We expected that mathematics preservice teachers that
employed the Cog/Meta_T model with the dual theoretical components (cognition/
metacognition and teaching instruction) while analyzing teaching scenarios in the
blended course would advance their pedagogical metacognition on both types of
measures (1) cognition/metacognition with strategy knowledge considerations and
(2) teaching instruction of explicit strategies oriented to metacognitive engagement
activities.
As an initial step to learn about the effectiveness of the model, we present a case
study analysis on two mathematics preservice teachers that were exposed to the
Cog/Meta_T model in a blended microteaching course. According to Stake (2000),
a case study incorporates observations and analyses of human activity in a certain
place and time. In-depth analysis of each case and a comparison between the two
cases can shed light on the benefits and pitfalls of the proposed model.
The study has two research questions:
1. How do the microteaching scenarios illustrate the quantity, quality, and patterns
of teachers’ pedagogical metacognition practice along the teaching phases (pre-/
in-/post-action)?
2. Are the two preservice teachers similar/different on both types of their pedagogical metacognition gains: cognitive/metacognitive and teaching instruction?

13.3
13.3.1

Method
The Case Study: Background

The case study focuses on two preservice teachers Mia and Ella who participated in
a 2-year university teacher training program in Israel, in parallel to their undergraduate studies in mathematics. The preservice teachers in the program were in
their second year of teacher training and participated in a one-semester microteaching course that involves 14 meetings in which two rounds of teaching simulations,
5 min in length, are videotaped. Mia and Ella were chosen to participate as a case
study, since in their first round of teaching episodes, they taught the same subject of
parallel lines and demonstrated the same quality of teaching. Both lacked pedagogical metacognition capacities, for example, Mia’s episode: “Let’s observe examples
of parallel lines… Parallel lines refer to… According to these examples, we can see
that… Let’s take another example…” and Ella’s episode, “So, what have we said
that parallel means?”
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Furthermore, no emphasis was placed on students’ self-construction knowledge
in their learning engagement. The teaching process was mostly focused by the preservice teacher and directed to the entire class, instead of activating and challenging
the students to take part in the activity. For example, after giving a chance to a student to explain one of her examples of the parallel lines by saying “it’s two lines
that…,” Ella stopped him in the middle of the sentence and continued the explanation by herself. When another student answered a wrong question, Mia said “someone thinks otherwise?” and with no time given for the class to respond, she continued
her explanations. Finally, neither teacher interrupted their teaching to make sure that
students understood or to give feedback oriented to the process.
In addition, they shared general common characteristics: (a) they were at an
equal level in mathematics (an average grade of 85 in their mathematics undergraduate studies2); (b) during the time of the study, they had no experience in mathematics teaching; and (c) they appeared to be at ease in front of the camera in the
first round of teaching episodes.
In order to compare their teaching episodes, they were asked to design and present to their peers a similar topic for their second teaching episode: an arithmetic
series. Ella had prepared a lesson on understanding the nature of the series, while
Mia chose to prepare a lesson on calculating the sum of the series and connected it
to the Hanukkah festival.3

13.3.2

The Cog/Meta_T Practical Program

As described earlier the Cog/Meta_T model was embedded in a blended course with
web-based learning. The microteaching involved teaching episodes that were
designed and presented as a teaching simulation by the preservice teachers to their
peers, who act as real students. The teaching topic had to address one of the topics
required in the mathematics curriculum for high school students, as mandated by
the Israeli Ministry of Education. The teaching episodes were videotaped and followed immediately by a reflective discussion with the participant’s peers and the
instructor.
The main exposure to the Cog/Meta_T model was carried out in web-based
learning environment activities related to: (a) exposure to metacognitive theories
and concepts and explicit strategies to enhance students’ engagement in knowledge
construction as presented in the introduction; (b) practice with pedagogical tasks of
varying complexity, particularly by analyzing ready-made clips of teaching episodes; (c) practice with prompts that stimulate usage of metacognitive elements and
teaching instruction; and (d) forum discussion and sharing knowledge between the
At the time they were assigned to the teaching program
Hanukkah is an 8-day Jewish festival commemorating the rededication of the Holy Temple in
Jerusalem, by kindling one additional light on each night of the holiday. Therefore, it is suitable for
demonstrating the arithmetic series topic.
2
3
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Fig. 13.2 The process of implementing the Cog/Meta_T model in a blended microteaching course
with web-based learning

preservice teachers on planning teaching episodes and for further discussion of the
teaching episodes that were conducted in the classroom by the preservice teachers
(see Fig. 13.2). The preservice students were guided to log into the web-based learning environment once a week before each meeting in order to perform a task or to
study a specific learning unit, but were encouraged to log in at any time they felt a
need to discuss or consult their peers or the instructor. Accessing the web-based
learning environment has been weighted into the final course grade. Appendix presents an example of a screenshot. Prompts with question stimuli (based on the models of Kramarski and Revach 2009; Kramarski and Michalsky 2015; Santagata and
Guarino 2011) popped up consecutively on the bottom right of the screen for analyzing clips and encouraging discussions and feedback in the forums by explicitly
thinking back and forward regarding metacognitive elements and instruction:
• What do I notice about Cog/Meta_T elements in the teaching scenario? That
question can encourage descriptive abilities of noteworthy events, actions, and
decisions.
• How can I explain it? That question can cultivate reasoning abilities and use of
evidence.
• When and how can I improve metacognitive instruction in another way? That
question can help in generalizing and proposing alternatives (prediction).
• Why? This can support justifications of decisions/considerations in teaching.
Concurrently, the preservice teachers were stimulated to base their microteaching simulations and reflective discussions using the Cog/Meta_T model. They were
exposed to flashcards with the same printed question prompts as presented in the
Web. Attention was paid to implementing the model components across the three
phases of a teaching episode: pre-action, in-action, and post-action.
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These types of prompts help teachers become more self-aware in their metacognitive approach to teaching (Kramarski and Michalsky 2009; Kramarski and Revach
2009) and promote pedagogical content knowledge integration processes (Kramarski
and Michalsky 2015; Santagata and Guarino 2011).

13.3.3

Methodology

In the current study we analyzed Mia’s and Ella’s teaching episodes, based on the
two types of Cog/Meta_T model (cognition/metacognition and teaching instruction). The teaching episodes’ data were transcribed and viewed multiple times line
by line to identify events in the data, categories, and conceptual connections between
a category and its subcategories. Categories were discussed to define and refine the
concepts and subconcepts to elicit their interpretations, explanations, and meanings,
until we reached full agreement by two experts on the elements/categories (Strauss
and Corbin 1990). The cognition/metacognition categories were easily identified
according to the metacognitive theories of Schraw (1998) and Zimmerman (2008)
as described in the introduction and as a consequence of previous experience in
similar analyses (Kohen and Kramarski 2012a, b). The distinction between the cognition and metacognition categories was based on Schraw’s framework (Schraw
1998), by which this distinction is dependent on the way of carrying out the learning
task. If it involves the procedure of what and how to perform a task, then it is attributed as cognitive. However, if it involves considering the understanding of when
and why the task is performed, then it is attributed as metacognitive.
Similarly, the teaching instruction types categories of the model (explicit strategies and engagement activities) were identified (Strauss and Corbin 1990).
We found five kinds of explicit strategies, rehearsal, questioning, examples, summary, and thinking, that could be presented in a cognitive level (what and how
considerations) or in a metacognitive level (when and why consideration) demonstrated by naming and modeling conceptual concepts (see examples on p. 11). The
four engagement activities categories were knowledge construction, directed
instruction, motivation, and feedback, as described in the introduction.
In our analysis knowledge construction is the main engagement category that
reflected the process/centrum learning, teacher’s role, and teaching activities as presented in the introduction and in Fig. 13.1.

13.3.4

Data Analysis

Mixed methods (quantitative and qualitative) for analyzing data were performed.
The cognition/metacognition dimension of the model was assessed through the incidence (i.e., frequency) and quality of elements (1–3), as assessed by the three level
types of cognitive/metacognitive considerations: what (level 1), how or when (level
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2), and why (level 3). In addition, the sequential pattern of the incidences along the
three phases (pre-/in-/post-action) is presented. The teaching instruction dimension
was assessed through frequencies of the explicit strategy usages and engagement
activities categories. In addition, a qualitative analysis was performed relating to an
elaborated description with examples of explicit strategies demonstrated by metacognitive strategies and engagement activities.

13.4

Findings

The findings section is based on analyzing scenarios excerpted from Mia’s and
Ella’s actual teaching in an arithmetic series (5 min) with reference to the Cog/
Meta_T components. These excerpts include the cognitive/metacognitive component with their considerations scores (1–3, respectively, for what, how or when, and
why) related to teaching instruction of explicit strategies and engagement activities
oriented to metacognition over the three lesson phases (pre-/in-/post-action).

13.4.1

Case Study Analysis

13.4.1.1

Cognitive/Metacognitive Components and Their Considerations

Table 13.1 (part 1 and part 2) presents Mia’s and Ella’s incidence, quality, and
sequential pattern of cognitive and metacognitive components, i.e., their implementation considerations (part 1) and the element pattern in sequence on pre-/in-/post-
action phases (part 2) during one actual 5-min scenario.
Comparison of the two cases in part 1 revealed that overall, Mia and Ella didn’t
differ in their total incidence of cognitive/metacognitive elements, demonstrating 38
and 40 teachers’ events, respectively. But compared to the beginning of the course,
where they used only cognitive elements in their teaching episodes, this time both
demonstrated the use of metacognitive elements. Although both experienced the
Cog/Meta_T program, we found differences between these two preservice teachers.
Mia revealed more metacognitive elements (67.6%) than Ella (42.5%). Also, as
seen in part 1, Mia alternated between the different aspects of metacognitive elements, focusing mainly on the planning (19.2%), monitoring (34.6%), and information management elements (30.8%) and less on the debugging (3.8%) and evaluation
element (11.6%). Ella outperformed Mia only in usage of planning (35.3%). She
showed similar usage of monitoring elements (35.3%), but used the information
management elements (23.5%), and evaluation elements (5.6%; mean = 2) less.
Also, she ignored the debugging element.
Beyond Mia’s higher incidence of metacognitive elements usage, these elements
differed in their quality, as Mia’s scores for most of the metacognition elements
were skewed more to the highest score (3) than Ella’s scores, indicating w
 ell-justified
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Table 13.1 Mia’s and Ella’s cognition and metacognition actual teaching of one 5-min scenario:
incidence, quality, and sequential pattern on pre-/in-/post-action phases
COG/META_T elements
identified in the teaching
scenario
Part 1
Cognition metacognition
total

Mia

Ella

Incidence

Quality

Incidence

Quality

12 (32.4%)
26 (67.6%)
38 (100%)

1.50
2.20

23 (57.5%)
17 (42.5%)
40 (100%)

1.43
1.37

6 (35.3%)
4 (23.5%)

1.33
1.75

6 (35.3%)
–
1 (5.9%)
18 (100%)

1.75
–
2
1.34

Metacognition
P
Planning
5 (19.2%)
2.20
IM
Information
8 (30.8%)
2.13
management
M
Monitoring
9 (34.6%)
2.33
D
Debugging
1 (3.8%)
2
E
Evaluation
3 (11.6%)
2.33
Total
26 (100%)
2.20
Part 2
Sequential pattern (over 5-min scenario)
Pre-action
P, IM, COG, COG, COG, P,
IM, M, P, P, IM, IM
[9 META elements – 75%a;
mean = 2]
In-action
M, IM, COG, M, E, M, COG,
M, M, M, M, M, COG,
COG. IM, IM

Post-action

[12 META elements –
75%a; mean = 2.42]
E, E, COG, COG, M, COG,
D, COG, P, IM [6 META
elements – 60%a;
mean = 2.3]

P, COG, COG, COG, M, COG,
COG, M, COG, P, M
[5 META elements – 46%a;
mean = 1.20]
P, IM, COG, COG, IM, M, COG,
COG, COG, COG, COG, P, P,
COG, IM, COG, COG, P, IM,
cog, M, COG, COG, COG
[10 META elements – 38%;
mean = 1.70]
E, M, COG, COG, [2 META
elements – 40%a; mean = 2.0]

Note. META_T = metacognition in teaching. Quality of META_T events was scored in a range of
1–3
a
Percent = amount of the META elements divided by the overall elements in the phase

considerations for metacognition by Mia, compared to more technical considerations by Ella. Further analysis indicated that, respectively, 11 of Mia’s 26 metacognitive elements were scored 3 (42.3%), whereas only 3 of Ella’s 18 metacognitive
elements were scored 3 (16.7%). This indicated consistently higher metacognition
with why considerations on the whole for Mia’s scenario (M = 2.20) as compared to
Ella’s scenario (M = 1.37), which was more technical, employing the what and how
considerations.
Part 2 of Table 13.1 demonstrates these differences between the two preservice
teachers, based on sequential patterns of cognition/metacognition elements over a
5-min scenario. The element sequence revealed Mia’s notably flexible capacity to
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utilize various metacognitive elements across the entire actual teaching phases,
with a stable ability to use why considerations.
As for the pre-action, most (75%) of Mia’s elements were identified as metacognitive as compared to Ella, who demonstrated less than half (46%) metacognitive
elements. However, for pre-action, Mia demonstrated a mean score of 2, revealing
mixed considerations, while Ella’s score was 1.20, revealing mostly considerations
of what and sometimes considerations of how or when.
The following excerpts from Mia’s lesson demonstrate part of the sequential pattern, for manifesting her mixed considerations for metacognitive elements. In the
brackets, we indicate the metacognitive element and its considerations and
scoring.
For this lesson I chose to teach you a topic connected with the festival of Hanukkah… I want
to present something very interesting today that will make you think [P, why, 3] ... Now, I
will remind you of the definition of an arithmetic series [P, what, 1] (while writing on the
board, says): It is a series of members in which the difference between two adjacent numbers is fixed [IM, what, 1]. Clear? [M, what, 1] In today’s lesson we will learn how to
compute the sum of an arithmetic series in the spirit of the festival [P, how, 2]…

The next excerpt of Ella’s usage of metacognition in the pre-action phase of the
lesson demonstrates less frequently systematic and less justified considerations:
Today we’re going to talk about a very, very interesting topic in math called Series [P, what,
1]… In series we have order, like a television series, right? [M, what, 1]... We won’t begin
with the first episode, jump to the sixth episode, go back to the second episode, right? We
have a fixed order [M, how, 2]… whatever is not understood, ask! [M, what, 1].

Similar patterns appeared in the in-action phase, and only relatively better quality was revealed, indicating greater usage of justified considerations by Mia and
greater usage of how and when considerations by Ella. As seen in Mia’s sequential
pattern, she repeatedly used the monitoring element. The next excerpt demonstrates
that this usage was also accompanied by high-level considerations:
…what do we see? What is the total of each pair that we get each time (points to a pair
example)? [M, why, 3] … What does that mean that the sum of each pair is 101? Explain.
[M, why, 3] … Something constant. Nice. Perhaps someone has an idea why the sum is
constant? Explain. [M, why, 3] … Because it’s an arithmetic series? (repeats student
answer) Rachel, do you want to think more about the answer you gave? [M, why, 3] What
do you think about what Rachel answered? Given the activity in the forum, one of you must
certainly have a response… [M, why, 3]

However, Ella demonstrated a sequence of mixed cognitive and metacognitive
elements, most of which were not justified, as can be seen in the next excerpt:
What’s special about this series? Every series has a certain uniqueness, according to the
order it is arranged, according to rules that actually define the transition from one member
to the next… [M, what, 1] … In this series, for example, how can we move from the first
member to the second? Who can tell me how we move from 0 to 1? [COG, how,2] … We add
1 (repeats student’s answer). Nice (writes on the board +1). How do we go from the second
member to the third? [COG, how,2] … Let’s see another example (writes on the board:
1,2,4,8…) [P, how,2].
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Interesting differences in the metacognitive sequential pattern were found in the
post-action phase. Mia presents a holistic-cyclical self-regulation perspective
(Zimmerman 2008), starting with evaluation elements for summarizing the lesson’s
learning goals (thinking back):
So let’s sum up the topic. What did we learn today? Can someone tell me? [E, how, 2]

and concluded the lesson with planning activities (thinking ahead) based on what
was learned:
For the next lesson, I ask each of you to think about another actual example that can be
represented by an arithmetic series [P, why, 3], and to compute the sum of the series [IM,
how, 2].

Ella started her post-action phase with a short summary of the last calculated
steps:
Take note, what we find in common between all three transitions is times 2, times 2, times,
2 [E, how]

and finalized the lesson by providing a procedural conclusion:
…That way we can know how to continue the series [COG, how, 2].

13.4.1.2

Teaching Instruction Dimension (Strategies and Engagement)

Table 13.2 presents Mia’s and Ella’s teaching instruction relating to implementation
of explicit strategies and engagement activities, in the same 5-min scenario.
13.4.1.3

Explicit Strategies

By contrast with the beginning of the study, where in their initial episode both Mia
and Ella focused on simple strategies like giving examples and memorizing the
material, at the end of the program we found that both were more flexible in using
new explicit strategies. We didn’t divide these strategies into cognitive/metacognitive, because most of them were used infrequently. However, comparing their specific usage of the various strategies, Mia and Ella were pretty similar on the use of
the rehearsal strategy (6.3% and 2.6%, respectively) and summary strategy (6.3%
and 5.1%, respectively, for Mia and Ella). Both Ella and Mia modeled the rehearsal
strategy by thinking aloud and giving explanations; for example, Ella said:
Let’s see what the hidden word ‘series’ reminds you

However, while Ella demonstrated considerations of what strategy should be
implemented, Mia showed a different quality of modeling considerations, involving
why considerations. It is clearly noticeable in the following example, where Mia
explains the rational of choosing the topic that is connected with the festival of
Hanukkah:
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Table 13.2 Teaching
instruction (strategies and
engagement activation) from
Mia’s and Ella’s one 5-min
scenario

Teaching strategiesa
Explicit strategiesb
Rehearsal
Examples
Summary
Thinking
Questioning
Engagement
activation
Knowledge
construction
Directed instruction
Whole class
Individual student
Motivation
Feedback

Mia
2 (6.3%)
–
2 (6.3%)
5 (15.6%)
13 (34.2%)
Mia

Ella
1 (2.6%)
2 (5.1%)
2 (5.1%)
–
5 (12.8%)
Ella

10 (31.3%)

5 (12.8%)

22 (68.8%)
10 (31.3%)
6 (18.8%)
12 (37.5%)

39 (100%)
–
6 (15.4%)
8 (20.5%)

Notes:
Frequencies were calculated by the number of incidence of
each category divided by the total number of statements,
n = 32 for Mia, n = 39 for Ella
b
Frequencies of the rehearsal, examples, and thinking strategies present both the cognitive and metacognitive level;
the questioning strategy presents the metacognitive level
a

I will review very briefly what we learned in the last lesson… so we can move on to the topic
of arithmetic series, that is connected with the festival of Hanukkah

Similarly, they modeled the summary strategy by thinking aloud, by explaining
why the Gauss topic had been taught:
We discussed finding the rules of summing an arithmetic progression. We were assisted by
Gauss’ computation

Ella, however, modeled a lower level of consideration of how to sum up the lesson as presented earlier.
OK? That’s how we can know how to continue the series…

A difference between Mia and Ella, in both quantity and quality terms, was
revealed regarding their ability to explicitly employ the questioning strategy, in particular metacognitive questioning (34.2% for Mia and 12.8% for Ella). For example,
Mia presented explicit metacognitive monitoring by questioning, which also
involves why considerations:
What is the total of each pair that we get each time (points to a pair example)?... What does
that mean that the sum of each pair is 101?

However, Ella’s monitoring questions showed low modeling considerations,
mostly for what. For example:
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I’ve written three dots, because this series might continue… Now, what’s special about this
series?

Finally, the thinking strategy was used only by Mia (15.6%), who demonstrated
this strategy explicitly by also modeling high considerations of why and even more
so presenting and naming metacognition concepts:
So I wanted to present something very interesting today that will make you think… the
purpose is to exercise thinking, the metacognition… and not throw out anything that comes
to mind…

Mia also modeled the thinking strategy as she thought aloud about her own and
her students’ actions during the three phases of the lesson:
I will remind you of the definition of an arithmetic series (pre action phase)
Perhaps someone has an idea why the sum is constant? Explain (in action phase).There’s
an error here (post action phase).

Also, the example strategy was demonstrated only in Ella’s lesson (5.1%,), e.g.,
her first sentence, for starting the in-action phase of the class:
Let’s begin with the first example… Now – we begin from left to right, like in math. The far
left member is our first member...

13.4.1.4

Engagement Activation

Similar to the outcomes of the previous components of the model, we found that at
the end of the program, Mia and Ella demonstrated attempts to engage students in
learning activities. However, the two preservice students mostly differed in the
extent to which they directed instructions to the whole class or to individual students. Mia alternated between the two options; she directed questions to the whole
class (68.8%), e.g.:
What did we learn today? Can someone tell me?

but also to individual students (31.3%), asking for explanations and personal
opinion:
Dan, how did you reach the solution? Explain

In contrast, all (100%) of Ella’s explanations and questions were directed to the
whole class and ignored personal opinion and students’ explanations.
These two types of directed instruction used by the two preservice students made
an attempt to engage students in knowledge construction. However, they differed
not just in the frequency (31.3% for Mia vs. 12.8% for Ella) but also in the quality
of activities that demand students to be active in their learning for constructing their
knowledge.
Mia demonstrated a very stable process-oriented approach directed by student-
centrum instruction in her teaching. Her teacher’s role as a regulator was to
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stimulate students’ internal regulation ability, which was manifested by probing
students to think and giving them time to do so, e.g.:
Do you want to think more about the answer you gave?

Mia also challenged students to try new tasks:
For the next lesson, I ask each of you to think about another actual example that can be
represented by an arithmetic series.

or to connect new knowledge with previous knowledge:
Given the activity in the forum, one of you must certainly have a response…

She also focused a lot on regulating her students by explicating and questioning
and challenging them to discuss and reflect on classmates’ problem-solving activities and mistakes. Overall, Mia’s lesson included 21 exchanges that were used for
teacher/student interactions, e.g.:
What do you think about what Rachel answered?

or student/student interactions, e.g.:
Miri (direct her answer to Rachel): “Ah, you computed it without the Shamash.”
Dan (explains to Rachel): “Because of the Shamash, on the first day we light two candles, and on the last day, 9 candles”

However, Ella demonstrated a stable teacher-centrum instruction approach with
an external teacher’s regulation role. She focused on instructing the subject matter
in detail, step by step, and noting central concepts for the whole class, e.g.:
…in fact this series is defined by the rule of adding 1.That’s how we will be able to know
how to continue the series
…OK, or another 1. Come let’s think about another way. Just think about another way
to move from 1 to 2?... times 2. Nice (repeats student’s answer…

She does not give time for thinking and sharing solutions with classmates and
sometimes even ignored students’ answers). Overall, only 12 teacher/students’
exchanges took place in Ella’s lesson with no student/student exchanges.
Almost similarly, Mia and Ella adopted an authentic approach to stimulate students’ interest and motivation in teaching the arithmetic series lesson (18.8% for
Mia and 15.4% for Ella). For example, Mia used the Gauss task for teaching how to
sum an arithmetic series, as she said:
I’ve prepared a kind of slide for you, an interesting slide. I will show it in a moment.
Actually, this slide describes Gauss’ method of computation…

Further, she also gave the Hanukkah festivals as an example of the Gauss task:
Now, looking at this video-clip [showing an animation of eight candles, lit one by one] …
first of all note that there is an arithmetic series here…

Also, Ella used the “television series” example that the students suggested as a
demonstration of an arithmetic series:
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Taking a television series as an example – what do we actually have?... We have a first
episode, second episode, third episode, right? If it’s also a good series, we reach the final
episode...

Furthermore, both raised their awareness in providing feedback to students’
replies. Again, it is notable that Mia used more feedbacks in her teaching (37.5% for
Mia vs. 20.5% for Ella), but we could also have noticed that most of Ella’s feedback
was directed to students’ final results. However, Mia demonstrated feedback,
directed to student process performance and regulation efforts (monitoring and
evaluation):
Good. And then… Rachel, do you want to think more about the answer you gave?... (Turning
to the students) What do you think about what Rachel answered? Given the activity in the
forum, one of you must certainly have a response…

To sum up, the case analysis of the two preservice teachers revealed that generally, both Mia and Ella benefited from the Cog/Meta_T model in their teaching
capacities as compared to the beginning of the study, when they focused mainly on
simple cognitive elements with no emphasis on explicit strategies and students’
engagement activities. However, Mia and Ella demonstrated different levels of
development on the dual pedagogical metacognitive dimensions backed up with
justified considerations. Regarding the cognition/metacognition dimension of the
Cog/Meta_T model, Mia appeared to be more successful (incidence, quality, and
sequential pattern) than Ella at demonstrating metacognitive elements with a high
level of why considerations across the three phases. In contrast, Ella was more successful than Mia in using essential metacognitive elements (e.g., planning and monitoring) and still had difficulties in the ability to back up her lesson choices with a
high level of why considerations across the three phases.
Regarding the teaching instruction dimension of the Cog/Meta_T model, at the
end of the program, both teachers were flexible in using explicit strategies (e.g.,
rehearsal, summary, metacognitive questioning). They were oriented to students’
knowledge construction, and both adopted an authentic teaching approach to stimulate students’ interest and motivation, when teaching the arithmetic series lesson.
Yet, Mia appeared to be more successful than Ella in her tendency to activate
process-oriented learning and to stimulate students’ inter-regulation ability, by
explicating, questioning, and challenging them to discuss and reflect on classmates’
problem-solving activities and mistakes. Unlike Mia, Ella demonstrated a teacher-
centrum instruction approach with an external teacher’s regulation role and low
justified considerations ability.

13.5

Discussion

The current study suggests a multidimensional, theoretical, and practical Cog/
Meta_T model as a springboard to enhance mathematics teachers’ pedagogical
metacognition (cognition/metacognition and teaching instruction) as a part of their
pedagogical content knowledge, while analyzing teaching scenarios in a blended
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web-based learning course. The case study analysis on two mathematics preservice
teachers that were exposed to the Cog/Meta_T model provides initial insights about
the model’s effectiveness.
According to Spruce and Bol (2014) and Zimmerman (2000), the ability of the
two preservice teachers to implement metacognitive elements along the entire scenario (pre-/in-/post-action) is an indicator of high capacity in implementing metacognition. Spruce and Bol (2014) found that mathematics teachers most frequently
encouraged student metacognition during the in-action phase of learning in their
classroom, while ignoring them in the pre-/post-action phases. It seems that the
multidimensional Cog/Meta_T model with its embedded question prompts practice
in the web-based learning environment helped Mia and Ella to integrate metacognition into their teaching (Krauskopf et al. 2012).
Our findings corroborate other studies where metacognitive support (i.e., prompts
in a web-based learning environment) was provided to mathematics and science in-/
preservice teachers to use for reexamining learning goals and processes, which may
help them shift their attention from technical actions to a higher level of metacognitive processing, whereby they consider goals, monitor strategies, and evaluate performance effectiveness (e.g., Davis 2003; Kramarski and Revach 2009; Kohen and
Kramarski 2012a; Kramarski and Michalsky 2009, 2010, 2015).
Despite these interesting findings, two questions should be discussed. The findings show that both Mia and Ella increased their pedagogical metacognitive knowledge as was manifested in the types of questions they raised throughout the entire
scenario (pre-/in-/post-action) (Table 13.1). Thus, how sure can we be that their
increased pedagogical metacognitive knowledge is in fact a result of the training?
Second, why did differences emerge between the two in their outcomes, despite
their exposure to the same practice?
As noted, both preservice teachers started their teacher training program with
minimal knowledge of metacognition. Also, according to the curriculum of the
other courses in the teaching program, they were not exposed explicitly to the metacognitive topic. Thus, we can assume that their metacognitive knowledge development was affected by the three dimensions of the Cog/Meta_T theoretical-practical
model (see example of practice in Appendix).
Furthermore, the source of the differences in the outcomes between Mia and Ella
is hard to identify, because we have no additional data on the two teachers that could
shed light on the outcomes and the process. Moreover, it is possible that despite the
Cog/Meta_T model offered the two preservice teachers a rich theoretical and practical pedagogical metacognitive training embedded in a technological environment,
the various components of the model may have created cognitive load for Ella, who
had difficulty coordinating between the different representations of content and
using effective strategies to monitor her learning (Kramarski 2012).
According to researchers (e.g., Azevedo 2005), this difficulty is common when
learners are exposed to technological environment, as it requires more time for
adaptation and learning. Finally, we should remember that the Cog/Meta_T model
was implemented as part of only one-semester microteaching course, involving
relatively short time of practice. The difference could also be a consequence of
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p ersonal characteristics (different paces of learning) and/or initial features that were
not assessed in the study.
The differences between the two students support recommendations about the
need to pay more attention to the complexity of metacognition and teaching instruction, to foster individual novice teachers with different intellectual, self-confidence,
and pedagogical needs in the same class (Kramarski and Michalsky 2013; Tomlinson
2005). We recommend to further investigate individual effects in future studies with
a control group and followed by interviews.

13.5.1

 ractical Implications, Future Research,
P
and Limitations

This study contributes three main unique perspectives on mathematics teachers’
professional development, regarding theory, methodology, and practice. First, this
study contributes to a conceptual understanding of the crucial role of integrating
metacognition with teaching. The multidimensional Cog/Meta_T framework is
innovative in its blend of two complementary theories of teacher’s
professionalism.
The combination of Cog/Meta_T components appears to provide a theoretical
effective lens for preservice teachers to understand how to integrate metacognition
into teaching instruction (i.e., pedagogical content knowledge, in Shulman 1986).
This model explicitly encourages teachers’ self-awareness and focuses attention
onto ways of intentionally applying metacognition in their teaching practice by justifying their decisions and actions (see Fig. 13.3).
The study’s methodological contributions lie in its detailed two lesson analyses,
assessing and illustrating cognition/metacognition and teaching instruction, regarding the three teaching lesson phases.
The development of the dual pedagogical metacognitive dimensions at the end of
the program by the two preservice teachers, on the one hand, and the variance
between the two preservice teachers’ outcomes, on the other hand, contribute to the
validity of the entire model that was achieved by pedagogical experts’ analysis of
the content categories in each dimension and by interjudge reliability (see Sect. 3
“Method” section). The resulting variance between the two preservice teachers indicates the models’ sensitivity in assessing differences in teachers’ ability on the dual
dimensions (e.g., Kohen and Kramarski 2012a), thus responding to Avargil, Lavi,
and Dori’s (Chap. 3) claim that the largest gap in metacognition empirical research
is the development of assessment tools and their validation. The validity of the
metacognitive dimension with justified considerations in a web-based learning
course was partially tested in our previous studies (e.g., Kohen and Kramarski
2012a; Kramarski and Michalsky 2010, 2015). However, the entire model with the
teaching instruction dimension (explicit strategies and engagement activities) is a
new combination. Future research should test the validity of the entire model on a
large sample with experimental and control groups.
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Cognition/Metacognition

Cognition
Metacognition
Considerations

Teaching instruction

Explicit strategies
Engagement activation

Fig. 13.3 The multidimensional Cog/Meta_T framework

Practically, the current study’s unique Cog/Meta_T model for preservice teachers, comprising a web-based learning environment and metacognitive self-regulatory
prompts, bears important implications for teachers’ metacognitive practice.
Our previous studies focused on implementing a metacognitive self-regulation
model in a pedagogical context and web-learning environment that reflects the macro
level of preservice teachers’ professional development (e.g., Kohen and Kramarski
2012a, b). The current multidimensional Cog/Meta_T model adds an explicit pedagogical microlevel that extends the practical tools for teachers’ professional development, thus corresponding with Mevarech and Fan’s claim (Chap. 12), according to
which students need explicit exposure to metacognitive skills, in order to implement
them in practice for solving mathematics problems. Moreover, the teaching, practice,
and internalization of metacognition could be generalized as part of preservice and
in-service teacher education in diverse science technology environment mathematics
(STEM) learning domains and in traditional class programs without technology usage
(Kramarski et al. 2013). As Zeichner and Liston (1987, p. 25) argue, “reflective teaching seeks to help student teachers become more aware of themselves and their environments in a way that changes their perceptions of what is possible.”
Despite this study’s potential contributions, several limitations deserve consideration. Our analysis was based on the work of two teachers who were exposed to the
same Cog/Meta_T model. Whether it is applicable in the context of other teachers’
work with the same model still remains to be investigated. For example, the
generalizability of the instructional model to the training of elementary teachers
who have limited mathematics backgrounds, to teacher training programs outside of
Israel, to the teaching of different areas of mathematics such as algebra versus calculus, and to minority students preparing to be mathematic teachers. Furthermore,
the preservice teachers were teaching to their peers. How well the teachers would be
able to sustain the cognition/metacognition teaching strategies with reluctant students or students who were unable to answer their cognitive metacognitive questions has not yet been explored.
We suggest investigating the effect of this model among large samples of mathematics teachers from different cultures, as recommended by Dori, Mevarech, and
Baker in the introduction to this book (Chap. 1). We also suggest to take into account
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participants’ characteristics and beliefs in metacognition and different pedagogies.
This investigation should be followed by mixed quantitative and qualitative methodological methods (interviews, videotaping, and questionnaires) to understand in
depth the learning process of teachers’ professional development, among pre-/in-
service teachers’ practice during their training and follow-up in their classes in real-
time teaching. Furthermore, future analysis would corporate analyses of the online
interactions between the participants and facilitators through the Web. Testing the
model in a variety of contexts, with a broader range of students and tools, in real
classrooms will provide mathematic educators with the knowledge they need to
improve the training of future teachers of mathematics.
Finally, the Cog/Meta_T model is based on the combination of “explicit strategies” and “engagement activation.” This combination raises the question of the
extent to which the two components are needed in the technology environment.
Future research should compare in an intervention study the effectiveness of the
combination of the two components to each component alone. It will help in understanding the possible additional contribution of the “explicit strategies” for constructing knowledge beyond the “engagement activation” of the teacher and learner’s
role, on the one hand, and to the possible contribution of the “engagement activities” in the technology environment for constructing explicit knowledge of metacognition, on the other hand.
To conclude, this study contributes an explicit training program of a pedagogical
metacognitive theoretical-practical model. The message of the model is the importance of the interaction between the two fields (metacognition and pedagogy) and
the need for flexibility and adaptation to different paces of learning, as we can see
in the case study of the mathematics preservice teachers.

13.5.2

Recommendations

We suggest a list of recommendations, targeted mostly to teachers’ educators who
wish to promote metacognition among mathematics pre-/in-teachers:
• Metacognition is essential in mathematics education. Teachers need to be explicitly taught how to activate metacognitive processes and to have ample opportunities to practice.
• Investigating the Cog/Meta_T model in other STEM domains, and among
broader populations of preservice teachers (e.g., elementary teachers), will provide teachers’ educators extensive knowledge for preparing future teachers.
• The Cog/Meta_T model can be generalized to other contexts, besides PD programs of preservice teachers, e.g., students in real classroom settings.
• There is a need for flexibility and adaptation of the model to different paces of
learning in class by teachers (as found in the case study analysis).
• Future research should investigate the effect of the model among large mathematics teachers’ samples, as compared to a control group by mixed methodological methods (interviews, videotaping, and questionnaires) and follow-up of
teachers in their classes in real-time teaching.
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 ppendix: Screenshot of a Cog/Meta_T Task for Analyzing
A
a Ready-Made Clip of a Teaching Episode(Fig. 13.4)
Main page

Forum

Conceptual framework

Tasks

Ready- made clips

Task 5
Orit delivered her lesson in the Microteaching course and the teaching episode was recorded in the following video
lesson.Please evaluate Orit's lesson according to the Cog/Meta_T model by attributing the suitable statements of
Orit's lesson to the following table.
Considerations of "What"

Considerations of "How" Considerations of "Why"

Low level

Metacognition

Medium level

High level

Planning
Monitoring
Evaluation

Please select one of your choices, explainand share with your friends:

In the following table, in each line, mark the activity that describes best Orit's (most of the) lesson.
Knowledge
construction
Teacher's role
Teaching
instruction

Teaching
activities

Process oriented
Activator
Stimulating

Student-Centrum Instruction
Challenger

Probing

Sharing

Regulator
Discussing

Letting
Students
Think

Directed
Whole Class
Individual Student
Instruction
Please select one of your choices and explain:
Press here to watch the video lesson

What is your opinion on the video lesson?

Prompts1

Fig. 13.4 Screenshot of a Cog/Meta_T task for analyzing a ready-made clip of a teaching
episode
Note1: what do I notice on Cog00/Meta_T elements? “How can I explain it? When and how can I
improve metacognitive instruction in another way? and why?
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Chapter 14

Mathematical Modeling and Culturally
Relevant Pedagogy
Cynthia O. Anhalt, Susan Staats, Ricardo Cortez, and Marta Civil

14.1

Introduction

The encounter with persons, one by one, rather than categories and generalities, is still the
best way to cross lines of strangeness. (Bateson 2000, p. 81)

In this chapter, we propose a new pedagogical approach that brings together two
domains that rely on students’ knowledge of everyday situations, mathematical
modeling and culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP). Culturally relevant teaching
(Gay 2000; Ladson-Billings 1995) utilizes the students’ backgrounds, knowledge,
and experiences to inform the teacher’s lessons and methodology, which requires
teachers to create bridges between students’ home cultures and the school. Through
knowledge of family practices, teachers have the opportunity to connect the curriculum in mathematics and adapt various ways to learn about the everyday, lived experiences of students and their families.
Mathematical modeling is a process in which students use their knowledge of an
everyday situation to engage in cycles of mathematical inquiry. Students’ cultural
backgrounds can play a central role within rich mathematical modeling activities,
which ask students to create problem-solving methods for nonroutine tasks in
everyday contexts. These opportunities have the potential for teachers to leverage
diverse students’ everyday lived experiences for meaningful engagement with challenging mathematics through modeling tasks.
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In this chapter we provide ideas that mathematics educators and teachers can use
to consider contexts that are relevant to students’ lives for creating mathematical
modeling tasks. We initially discuss culture from an anthropological perspective
and its influence on mathematics teaching and learning, followed by the tenets of
CRP, with a focus on Funds of Knowledge (Greenberg 1989; Moll et al. 1992) as the
approach we used in the project we describe. In this project, we engaged a group of
secondary preservice teachers (PTs) in a mathematical modeling module that brings
together the tenets of CRP, culture, and local community contexts. The experiences
gained by the PTs throughout the module provide a glimpse into the possibilities
that teacher preparation programs can offer in the context of CRP in mathematics
classrooms. We conclude the chapter with implications for teaching focusing on
balancing the rigor of the mathematics, cultural connections, and helping students
develop a critical analysis of the social implications.

14.2

Culture and Its Influence on Mathematics Education

One of the earliest definitions of culture captures commonplace understandings of
culture today, that culture is the “knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and
any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society” (Tylor
1920, 1871, p. 1). In this view, culture involves the relatively consistent, visible,
unchanging aspects of life—beliefs and belongings—that serve as markers of social
difference among people. While this way of thinking of culture is embedded in
everyday life, it proved to be insufficient for researchers and educators whose work
responds to the complexities of culture.

14.2.1

Changing Concepts of Culture

González (2008) traces over a hundred years of the theoretical twists and turns of
the anthropological culture concept subsequent to Tylor’s definition. In Tylor’s
period, anthropologists believed that cultures evolved and improved through specific stages. The development of direct observation through fieldwork reduced this
scientific racism but also strengthened the position that cultures determine human
behavior. By the 1970s and 1980s, two general approaches to culture were prominent: culture as symbols and culture as activity (Henze and Hauser 1999; Sewell
1999). The first of these positions holds that culture refers to knowledge—a system
for making meaning of the world. A second position focuses on people’s means of
taking action: “Culture is not a coherent system of symbols and meanings but a
diverse collection of ‘tools’ that, as the metaphor indicates, are to be understood as
a means for the performance of action” (Sewell 1999, p. 46).
Viewing culture as action, and as interaction, however, has not reduced the complexity of the concept. Many communities are culturally varied and foster multiple
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identifications; even when an individual identifies with a particular cultural group,
the person may not know about or practice the elements associated with this culture
(Henze and Hauser 1999). González (2008), for example, comments that “an Irish
Catholic teacher can see that the Haitian family that lives next door differs in some
crucial ways from a Haitian family that lives across town…the Haitian family that
lives across town may be in some respects more like her own family than the Irish
Catholic family that lives across the street” (p. 96). Ultimately, no authoritative
framework for understanding cultural change, variation, and identification has
emerged in the discipline of anthropology. As anthropologist James Clifford put it,
“culture is a deeply compromised concept that I cannot yet do without” (Clifford
1988; p. 10 in Sewell 1999, p. 38). Researchers involved in studies of culture must
define an interest within one of many dimensions of complexity.

14.2.2

Culture in Mathematics Education

During the 1980s, educational researchers began to incorporate social perspectives,
shifting from a psychological or cognitive model of knowledge to the idea that
thinking and learning are grounded in social interaction (Lerman 2000), and this
social interaction serves as mediation for cognitive development from socially
guided learning (Vygotsky 1978). This “social turn” (Lerman 2000) was grounded
in a concern with acknowledging and addressing social inequality in research and in
classrooms. Despite the intractability of the definition of culture, many educators
regard the culture concept as vitally important for improving equity in schooling. In
some respects, this shift recalls the debate of culture as knowledge versus action.
Mathematical knowledge was viewed as the product of action, discussion, and construction, rather than simply as an intergenerational transfer of knowledge.
Bishop (1988), for example, argues that mathematics is a cultural practice. He
suggests that several types of cultural activities can lead to culturally based mathematical ideas: counting, locating, measuring, designing, playing, and explaining.
He proposes that a “culturally fair” curriculum could be designed from the standpoint of this structure, which would allow local mathematical concepts to enter the
classroom, along with widely shared forms of academic mathematics. “Is it indeed
possible by this means to create a culturally-fair mathematics curriculum—a curriculum that would allow all cultural groups to involve their own mathematical ideas
whilst also permitting the ‘international’ mathematical ideas to be developed?”
(Bishop 1988, p. 189). The field of ethnomathematics, too, addressed issues of cultural fairness through ethnographic inquiries into mathematical practices embedded
within cultural activities (Ascher 1991; d’Ambrosio 1985, 2006). Ethnomathematics
faces the conundrum that activities are most clearly recognized as mathematics
when they are translated into traditional mathematical forms (Civil 2016; Wagner
and Lunney Borden 2012). Though this issue is unresolved, several scholars have
recommended the general approach of asking community members to identify
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activities that they consider mathematical and to develop curriculum from this starting point (Borba 1997; Wagner and Lunney Borden 2012).
As culture is embedded in issues of fairness and equity, the unruly nature of the
concept creates tensions in basic questions such as what activities or representations
of activities count as mathematics and how educators can incorporate mathematical
community knowledge into classrooms as a bridge to widely recognized mathematical practices.

14.3

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

Culturally relevant pedagogy has become one of the most influential responses to
incorporation of cultural perspectives in education. By structuring curriculum and
classroom interactions around students’ cultures, CRP seeks to ensure that students
are academically successful and that they develop a sense of social critique (Ladson-
Billings 1995). CRP emphasizes the development of a collective rather than individualized identity (Ladson-Billings 1995; Tate 1995). The idea is that through a
“pedagogy of opposition” (Tate 1995, p. 169), students resist assimilation into the
cultural norms of the majority and use classroom learning to take action in their
communities.
CRP calls for developing pedagogical approaches in which students (a) experience academic success, (b) develop and/or maintain cultural competence, and (c)
develop a critical consciousness through which they challenge the status quo of the
current social order. These three tenets constitute the basis for using students’
strengths to promote academic success. Several researchers have used CRP in mathematics education, including Greer et al. (2009), Gutstein et al. (1997), Lipka et al.
(2009), Moses and Cobb (2001), Tate (1995), and Turner and Font Strawhun (2007).

14.3.1

Dilemmas Posed by Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

Although CRP has become one of education’s “best practices,” its complexity
means that it is often implemented in ways that diverge from its original principles.
Of Ladson-Billings’ three goals, cultural competence has been attended to more
strongly than the other two principles (Young 2010). However, a limited perspective
on culture, similar to Tylor’s 1871 definition, underlies some of the problem. CRP
misses the point when it merely involves “acknowledging ethnic holidays, including
popular culture in the curriculum, or adopting colloquial speech” (Irvine 2010,
p. 58). This can have the effect of emphasizing “the sense of otherness commonly
felt by minority students” (Young 2010, p. 252; referring to Troyna 1987). Further,
teaching practices for CRP are often developed in reference to homogeneous classrooms (Morrison et al. 2008). Teachers may assume that all students identify with
one version of one culture. More broadly, a focus on cultural difference may
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reproduce a system of exclusion if teachers assume that different children require
different pedagogies or if the target of academic development is to achieve a standard defined as the behaviors and level of achievement of the dominant group of
students (Schmeichel 2012).
Aguirre and Zavala (2013) have addressed this dilemma through a lesson analysis tool that uses all three tenets of CRP to help teachers integrate mathematical
thinking with components of CRP such as language, culture, and social justice.
These authors refer to culturally responsive mathematics teaching (CRMT) as “a set
of specific pedagogical knowledge, dispositions, and practices that privilege mathematical thinking, cultural and linguistic funds of knowledge, and issues of power
and social justice in mathematics education (Aguirre and Zavala 2013, p. 1).” It
remains a challenge to reach consensus on the content of such CRMT tools and how
to prepare teachers for integrating CRP principles into mathematics instruction.
In general, critical consciousness is the component of Ladson-Billings’ model
that is less fully realized in classroom teaching (Young 2010). Teachers may feel
uncomfortable with political analysis—many people in the United States prefer discussing culture instead of structural inequity or racism (Sleeter 2011). Reflection on
personal identity is a necessary step for teachers from dominant social classes
before they can implement classroom activities that support development of critical
consciousness among diverse students.

14.3.2

Addressing Dilemmas Through Funds of Knowledge

In recent years, educational researchers have begun to acknowledge the difficulty of
implementing each of the three elements of CRP. Nuanced understandings of culture, teaching across cultural differences, and integrating cultural and mathematical
understanding are significant dilemmas for this pedagogical approach; debates over
the meaning of culture are at the heart of all of these issues.
The Funds of Knowledge approach (González et al. 2005; Greenberg 1989; Moll
et al. 1992; Tapia 1991) can address some of the difficulties in implementing the
three tenets of CRP. Through ethnographic visits to some of their students’ homes,
teachers learn about their students’ and their families’ knowledge and experience
their funds of knowledge. This process places families as the knowledge experts and
the teacher as a learner.
Following the Funds of Knowledge approach, we adopt González’ dynamic view
of culture as “lived experience. The focus is on ‘practice,’ that is, what it is that
people do and what they say about what they do. The processes of everyday life, in
the forms of daily activities, emerge as important” (González 2008, p. 96). This
perspective asks teachers, researchers, and students to actively investigate the forms
that culture takes in a particular community.
The Funds of Knowledge approach overturns deficit concepts of students. By
identifying reservoirs of community expertise, and creating projects and classroom
activities around them, teachers can engage students’ knowledge more deeply.
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Because it involves teachers’ active learning in households and communities, this
approach may be able to uncover cultural complexity of communities better. It
avoids the pitfalls of homogeneity, and it accounts for cultural change and cultural
borrowing. It can help teachers develop critical consciousness within themselves
and prepare them to help students find their political voice. The active search for
community knowledge represented in the Funds of Knowledge approach can avoid
essentializing assumptions about students’ cultures.
Examples of mathematics education work within the Funds of Knowledge
approach include the use of occupational interviews to uncover the mathematics
behind some practices (e.g., a mechanic, a carpenter, or a seamstress) (Civil 2016;
Civil and Andrade 2002; González et al. 2001). Civil (2007) describes two mathematically rich classroom experiences based on funds of knowledge work, one centered on construction with a class of second graders (see also Sandoval-Taylor
2005) that involved geometric thinking and measurement; the second one was a
garden unit with a class of fourth and fifth graders, also exploring ideas of measurement and optimization (maximizing area of a garden plot given a fixed perimeter)
(see also Civil and Kahn 2001). This chapter draws on the general concepts at the
heart of Funds of Knowledge to propose an approach that brings together mathematical modeling and CRP. We next turn to a discussion on mathematical
modeling.

14.4
14.4.1

Mathematical Modeling
Mathematical Modeling: Its History and Background

The mathematics literature has long discussed ancient cultures that used modeling
to improve their everyday life, starting around 2000 BC (Schichl 2004). In this context, modeling meant the application of mathematics to solve problems arising in
sciences (e.g., astronomy) and other aspects of everyday life. For centuries, mathematical modeling has been driven by the desire to describe nature’s principles. More
recently, the motivation for developing mathematical models comes from an
increasing number of disciplines including the sciences, technology, engineering,
economics, health care, politics, and more. Today, modeling is an area of mathematical research, and it is typically taught in universities as part of an applied mathematics curriculum.
By the mid-1980s, mathematical modeling was emerging in the UK and Europe
as a pedagogical approach in secondary and early undergraduate mathematics curriculum (Berry et al. 1984). The approach emphasized an active and creative way of
learning mathematics—“learning modeling”—rather than memorizing established
approaches to solving formulaic problems—“learning models” (Burkhardt 1984).
In the United States the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
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underscores the use of representations to interpret physical, social, and mathematical phenomena in mathematical modeling (2000).

14.4.2

Perspectives and Definition of Mathematical Modeling

Drawing from Lesh and Zawojewski (2007), English and Sriraman (2010) write that
“modeling problems are realistically complex situations where the problem solver
engages in mathematical thinking beyond the usual school experience and where
the products to be generated often include complex artifacts or conceptual tools that
are needed for some purpose, or to accomplish some goal” (p. 273). In the Common
Core State Standards, model with mathematics is one of the Standards for
Mathematical Practice and is defined as “the process of choosing and using appropriate mathematics and statistics to analyze empirical situations, to understand them
better, and to improve decisions” (CCSSI 2010, p. 72). The expectation is that all
elementary and secondary school students will develop modeling proficiency, which
includes applying the mathematics they know to solve problems not originally
posed as mathematics problems and making simplifications and choices that must
be validated and possibly revised. Several authors have written about modeling
implications and issues connected to the Common Core (e.g., Anhalt and Cortez
2015; Felton et al. 2015; Tam 2011). In the Guidelines for Assessment and
Instruction in Mathematical Modeling Education (GAIMME) report, Garfunkel and
Montgomery (2016) define mathematical modeling as a process that uses mathematics to represent, analyze, and make predictions or otherwise provide insight into
real-world phenomena.
It is important to recognize that mathematical modeling is not only a part of K-16
education but also an active area of research among professional mathematicians.
For this reason, there are multiple sources that define mathematical modeling. The
definitions have some variations but are essentially very similar: mathematical modeling is an iterative process whereby we use mathematics to understand or analyze
some situation that often comes from outside mathematics. To illustrate the definition, consider the following situation:
The weather forecast calls for heavy rain for several hours. It is expected that the water
level of a river that goes through town will rise above its banks in one particular section
and cause major flooding, so the residents want to protect themselves from the flood by
elevating the riverbank using sandbags. How long will this take?

To estimate the answer, we can use mathematics. If we can find out the dimensions of the bags filled with sand, the proper way to stack them, the desired height
of the sandbag wall, and the length of the river section that needs to be protected, we
could develop a mathematical formula that tells us how many sandbags we might
need. We can then estimate the time it will take to fill the bags and build the protection wall depending on the number of helpers and additional assumptions. The formulas themselves constitute the model in this case. The entire process is mathematical
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Fig. 14.1 A representation of the mathematical modeling process

modeling. Even after doing this, we may find that additional variables or parameters
need to be taken into account and the formulas will have to be adjusted. For example, the sandbag thickness near the bottom of the wall may be smaller due to the
weight of the sandbags on top; or the time between filling the bags and placing them
on the wall may get longer as the wall grows. Such adjustments to the model can be
made iteratively.

14.4.3

Elements of Mathematical Modeling

One of the components of the modeling process is the formulation of a model. A
mathematical model is a “simplification of reality that is phrased in the symbolic
language of mathematics [that] can take the form of equations, algorithms, graphical relations, and sometimes even paragraphs” (SIAM 2012, p. 11). In education, a
definition of models is given by Doerr and English (2003) as “systems of elements,
operations, relationships, and rules that can be used to describe, explain, or predict
the behavior of some other familiar system” (p. 112). The modeling process, however, has additional elements that are usually represented as stages of a cycle like
those shown in Fig. 14.1. Similar representations have been depicted in many
sources, including textbooks (Mooney and Swift 1999) and mathematics and mathematics education journals (e.g., Blum and Leiss 2005; CCSSI 2010; Felton et al.
2015; Meier 2009; Yoon et al. 2010).
The figure emphasizes the iterative nature of the modeling process and identifies
salient elements, all of which could be expanded further. Starting with a situation to
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be analyzed, the first stage is to make sense of it and understand the questions that
need answers. The next major stage is the formulation of a model, which involves
formulating a mathematical problem that represents a simplified or distilled version
of the original situation. The model formulation step may involve substages such as
determining essential variables, making assumptions about any missing information, and choosing appropriate mathematics (e.g., statistics or linear functions) for
the model. Typically, sense-making continues during this part of the process, and
some research is necessary to make reasonable assumptions.
Once the model is formulated as a set of equations, a graph, or a table of values,
the problem-solving step leads to a mathematical solution that needs to be interpreted in the original context. Conclusions about the original situation are drawn
from this interpretation, and the conclusions must be evaluated in a validation stage
in order to determine if they make sense in terms of the original situation. Since the
mathematical answer is influenced by the assumptions and choices made earlier, the
conclusions may not be satisfactory based on the needed accuracy, the applicability
of the solution, or some other factor. If this is the case, a new iteration is entered
where assumptions and choices are revised with an eye on overcoming the shortcomings of the first model. The cycle may be repeated once or multiple times until
satisfactory conclusions are reached and can be reported.

14.5

 athematical Modeling and Culturally Relevant
M
Pedagogy

Culturally relevant pedagogy is based on the assumption that when academic
knowledge and skills are situated within the lived experiences and frames of reference of students from various cultural backgrounds, they are more personally meaningful, have higher interest appeal, and are learned more easily and thoroughly (Gay
2000; Ladson-Billings 1995). Although CRP and mathematical modeling are both
significant and well-respected contemporary pedagogies, there has been relatively
little explicit scholarship on ways to integrate their strengths. The cycle of mathematical modeling is inherently challenging and reflective, and it depends on contextual knowledge of everyday situations. For these reasons, we suggest that
mathematical modeling corresponds naturally to the tenets of CRP. In particular,
mathematical modeling pedagogy can address some of the weakness of implementation of CRP that has been observed of the past few decades. Mathematical modeling activities are as follows: (a) motivate mathematics content, (b) promote
discussion between students, and (c) integrate contexts relevant to students. In what
follows we describe how these three characteristics of modeling relate to CRP.
Motivating Mathematical Content A modeling task can address specific content
and build upon content previously learned. At the same time, because the models
developed by students are limited by their mathematical knowledge and experience
in recognizing essential variables and their relationships, the task also serves as a
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springboard for discussing content that is new to students. By grounding models in
students’ lived experiences, the cultural context can motivate students—to offer
them a reason to conduct mathematical activities. Ladson-Billings’ intention was
that CRP would be implemented holistically and that each of the three tenets would
support each other. Conceptualizing modeling in this way helps strengthen this
dimension of CRP, that students must succeed in a rigorous academic environment
and that personal knowledge is a factor that leads to this success.
Promoting Discussion Between Students The modeling process promotes mathematical discourse as it requires justifying the choices and assumptions made along
the way, the selection of variables and mathematical concepts for the model, and the
choices of representations. Substantial communication is also needed to report the
solution and critique others’. Appropriately designed modeling problems provide
opportunities for students to actively use mathematical language to communicate
meaning about and negotiate meaning for mathematical situations. Culturally based
modeling activities touch on students’ cultures and demand that students communicate the connections between the context and the mathematics they have used in
their models. This promotes understanding of students’ cultures and brings the significance of students’ cultural background to the foreground. Teachers who intentionally plan modeling discussions can include topics that assist students’ integration
of cultural knowledge as it is realized in community and household activities.
Integrating Relevant Contexts The entire modeling activity may be motivated by
activities that are familiar to students. That is, modeling allows us to draw on students’ funds of knowledge and design activities that are culturally relevant. The
modeling process contains opportune moments to draw cultural knowledge into
mathematical problem-solving. In the initial stages of the cycle, students usually
establish simplifying assumptions that allow them to create their mathematical
models. Some of these assumptions are motivated by mathematical needs—students
will choose to use mathematical structures that they understand—but also, they will
be based on students’ knowledge of the context of the task. Explaining why an
assumption is reasonable will rely partly on students’ lived experiences.
To complete the first cycle of the modeling process, students reflect on the
strengths and weaknesses of their model, they discuss whether their solutions are
reasonable, and they plan a subsequent cycle of improvements to the model. These
interpretation and validation stages of modeling are moments in the modeling cycle
in which students’ contextual knowledge is important. Typically, validation involves
critical reflection on the mathematical scope and accuracy of the model, but this
critical reflection could extend to questions of equity, access, and fairness when
these concepts are relevant to the model’s context. We suggest that the critical
reflections of the final stages of the first modeling cycle are appropriate times for the
teacher to engage students in discussions to explore and strengthen critical
consciousness.
When exploring ideas taken from students’ background cultural knowledge, a
natural yet sometimes uncomfortable next step is to ask students how they view the
idea in the context of the world views, such as taking into consideration the political,
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social, and/or economic perspectives that are associated with the problem situation.
Exploring these aspects of the problem situation is important, yet it is essential to
focus on how the mathematics helps explain the situation. Integrating CRP into the
modeling cycle can show students how to use mathematics to interact more powerfully in the social world, so that mathematical modeling activities can promote taking action.

14.6

 trengthening Implementation of CRP
S
Through Mathematical Modeling

CRP is a significant advancement for connecting lived experience to mathematical
explorations, but as we have seen, there are challenges in the implementation of
each of its three tenets. Teachers must be able to implement all three tenets in an
integrated way so that they inform one another. Incorporating a strategy for culturally relevant teaching into the mathematical modeling cycle can address some of
these dilemmas. Modeling improves the rigor of the curriculum, and the modeling
cycle allows teachers to plan discussions that address cultural competence and critical consciousness at specific stages. Using this approach, teachers can attempt to
implement Ladson-Billings’ construct in the manner in which it was intended. In
the following section, we describe a mathematical modeling activity involving
mathematical functions in a community cultural context, along with topics that have
the potential to raise critical questions about the social world.

14.6.1

Community Contexts for Mathematical Modeling

This modeling activity, presented in Fig. 14.2, was created as an illustration of a
problem that allows students to experience the mathematical modeling process as
they work through the problem.
There are several reasons why this problem is a good choice as a modeling activity. First, there is no particular correct answer that students must find. In fact, the
problem does not ask to find a number or a specific expression or formula. Instead,
the students are asked to propose functions that have qualitative features, which
allows students to use creativity and prior knowledge to suggest functions. Since
there are multiple correct possibilities, there is opportunity for students to reveal
their knowledge and personal choices.
Second, the mathematical modeling requirements are the same regardless of the
specific pictures of fences that the students bring. However, the variety of options
that can result from different fence shapes and different gate purposes provides
multiple directions for students to explore and opportunities to justify specific
choices to formulate their models. It is known that “different purposes may result in
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Neighborhood fences and gates: Design using mathematics
As you walk around your neighborhood, you will see lots of fences and gates in the front
yards of houses. The design of the fences can be described by mathematical functions.
1)
Walk around your neighborhood and take pictures or draw sketches of
yard fences or gates of different shapes. If your house has a fence be sure to
include it.
2)
Find mathematical functions that can be used to design the fences in the
pictures or sketches. Include the domain of the functions. Since the pictures don’t
have coordinate axes, you will need to make choices about the height and width
of your functions and possibly about other parameters. Be sure to list the choices
you make and your reasons for making those choices.
3)
Fences and gates can have different purposes. Use your imagination to
sketch or describe a new fence shape that you find interesting and that has a
unique shape. Think of where your fence might be used and what purpose your
fence might have. Then find a function that describes your fence and explain the
choices you made and how those choices are connected to the purpose for your
fence.
4)
Provide a set of instructions that you can give to a picket fence builder.
Your instructions should include the number of pickets and their width, the height
of each picket, the separation between pickets and the order in which they should
be installed.
5)
Look for public places or private homes in your neighborhood that do not
have fences. Propose a fence or a gate for one of these places based on its purpose
and provide a mathematical function for it.

Fig. 14.2 The “neighborhood fences and gates” problem

different mathematical models of the ‘same’ reality” (Jablonka 2007, p. 193). For
instance, a decorative fence may be relatively low and have more spacing between
pickets compared to a security fence or a fence to keep a pet from running out of the
yard. These considerations affect the choice of parameters needed for the model. As
an example, Fig. 14.3 shows photographs of fences and a gate with different heights
and shapes. Based on observations of the photos, some students may choose to create a single function for the entire fence, while other students may reason that a
fence is made of repeating segments and choose to provide a function for the segment only. Additionally, the parabolic-looking fence on the right photograph can be
modeled by a polynomial, a trigonometric function, or some other curve. These
choices are part of model assumptions.
Third, the functions that students produce constitute an initial model. The interpretation of the graph of their functions as the shapes of fences or gates can conclude a first pass of the iterative modeling process. There are several options for
revising the model, some based on the shapes (Are the functions high enough? Do
they dip too low in some places? Are they aesthetically pleasing or should they be
modified?) and some based on the representation of the functions. For instance, a
bar graph of a function may give a better visual idea of what the fence will look like.
Figure 14.4 shows two representations of the same function for values of x in the
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Fig. 14.3 Examples of neighborhood fences and gates
y
1
0.8 −
0.6 −
0.4 −
0.2 −
−1
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0
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Fig. 14.4 Example of two ways of representing the function y ( x ) =

1
πx  1
cos 
+
5
 2  4

interval [−1,1]. The bar graph on the right gives a better sense of the fence.
Refinement in the functions themselves or their representations can be attempted as
iterations within the modeling process.

14.6.2

Mathematical Content of the Task

The Fences task involves substantial content related to functions, some of which is
mentioned explicitly and some that is intended to surface as the students work on
the task. The domain of the function is explicitly requested, and it is directly connected to the mathematical modeling assumptions. For instance, if the bottom of the
fence is the x-axis and the top of the fence is given by the graph of y = f(x), the
domain of the function f(x) determines how wide the fence will be as well as the
minimum and maximum heights of the fence. If the fence is assumed to be at least
5 ft high, the range of the function must satisfy this assumption.
A traditional question might provide a specific function f(x) and ask the students
to determine the domain and range. The Fences task is perhaps more challenging
since it asks the students to produce a function whose range has particular features
like “it cannot include values of y less than 5.” The students also have to make
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assumptions regarding the height and width of the fence segments and translate
those assumptions into the range and domain of their functions.
Part #3 of the activity is wide open for students to explore new functions and
provides the opportunity to discuss concepts like even functions, functions that are
neither even nor odd, periodic functions, piecewise functions, etc. Part #4 addresses
the more practical side of the activity and expects students to generate a table of
values for each of the fence pickets to be created.

14.6.3

Connection to Culture and Community

Fences are part of residential landscapes that contribute to a community’s cultural
space. For example, the housescapes, including house colors, religious images, decorations, and fence enclosures, are common features of many Latino neighborhoods
(Arreola 2012). A survey of two neighborhoods in central Phoenix revealed that
“Sixty-nine percent of front yards in Garfield [mostly Hispanic] were completely
enclosed, with only 18 percent of those in Coronado [mostly non-Hispanic] fenced”
(Manger 2000, p. 6), but residents in both neighborhoods perceived the purpose of
fences to keep pets or children in the yard, to keep trespassers out, or to demarcate
boundaries (Manger 2000).
The Fences task asks students to look through their neighborhoods for examples
of fences or gates and to consider their purpose. In this way, the students will bring
a piece of their neighborhood to the classroom and share it as part of the activity
while simultaneously considering cultural implications of the purposes for fences.
Throughout the problem, the focus of the activity is the mathematical functions that
represent the tops of fences and the connection between mathematics to aspects of
the students’ lives.

14.6.4

Connection to Critical Consciousness

Part #3 of the problem alludes to the fact that some fences may be purely decorative
or have purposes related to security or privacy. Without explicitly mentioning these
purposes, the problem lets the students suggest possibilities and opens the door for
a discussion on perceptions of crime in neighborhoods and social implications of
such perceptions. Importantly, this part of the problem is not divorced from the
mathematics as it asks students to think about and justify how the purpose of the
fence/gate affects the mathematical choices they make in their design. The last part
of the problem (item #5) makes a connection between the students’ findings and
suggestions to a concrete action that may improve or otherwise effect a change in
their neighborhoods. The purpose that students cite may be aesthetics, security, or
something else. Throughout the process, the problem emphasizes the mathematical
knowledge required of the students.
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Connection to Academic Success

As aforementioned, the problem addresses functions and function representation in
a nontraditional way. In contrast to traditional textbook problems which typically
provide a function to be graphed or provide sufficient information to determine a
unique function, this task requires students to suggest functions that have certain
general features, which may be met by several functions. Students must understand
how to produce functions with the given features and, further, provide new features
of their choice and produce functions that meet them. This kind of task requires a
high level of understanding of functions.

14.7

I mplications for Teaching: Balancing the Tenets
of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

Practicing CRP in the context of mathematical modeling may seem like a daunting
task to many teachers since both are demanding in terms of time and knowledge.
Nevertheless, we have made a case for the natural integration of CRP and mathematical modeling because teaching mathematics with the expectation that all students succeed academically is at the heart of both. Since mathematical modeling
draws on students’ mathematical knowledge while offering opportunities for new
mathematical content to be developed, teachers can support students in critical
thinking about their approach to mathematical modeling. For this reason, modeling
tasks have the potential for teachers to leverage diverse students’ everyday lived
experiences for meaningful engagement with challenging mathematics. The way
the students maneuver around the modeling process is informed by their culture and
“ways of thinking” which are formed by their everyday lived experiences.
As students show evidence of logical reasoning, especially for improving their
initial models by reevaluating their assumptions, teachers can use this opportunity
to extend student thinking and ask for justification, motivation, and explanation of
the improvements. Given that any mathematical model can be improved in some
way, classroom discussions can develop both critical consciousness and mathematical strategies once students have completed the first cycle of modeling. The following questions are designed to help teachers chart a discussion pathway from the
mathematics that students use to self-awareness of how culture influences their
decision-making to social consciousness and critical views of the world.
•
•
•
•
•

What mathematics did you use to create your initial model of the problem?
What other mathematics could you have used?
How is your model similar or different to other models created by peers?
What information did you need to research to make assumptions for your model?
What influenced you to choose the assumptions you came up with?
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• What “ways of thinking” from your background knowledge and culture impact
your decisions in the modeling process?
• What aspects of your model do you think can be revised and improved?
• What aspects of your model help you think about social issues that impact people
in various places in the world? These social issues could include issues related to
economic, social equity, fairness, safety and protection, and political influences
in people’s lives.
As a concrete example, the following are possible questions about the Fences
task presented earlier as it relates to middle or high school students:
• What did you notice about the type of fences and gates that you found? From
what materials are the fences made? What is the purpose for the fences that you
found?
• What do you think is the cost of these different kinds of fences?
• What is the relationship between the cost of the fences and the design of the
fences? What is the relationship between the cost of the fences and the purpose
for the fences?
• If your family wanted to put a fence in your front or backyard, what would you
choose for materials or design? How could you determine the cost of the
materials?
• How much artistic or aesthetic value would you like your fence to have? Is this
important to you or your family?
• When families settle in a new country, are there costs involved for people who
want to maintain aspects of their culture? How could this affect fence choices?
• Which of our class fence designs would cost the most? The least?
• If you wanted to make your fence more culturally aesthetic, and only increase the
cost by a little, how would you do it?
These discussion questions attempt to tie choices about cultural conservation and
aesthetics to household financial decision-making. In many case studies of culturally relevant teaching, the discussion begins with students identifying problems in
their community (e.g., Ladson-Billings 1995; Tate 1995; Turner and Font Strawhun
2007; Turner et al. 2009). In the mathematical modeling context, discussions of
critical consciousness can occur between the formulation of an initial model and
making decisions for possible improvements. This teaching trajectory allows the
teacher to observe the type of mathematics that the students use in the initial model
and then guide them to increase the level of mathematics, specifically when the
teacher knows the kinds of connections that students could make to improve the
model. This is a useful strategy when teachers feel pressure to align student mathematical work with curriculum standards. Conducting a critical consciousness discussion between modeling iterations also helps achieve the original intention of
creating a unified sense of purpose for mathematics and critical consciousness.
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Implications for Teacher Education

Achieving a balance of rigorous mathematics content, cultural competence, and
critical consciousness through mathematical modeling is a complex endeavor yet an
attainable goal that needs much attention. It is necessary for teacher education to
provide experiences with mathematical modeling that can prepare teachers to
engage their students in the mathematical modeling process. Two critical aspects of
this teacher preparation are (1) becoming comfortable posing modeling problems
that are open-ended and different from traditional textbook problems and (2) understanding the concept of making assumptions, as this is something that they may not
have experienced explicitly before in mathematics.
For effective teacher preparation, teacher educators must become fluent with the
nature of the mathematical modeling cycle as an approach to solving open-ended
problems in familiar contexts. In order to promote creativity, teacher educators
should resist steering teachers toward predetermined modeling approaches but
rather support their own thinking to develop their models. Time should be taken to
uncover how teachers’ backgrounds influence their modeling approaches and to
have open discussions with teachers about their cultural influences on learning,
especially in decision-making during mathematical modeling. For teacher professional development, it is important to include projects in which teachers of various
grade levels in K-12 collaborate to experience diverse mathematical modeling tasks
to develop understanding of the modeling process while simultaneously work
toward inclusion of the CRP tenets.
For prospective and in-service teachers, understanding the various aspects of
CRP can take place through readings, discussion, and engagement in a problem-
based project to bring together the various elements. Building on these components,
teachers can strategize and build a progression for ways of teaching mathematical
modeling with the relevant cultural aspects that help shape critical consciousness
for students. Further deepening of this aspect would require implementation, analysis of student work, continuation of collaboration through discussions, building
more context-rich and relevant modeling tasks, and continuous reflection for
improving the teaching of mathematical modeling.

14.9

 Brief Look at the Mathematical Modeling Module
A
with Cultural Aspects

We close this chapter with a brief look at the module we implemented with a group
of PTs, in a sophomore-level mathematics pedagogy class in a department of mathematics. Because none of the PTs in the class had taken a mathematics course in
mathematical modeling nor had they had course work relating mathematics and
culture, we assumed that most of the ideas would be new to most of them. We first
introduced the construct of culture by assigning a reading, “What is Culture?” by
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González (2008), to discuss the role of culture on the learning and teaching of mathematics. This centrality of culture was followed by the introduction of mathematical
modeling problems that touched on cultural aspects.
Consistent with the Funds of Knowledge approach, our definition of culture was
that of lived experiences. We had several activities to engage students with discussions around culture, including having students build individual “identity maps” to
share their individuality, readings (Gay 2002; González 2008), a video (Teaching
Tolerance 2010), discussions around major points pertaining to culture and CRP,
and guest speakers (Norma González on culture and Funds of Knowledge; Marta
Civil on topics of culture and Funds of Knowledge in the mathematics classroom).
The PTs’ immediate questions and concerns were about the teaching of secondary
mathematics concepts and how to include culturally relevant aspects.
We followed this with a mathematical modeling problem that tied in with culturally relevant aspects, “‘Cuts & Styles’ is a hair salon that claims to serve over a
million customers per year. Is this reasonable? Under what conditions could this be
true? Create a mathematical model for this situation.” This simple and open-ended
problem required the PTs to consider many assumptions drawn from their knowledge and experiences in hair cutting including knowing particular owners of local
salons. These experiences were shared in small group discussions before formulating a model. This problem allowed for PTs to analyze and compare traditional textbook problems with aspects of this particular problem. The assumptions were based
on their personal experiences of getting haircuts and considering the variables
involved, such as the location (to determine how busy the place could be) and the
number of minutes for haircuts and styles for short and long hair. Economics became
part of the discussion on cost of haircuts and styles; some students claimed that they
did not cut their hair often because of the expense, which also led to discussions
about various places and the cost associated.
Another assignment included reading and discussing the pertinent pieces of the
Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCSSI 2010), specifically the
mathematical modeling cycle as described in the high school conceptual category
(pp. 72–73) and the K-12 mathematical practice, model with mathematics (p. 7). In
addition, the PTs engaged in transforming traditional textbook problems into modeling problems. This proved to be challenging because there was a sense of uneasiness with leaving out parameters and posing open-ended problems. One example of
a traditional textbook problem (Jacobs 1982, p. 140) that was given to the PTs was
the following:
A person’s shoe is a function of the length of his or her foot. Formulas for this
function for men’s and women’s shoes are given below: x represents the length of a
person’s foot in inches and y represents the corresponding shoe size.
Men’s shoe size is y = 3x−25.
Women’s shoe size is y = 3x−22.
(a) Graph both functions on one pair of axes. What do you notice about their
graphs?
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(b) If a man and a woman have feet of the same length, who has the larger shoe
size?
(c) If a man and a woman have the same shoe size, who has the longer foot?
Following this activity, the PTs engaged in the Fence mathematical modeling
activity shown in earlier in this chapter.
The PTs shared that this task solidified their understanding of the community
context and its relevance to mathematics learning. Each PT found images of fences
and gates around their own community (mostly around the university campus) and
created functions related to the designs of the fences and gates in their images. This
activity promoted much discussion on the elements of modeling, mainly around the
notion of creating function models of the top edge of fences and within their designs.
Additional discussion was around the purpose of these fences in their communities
including the safety of their neighborhoods and possibly how the taller and less
aesthetic fences correlated to some kind of safety factor. We recognize that PTs are
not traditionally asked to consider culture in preparing mathematics problems, so
this example proved to be fruitful in underscoring the tenets of CRP and the elements of mathematical modeling.
In the end, it was evident that one module in one course with several mathematical modeling example problems may not provide enough experiences for PTs to feel
fully comfortable or confident in incorporating the components of CRP. Several PTs
indicated that they understood how the cultural backgrounds of students can have a
role in the learning process of modeling problems but that the critical consciousness
connections with mathematics were less developed for them. This general reflection
from the PTs lead us to believe that more mathematical modeling problems that
incorporate the CRP tenets are necessary to help PTs develop their understanding of
the mathematical modeling process for teaching it through the lens of academic
rigor in mathematics while integrating students’ cultural backgrounds and helping
students develop critical consciousness of meaningful social issues.
There are some limitations to integrating the practice of CRP with mathematical
modeling. First, while modeling is prominent in mathematics applied to everyday
situations, it is more difficult to connect abstract mathematical concepts to cultural
knowledge and attempting to do so may oversimplify either the mathematics or the
cultural understanding. The PTs who engaged in the module made this observation.
Second, the modeling process requires students to translate back and forth between
the situation context and a mathematical model. This translation is informed by
students’ lived experiences, but once a mathematical model is constructed, the students enter a problem-solving realm in order to compute a solution of the equations—or other mathematical constructs—in the model. This stage can be unrelated
to the context of the problem (some algorithms used to solve problems can have
cultural connections). Consequently, the link between culture and mathematics is
temporarily interrupted, which can cause a loss of continuity in the CRP process.
Similarly, a disproportionate emphasis on the social issues that a situation evokes
can relegate mathematics to a mere tool rather than a discipline whose understanding must be solidified and expanded.
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Conclusion

Through rich mathematical modeling problems, students are able to work within the
tenets of CRP: achieving through mathematics, building cultural self-awareness,
and developing critical consciousness. Various elements of the mathematical modeling process require students to make decisions, for example, formulating a model
requires that assumptions be made, or in interpreting and validating the model after
analyzing the results. We argue that students’ background knowledge including cultural backgrounds, lived experiences, and mathematical knowledge inform the modeling process. Because mathematical modeling requires students to consider relevant
information they may know about the problem situation, decision-making, formulating a model, and finally interpreting and validating the outcomes, we argue that
the process requires ownership of the mathematics and navigation through the modeling cycle. Students bring in their “ways of thinking” about the mathematics and
the social contexts and implications that the problem situation presents to them.
By incorporating rich mathematical modeling problems that involve students’
researching of their own communities, we can provide opportunities for learning
school curriculum mathematics in a way that is most relevant to students. Having
specific knowledge of the cultural background of the students in a class makes it
possible for a teacher to present modeling tasks that connect to the students’ lives
and promote discussions about issues that students care about. Once the students
take ownership of a problem, they can engage in more meaningful discussions about
the mathematics and other social issues that may be important to them.
Mathematical modeling can be thought of as a way to bring together a set of
mathematical concepts, selected by the students, and apply them strategically to
address a situation that comes from any part of life. This freedom to use mathematical reasoning to address issues in contexts outside typical school mathematics is
precisely why mathematical modeling lends itself nicely to CRP. Aspects of students’ cultures related to school regulations, social inequities, truth in advertisement, hobbies, health, etc. can be investigated and discussed with the use of
mathematical models. Learning to use modeling as a framework for accessing students’ funds of knowledge, as Bateson (2000) would have it, helps teachers lead
students across lines of strangeness into a world of socially aware mathematical
exploration.
Teachers may encounter some tension between incorporating authentic cultural
knowledge into the modeling process while staying true to the goals and modes of
analysis of the discipline of mathematics. Other chapters in this book allude to this
tension—or aspiration—in the contexts of science and engineering education. In
Chap. 4 of this book, for example, Sjöström and Eilks (2018) provide a nuanced discussion of the dimensions of critical-reflexive Bildung in science education, the
knowledge of self, society, and capacity for action. The principle of Bildung resonates
with culturally responsive pedagogy through the valuation of increased awareness of
a cultural self and the understanding that STEM disciplines can create a better and
more just world. In Chap. 8 of this book, Purzer, Moore, and Dringenberg (2018)
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describe engineering design as an iterative process that alternates between acquiring
and applying knowledge (Fig. 8.3). The knowledge acquisition stage recognizes that
the initial problem statement will be ambiguous and partial, so that students need to
learn to question and communicate deeply with the client. In Chap. 10 of this book,
Carberry and Baker (2018) recognize that engineers need to engage users more deeply
than the discipline sometimes values, to become sensitive to cultural, economic, and
power-laden fault lines that can sink an engineering project. Awareness of the Funds
of Knowledge approach with its direct and deep engagement in communities could
contribute to culturally sensitive design processes in many STEM fields.
While we stress that there is no consensus on modeling pedagogies in any of the
STEM fields, we also note that those fields that use an iterative design or pedagogical process may be able to incorporate perspectives from our chapter. Our proposed
pedagogical model asserts that the stages of mathematical modeling provide valuable moments to access students’ culturally based knowledge and to use this knowledge as a resource for learning. We offer this approach as a step forward in the
development of culturally relevant modeling pedagogy.
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Chapter 15

Discussion
Yehudit Judy Dori, Zemira R. Mevarech, and Dale R. Baker

The primary motivation for inviting authors to participate in writing this book was
the need to include at least one representative of each of the four STEM domains,
i.e., science, engineering, technology, and mathematics, in conjuction with each one
of the three educational themes comprising the title of the book: cognition, metacognition, and culture. These two dimensions—the domain with its four values and
the theme with its three values—gave rise to a matrix with 12 cells, each of which
is a chapter in its own right. We ended up with 15 chapters: an introduction and a
discussion, two chapters on technology and culture, and two chapters on engineering culture. Chapter 5 concerns both cognition and metacognition in cyberlearning.
Table 15.1 presents the chapters according to their domains and the theme
dimensions.
The cross product of the four STEM domains and the three themes—cognition,
metacognition, and culture—has provided a rich, encompassing framework for this
edited book’s authors to express the extensive research and different views on
STEM education from a variety of vantage points. The views expressed in the book
chapters are indeed quite diverse. Thus, one might claim that the book is not focused
enough. Yet, we maintain that the different contexts of the chapters and multiple foci
of studies highlight the differences in the various domains of study covered in the
book, notably, differences between science education and engineering education.
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Table 15.1 Book chapters according to domain and theme
ThemeDomain
Science
education

Technology
education

Cognition
Chapter 2:
Teacher Cognition of
Engaging Children in
Scientific Practices;
Crawford and Capps

Metacognition
Chapter 3: Students’
Metacognition and
Metacognitive
Strategies in Science
Education; Avargil,
Lavi, and Dori
Chapter 5: Designing for Collaborative
Problem-Solving in STEM Cyberlearning;
Crippen and Antonenko

Chapter 9:
Metacognition and
Meta-assessment in
Engineering
Education;
Wengrowicz, Dori,
and Dori

Engineering
education

Chapter 8: Engineering
Design Cognition: a
Process of Knowledge
Acquisition and
Application; Purzer,
Moore, and
Dringenberg

Mathematics
education

Chapter 12: Cognition, Metacognition, and
Mathematics Literacy; Mevarech and Fan
Chapter 13:
Promoting
Mathematics
Teachers’
Pedagogical
Metacognition – a
Theoretical-practical
Model and Case
Study; Kohen and
Kramarski

Culture
Chapter 4:
Reconsidering Different
Visions of Scientific Literacy
and Science Education based
on the Concpet of Bildung;
Sjöström and Eilks
Chapter 6: Technology,
Culture, and Young Science
Teachers: A Promise
Unfulfilled and Proposals for
Change; Yerrick, Radosta,
and Greene
Chapter 7: Technology,
Culture, and Values:
Implications for Enactment
of Technological Tools in
Precollege Science
Classrooms; Waight and
Abd-El-Khalick
Chapter 10: The Impact of
Culture on Engineering and
Engineering Education;
Carberry and Baker
Chapter 11: Engineering
Education in Higher
Education in Europe; Corlu,
Svidt, Gnaur, Lavi, Borat,
and Çorlu
Chapter 14: Mathematical
Modeling and Culturally
Relevant Pedagogy; Anhalt,
Staats, Cortez, and Civil

These differences stem from the diversity of cultures, including norms, values, and
worldviews, as well as the different approaches to STEM education, which influence how cognition and metacognition are viewed.
For example, what teachers need to know in order to teach science to children
(Chap. 2 in this book) is very different from what teachers need to know for teaching engineering design to children (Chap. 8 in this book). Both require complex
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cognitive and metacognitive processes, but despite having the end goal of educating
children, they employ very different ways of thinking and reflecting on the educational practices. These differences are the result of the cultural contexts from which
science education and engineering education derive their goals and the differences
in the knowledge and skills required to teach science on one hand and engineering
design on the other hand.
Teaching engineering design to undergraduate students (Chap. 10 in this book) is
another cognitively complex process, which is influenced by the culture of engineering as practiced by professionals. It requires university instructors to have a set
of knowledge that is different than the set that classroom teachers teaching engineering design need to have, reflecting the different goals of educating professional
engineers rather than school children.
It is also evident that what constitutes literacy as a cognitive and metacognitive
activity varies as a function of domains and the cultures that are characteristic of
those domains. For example, there are major differences between mathematical literacy, discussed in Chap. 12, and science literacy, which Chap. 4 elaborates on.
Thus, very different stances on literacy surface, with Mevarech and Fan (2018, in
this book) on one side, while Sjöström and Eilks (2018, in this book), are on the
other side. The former authors argue that mathematical literacy is the comprehension and use of mathematics as measured by the PISA assessment, while the latter
claim that literacy in science consists of global citizenry.
Culture, as explored by our authors, depends upon grain size. Some authors have
chosen to look at country-level influences, while others have looked at specific
social influences, domain-specific cultures, and even the cultures associated with
levels of schooling. Culture, especially at the national level, influences also the
ways European and North American scholars address cognition, metacognition, and
culture. However, what all of the authors addressing culture have in common is that
culture influences what we think is important to know and be able to do. Culture
also influences decisions about pedagogy. In particular, culture can both impede and
support the adoption of technologies that have the potential to advance both learning and metacognition, as discussed in Chaps. 6, 7, and 8.
Across the book chapters, the discussion on metacognition has focused on the
essence of metacognition and on how it can support teaching and learning.
Metacognition in science, engineering, and mathematics education is the focus of
Chaps. 3, 9, and 13, respectively. While authors agree on a core set of metacognitive
strategies, primarily planning and monitoring, the metacognition they examine is
different depending upon who performs the monitoring and the reflecting processes.
The authors differentiate, for example, between teachers’ pedagogical metacognition
and students’ metacognitive strategies while solving problem. Authors also grapple
with the difficulty of fostering and supporting metacognition and determining
whether, and to what extent, metacognition is taking place. Determining if metacognition is actually happening is often inferential, as it is measured indirectly by observations such as how well students solve problems. Wengrowicz, Dori, and Dori
(Chap. 9 in this book) tackle the task of assessing metacognition by adding a layer of
meta-assessment in the realm of pedagogy, making assessment a s tudent-centered
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Fig. 15.1 Word cloud of the 50 most frequent words in the book

activity and meta-assessment as a complementary activity of the course staff, who
assesses the individual students’ quality of assessing peers’ team projects.
Given the diversity of views about cognition, metacognition, and culture, this
book presents the breadth of perspectives and the richness of research into these
STEM domains and themes with their variety of approaches and definitions.
The word clouds in Figs. 15.1 and 15.2 are a graphic, fun way to determine
where our authors focused their attention and to demonstrate the diversity of perspectives on cognition, metacognition, and culture under the umbrella of STEM
domains.

15.1

Major Book Concepts and Keywords

Figures 15.1 and 15.2 are word clouds of the approximately 117,000 words in the
book,1 created by software developed by Jason Davis.2 These figures represent the
50 and 100 most frequent words in the book, respectively. Figure 15.1 highlights
where the authors were focusing their attention by their frequency as indicated by
the size of the word. Words that appear with high frequency include students, science, knowledge, engineering, learning, teachers, education, teaching, technology,
design, problem, metacognition, metacognitive, mathematics, scientific, research,
model, mathematical, solving, understanding, thinking, modeling, problems,

1
2

Excluding this chapter, the chapters’ references, and the words “et” and “al”.
https://www.jasondavies.com/wordcloud/
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Fig. 15.2 Word cloud of the 100 most frequent words in the book

cognition, practice, course, skills, research, culture, teacher, assessment, practices,
process, instruction, literacy, cognitive, social, processes, information, tools, classroom, and school.
Doubling the number of words in Fig. 15.2 from 50 to 100 allowed some new
relevant words to show up. These were STEM, development, studies, inquiry, content, tasks, society, activities, strategies, environment, Bildung, study, approach, and
individual.
This collection of words provides a faithful mental image of the major topics
dealt within this book. Interestingly, while “students” is the most frequent word, the
singular “student” is over four times smaller. Similarly, “teachers,” one of the most
frequent words, is twice as frequent as “teacher.” This might be an indication that
the authors’ reviews, studies, and discussions in the book tend to generalize for
students and teachers as groups of stakeholders, rather than focusing on the individual student and teacher. The words STEM and culture are not as frequent as one
might expect from a book on these subjects, but science, engineering, and education
do appear amongst the most frequent words followed by technology and mathematics. Indeed, there is tension in the literature between unifying and separating the
teaching of all or some of the STEM domains. However, this may be an artifact,
because we called for papers that addressed science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics as separate domains.
If we combine “metacognition” with “metacognitive,” we get a word count that
is about as frequent as science or knowledge, and if we combine “science” with
“scientific,” this becomes at least as big as most frequent word, “students.”
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While the word cloud examines frequency of single words, many of the keywords that the chapter authors defined are phrases that comprise two or more words.
By switching from words that authors actually used to keywords they defined in
their respective chapters, we emphasize how cognition, metacognition, and culture
relate to the various STEM domains (see Table 15.2).
A more parsimonious way of looking at key words and phrases is to say that our
authors are interested in students’ learning and acquiring knowledge and skills in
various contexts with support from teachers and technology.
In what follows, we integrate the keywords in Table 15.2 to elicit main ideas and
insights by STEM domains and themes. We walk through the major ideas, as indicated by the keywords, using the underlying logic of tracing the path from knowledge to practices, such as nature of science, higher-order thinking, and scientific
literacy. We then discuss major constructs of metacognition and the relation of both
cognition and metacognition to culture.

Table 15.2 Keywords by STEM domain, theme, and chapter
Theme
Domain
Science
Education

Cognition
Chapter 2
Higher order thinking
Inquiry-oriented
pedagogy
Nature of science
Scientific inquiry

Technology
Education

Metacognition
Chapter 3
Knowledge of cognition
Metacognition
Metacognitive strategies
Metacognitive science
learning
Regulation of cognition

Scientific practices
Metacognition
assessment tools
Teacher cognition
Chapter 5
Authentic practices
Collaborative problem solving
Cyberlearning
Reflection
Scaffolding

Culture
Chapter 4
Bildung
Cultural perspectives
Education for
sustainability
Global citizenship
education
Scientific literacy
Transformative learning
Chapter 6
Culture
Culture and values
Digital natives
Flipped classroom
Innovative teaching/
learning
Technology
Chapter 7
Technology
Culture and values
Culture of technology
Nature of technology
(continued)
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Table 15.2 (continued)
Theme
Domain
Engineering
Education

Mathematics
Education

Cognition
Chapter 8
Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge application
Knowledge production
Engineering design
cognition

Metacognition
Chapter 9
Assessment
Meta-assessment
Metacognition
Peer assessment
Project-based learning

Design/inquiry design

Student-oriented
meta-assessment

Chapter 12
Complex, unfamiliar, and non-routine tasks
Mathematics literacy
Metacognitive self-directed questioning

Culture
Chapter 10
Engineering culture
Engineering education
Engineering education
culture
Enculturation as an
engineer
Chapter 11
Anglo-American
tradition
Continental European
tradition
Engineering education
Innovation
Problem-based learning
Chapter 14
Culturally relevant
pedagogy
Funds of Knowledge
Mathematical modeling

IMPROVE
Chapter 13
Metacognitive
self-regulation
Pedagogical metacognition
Reflection
Web-based environment

15.1.1

Cognition

We start with the first theme, cognition. In this book, authors refer to cognition of
students and of teachers as a process of knowing, understanding, and thinking.
They frame knowledge acquisition as the process of building background knowledge and developing competencies for solving increasingly complex problems.
Well-defined problems help scaffold knowledge acquisition in classroom contexts,
often with focus on acquisition of theoretical scientific concepts. Knowledge application, as viewed by our authors, may include the process of knowledge transfer as
students engage in complex design projects or mathematics situations. It requires
determining and applying relevant knowledge from the students’ prior knowledge,
assuming that these students retain that knowledge from prior studies.
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Knowledge production results from the ongoing iteration between knowledge
acquisition and application, inducing deeper understanding of the problem context
and consequently better design with a variety of features (Chap. 8 in this book).
Teacher cognition is a knowledge base for teaching, which includes formal propositional knowledge, practical knowledge, and beliefs, as discussed in Chap. 2.
Cognition is thus an active learner-centered process. It is not supported by traditional educational practices such as lecture- or textbook-based instruction, challenging notions of efficiency and most forms of standardized paper-and-pencil
assessments.
Scientific practices, also referred to as inquiry teaching, are consistent with
recent education reforms in the United States. They align with how scientists carry
out scientific investigations and inquiry. Scientific practices include multiple aspects
of scientific work that are important for children to engage in and learn as students
in the classrooms. They include human aspects of science, such as the recognition
that science is empirically based, creative, and tentative (Chap. 2 in this book).
Scientific inquiry is a term encompassing the various ways in which scientists
study the natural world. It involves a process of investigation, framed by asking testable questions and collecting and interpreting data to develop explanations about
the natural world (Chap. 2 in this book).
Authentic practices, discussed in Chap. 5, encompass the instruments, strategies,
and heuristics of a professional, including how to communicate in a range of technical forms to a variety of audiences, how to work with others in teams, and how to
mentor and apprentice others who are less experienced. Engaging in what scientists
do as authentic, scientific practice and inquiry have wide-ranging implications for
curriculum development, teacher preparation, and assessment. Changes in curriculum development, teacher preparation, and assessment are currently underway, but
they will not succeed unless there is a change in what policy makers and the public
think of as teaching and learning. Beyond educating students, STEM educators will
have to engage in educating the public through persuasive communication. This
persuasion includes hard data that engaging in authentic scientific practices and
inquiry results in positive academic outcomes for all children, as measured by a
variety of assessment tools.
At the core of mathematics literacy are complex, unfamiliar, and nonroutine
(CUN) tasks (Chap. 12 in this book). Funds of knowledge, defined in Chap. 14, are
bodies of knowledge and skills that are essential for household or individual functioning and well-being and which have culturally developed and historically accumulated. This view of mathematics, advocated by mathematics educators, runs
counter to the views of mathematicians who refer to mathematics as a logical closed
system, worthy of study in and of itself, with no need to reference or map to the real
world. These differences have contributed to the debate over whether STEM fields
can be integrated or should remain distinct. In the United States, attempts to integrate
mathematics with other areas of science, technology, and engineering in the K-12
curriculum have been met with resistance. The recently developed US Common
Core Standards for mathematics present mathematics in a third way, addressing
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mathematics as both content and mathematics practices. This third way of viewing
mathematics is also debated by ‘pure’ mathematicians.
Global citizenship education is, according to UNESCO, education that aims to
empower learners to play active roles in facing and resolving global challenges and
to facilitate learners’ transition to being proactive contributors to a more peaceful,
tolerant, inclusive, and secure world. Closely related to global citizenship education
is education for sustainability: education, public awareness, and training that are
presumed to be keys for achieving sustainability. In Agenda 21, the UN suggested
that there is a need for education for sustainable development and provided a corresponding definition. In recent years, the idea of education for sustainable development is under constant debate, and similar terms like education for sustainability or
sustainability education are used interchangeably. A critical view on these two concepts is presented in Chap. 4.
In the past, notions related to global citizenship and sustainability have been part
of STEM standards and documents, but despite their presence, classroom instruction has focused heavily on core content. The Next Generation Science Standards,
developed by the National Academies in the United States, addresses skills needed
for global citizenship and places greater emphasis on sustainability than previous
standards. However, it remains to be seen whether these standards will be implemented rather than ignored, as similar standards were in the past. Much depends
upon whether assessments contain a substantial number of items that look into student understanding in these areas. Whether these standards are addressed in classrooms will also depend upon the political climate and views about the purpose of
education in countries around the world. Those who deny climate change and view
globalization negatively could exert influence to prevent global citizenship and sustainability from being addressed in the curriculum and classroom.
Underlying a host of cultural perspectives is the nature of science (NoS, see
Chap. 2 in this book)—the idea that things in the universe exist and events in it
occur in consistent patterns that are comprehensible by systematic gathering of
information through various forms of direct and indirect observations and testing
this information by methods including, but not limited to, experimentation. The
principal product of science is knowledge in the form of naturalistic concepts and
the laws and theories related to those concepts. Building on the notion of scientific
inquiry, Chap. 2 elaborates on the related inquiry-oriented pedagogy—a teaching
method that fosters students’ deep understanding of NoS by engaging students in
the practices of science, including posing questions, developing evidence-based
explanations, building and using models, analyzing data, creating and defending
arguments, using critical thinking, and communicating conclusions.
An almost synonymous term, very often used to refer to these skills collectively,
is higher-order thinking, which indicates the kinds of students’ cognitive activities
that are beyond the lower level kinds of thinking, such as recall of memorized bits
of information and following a well-defined algorithmic procedure to solve a quantitative problem by plugging numbers in formulae. Higher-order thinking, in contrast, means applying, analyzing, evaluating, transferring, and creating. Examples
of higher-order thinking in science include constructing arguments, asking research
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questions, making comparisons, considering and evaluating controversial issues,
establishing causal relationships similar to how scientists think, and incorporating
moral issues into scientific debates (Chap. 2 in this book).
A major concept in science education is scientific literacy. In 2015, the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA) defined scientific literacy as “the ability to engage with science-related issues, and with the ideas of science, as a reflective citizen” (PISA 2015, p. 7). There are different visions of what scientific literacy
should encompass. These range from learning science for further training, via
knowledge and understanding, to making the natural world and technological ramifications of science meaningful and accessible to the learner, toward critical visions
of science learning for societal participation and action (Chap. 4 in this book). The
latter vision emphasizes transformative learning and critical global citizenship.
Indeed, transformative learning is a process in which the individual transforms and
extends prior knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes. Transformative learning also
includes active participation in critical discourse, in which the individual is exposed
to the experiences and views of others in order to extend her own views on the world
and society. Mathematics literacy, discussed in Chap. 12, which is essential for
modern citizens, refers to the application of mathematical knowledge and skills in
various situations. It includes reasoning mathematically and using mathematical
concepts, procedures, facts, and tools to describe, explain, and predict phenomena.
Understanding the nature of science, fostering the practices of science, scientific
and mathematical literacy, and higher-order thinking are more important than ever.
In the new digital age, where anyone can post statements online, tweet, or blog, and
the existence of facts is being debated, students need the skills and knowledge to
navigate through this world. The ability to distinguish between a claim and evidence, to evaluate the evidence to support a claim, and to relate a claim to a larger
conceptual framework is strongly related to global citizenship and sustainability. So
too is mathematical literacy, where arguments are based on numbers and numbers
are used to make predictions resulting from mathematical models.
The authors of Chap. 8 argue that engineering design cognition is a reciprocal
interplay between knowledge acquisition and knowledge application that the
designer engages in throughout the problem-solving process. While teaching practices often emphasize acquisition more than application or vice versa, the problems
engineers tackle are often novel, typically due to their context, such as location or
primary users. The authors present diverse definitions of design or design inquiry to
emphasize the multifaceted views of design similar to the argument about the nature
of science. Design or design inquiry has (a) multiple solutions, among which the
designer selects the best one viable for the given context; (b) a set of strategies used
by designers, which starts with building deep understanding of the problem and its
context; and (c) a cognitive activity that involves reasoning (Chap. 8 in this book).
Behind the greater emphasis on engineering, design, design cognition, and
design inquiry is the recognition that many of the problems the world faces today
are engineering problems with engineering solutions. Exposing students to
engineering before university serves to increase the number of students who will go
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on to study engineering. Exploring design cognition and design inquiry is a response
to stakeholders and employers who are calling for better prepared engineers and
serves to improve university instruction in engineering programs.
Innovation, defined as the generation, utilization, and circulation of new knowledge, is widely acknowledged among policy makers in Europe as being critical for
countries to stay competitive in the twenty-first century, and this is true for all
nations (Chap. 11 in this book).

15.1.2

Metacognition

As should be expected from this book’s title, a major theme of almost all the chapters in this book concerns cognition- and metacognition-related issues.
Metacognition, first defined by Flavell (1979) as higher-level cognition or cognition about cognition, or thinking about thinking, encompasses a set of skills that
enable learners to understand and monitor their cognitive processes. Discussed in
Chap. 9, metacognition is concerned with knowledge of cognition—what students
know about their knowledge and regulation of cognition and what students can do
with this knowledge to better control their learning.
Metacognition-based pedagogical intervention is pedagogical intervention that
aims at enhancing specific scientific and metacognitive skills. Such interventions
are often accompanied by assessing their effect on the students (Chap. 3 in this
book). It also refers to teaching learners how to learn and solve problems by guiding
them to activate and implement metacognitive processes, such as planning, monitoring, control, debugging errors, and reflecting. As argued in Chap. 13, pedagogical metacognition is metacognition that relates to understanding and knowing how,
when, and why to implement or integrate metacognition in teaching and learning.
Meta-cognitively oriented teachers are aware of their students’ learning processes
and apply instructional methods that help students to be also aware of their
learning.
Metacognitive self-regulation, discussed in Chap. 13, is an important aspect of
the self-regulation cycle that relates to regulation of cognition and involves five
kinds of strategies: planning, information management, monitoring, debugging, and
evaluation.
Knowledge of cognition refers to what individuals know about their own cognition or about cognition in general, as discussed in Chap. 3. It includes at least three
different metacognitive types of awareness: declarative knowledge (“about”), procedural knowledge (“how to”), and conditional knowledge (“why” and “when”).
Knowledge of cognition is relatively stable but is age dependent. While it can be
imperfect, one can often state it explicitly.
Regulation of cognition refers to regulatory skills and involves several metacognitive strategies, such as planning, evaluating, and monitoring. Some researchers
refer to regulation of cognition as information management, or “debugging,” which
sometimes replaces the “planning” element. Regulation of cognition is relatively
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unstable and age independent, and several studies suggest that it can be learned
(Chap. 3 in this book).
Metacognitive science learning is a learning process that employs one or more
metacognitive skills in some science education domains and settings, as discussed
in Chap. 3. More specifically, metacognitive self-directed questioning, suggested by
the authors of Chap. 12, calls for using four kinds of metacognitive questions for
inducing comprehension, connection, strategies, and reflection.
The metacognitive teaching method IMPROVE is an acronym of all the teaching
steps: introducing the new materials to the whole class by modeling the metacognitive questioning, metacognitive questioning in small groups, practicing by using the
metacognitive questioning, reviewing by using the metacognitive questioning,
obtaining mastery on lower and higher cognitive processes, verification, and enrichment and remediation (Chap. 12 in this book).
Assessment, in the context of this book, is the process of collecting and processing data or evidence about the impact of education. Assessment of students’ learning outcomes specializes into two major types, formative and summative, as
elaborated in Chap. 9. In this book, assessment is a major focus in the metacognition
theme but less so in the cognition theme. Researchers who study students’ cognitive
learning outcomes use a variety of assessment tools. Based on Chaps. 3 and 9,
assessing metacognitive skills is important, but researchers are still struggling to
measure these skills.
Metacognition assessment tools are quantitative and qualitative tools for assessing students’ metacognition. Examples, presented in Chap. 3, include Physics
Metacognition Inventory and Self-Efficacy Metacognition Learning Inventory—
Science. The need to develop new approaches for engineering education has been a
trigger for the development of meta-assessment, or assessment of assessment, as a
technique for systematic evaluation of the assessment process itself, defined and
discussed in Chap. 9. Student-oriented meta-assessment relates to assessment of
how students assess their peers’ outcomes. This peer assessment, namely, an
arrangement in which individuals consider the amount, level, value, worth, quality,
or success of the products or outcomes of learning of peers of similar status, is discussed in Chap. 9.
Research and development in the area of metacognition are driven by the recognition that learning is a process that teachers and technology can support, but it
ultimately takes place within an individual by that individual. Moving learning from
rote fact recall to deep processing is complex, and the various chapters addressing
metacognition are attempts to determine how best to foster metacognition.
Metacognition does not occur automatically; teachers must teach students the concept and language of metacognition explicitly and embed metacognitive activities in
the content they teach. Metacognition is not altogether generic, and each of the book
chapters that addresses metacognition makes this clear. Thus, although metacognition is thinking about one’s own thinking, and aspects of one’s thinking such as
monitoring can be identified, it is thinking about one’s own thinking in specific
contexts.
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Culture

The third theme, along with cognition and metacognition, is culture, defined in
Chap. 6 as sociohistorical knowledge and practices embedded within communal,
linguistic, economic, and technological contexts. Culture relates to values, and the
concept culture and values reflects the context of the users, their associated beliefs
about progress, and the patterns of organization. Interactions with culture and values impact technologies’ realizations and diversity. Understandings of culture and
values thus emerge from concurrent understandings of technology and ways people
practice it, as argued in Chap. 7.
A key concept of the central and northern European culture of education is
Bildung, a cornerstone of Chap. 4, which traces back to Wilhelm von Humboldt’s
works in the late eighteenth century. Bildung, according to von Humboldt, is a process of forming the personality toward individuality. The contemporary interpretation of Bildung, which started to develop in the 1950s, focuses on allowing the
individual to develop capabilities and attitudes for self-determination, participation
in, and solidarity with society. Bildung is one of the cultural perspectives of a particular group of individuals in a particular time that aim at understanding the complex sociocultural context. Other key cultural perspectives are language, knowledge,
worldviews, beliefs, morals, customs, habits, and activities. Chapter 4 elaborates on
how applying cultural perspectives to science education helps direct our attention to
interactions and diversity across different cultures, curriculum models, disciplines,
and students’ academic classes or ages.
In order to facilitate connecting what learners learn to the worlds in which they
live, pedagogy in STEM in general, and in mathematics in particular, has to be culturally relevant. Culturally relevant pedagogy, discussed in Chap. 14, is an approach
to developing curricula and classroom practices that enable students to resist assimilation into the cultural norms of the majority and to use classroom learning to take
action in their communities. Culturally relevant pedagogy supports students as they
experience academic success, develop and maintain cultural competence, and
develop a critical consciousness, through which they challenge the status quo of the
current social order. Culturally relevant pedagogy can be instrumental in mathematical modeling—a process by which a real-world situation is analyzed, described, or
understood using mathematics. The process, described in Chap. 14, is typically
iterative. It involves stating assumptions, translating a description of the situation
into mathematical equations, drawing conclusions from the mathematical solution,
and revising the choices made along the way.
Culture is an aspect of cognition, metacognition, curriculum development, and
standards that is often neglected. Addressing culture in instruction raises the question of whose culture: national culture or that of minority groups or all? Culture in
instruction also runs the risk of trivializing or stereotyping some cultures and criticism of cultural appropriation. However, examining the role of culture in STEM has
enriched our understanding of why some students disengage from the curriculum,
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why some students feel that they do not belong in a STEM career, and why some
engineering projects have not been successful.
Technology is defined in Chap. 6 in the educational context as networked information and computing devices, methods, and technologies, such as iPads, Web 2.0
tools and resources, digital video recording and editing, scientific models and simulations, and digital scientific measurement via probeware.
Chapter 7 introduces the term culture of technology—the web of human interactions and activities that are mediated through the use, status, supply, and organization of technology, along with the human skills and knowledge associated with it.
Culture of technology is deeply wrapped into lifestyles, expectations, values, and
beliefs. For precollege science classrooms, it is affected by the context of use, science classroom users, and expectations of science teaching and learning. This is
especially true for digital natives, discussed in Chap. 6, who are the generation of
children, typically born after 1980, and who have grown up with considerable exposure to personal computers, video games, and the Internet. An example of the effect
of a specific culture is the Anglo-American tradition. This engineering education
tradition, discussed in Chap. 11, began in Anglo-American countries during the first
Industrial Revolution (1760–1840s) and was characterized by high levels of self-
government, where engineers were mainly entrepreneurs or freelance professionals
who had learned advanced science and mathematics on the job. A parallel example
is the Continental European tradition, which started in continental highly bureaucratic European countries, such as France, where engineers were mainly public servants who had learned advanced science and mathematics in school.
Analogous in some sense to the nature of science, the nature of technology (NoT,
see Chap. 7 in this book) serves as an explanatory basis for how technologies evolve
and interact with individuals, society, culture, institutions, and the economy. The
NoT interrogates the artifact—the technology, its interactions with humans, and the
role that culture and context play in these interactions. NoT engages the full system,
product, or service life cycle, from conception, design, and development to enactment, usage, and discard. The NoT framework addresses five core dimensions that
help to explain realizations of technology in precollege science classrooms. These
dimensions address the role of culture and values, notions of technological progression, technology as part of systems, technology diffusion, technology as a fix, and
technological expertise. The work of philosophers of technology, specified and discussed in Chap. 7, is a prime source of information needed for understandings of
NoT.
One recent pedagogical approach enabled by technology is the flipped classroom. This approach uses online Web-based video resources to explain and explicate content that is traditionally provided through lecture, freeing up class time for
more interactive learning activities, as elaborated on in Chap. 6. The flipped classroom is an example of an innovative teaching and learning approach that is being
increasingly studied through an iterative process. This process includes creating
classroom activities and using technology to drive inquiry and socially interactive
learning activities and is applicable to teaching and learning of all STEM domains.
More specifically, a Web-based environment, discussed in Chap. 13, is a learning
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and teaching environment that provides possibilities for learning and teaching in
synchronous, asynchronous, autonomous, and collaborative modes by giving access
to open-ended activities that move beyond theoretical declarative knowledge into
complex learning and teaching, supporting cognitive and metacognitive processes.
Such technologies free the time of both students and teachers for reflection—a systematic and socially situated practice of observation, evaluation, and modification
of one’s knowledge and social activity (Chap. 13 in this book). Web-based environments also facilitate cyberlearning through the use of networked learning technologies, discussed in Chap. 5, which have the potential to expand and transform
learning opportunities, interests, and outcomes for all learners.
Philosophers of technology explain that technology is best understood in light of
cultural structures and expectations, jointly termed scaffolding. As explained in
Chap. 5, similar to how construction scaffolds support construction workers and
extend their reach, instructional scaffolds support learners and allow them to perform tasks that they would not be able to do without this support. Examples include
sentence starter prompts, explicitly defined roles and responsibilities, and partially
completed examples. Addressing technology in a book about STEM is difficult.
Technology changes so rapidly that research quickly becomes outdated. Technology
also has the problem of overpromising. In the past, the technologies of television
and language labs were touted as the tools that were going to transform education.
Yet, the impact of these technologies was minimal. A variety of interesting current
technology-driven experiments, such as cyberlearning in general and the flipped
classroom in particular, have great potential while facing some serious challenges.
Teachers need better training in the pedagogies of technology. Students, especially
in lower socioeconomic classes, need easier access to the Internet, and schools need
improved infrastructure to support these rapidly changing technologies. Educators
should learn a lesson from the work in adaptive technologies for individuals with
disabilities. In that work, one of the foci is on whether the individual can use an
adaptive technology in school and not whether the adaptive technology helps the
individual learn. Students and teachers can use many forms of technology, and our
emphasis should be on whether those technologies support learning and under what
circumstances.
Engineering education, another issue addressed in this book, is defined in Chap.
10 as the actions taken to educate and train novices to become practicing engineers.
Engineering education includes the structure, curricula, and pedagogical approaches
used to prepare students for careers as valued members of the engineering
workforce.
Engineering culture is defined in Chap. 10 as a set of behaviors or beliefs that
characterize the field of engineering. It encompasses the norms established by an
engineering group, primarily industry, which are continually passed from one member to another. More specifically, engineering education culture is the set of behaviors, norms, and beliefs that characterize the field of engineering education. The
authors argued that different educational units or environments, such as an engineering college, school, department, or program, may have a different engineering
education culture and therefore typically exhibit diverse and different everyday
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actions when applying engineering education. In particular, this can apply to the
process of enculturation as an engineer—understanding and adopting the traits of a
professional engineer for becoming part of the engineering discipline. As explained
in Chap. 10, as part of this process, individuals discover their identity as engineers
within the greater field of engineering.
Many new approaches in engineering education include a component of project-
based learning (PBL). This teaching and learning method, discussed in Chap. 9,
focuses on developing a project in order to engage students in sustained, cooperative investigation, combining academic knowledge with real-world applications.
Applying PBL in appropriate socioeconomic contexts, students learn to manage
increasingly complex systems of scientific knowledge while gaining practical skills
and contextual awareness in an organic, integrated fashion. PBL is confusingly also
an abbreviation of problem-based learning (this abbreviation is more commonly
used in Europe), and as argued in Chap. 11, a critical component of this kind of PBL
is the scaffolding of a network of problems with increasing complexity, spanning
from reproductive learning in the form of routine to complex problem-solving in
contexts. It also involves the complexity of real-life settings, which promotes creative learning. Indeed, collaborative problem-solving, discussed in Chap. 5, is a
core STEM practice and a critical and necessary twenty-first-century skill, as it
relates to individuals working together to set shared goals, negotiate, and ultimately
solve problems, particularly those with potentially multiple solutions and solution
paths.
As mentioned earlier, engineering educators are concerned about preparing engineers for the world of work. In response to criticism about the lack of diversity in
the engineering workforce and the call for better-prepared engineers, engineering
educators have taken a hard look at the culture of engineering and changes it should
undergo. Being practical minded, engineering educators have borrowed heavily
from psychology, education, and the learning sciences to improve the preparation of
engineers. Chapters 9, 10, and 11 reflect the concerns about diversifying the engineering workforce and preparing a more skilled engineering workforce. Many innovations in engineering education have been introduced in response to the 2007 book
Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing American for a
Brighter Future (National Academies of Engineering and Institute of Medicine,
2007).3
The concern for educating a better-prepared engineer through better instruction
is not just a US phenomenon. Aalborg University in Denmark has long been a leader
in project-based engineering education, and engineering programs around the world
have adopted many of these approaches to instruction.

3

https://www.nap.edu/read/11463/chapter/1
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Summary and Future Research

Reviewing research in all four STEM domains and referring to the three book
themes enable us to draw generalizations and go beyond the state of the art of cognition, metacognition, and culture in STEM education.
• Cognition and metacognition play essential roles in enhancing STEM literacy
and students’ learning in all four STEM domains and at various age levels.
• Several authors have shown that metacognition can be enhanced in typical classrooms and under regular school conditions.
• Many of the current effective innovative teaching methods include one or more
metacognitive components. Examples of these methods include problem- and
project-based learning (PBL), inquiry-oriented pedagogy, IMPROVE, engineering design inquiry, flipped classroom, Web-based environment, cyberlearning,
and collaborative problem-solving.
• Assessment tools that are based on metacognitive inventory have been proven to
be effective for both formative and summative evaluation in small and large
courses.
• Beside cognition and metacognition, culture provides another important perspective on STEM learning. For example, in many Western countries, girls tend
to avoid majoring in STEM domains, but this is not the case in Eastern countries.
Furthermore, while in some countries, such as Singapore, metacognitive skills
are part of the mandatory mathematics curriculum; in other countries the teacher
can decide whether she or he would like to include these higher-order thinking
skills in STEM instruction.
• Educational systems are as good as the teachers within them. The role of the
teachers becomes even more crucial in STEM education. Examples of teachers’
professional development to improve pre- and in-service pedagogical content
knowledge are training for inquiry-oriented pedagogy, reflecting on the teachers’
own videos, and practicing mathematical modeling.
The authors of these book chapters have suggested various ways in which their
research can be extended and refined. Before closing the book, in which work on
three themes that are often studied separately is presented in an integrated way, we
take this opportunity to stimulate the readers to investigate new research directions.
We summarize the authors’ suggestions and ours by chapters.
In Chap. 2, “Teacher Cognition of Engaging Children in Scientific Practices”,
Crawford and Capps (2018, in this book) focus on teachers’ subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge of scientific practices, and the nature of science. They document the various types of knowledge of
teachers prior to and following a professional development course that the authors
conducted. Based on their study, it would be interesting to relate the qualitative findings concerning two teachers to the entire group of 30 teachers who participated in
the professional development program overall. Two interesting questions in this
context are: How did the group 30 teachers reflect on the model presented in this
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chapter? Can we identify initial categories of teachers’ professional growth based
on the model the authors suggested?
Chapter 3, “Students’ Metacognition and Metacognitive Strategies in Science
Education” by Avargil, Lavi, and Dori (2018, in this book), is a review that focused
on students with respect to four study types: (1) theoretical papers, (2) papers focusing on assessment tools for metacognition, (3) metacognitive learning processes,
and (4) metacognition-based pedagogical intervention. They found very little on the
first two study types, so it would be important to deepen the theoretical research and
develop more tools for assessing metacognition. While the focus of the review was
students, the authors found out that the literature on teachers and metacognition is
also scarce, so investigating metacognition from teachers’ viewpoint is also in order,
as is the case with younger students.
The three different visions of scientific literacy presented in Chap. 4,
“Reconsidering Different Visions of Scientific Literacy and Science Education
based on the Concept of Bildung” by Sjöström and Eilks (2018, in this book), are
based on the concept of Bildung in the context of science education. Vision III, the
most complex one, aims to foster a change in society, which would make it more
sustainable. However, one could argue that implementing this complex approach in
science education would require more resources, including money, time, and expertise, than doing so for either Vision I or II. Future work could use the theoretical
basis of the complex vision presented in this chapter as a basis for designing curricula and action research to benefit the learner, science education, and the society.
In Chap. 5, “Designing for Collaborative Problem Solving in STEM
Cyberlearning,” Crippen and Antonenko (2018, in this book) provide a detailed
description of their self-developed design framework for cyberlearning via collaborative solving of authentic problems. This framework contributes to STEM education research by providing an opportunity for studies into collaborative STEM
problem-solving in online environments. The framework contributes also to STEM
education in general by leveraging collaborative problem-solving to enhance meaningful learning. Future studies into the implementation of this framework in other
STEM subjects would provide researchers with an account of how collaborative
problem-solving enhances learning in the different STEM subjects. Such studies
would also provide instructors with knowledge on how to best implement this
framework in their classrooms. The authors discuss planning, monitoring, and
reflection as components of metacognition relating to regulation of cognition within
their framework. Future studies can help integrate into the framework also declarative, procedural, and condition components of knowledge of cognition.
Chapter 6, “Technology, Culture, and Young Science Teachers – A Promise
Unfulfilled and Proposals for Change” by Yerrick, Radosta, and Greene (2018, in
this book), is somewhat surprising in revealing that the preservice teachers studied
were not quite the digital natives portrayed in the literature. While the preservice
teachers did engage with technology for personal use, teaching with technology was
“sparse.” Moreover, the preservice teachers did not describe themselves as being
creative in the use of technology in their teaching. The authors point out that not all
technologies are equal and that some are more useful in supporting preservice
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teachers learning than others. The authors provide a cultural explanation for the low
level of engagement in the example of an inquiry activity. However, one wonders if
the preservice teachers’ limited use of technology to teach inquiry has more to do
with their misperceptions of what inquiry is than their proficiency in using technology for teaching and learning. Alternatively, the technology tasks that the students
explored may not have been sufficiently engaging, resulting in their limited enthusiasm and effort and a disinclination to use technology in their own teaching.
Furthermore, as the preservice teachers experienced, trouble with the technology
can be disastrous in the science classroom in terms of management and completion
of lessons. Yet, the preservice teachers considered the reflection videos important to
improving their teaching. It is worth investigating whether the positive results are
due to reflection, the type of technology used, or some combination thereof.
In Chap. 7, “Technology, Culture, and Values: Implications for Enactment of
Technological Tools in Precollege Science Classrooms,” Waight and Abd-El-
Khalick (2018, in this book) provide a framework for integrating technology into
the science classroom that takes into consideration the nature of technology and its
place in culture and society. This framework enables instructors to better integrate
technology into teaching and learning based on their specific teaching environment.
It also helps researchers to conduct intervention studies concerning the use of technology in science education in various contexts. Future studies should strengthen
the theoretical basis of the authors’ framework by integrating insights from
Vigotsky’s seminal work on the place of technology in education and test the effectiveness of this framework in sciences other than biology and in other STEM
subjects.
In Chap. 8, “Engineering Cognition: a Process of Knowledge Acquisition and
Application,” Purzer, Moore, and Dringenberg (2018, in this book) conceive engineering design cognition as a combination of knowledge acquisition, which is a
goal of project-based learning, and knowledge application, which is a goal of
problem-
based learning, as key factors in knowledge production. Engineering
design cognition can therefore serve as a potential framework for combining these
two active learning approaches into a coherent and effective engineering design
instruction approach. Intervention research with a combined project- and problem-
based learning curriculum within the engineering design cognition framework could
potentially provide fruitful learning and research outcomes.
Chapter 9, “Metacognition and Meta-assessment in Engineering Education” by
Wengrowicz, Dori, and Dori (2018, in this book), combines theory and practice. It
describes the assessment model, the course, rubric, and projects. The course and the
pedagogy clearly require a great deal of upfront work on the part of instructors. The
data that shows the effectiveness of the peer meta-assessment may convince others
to try this approach. Students’ excerpts indicate that they were asking metacognitive
questions, showing that they were able to evaluate clarity and understandability,
completeness, correctness, and documentation of their peers’ projects. The Appendix
in Chap. 9 shows that while the students in the large class found the task demanding,
students in the small class noted that it had helped them learn the conceptual modeling languages. Given the characteristics of the students in the two courses and the
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difficulty of the task as expressed by students in the large class, the question that
arises is whether this model of instruction is generalizable to students attending less
selective institutions, especially those with larger classes. Future research on the
effectiveness of the approach should compare and contrast the impact of the
approach in a variety of instructional and cultural settings.
In Chap. 10, “The Impact of Culture on Engineering and Engineering Education,”
Carberry and Baker (2018, in this book) discuss the relationships between engineering, engineering education, and culture. They show how cultural perception of engineering and the resulting engineering education and engineering culture impact men
and women’s approach to and place in engineering. The authors provide educators,
educational policy makers, and public communicators of engineering and engineering education with a basis for making engineering education more culturally accessible to women. The findings of the authors’ survey could also be used in the
development of tools for assessing students’ attitudes toward engineering and engineering education. Future work suggested by the authors could focus on developing
concise definitions of engineer, engineering, and engineering education, while
empirical studies could explore students’ reasons and arguments for choosing a
career in engineering from a gender perspective. Findings from these studies would
help inform both educational and public communication efforts.
In Chap. 11, “Engineering Education in Higher Education in Europe,” Corlu,
Svidt, Gnaur, Lavi, Borat, and Çorlu (2018, in this book) provide insight into how
engineering education systems have developed across Europe. They link this development to the innovation score of the European Commission (EC) by comparing
engineering education systems in three European countries. The chapter includes a
detailed description of the systems in Denmark and Turkey and comparing them to
the UK’s engineering education system. Future studies could provide a more
detailed characterization of engineering education systems and of innovation that
go beyond the EC’s definition. Additional comparisons of different European and
other countries’ engineering education systems can further elucidate the relations
between these systems and innovation.
In Chap. 12, “Cognition, Metacognition, and Mathematics Literacy,” Mevarech
and Fan (2018, in this book) describe a pedagogical method for mathematics problem solving and its positive impact on students’ mathematical literacy. This method
is based on problem solving processes embedded within metacognitive scaffolding
through question posing. The authors’ method is implemented by the classroom
teacher following an evaluation for its effectiveness. This method can be adopted by
and adapted to other STEM subjects. The authors encourage teachers to place problem solving at the center of their students’ mathematics learning process. This pedagogical method could be adapted to various collaborative authentic problem solving
processes, thereby contributing not just to promoting students’ mathematical literacy, but also to boosting their ability to solve authentic mathematics problems, both
individually and collaboratively.
The cognition/metacognition and teaching instruction model in Chap. 13,
“Promoting Mathematics Teachers’ Pedagogical Metacognition – a Theoretical-
practical Model and Case Study” by Kohen and Kramarski (2018, in this book),
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advocate moving the preparation of mathematics teachers from simply providing
them with a series of instructional strategies to challenging the teachers to engage in
student-centered teaching. This approach encourages knowledge construction
through metacognition and self-regulation. As the authors point out, this is a sorely
needed change in the approach to mathematics teacher preparation, since metacognition develops slowly and is quite poor among both students and teachers.
Mathematics education lacks a vocabulary to communicate teachers’ classroom
activities, which this model provides. The case study of two female teachers has
benefits and limitations as a test of the model. Further research is needed for the
generalizability of the instructional model to the preparation of elementary teachers
who have limited mathematics backgrounds, to teacher preparation programs outside Israel, and to minority students preparing to be mathematic teachers.
Furthermore, the preservice teachers taught their peers. Testing the model in a variety of contexts with a broader range of students and in real classrooms will provide
mathematics educators with the knowledge they need to improve the preparation of
future mathematics teachers.
In Chap. 14, “Mathematical Modeling and Culturally Relevant Pedagogy” by
Anhalt, Staats, Cortez, and Civil (2018), the authors state that two pedagogical
approaches rely on students’ knowledge of everyday situations: mathematical modeling and culturally relevant pedagogy. Yet, the question of how to combine these
two approaches in the mathematics classroom has remained open. The chapter
intends to remedy this situation by reviewing the relevant literature in two disparate
disciplines and providing an in-depth exploration of a concrete example of how
modeling and culturally relevant pedagogy can be combined. The rationale for combining the two approaches is that it will improve students’ performance and be more
motivating and relevant to them. The authors base this claim on the positive student
outcomes found in the research literature. The authors provide a brief description of
the impact of including a module of mathematical modeling and culturally relevant
pedagogy in a mathematics pedagogy class. Given the short duration of the module,
it is understandable that the impact was modest. However, the trial of the module
did identify the difficulties preservice teachers, and most likely also in-service
teachers, will encounter while trying to combine modeling with students’ funds of
knowledge. Another difficulty the preservice teachers encountered was the development of a critical consciousness through which they would challenge the status quo
of the current social order. Future research should look into whether the combination of mathematical modeling and culturally relevant pedagogy is more effective
than traditional mathematical pedagogies.
For STEM teachers to be able to perform these different roles, they must possess
advanced cognitive and metacognitive skills, as well as cultural awareness. This will
enable them to better monitor and improve students’ learning and teach the students
in ways that suit their cultural backgrounds. Effective monitoring of students necessitates assessment, making teacher assessment literacy another important competency for teachers to possess (Avargil et al. 2012; Dori and Avargil 2015; Xu and
Brown 2016).
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Anyone interested in implementing teaching focused on cognition, metacognition, and culture on a wide scale can draw encouragement from empirical demonstrations of improvements in cognition and metacognition. Examples include those
described in Chaps. 2 and 3 for science students and teachers, respectively, in Chap.
9 for engineering students, and in Chaps. 12 and 13 for mathematics students and
teachers, respectively. The impact of culture-aware teaching on learning outcomes,
including cognitive and metacognitive skills, discussed in Chaps. 4, 7, 10, and 14, is
therefore a fruitful direction for future research in STEM education.We conclude by
noting that this book concerns three major topics of STEM education research—
cognition, metacognition, and culture. The findings and conclusions presented
throughout this book provide three overarching suggestions for STEM teachers: (1)
nurturing cognitive skills in students to help them attain STEM knowledge in various domains, (2) developing students’ metacognitive awareness to help them set
learning goals and plan for achieving those goals, and (3) teaching students in culturally appropriate ways while helping them acquire cultural knowledge and
values.
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H
Hierarchical Analysis Tool (HAT), 99
Higher mental processes (HMP),
272–273
Higher-order thinking, 339–340
Holistic approach, 160
I
iMovie, 131
IMPROVE method
eight-item posttest, 272
HMP, 272–273
intact classrooms, 271–272
LMP, 272–273
regular math problems, 271
ten-item examination, 272
time and group, 272–273
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Information age, 45
Information, communication, and technology
(ICT), 117–119, 125, 132, 268–269
Inquiry teaching, see Scientific practices (SP)
Intellectual technology, 117
Invading species, 150
J
Joint problem space, 100
Junior Metacognitive Awareness Inventory
(Jr. MAI), 45
K
Knowledge acquisition, 175–176, 179, 337
Knowledge application, 176, 337
Knowledge-based life, 243
Knowledge of cognition (KC), 281, 341
Knowledge of Nature of Science (NOSK),
14–16, 19–20
Knowledge of Scientific Practices (SPK),
14–16
Knowledge production, 177, 338
L
Literature search
classification, 38
empirical papers
assessment tools, 40, 42–43
discipline-based features, 40
investigated population, 40–41
metacognition learning processes,
41, 43–46
pedagogical intervention, 41, 46–53
journals, 37
reviews, 38–39
self-regulated learning, 38
theoretical and non-empirical, 39
Lower mental processes (LMP), 272–273
M
Mastery Learning, 29
Mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT)
model, 12
Mathematical modeling
components, 314–315
CRP
community contexts, 317–319
connection to academic success, 321
connection to critical
consciousness, 320
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connection to culture and
community, 320
content motivation, 315–316
Fences task, 319–320
implications, 321–322
integrate contexts relevant to
students, 316
problem situation, 317
promoting discussion between
students, 316
definition, 313–314
nature’s principles, 312
perspectives, 313–314
preservice teachers
culture and Funds of Knowledge, 324
haircuts and styles, 324
limitations, 325
mathematics course, 323–324
modeling problems, 325
open-ended problems, 324
person’s shoe, 324–325
teacher education, 323
Mathematics education, 7–8, 337
mathematical modeling (see Mathematical
modeling)
mathematics literacy (see Mathematics
literacy (ML))
pedagogical metacognition (see
Metacognitive learners)
word clouds, 334–335
Mathematics literacy (ML), 340
changes and relationships, 263
classroom observations, 274
contexts, 265
CUN tasks, 265–267
cyber-learning environments, 274
data analysis, 264
deeper learning, 262
definition, 262–263
ICT and non-ICT environments, 274
IMPROVE, 267–275
meaningful learning, 262
metacognition
higher-order thinking program, 267
ICT, 268–269
MOE of Singapore, 269–270
object level, 267
positive correlations, 267
reading comprehension, 270–271
problem-solving, 262–263, 270
processes, 264
quantity, 264
space and shape, 264
uncertainty, 264
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Meta-assessment, 197–198, 204–208, 210
Metacognition
assessment tools, 342
course reflection tool
peer assessment task, 207–208
teamwork, 205, 207
definition, 341
disciplines, 193
effective and efficient assessment, 196–197
formative assessment, 196
goal of, 194
IMPROVE, 342
knowledge of, 192, 193, 341
mathematics education, 331–333
MBSE
graduate course, 203
OPM, 199–200, 208
peer assessment and meta-assessment,
200
semantics-oriented criteria, 198–199
settings, 200
size, level, and culture, 200
UML, 199, 208
undergraduate course, 201–202
PBL, 195–196
pedagogical intervention, 341
peer assessment
definition, 197
distinctive cognitive, 209
“hands-on” training, 211
instructors, 211
metacognitive elements, 209
student’s peer assessment, 209
tool, 203–204
pentagon framework, 269–270
principles, 194, 195
regulation of, 193, 341–342
research and development, 342
science learning, 342
self-regulation, 341
SRL, 192
students’ reflections, 212
summative assessment, 196
Metacognition Baseline Questionnaire
(MBQ), 44
Metacognitive Activities Inventory
(MCAI), 46
Metacognitive-guided Inquiry within
Networked Technology (MINT),
52–53
Metacognitive learners
data analysis, 289–290
educators and researchers, 280
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multidimensional Cog/Meta_T model
backward and forward thinking, 288
dual pedagogical dimensions, 299
engagement activation, 295–297
explicit strategies, 293–295
implementation, 287–288
incidence, quality, and sequential
pattern, 290–293
metacognitive support, 298
pedagogical metacognition, 281–282
phases, 283
potential contributions, 300
pre-action, in-action, and post-action,
288–289
self-regulation model, 281, 300
teaching episodes, 289
teaching instruction, 283–285, 293–294
teaching practice, 299–300
training and follow-up, 301
web-based learning environments,
285–286
Schraw’s and Zimmerman’s models,
280–281
Metacognitive Orientation Learning
Environment Scale-Science, 46
Metacognitive pedagogy, 267–270
Model-based systems engineering (MBSE)
graduate course, 203
OPM, 199–200, 208
peer assessment and meta-assessment, 200
semantics-oriented criteria, 198–199
settings, 200
size, level, and culture, 200
UML, 199, 208
undergraduate course, 201–202
Model clarity and understandability
(MCU), 199
N
National Science Foundation (NSF), 191
National Society of Black Engineers
(NSBE), 232
Nature of science (NOS), 13, 19–20, 339
Nature of technology (NoT)
adoption and enactment, 158–159
artifact, process, and activity, 142
cognitive processes, 151
computer-based technology, 152–153
diffusion, 147
dimensions, 141
expertise, 148
financial, professional, and social, 161–162
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Nature of technology (NoT) (cont.)
implementation, adoption, and enactment,
149–151
implication, 162
intent
classroom conditions, 157
content knowledge, 156–157
cultural activity, 157
PD, 158
teacher preparation, 158
technical knowledge, 156
machine’s construction, 143
outcomes, 159–161
PCK, 152
preplanning, 155
progression, 147
rationality, 145
3D representations, 151–152
Next Generation Science and on Engineering
Standards (NGSES), 232
Next generation science standards (NGSS), 13
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO), 251
O
Object-Process Methodology (OPM), 199–200
Overscripting, 100–101
P
Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK),
11, 152
Pedagogical intervention
automated instrument, 46
classroom learning environment, 46
follow-up study, 52
IMMEX problem, 53
metacognitive moves, 52
multi-method assessment, 46
scientific skills/knowledge, 41, 46–50
small groups collaboration, 46
Pedagogical knowledge (PK), 11, 20
Peer assessment
definition, 197
distinctive cognitive, 209
“hands-on” training, 211
instructors, 211
metacognitive elements, 209
student’s peer assessment, 209
tool, 203–204
Performance knowledge, 128
Permeable disciplinarity, 243
Personal authenticity, 94
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Physics Education Technology Project
(PhET), 97
Physics Metacognition Inventory (PMCI),
40, 42–43
PISA, 261–265
Population region, 2–3
Portfolio, 231
Preservice elementary teachers (PETs)
class activities, 120
contextualize technological tasks, 133–134
cultural contexts, 132–133
digital natives and immigrants, 117, 118
inquiry approach, 121
intellectual technology, 117
interests, goals, and research based
approaches, 134
online electronic resources, 121
online tasks, 127–128
participants’ assessment, 121, 122
pedagogical technology, 120
prior experiences and attitudes
blogs, 123
disfavor technology, 124
inquiry-based learning, 123–124
inquiry task, 125–126
Internet, 123
prevalence and frequency technology,
122
professional learning, 124–125
research-based assessment, 120
safe contexts, 134–135
scaffold public collaboration, 133
social networking tools, 121
vodcasting, 121
Preservice teachers (PTs)
culture and Funds of Knowledge, 324
haircuts and styles, 324
modeling problems, 325
open-ended problems, 324
Problem solving
authenticity, 94–95, 97
case-based reasoning, 93
DBR, 101–103
difficult problems, 96
dimensions, 95
domain-specific practices, 92–93, 96
dynamicity, 96
ECLIPSE (see Environment for
Collaborative Learning Integrating
Problem Solving Experiences
(ECLIPSE))
goal-based scenarios, 93
ill-structured problems, 95
implications, 108–109
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inquiry learning, 93
inter-related activity system, 92
learning as conceptual change, 93
levels of difficulty, 91
open-ended learning, 93
problem-based learning, 93
scaffolding, 98–101
Professional development (PD) program, 140
research scientist, 15
SMK, 17–18
Project-based learning (PBL), 191, 195–196,
248, 346
Propositional knowledge, 128
Public Financial Management and Controlling
Law, 253
Public perception, 218–220
R
Reading comprehension, mathematics literacy
and metacognition, 270–271
Reading Comprehension of Science Test
(RCST), 43
Regulation of cognition (RC), 281, 341–342
Renewable energy sources, 226–227
Research Experiences for Teachers (RETs), 19
Research Experiences for Undergraduates
(REUs), 19
Restrained teaching, 70
Robert College engineering school (1912), 250
Roskilde University Center, 247
S
Scaffolding
collaboration, 99–101
discipline-based education researchers, 98
ECLIPSE (see Environment for
Collaborative Learning Integrating
Problem Solving Experiences
(ECLIPSE))
evidence, 98
examples, 99
mathematical representation, 99
Science education, 2, 4, 337
engaging children (see Engaging children)
metacognition, 331–333
definition, 34–35
evaluation, 54–57
general education, 36–37
literature search (see Literature search)
recommendations, 59–60
research gaps, 54, 58
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scientific literacy (see Scientific literacy
(SL))
word clouds, 334–335
Scientific inquiry, 338, 340
Scientific literacy (SL)
classical, 68
cognitive and affective domains, 75
connections, 77–79
critical-constructive Didaktik, 70–71
critical-reflexive, 69
critical thinking, 71–73
ethical perspectives, 73
science-to-society link, 75–76
socio-political perspectives, 73
SSIs, 73–74, 79–80
techno-scientific rationality, 80
traditional vs. alternative approach, 77
elements, 65
Scientific practices (SPs)
CoP, 20–21
deep and integrated knowledge, 13
fifth to ninth grade children, 14–15
Fossil Finders
background lessons, 21
environmental changes, 21
pedagogical practices, 21
pre and post-tests of
knowledge, 21–22
metacognition, 17
NGSS, 13
pedagogical knowledge, 20
reflection, 16–17
research scientist, 15
teacher’s knowledge
aspects, 15–16
NOS, 19–20
reform-based documents, 18–19
traditional teacher preparation
programs, 15
United States, 338
variations of inquiry, 12–13
Self-Efficacy Metacognition Learning
Inventory-Science (SEMLI-S),
42–43
Self-regulated learning (SRL), 192
Singapore Mathematics Assessment
Project, 266
Social bookmarking tool, 127
Society of Women Engineers (SWE), 232
Sociocultural theory, 119
Socio-scientific issues (SSI), 73–74, 79–80
Story Problem-Solving Environment
(SPSE), 99
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Subject matter knowledge (SMK)
assumption, 13–14
NOSK, 14
PD program, 17–18
reform-based teaching practice, 14
SPK, 14
Systems Modeling Language (SysML), 203
T
Teacher cognition, 338, 347–348
beliefs and knowledge, 10–11
Calderhead’s definition, 10
classroom problems, 9–10
knowledge base, 11–12
scientific practices (see Scientific practices
(SPs))
Technical knowledge, 156
Technology education, 4–5, 337
cyberlearning (see Cyberlearning)
metacognition, 331–332
NoT (see Nature of technology (NoT))
PETs (see Preservice elementary teachers
(PETs))
Technology enhanced learning (TEL), 152
Theoretical-practical model, 281
Transformative learning, 73, 340
Transforming Undergraduate Education in
Engineering (TUEE), 168

Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMMS), 229
U
Undergraduate Research Experience
(URE), 23
Unified Modeling Language (UML), 199
University Ranking by Academic
Performence (URAS), 254
V
Value authenticity, 94
Vision I, 65–66
Vision II, 65–66
Vision IIa, 78
Vision III, 66–67
Vodcasting, 121, 130
W
Washington Accord Graduate
Attributes, 253
Web-Based Inquiry Science Environment
(WISE), 97
Women in Science and Engineering
(WISE), 232
Word clouds, 334–335

